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This research examines cultural change and continuity as embodied within a singular multi-

generational housepit (Housepit 54) located within the Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z) in the 

Mid-Fraser Canyon, British Columbia, Canada.  Previous research has highlighted the distinctive 

differences between Bridge River 2 and 3 time periods wherein the village was faced with 

dramatic population growth and climate change.  These pressures crafted a Malthusian ceiling-

type event which corresponded with the emergence of persistent institutionalized inequality.  

This research aims to illuminate issues of gender, kinship, social identity, and household social 

relationships in order to highlight how macro-scale cultural change is evinced in micro-scale 

space-use and activity patterns.  This research examines how such a drastic restructuring of the 

sociopolitical realities within the Bridge River village (K’etxelkná’z) interfaces with 

interpersonal identity and cultural evolution at the household level. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This research seeks to address issues of cultural change and continuity as embodied within a 

singular multi-generational housepit (Housepit 54) located within the Bridge River site 

(K’etxelkná’z) in the Mid-Fraser Canyon, British Columbia, Canada.  Previous research has 

highlighted the distinctive differences between Bridge River 2 and 3 time periods wherein the 

village faced dramatic population growth and climate change.  These pressures crafted a 

Malthusian ceiling-type event that corresponded with an upsurge in inequality before eventual 

abandonment of the village.  Analysis on the effects of resource depression and subsequent 

increase in competition has focused on how these external pressures relate to the emergence of 

inequality.  This research aims to illuminate issues of gender, kinship, identity, and inter/intra 

household social relationships and highlights how macro-cultural change is evinced in micro-

scale space-use/activity patterns.  This research intends to understand how such a drastic 

restructuring of the sociopolitical realities within the Bridge River village (K’etxelkná’z) 

interfaces with interpersonal identity and cultural evolution at a household level. 

 

If hunter-gatherer-fisher identities were tied to resource-extraction activities (i.e. hunting 

individuals have identities based around their hunting practices, gathering individuals have 

identities based around their gathering practices) then changes in resource access may cause 

measurable shifts in gender identity and differential access to social status.  If social identities 

were more influenced by kinship networks and social relationships, then access to higher social 

status may be related to these qualities rather than gender.  Finally, if social identity is more fluid 

and negotiable on interpersonal levels, then it may be more likely for multiple individuals to 

attain prestige material and higher status during the emergence of inequality.  This research tests 

these three measures of identity using three hypotheses to determine if it is possible to ascertain 

how inequality spatially aligned with these social distinctions over time.   

 

This research addresses questions about the nature of cultural change within the context of 

hunter-gatherer-fisher villages in order to provide evidence for the recursive properties that 

enable culture to change at the macro-level through the embodiment of variable social identities 

expressed within household activity.  Focus is given to better articulating the interplay between 

the division of labor, social networks, and individual agency.  Not only does this provide a 

framework for understanding the nested qualities of multiscalar relationships between the 

individual and society, but it also helps situate cultural change beyond the fidelity of 

transmission mechanisms and into the realm of interactions at the personal level.  This research 

creates a backdrop for understanding the interplay of social identity in the emergence of 

institutionalized inequality. 

 

The dissertation is organized into the following framework: Chapter 2 provides background on 

the geographic and archaeological history of Housepit 54.  Chapter 3 reviews pertinent literature 

to household archaeology research, hunter-gatherer-fisher studies, studies on the emergence of 

inequality, social identity studies focused on hunter-gatherer-fisher gender and kinship, studies 

on agency in archaeological material, and studies of cultural transmission.  Chapter 4 covers the 

three hypotheses for the research, the data associated to each, and the test expectations.  Chapter 

5 provides an overview of data for the four floors of Housepit 54 used in this research.  Chapters 

6 through 9 describe each floor (IId, IIe, IIh, and IIL) in-depth.  Chapter 10 and 11 compare the 

four floors spatially and statistically.  Chapter 12 compares a selection of residential units per 
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floor using Factor Analysis to assess co-associations between aspects of material assemblage, 

space use, and prestige access.  Chapter 13 presents results and discussion based on the data and 

data analysis.  Chapter 14 is the final chapter of the dissertation and presents overall conclusions 

from my research in light of previous approaches to understanding the development of 

inequality.       
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Chapter 2: Site Background 
Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of the geographical region, history, and most recent research 

at Housepit 54.  Understanding how people integrated, interacted, and modified their 

environment in the past is a key component for archaeological studies to understand cultural 

change over time.  By starting with a large-scale regional geography, we can situate the Bridge 

River site (K’etxelkná’z) spatially on the landscape along the Bridge and Fraser rivers.  

Transitioning into the archaeological research and history of people’s interactions with the 

environment, we are able to situate the life-history of both the village and Housepit 54 in 

chronological context.  Finally, by then discussing the most recent research on the emergence of 

inequality in Housepit 54, we can understand the role of subsistence and demography in 

fomenting a transition to a hierarchical society.   

 

Geography and Canadian Plateau Regional Background 
The Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z) is located in the traditional territory of the interior Salish-

speaking St’át’imc, situated near the confluence of the Bridge and Fraser rivers within the Mid-

Fraser Canyon, British Columbia, Canada.  The Mid-Fraser Canyon region includes the area 

around the city of Lillooet and along the Bridge River, a tributary of the Fraser River which 

starts in the Rocky Mountains in southeast British Columbia and meets the Pacific Ocean in 

Vancouver.  The Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z) is one of many large pithouse villages 

throughout the Mid-Fraser region, including the Keatley Creek (Tl’atl’lh), Fountain, Lillooet, 

Seton, Pavilion, and Bell (Tskwàlk’ten) sites (Figure 1).  The earliest archaeological record for 

this region, based on lithic scatters and two sites (Drynoch Slide and Landels site) dated to 

11,500-10,000 years before present, indicate people were mobile hunter-gatherer-fisher groups 

relying primarily on terrestrial resources such as deer and elk (Stryd and Rousseau 1996).  This 

is followed by evidence for Nesikep tradition lithics, including Early Nesikep, Lochnore, and 

Lehman phases (Fladmark 1982; Pokotylo and Mitchell 1998; Prentiss and Kuijt 2012; Richards 

and Rousseau 1987; Rousseau 2004b; Stryd and Rousseau 1996).  Continuation of ungulate-

focused subsistence seems to have occurred, with groups of people living in small mobile 

egalitarian family groups (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).   
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Figure 1. Location of Bridge River Site (K’etxelkná’z), Middle Fraser Canyon, British Columbia (From Prentiss et al. 

2020:3) 

At around 4,200 to 4,100 years ago, there is evidence for a shift in subsistence strategies as 

climatic fluctuations from the Neoglacial cooling event resulted in reduced access to large game 

during the cold months and the shortening of salmon run lengths (Hallett et al. 2003; Patterson et 
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al. 2005; Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  Plant provisions would have also been similarly impacted, 

with reduced availability across length of peak gathering time.  To respond to these landscape-

level changes, local groups shifted to a collector strategy (Binford 1980; Prentiss and Kuijt 

2012).  This strategy included a central campsite from which groups would depart to gather 

resources (both flora and fauna) before moving the central camp to a new area in concert with 

landscape resource variation (Clark 2023; Denis 2021).   

 

By 3,500-2,500 years ago the Shuswap horizon is demarcated by subsistence practices 

continuing to respond to resource restriction during the colder months (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  

We see the widespread use of semi-sedentary pithouses (Pokotylo and Mitchell 1998; Ritchie et 

al. 2016) within the Plateau Pithouse Tradition (Richards and Rousseau 1987) with the earliest 

appearance of pithouses on the Canadian Plateau occurring at the Baker site (EdQx43) near 

Kamloops dating to ca. 4,000-4,500 years ago (Stryd and Rousseau 1996; Wilson et al. 1992).  

While it has been suggested that the Baker site represents the start of the Plateau Pithouse 

Tradition (Stryd and Rousseau 1996), it more likely represents a separate cultural component 

with Level 2 being Lochnore and thus connected to the Nesikep tradition while level 3 has a 

different configuration of features and artifacts (Pokotylo and Mitchell 1998; Prentiss and Kuijt 

2004).    

 

Climatic conditions in the region became similar to modern day by 3,000 to 2,000 years ago 

(Richards and Rousseau 1987).  There is little evidence for internal storage pits in pithouses prior 

to about 3,000 years ago and lithics at this time were predominantly expedient, consisting of 

leaf-shaped and stemmed points and an array of bone and antler tools for crafting fish hooks and 

harpoons (Hocking 2013; Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  A high degree of stylistic variability in 

projectile points is noted by Richards and Rousseau (1987) with reliance on locally obtained raw 

materials such as chert, quartzite, argillite, rhyolite and fine grained basalts (27).  Key-shaped 

unifaces/bifaces occur at this time and continue through to the Plateau Horizon until roughly 

1,200 years ago.  Formed scrapers, usually thumbnail end scrapers, and groundstone items are 

relatively rare as are microblades/microblade cores (Richards and Rousseau 1987).  Housepit 

depressions from the Shuswap Horizon average 10.7 meters in diameter and are without raised 

earth rims, typically circular to oval in shape while the floorplans tend to be rectangular.  Side 

entrances are common External storage and cooking pits are seemingly rare for this time 

(Richards and Rousseau 1987; see also Sendey 1972:11; Mohs 1980:53; Turnbull 1977:105). 

 

By the Plateau Horizon (2,500 – 1,200 years ago) we see increased dependence on storage and 

root harvesting, with many large external roasting pit features dating to this period (Lepofsky 

and Peacock 2004).  Lithic tools include more specialized points, usually bilaterally barbed with 

corner or basal-notches falling into two size groups, one sized for spear/atlatls and the other as 

arrow points.  End scrapers are more common along with an increase in key-shaped 

unifaces/bifaces though there is consistency with the Shuswap Horizon in unformed 

unifacial/bifacial flake tools prevailing in assemblages.  Groundstone items are still relatively 

uncommon though considered to be more prevalent in the Mid-Fraser region after 1,900 years 

ago (Richards and Rousseau 1987).   

 

Groups lived in small winter pithouse villages and we see the beginnings of trade networks for 

procuring nonlocal raw material and greater evidence of decorative beads and pendants (Prentiss 
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and Kuijt 2012; Richards and Rousseau 1987).  Housepit depressions are somewhat smaller in 

average size compared to the preceding Shuswap and following Kamloops Horizon, usually 

around 6.14 meters in diameter except for those found in the Mid-Fraser region, where the 

average is 9.9 meters (ranging from 8-11.6 meters).  Pithouse depressions were circular to oval-

shaped with central hearths, indicative of single-family egalitarian residential groups (Richards 

and Rousseau 1987; Prentiss et al. 2005).  By the late Plateau Horizon, we see the appearance of 

large complex winter villages containing upwards of 100 pithouses indicating an increase in 

sedentism and heavier reliance on salmon (Prentiss et al. 2005; French 2013).While initially 

considered part of the Kamloops Horizon (1,200 – 200 years ago), the development of larger 

pithouses with a greater range in size (from 5 to 20 meters in diameter) and variation in form, 

including circular, rectangular and square layouts occurs during the Plateau Horizon based on 

dating for houses throughout the Bridge River and Keatley Creek sites.  These pithouses also 

include large earthen rims and substantial investment in internal storage.  Lighter roof structures 

are suggested for rectilinear pithouses due to the lack of substantial post holes while the 

circular/oval housepit excavations indicate substantial wooden superstructures.  The Kamloops 

Horizon is primarily marked by the use of primarily small triangular side-notched lithic points 

(known as the Kamloops side-notched point) and a greater prevalence of groundstone tools.  Fine 

pressure-flaked points/knives are common and tools are generally smaller than those from the 

Plateau Horizon.  Microblade technology and large atlatl points seem to no longer be in use by 

this time.  Exchange networks of nonlocal material persist along with subsistence resource bases 

remaining focused on salmon, ungulates, and geophyte foods albeit with fluctuations in intensity 

and abundance (Richards and Rousseau 1987).   

 

For the Lower Fraser area forests (roughly 2,400 – 1,300 years ago) we see a regionally-based 

climate shift known as the Fraser Valley Fire Period (Denis 2021; Hay et al. 2007; Lepofsky et 

al. 2005; Patterson et al. 2005; Tunnicliffe et al. 2001).  Longer and more severe drought in the 

area led to extensive forest fires (Hallett et al. 2003;).  For the Mid-Fraser, this effected the 

mammal and riverine populations differently, with deer, elk, bears and other small mammal 

populations increasing while salmon migrations were delayed to later in the season due to the 

decreased rainfall.  Because of the location of the Mid-Fraser along the Fraser River, people in 

the Mid-Fraser would have had delayed access to salmon populations than those in the Lower 

Fraser as the river had to raise high enough for the salmon to migrate upstream.  When coupled 

with the fact that Mid-Fraser ethnographies indicate a reliance on sockeye salmon 

(Oncorhynchus nerka) for winter storage, then the Mid-Fraser groups could face a subsistence 

crisis “if the one keystone resource failed and the few alternatives (e.g., deer and select 

geophytes) happened to be scarce” (Prentiss et al. 2022b:6).  Meanwhile, Lower Fraser 

populations could buffer their food stores through a range of marine/freshwater/anadromous fish, 

terrestrial plants and animal species.     

 

Mid-Fraser settlement patterns at this time were comprised of dispersal and aggregation 

throughout the year, with the winter months necessitating aggregation by families into these 

pithouse village locations while summer months were times for dispersal and residential 

mobility, gathering resources across the landscape.  Some aggregation events would have 

occurred during the summer as well, such as at productive root-harvesting locations and at 

salmon fishing areas, such as at The Fountain/6-Mile fisheries (Morin et al. 2008).  Evidence for 

intensive root harvesting and processing in earth ovens is found at mid-elevation areas such as 
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Upper Hat Creek Valley (Morin et al 2008; Lepofsky and Peacock 2004; Pokotylo and Froese 

1983).  Winter subsistence would have relied fairly heavily on stored/cached goods, including 

dried salmon which could last for up two years in either underground storage pits or raised 

external caches (Morin et al. 2008).   

 

Another regionally-based pattern in the Mid-Fraser, this time in declining population, occurred at 

around 1,000 to 800 years ago when these large aggregate pithouse villages were seemingly 

abandoned.  Multiple theories have been posited about the impetus for this abandonment, such as 

a landslide in the Fraser river preventing salmon from reaching their spawning grounds (Hayden 

1997; Hayden and Ryder 1991) but the prevailing possibility is that further drying conditions 

heavily reduced salmon populations which were already fluctuating and ungulates (particularly 

deer) were less plentiful, leading to a Malthusian ceiling event (Prentiss et al. 2014, 2018a, 

2020a, 2022b).  Even though large aggregate villages were no longer densely populated , they 

were not completely abandoned with people still living on the landscape in smaller, mobile 

collector groups employing subsistence strategies similar to those prior to the Shuswap Horizon 

(Prentiss and Kuijt 2012; Prentiss et al. 2022b).  By about 350 to 400 years ago, we see a return 

to aggregation in these large villages. 

 

The Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z) contains over 80 housepits dating from 1800 cal. BP to 145 

cal. BP which are demarcated by four occupationally distinct time periods. These time periods 

are noted as Bridge River (BR) 1 ca. 1800-1600 cal. BP, BR 2 ca. 1600-1300 cal. BP, BR 3 ca. 

1300-1000 cal. BP, and BR 4 ca. 600/800-145 cal. BP.  BR 1 and BR 2 evince slow village 

expansion followed by the emergence of concentric circular “neighborhoods” during BR 3. 

Between BR 2 and BR 3, site occupation reached at least 30 occupied houses compared to the 

previous 18 (Prentiss et al. 2014, 2022). This population boom in BR3 occurred in conjunction 

with a peak in marine resource productivity (Hay et al. 2007; Patterson et al. 2005) and, 

interestingly, sees increasing inter-household wealth inequality (Prentiss et al. 2014, 2018a, 

2018b).  Climatic variability and eventual declining subsistence resources at the end of BR 3 

contributed to a brief period of depopulation around 1,000 years ago until reoccupation during 

BR 4 (Prentiss et al. 2014).  The number of overall occupied pithouses decreased to 14 and the 

previously established neighborhood-style distribution appears to cease (Prentiss et. al. 2008, 

2018a).  Housepit 54 is one of the few pithouses with almost continual occupation throughout a 

significant portion of the village lifespan, making it an ideal candidate to investigate cultural 

change at the household level (Barlett 1989).  

 

Previous archaeological studies in the region have focused on understanding economic/political 

organization (Hayden 2000, 2005), macroscale village trade networks (Hayden and Schulting 

1997), resource exploitation and surplus (Bochart 2005; Kew 1992; Prentiss et al. 2011), and the 

emergence of inequality (Prentiss et al. 2014, 2018a).  One avenue of research in the Mid-Fraser 

region has focused on understanding the social, political, and environmental implications (and 

impetuses) for these long-term large village sites.  Ethnographic accounts about the St’át’imc 

people describe clan-based stable permanent villages with chiefly status being either achieved or 

ascribed (Kennedy and Bouchard 1978, 1998; Teit 1906).  The title and power of chief did not 

include notions of coercive power rather these leaders were respected and recognized for their 

knowledge and capabilities. In terms of access to resources, both families and clan groups could 

have designated fishing, gathering, and hunting locations and control access to them (Romanoff 
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1992b; Teit 1906).  This meant that variation in material wealth along family, household, and 

clan lines could develop, with social relationships operating at variable scales both within and 

between long-lived houses situated within the larger village complexes (Prentiss et al. 2022a).   

 

Plateau societies were typified by ethnographers as being organized around autonomous villages 

composed of flexible group membership without the overarching social organization of clans 

(Teit 1906) or social groups (Hill-Trout 1905).  Chiefs were temporary, occupying an elected 

role that could seemingly be filled regardless of other social distinctions, the position lacking 

ascribed parameters. The sociopolitical patterns found in the Mid-Fraser are therefore fairly 

unique compared to other Plateau groups to the east and southeast (Teit 1900, 1909, 1930; 

Ackerman 1994; Furniss 2004; Goldman 1941; Grossman 1965).  In particular, research at 

Housepit 54 has been integral to understanding the development of the unique St’át’imc 

sociopolitical patterns of both cooperative and collective action (Prentiss et al. 2022a). 

 

Past St’át’imc sociopolitical patterns were embedded within the regional landscape as were 

lifeway patterns within winter pithouse villages.  Therefore to understand variation in use of 

space within Housepit 54, we must also understand what kinds of annual subsistence and 

mobility cycles would have existed throughout the pithouse’s use life.  Prentiss et al. (2022a) 

summarizes this pattern by drawing on traditional knowledge from contemporary St’át’imc 

people and ethnographic sources.  Springtime was when foraging for geophytes, large game, and 

spring (Chinook) salmon occurred around the pithouse villages, canyon bottoms and mountain 

valleys.  Berries harvesting and fishing for sockeye salmon occurred in mid-to late summer while 

the later Coho salmon would have been caught during fall.  Other autumn resource gathering 

included deer hunting and high-elevation gathering so that, by late fall, food stores would have 

been stocked within caches occurring along the landscape, within the village, and within 

pithouses as well.  While some winter foraging and hunting would have occurred to supplement 

stores, cached food presented the bulk of consumable goods to survive the colder months 

(Prentiss et al. 2022a:5-6).   

 

Pithouses would have typically been occupied from late fall to late winter or early spring, 

allowing for 3-4 months of consistent accumulation of daily life activities.  Previous 

ethnographic discussions of internal pithouse spatial structure describes the internal space being 

divided into distinct areas for particular functions, such as kitchen areas or storage locations (Teit 

1900, 1909).  Two types of spatial configurations have been recognized in housepit excavations 

in the Mid-Fraser region.  On the Fur Trade floor of Housepit 54, spatial patterns for cooking and 

storage occurred along the southwest while toolmaking-related debris was concentrated in the 

southeast with the central hearth region being fairly empty (Prentiss et al. 2022a).  This type of 

distinctive activity separation was also present on a late-dating floor at the S7istken site (Smith 

2017).  Comparatively, redundant domestic areas with multiple family-centered hearths have 

been described by Hayden for Keatley Creek occupational floors and for one floor at the 

S7istken site (Prentiss et al 2022a). 

 

Cooking-related activities have been designated based on the presence of hearths, evidence for 

boiling stones (fire-cracked rock), food-remains (faunal and botanical material), and food 

preparation tools (knives, groundstone).  However, understanding the degree to which additional 

non-cooking related labor activities took place within pithouses is important to this research.  It 
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is known that some activities took place on the roofs of pithouses (Barnett and Frank 2017; Teit 

1900), with Alexander (2000) arguing that early-stage lithic tool production occurred outside the 

pithouse while later stage resharpening/maintenance occurred inside.  Previous analysis at 

Keatley Creek indicated core-reduction activity in Housepit 7 (Prentiss 2000) and bipolar core 

reduction activity on the fur trade floor of Housepit 54 (French 2017).  There is evidence for later 

stage hide-working and clothing manufacture (hide scrapers, piercers, awls, needles).  Working 

of wood, antler, and bone materials used in the manufacturing of weapons, tool handles, sleeping 

platforms, basketmaking, other internal/external furniture, and assorted other tools would have 

also been prevalent.  Decorative elements and ornaments were also crafted, such as 

stone/bone/shell beads, pendants, and figurines (Prentiss et al. 2022a:8).  These types of 

activities and many more – marriage and feasting events, child-rearing, ceremonies, game-

playing, storytelling, dog raising -- would have marked life experiences during pithouse stays 

(Alexander 2000; Barnett and Frank 2017; Kennedy and Bouchard 1978; Nastich 1954; Teit 

1900, 1906).  Conceptions of gendered space would have influenced the distribution of labor 

locations within Housepit 54.  Activities of cooking, hide-working, wool-making and weaving 

were considered women’s activities while weapons manufacturing and wood/bone/antler 

working were considered men’s activities (Prentiss et al. 2022a:8). 

     

Abandonment processes would also have been integrated into these patterns, whereby each 

occupational floor was affected by resident expectations on whether they were likely to return 

the following year.  Prentiss et al. (2022a) utilize Stevenson’s (1985) occupation phases concept 

to imagine the lifecycle of Housepit 54 floors.  During the warm season, pithouses were likely 

visited to store subsistence items for future use with house-members who were not partaking in 

food-gathering activities staying home.  During late fall, as the full house membership would 

return to the pithouse, refurbishing and repair before winter would take place.  This could 

include repairing house posts and furniture, fixing beams and establishing internal hearth/storage 

pit locations. With the onset of winter, activities would shift to household habitus (Bourdieu 

1977) of cooking/consumption, clothing manufacture/repair, tool manufacture/repair and 

recycling, gearing up for spring fishing amidst social obligations and festivities.  Material 

expectations from this process are expected to include higher degrees of debitage from tool 

manufacture and greater cleanup of kitchen debris into refuse pits, on the roof, and/or along the 

rim (Prentiss et al. 2022a:21). 

 

In considering possible abandonment scenarios as the spring season bloomed, the most common 

would be planned abandonment with the expectation of return.  This would entail leaving some 

site furniture, like large grinding stones or room markers, and minimal floor cleanup if reflooring 

was expected to occur upon return in the fall.  Tools necessary for subsistence would have been 

taken for use throughout the spring/fall hunting, fishing, and gathering process with others being 

cached for future use.  The following fall would see the return of house members who would 

refloor and refurbish as needed.  If a group did not reoccupy the house, eventual roof posts/beam 

material would decompose in place and lead to partial roof collapse.  Lastly, the ritual closing of 

the house with expectations to return and start anew would consist of substantial burning, 

removing of site furniture and curated tools, and preservation of final activity areas as cleanup 

prior to burning may not have occurred (Prentiss et al. 2022a:22). 
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Additional factors that would have influenced the spatial layout of activities and interactions 

within a pithouse include the degree to which groups were communalist or collectivist (Coupland 

et al. 2009).  Both types of strategies were present within the Canadian Plateau (Teit 1900, 

1906).  Communalistic households are typically composed of extended families or a group 

beyond that of the nuclear family who engage in communal subsistence labor, maintaining social 

solidarity through food sharing in the absence of kin-bonds. Alternatively, collective households 

are those wherein multiple familial or nuclear family kin-groups maintain their presence in a 

house but prioritize the socioeconomic needs of their own household kin-group.  The spatial 

manifestation of communalist strategies has been studied for traditional Northwest Coast houses, 

with such floors organized by a central hearth surrounded by separate residential areas for 

sleeping, storage, and labor activities (Coupland et al. 2009).  Housepit 54’s Fur Trade floor has 

evidence for this kind of spatial arrangement (Williams-Larson et al. 2017). 

 

Collectivist houses would include multiple families living in the same space but working 

independently to meet their own subsistence needs. Multiple hearths surrounded by repetitive 

subsistence/production activities are the material spatial indicators of this strategy. Both Keatley 

Creek and Housepit 54 floors from BR2 and early BR3 show such unique domestic signatures 

(Alexander 2000; Lepofsky et al. 1996; Prentiss 2022a).  Interestingly, within Northwest Coast 

groups, the social contexts for communal households were those associated with rigidly defined, 

inherited hierarchies, such as among the Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit (Coupland et al. 2009). 

Comparatively, the collectivist approach is seemingly associated with less formalized social 

ranking where individuals could achieve status independently of their inherited social ties.  

Integral to this project is understanding how past patterns of labor in Housepit 54, embedded 

within collectivist strategies, evince additional spatial distinctions along possible gendered lines 

and the role other social signifiers, like kinship and relative status, played in structuring space, 

interactions, and inequality within and between households.      

 

Bridge River Village and Housepit 54 
Housepit 54 represents a multi-floored, long-lived space within the Bridge River village.  The 

pithouse was first constructed during the Bridge River 2 phase with adjacent neighbors of 

Housepit 35 and Housepit 32.  During the transition from Bridge River 2 to Bridge River 3, only 

four pithouses remain occupied (Housepits 54, 28, 20, and 3) while two pithouses that were 

previously occupied during Bridge River 1 are reoccupied (Housepits 25 and 58).  From Bridge 

River 3 to Bridge River 4, all adjacent pithouses to Housepit 54 become unoccupied and 

Housepit 54 is one of only six pithouses that remain occupied (Housepit 54, 60, 20, 3, 4, and 18).  

Interestingly, Housepit 54 is the only pithouse in the northern area of the site to remain occupied 

through the transition into Bridge River 4.  

 

Overall, while various pithouses have staggered occupation times or see reoccupation after 

extended abandonment, Housepit 54 is one of the only housepits to have consistent, continual 

occupation throughout the lifespan of the village, beyond the gap representative of abandonment 

that swept through almost the entirety of the Mid-Fraser Canyon area after Bridge River 3 

(Prentiss 2017).  This final occupation phase lasts until the late 1800s with Housepit 54 

functioning as the sole remaining occupied housepit.   
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The possibility that such continuous occupation is representative of a similarly continuous kin-

based control of the housepit is tantalizing.  Considering the ethnographic knowledge that 

members of future households are the ones who perform initial household construction 

(Alexander 2000) and it is through construction that the house is seen as belonging to that family 

or kin-group points to the possibility that Housepit 54’s long lifespan is representative of a long-

lived kin group connected to its initial construction and that the house has the potential to have 

been passed down through generations. 

 

Being such a long-lived space, questions relating to change and consistency in how the interior 

space was utilized, access to resources, and the rise of inequality have formed one aspect of 

Housepit 54 research (Prentiss et al. 2018a, 2018b, 2020a, 2020b, 2020c, 2022a, 2023).  Recent 

focus has been on the role of external village-wide shifts in population and subsistence access 

and how this interacted with the rise of inequality at both the inter- and intra-house level at the 

Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z).  This research builds on these approaches to interrogate how 

such external and internal changes interconnect with cultural qualities of gender, kinship, and 

social agency in the emergence of inequality. 

 

Recent Housepit 54 Research on Demography, Subsistence, Persistent Institutionalized 

Inequality, and Cultural Change in Use of Space 
Recent regional demographic modeling using summed probability distributions of radiocarbon 

data have been assessed for the Mid-Fraser Canyon and Lower Fraser Valley geographies.  

Models have indicated that populations in Lower Fraser were highly stable by 4,000 cal. BP 

while Mid-Fraser populations were low from 2,000-4,000 cal. BP, peaked by 1200-1300 cal. BP 

before lowering once more.  The population fluctuations for the Mid-Fraser are linked to climate 

related impacts on anadromous fish populations that would have impacted Mid-Fraser groups 

more than those residing in the Lower Fraser (Prentiss et al. 2022a).  Because Lower Fraser 

populations had access to a wider range of marine, freshwater, and anadromous fish as well as a 

diverse suite of flora/fauna, these groups had alternative subsistence resources when faced with 

variability of food returns.  Meanwhile, groups in the Mid-Fraser Canyon primarily relied on 

anadromous fish (like sockeye salmon or Oncorhynchus nerka) as a subsistence staple for winter 

stores (Prentiss et al. 2022a; see also Kennedy and Bouchard 1992, Kew 1992, Prentiss and Kuijt 

2012, Romanoff 1992a, Teit 1906).  During the Mid-Fraser population peak, subsistence 

evidence from Bridge River (K’etxelkná’z) and Keatley Creek (Tl’atl’lh) indicate abundant deer 

populations and nearby berry harvests while, as population decreased with unstable salmon 

returns, a decline in deer and berry harvests further afield co-occurred.  Diet breadth expanded 

but not to the extent to support the previous peak population.  This decline in population 

throughout the Mid-Fraser region coincides with the BR3 time period at Bridge River when 

Housepit 54 population peaked (floor IIe) during early BR3, along with increased wealth-based 

inequality, before declining.   

 

Persistent institutionalized inequality emerged at BR site by ca. 1200-1300 years ago (Prentiss et 

al. 2018b, 2020a) in association with population packing and subsistence fluctuations.  These 

subsistence fluctuations were in a key food resource, that of anadromous salmon, which 

continued for multiple generations.  Prentiss et al. (2023) looks to the possible social conditions, 

ramifications, and underlying processes that may have played out in Housepit 54 during this 

time.  The two potential methods analyzed for how inequality manifested include mutualism and 
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coercion (Mattison et al. 2016; Smith and Choi 2007).  If inequality operated under a mutualistic 

framework, certain households in Housepit 54 would display wealth and prestige markers but all 

house members would share similar subsistence/economic qualities. The display of excess 

material wealth by a particular household may be allowed if their actions are recognized as 

helping to ensure continued House persistence like organizing successful trade ventures or 

hunting/feasting productivity.  If inequality operated under a coercion framework, then a 

household would have exerted control over critical food resources to be more successful, and 

from this directly ensured access to economically vital resources.  Inequality would align with a 

household having higher-quality food and prestige markers comparative to other households in 

Housepit 54 (Prentiss et al. 2023).  

 

In this previous study, inequality was measured using three wealth-based measures of prestige-

related artifacts, prestige lithic raw material, and non-local lithic raw material density while 

hunting success was measured via biface density and hide scraper density.  Each variable was 

calculated for each excavation Block per floor, with the assumption that each Block roughly 

correlates to an activity area.  Two independent Principal Component Analyses (PCAs) were run, 

one for the wealth measures including prestige item density (beads, pendants, stone bowls, 

nephrite jade items, and figurines) and four measures of non-local/prestigious lithic raw material 

(Hat Creek jasper, Fountain pisolite, obsidian, and nephrite/steatite density).  The other PCA was 

on subsistence measures and included Block data on canid, artiodactyl, sockeye salmon, and 

biface/projectile point density (Prentiss et al. 2023).  

 

The PCA for wealth measures had two significant components, with the first capturing 59% of 

the variance.  All variables had significant positive loadings, indicating this is measuring co-

varying indicators of wealth.  For IId and IIe, Block D has strongly positive component scores.  

Based on sample variances per component score on each floor, it seems wealth inequality 

abruptly emerged on floor IIe.  The PCA for subsistence material had one significant component 

capturing 65% of the variance with significant positive loadings on all variables.  Component 

scores for each Block per floor show significant positive loadings for IIb-IIe on Block D, Block 

B and C for IIe and Block A for IIh.  Sample variance scores are highest for IIc and IId, 

indicating subsistence inequality was probable for these two floors, after the establishment of 

initial material wealth indicators of inequality.  This suggests a mutualism scenario may have 

played out during the initial beginnings of wealth-based inequality for floor IIe when the 

housepit doubled in size.  Similar subsistence access and resources were shared across 

households.  For floor IIe, Blocks A, C and D were domestic areas while Block B functioned 

primarily for storage initially before becoming a general domestic area as indicated by the 

hearth-capped storage pits in Block B (Prentiss et al. 2023).  

 

The subsequent IId floor has lower estimated populations (about half of the IIe floor) and relative 

cache pit volume also drops by half, coinciding with a decline in salmon density and artiodactyl 

density throughout the floor.  As access to subsistence staples became precarious, inequality 

persisted in wealth measures and become pronounced in food resources.  It is suggested that 

initial mutualism mechanics in the IIe floor led to some level of exclusionary access to resources 

between households in IId and IIc.  This analysis suggests that “inequality at Bridge River began 

in a voluntary situation predicted by mutualism but evolved into more of a coercion scenario 

under a persistent Malthusian period” (Prentiss et al. 2023:8).  Generally, the house history 
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indicates an alignment between house size, population, and changing social strategies with initial 

egalitarian communalism transitioning to collectivist strategies across four floors (IIe-IIa) 

coupled with material wealth-based inequality (Prentiss et al 2022a:198). 

 

Using phylogenetic analysis of spatial distributions of certain features across all floors, Prentiss 

et al. (2020b) attempts to understand possible underlying rules for use of space in Housepit 54 

have found it represents a long-lived house group or “House” with well-developed system of 

cultural inheritance between generations.  This previous study looks at how group identity, as 

embedded in the spatial organization of domestic activity areas and house maintenance practices, 

were transmitted over time between generational floors.  Three hypotheses were tested about the 

nature of inter-generational occupational patterns across floors IIL to IIa, a timeframe spanning 

360 years.  This work looked to see if there was descent with modification in spatial patterns and 

whether or not modification correlated to passage of time or with economic indicators.  Four 

variants of spatial positioning of hearths throughout the entire housepit were recognized, 

including central singular hearth, multiple central hearths, multiple central hearths plus 

peripheral hearths, and only peripheral hearths.  Peripheral hearths are associated with 

collectivist strategies while central hearths are typically associated with communalist strategies.  

The combination of hearth placement may indicate hybrid strategies of spatial/social negotiation 

(Prentiss et al 2020b:7). 

 

Cache pit placement was also assessed, with the assumption that central storage would be 

indicative of shared stores while peripheral pits would be more likely to be linked to individual 

households or family groups (connected to the collectivist social strategy).  Locations of 

postholes, such as clusters of small postholes, could reflect positions of benches or storage racks 

so similar central/peripheral interpretations were applied.  Large postholes connected with house 

architecture, such as central or periphery roof posts, would have affected the amount of open 

space and whether or not there was a fixedness to one aspect of a spatial layout across 

occupations.  Space structured by major posts could raise the likelihood of collectivist strategies 

(Prentiss et al. 2020b). 

 

Phylogenetic analysis indicates a pattern of stability with some periodic changes in the 

distribution of features per floor.  Floor IIL starts the sequence with a central hearth, followed by 

floors with multiple central or central and peripheral hearths (IIf-IIk) while floors IIa-IIe only 

have peripheral hearths.  Storage pits are centralized from IIL to IIg before becoming peripheral 

(IIg-IIc) and disappearing on floors IIa and IIb.  Only the later pithouse occupations (IIa-IIg) 

show evidence for major large postholes for roof-related architectural features.  Thus “this 

suggests that generations inherited prior traditions… periodically instituting adjustments that 

may have been reflective of deeper underlying social change. The shift from central to peripheral 

hearths in concert with a similar move from central to peripheral cache pits and the emergence of 

marginal post-hole clusters, and large central roof posts implies a reorientation of the nature of 

intra-house cooperation between groups of occupants” (Prentiss et al. 2020b:15) highlights the 

interconnected nature of spatial structuring patterns between occupational floors.   

 

Since storage moves before hearths, it appears subsistence strategies shift to promote 

individualized household maintenance of stored goods before cooking area locations are 

changed.  Since hearths are the locus for household activities, tracking when and how they 
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change within these spatial arrangements is important to understand potential connections to 

other social processes.  This pattern of culturally transmitted feature arrangements also implies 

that the archaeological manifestation of significant social/cultural change, such as a shift from 

communalist to collectivist interactions, is typically predicated with indicators in the previous 

floors.  Cooperation between household groups “did not suddenly drop on IIe” but rather began 

to decline on IIf and IIg before the physical expansion of the pithouse included alternative spatial 

arrangements and alternative social interactions (Prentiss et al. 2020b:15).  If we combine this 

with examinations of the emergence of inequality, then as mutualism declines and exclusionary 

access to resources potentially increases, use of space reinforces these social mechanisms.  

Conceptualization of restriction occurs at both the spatial and social level, with the pithouse 

segmented into separate household units and social interactions segmented along lines of 

material wealth.   

 

Summary 
My research builds upon these investigations to understand how additional sociocultural 

structuring mechanisms of gender and kinship fit into the emergence of inequality and how this 

is captured by change in household use of space.  Research in housepit use of space has 

highlighted cooperation or collectivism in the spatial arrangements of food storage locations and 

inherited traditions of feature placements.  Does this inheritance also include cultural 

conceptions of where different types of subsistence labor are meant to take place? If different 

households are maintaining access to specific subsistence resources, what role does access to 

certain toolstone resources play in a transition from cooperation to collectivist interactions? 

These two threads form the baseline of my research, extrapolated into their sociocultural 

manifestations of potential gender and kinship relations.  My research widens the scope of how 

to assess gender and kinship characteristics in household archaeological material vis-à-vis spatial 

arrangements of activity.  Additionally, since approximately 193 years separate the older 

occupational floor (IIL) from the younger occupational floor (IId), my research provides 

methods for assessing change over time in cultural characteristics of gender and kinship and how 

these processes become integrated into mechanisms of material wealth-based inequality as 

informed by household, gender, and agency theory. 

Chapter 3: Literature Review 
Introduction 
This section provides a brief theoretical background on multiple approaches to studying hunter-

gatherer-fisher variation in subsistence, inequality, and sociocultural distinctions within 

archaeology and ethnoarchaeology.  My research is informed by these interpretative lenses as a 

way to structure the subsequent hypotheses investigating variation in use of space in Housepit 

54.  The first three sections of the literature review (Household Archaeology and Food Studies; 

Food and Optimal Foraging Models; Inequality and Hunter-Gatherer-Fisher Archaeology) focus 

on theories of material conditions that define Housepit 54: a long-lived pithouse in a hunter-

gatherer-fisher village where inequality emerged before a return to egalitarianism.  The other 

four sections (Gender and Hunter-Gatherer-Fisher Studies; Social Status and Kinship in the 

Region; Agency, Structural Conditions, and Household Interactions; Hunter-Gatherer-Fishers 

and Cultural Transmission) address theories on the immaterial conditions that would influence 

interactions within Housepit 54: differing social distinctions of gender, kinship, and social status 

interacting as agents of cultural continuity or change over time.   
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Household Archaeology and Food Studies 
Important to the analysis of Housepit 54 is creating a robust understanding of the meaningfulness 

of the concept of “household” and “House” both within archaeological theory and within the 

past.  The household has been conceptualized as a location of “co-residency of people who share 

values and lifestyles, [which]...are maintained through economic practices and notions of 

household membership [and]...embody emergent qualities, always becoming and always being 

remade by the people within them” (Kuijt 2018: 566).  Bourdieu’s (1971, 1977) analysis of 

household objects and interactions focuses on them as part of an embedded symbolic system that 

is not necessarily reflective of practical or functional-based conceptions.  Thus, it is important to 

highlight the ways household use of space may be influenced by these symbolic cultural 

constraints, with everyday practices functioning as the glue for the “practical coherence” of 

symbolic systems (Bourdieu 1990: 86).  Typically, this plays out in interpretations of household 

use of space as positioning the hearth as a gathering place for communality, source of warmth 

and light, as well as a source of symbolic meaning (Hodder 1990).   

 

Separate from the household, Lévi-Strauss’ codified the concept of maison or House society as a 

social category and theoretical concept (1982) wherein the House is considered to be “a 

corporate body holding an estate made up of both material and immaterial wealth, which 

perpetuates itself through the transmission of its name, its goods, and its titles down a real or 

imaginary line, considered legitimate as long as this continuity can express itself in the language 

of kinship or of affinity and, most often, both” (1982: 174).  Membership to the House is 

signified through both a physical and social place which provides an identity and framework for 

social interaction.  The House transcends individualized kinship relations and represents an 

emergent social category dependent on the existence of other Houses and not intrinsically tied to 

a singular residence or physical space (though may be embodied by a physical place).  

Importantly, the House concept is intrinsically linked to social status with House membership 

imbuing a specific social status and members of the House capable of influencing the rank of a 

House through social interactions such that the rank and power of a House can rise or fall 

(Gillespie 2000:33; see Table 1).  

 
Term Definition See also 

Residential 

Unit 

(Economic and 

Social) 

Spatial locations that fulfill Household functions based on what a 

household “does” economically without presuming categories of social 

identity.  A residential unit represents intersecting spheres of activities 

performed by individual(s) defined by their relation to the location, 

each other, and the task itself.   

Hampton and 

Prentiss 2020 

Household 

(Economic and 

Social) 

Task-oriented social units combining aspects of economic production 

and consumption, biological reproduction, co-residency at some 

scales, and encompassing socially constructed, symbolically 

meaningful groups (Kuijt 2018) 

Byrd 1994: 

642-3; Wilk 

and Rathje 

1982 

House  

(Social) 

Social status category, 1) refers to a “moral person” but not a corporate 

group delimited by rules of descent, inheritance, or residence; 2) better 

perceived in operation as the objectification of relations rather than as 

a substantive phenomenon; 3) exists at various societal levels; 4) 

unites what anthropologists consider to be antithetical and mutually 

exclusive principles of kinship, marriage, residence, and 

succession…and 5) transcends categorical distinctions among different 

types of societies (Gillespie 2000) 

Lévi -Strauss 

1982 
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Table 1. Terms used for describing household-level interactions and social groups 

One archaeological approach to understanding the “household” theoretical concept situates the 

house as first and foremost a place of overlapping, integrative relationships (Ritchie and 

Lepofsky 2020).  The household serves as the literal and metaphorical space upon which a 

variety of relationships—social, environmental, temporal—pivot and thus it may be analyzed for 

manifestations of change in any or all of these relationships.  The scalar nature of the 

household’s ability to be a conduit “through which regional patterns are manifest, enhanced, 

reified, and modified” (Ritchie and Lepofsky 2020: 1) emphasizes the importance of 

understanding why change in household dynamics/relationships is occurring.  Because 

household variation may be based on changes occurring in Types of Relationships 

(social/environmental/temporal) or in Scales of Relationships (micro/macro), disentangling the 

meaningfulness and direct cause for household change over time is a complicated endeavor.  

Ritchie and Lepofsky (2020) interrogate household change among the Sts’ailes-Coast Salish 

settlement of Hiqelem from this scalar perspective as a way to understand how household 

dynamics manifest regional change in the community relationship to their local and regional 

surroundings.   

 

Another useful comparison for understanding the interplay of household use of space, 

environmental change, and sociality within Housepit 54 is to look at similarly long-term multi-

occupational houses in the archaeological record.  For instance, at Çatalhöyük, a plethora of 

work has been done on understanding “history houses” (Hodder 2006: 143; 2016) wherein 

general internal use of space within the house is maintained throughout the building’s occupation 

(Lercari and Busacca 2020: 6-7).  Repetitive use of space or spatial continuity is considered to be 

a way of creating mnemonic/material links to the past (Moore et al 2000; Hodder 2007’ Baird, 

Fairbairn, and Martin 2017) and within the context of houses, often considered to be a result of 

unconscious habitual practices.  As posited by Hodder (2018:7), there are two broad explanations 

for the underlying processes of household spatial continuities, the first is that hearth locations 

within Çatalhöyük homes are attributed to habit, “because it has always been done that way”, 

and not due to conscious placement.  Alternatively, “culturally meaningful continuities” may be 

the result of commemoration or callbacks to the past to create historical links and build social 

memory.  The conscious creation of such material connections to the past is attributed to home 

construction such as when objects or human remains from earlier phases of house occupation are 

incorporated into newer or later occupations (Hodder 2018:7, see also Hodder 2006: 141).  

According to Hodder (2018), the way to tell if continuity is from habit or commemoration is 

determined by the specificity of the behavior in how it links to the past, such as two buildings 

being constructed along the same footprint or direct links to a person by integrating their material 

remains.    

 

Exploring House as an organizing unit beyond the single-family household and how it may 

manifest within the physical structure, Kuijt (2018) contends one primary symbolic component 

of use of space within households was their connection to the past as visual manifestation of the 

larger House social network.  In this case, House members identified specific rooms or buildings 

for burial of their dead with subsequent wall paintings and displays being maintained and rebuilt 

as a “critical foci of display and practice related to genealogy and ancestry” (Kuijt 2018:574).  

The House lineage is considered to be symbolically reinforced through food preparation 

locations, ritual space and placement of the dead.   
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Fuchs-Khakhar (2022) expands on the potential of understanding placement of specific features 

through fireplace analysis within Çatalhöyük houses to address questions about fireplace 

diversity, construction variability, position within the house, prominence and symbolic meaning 

of abandonment.  This analysis is tied to external factors of long-term environmental change to 

see how multiple scales of influence may have altered fireplace conditions.  Importantly, the 

fireplace is situated within a presumed household context where households were constituted by 

a co-residing group of people “whose social interactions focused on the house…[and] their daily 

activities affected a household’s surroundings, shaped the house, its material culture, its social 

rules and memories” (2) (see also Larson et al 2015; Marciniak 2015; Hofman and Smyth 2013; 

McFadyen 2008, 2013).  This approach provides an example of how multi-scaler analysis of 

hearth-based (or fireplace-based) assemblage variation can be productively utilized to reveal how 

sociality, social interaction, and ideas of house membership are captured via repetitive daily 

action. 

 

Through a fine-grained approach, Fuchs-Khakhar (2022: 14) determines the primary influence 

on fireplace positions within the household were the “practical needs required [for] certain 

locations for fireplaces” and that “symbolic significance was secondary to the needs of daily 

practice that determined the construction of the fire installations, the layout of the architectural 

unit and the use of the fireplaces” (14).  Increases in cooking repertoire do not correspond with 

change in types of fireplaces but rather is surmised to be agency based, with fireplaces serving 

various cooking techniques based on the needs and preferences of the household (14) rather than 

responding to direct environmental change that led to new types of cereal cultivation, increase in 

meat consumption and improved pottery techniques.  Instead, “during the occupation of a house, 

the householders adapted, relocated and repaired their cooking facilities…due to individual 

household practice…for one household the need for heat retention with a thicker lining 

outweighed the need for more space…while for another household gaining more maneuvering 

space by letting an oven stick out of the insulating wall” overrode the need for heat retention 

(14).  Such practicality is umbrellaed as a part of daily practice influencing the shape and 

construction of fireplaces.  With no seeming correlation between fireplace construction style and 

cooking techniques, this is attributed to the versatility of the fireplace itself as allowing for new 

cooking styles.  Taken in totality, assessment of change in feature qualities must be approached 

from an embedded perspective, with the potential for practical needs producing general localities 

of hearth construction interwoven with symbolic associations to past/current/future household 

configurations and potentially representative of multi-scalar social connections.  Through the 

analysis of spatial association and relationship between multiple types of artifacts within the 

entire household assemblage we may best construct the multiple meanings implicit within use of 

space. 

 

In Atalay and Hastorf’s (2006) assessment of Çatalhöyük foodways, they situate food as creating 

both the individual and community through daily practice of eating, discussing food activities as 

the “ultimate habitus practice” since meals structure daily life of both those who prepare food 

and those who consume it (283; see Bourdieu 1977).  They discuss how food is culturally 

constructed (Douglas 1997; Meigs 1988) with “the conventions of edibility, sequence, timing, 

and location of practice illustrat[ing] how rules become embedded” into the social lives and 

social fabric of communities (Atalay and Hastorf 2006: 284).  It is the process of repetitive daily 
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food routines, over multiple years and generations, that generate expected food consumption and 

production methods.  In order to understand such foodways at Çatalhöyük, they examine the 

spatial distribution of food remains from a chaîne opératoire perspective, foregrounding the 

meaning of food-related artifacts into five categories of action (production and procurement, 

processing, cooking, presentation, eating).  Through such grouping, they present possible 

scenarios of daily household life.  For instance, in discussing cooking-related activity, they 

describe the activity of boiling, its indirect/ethnographic data, the direct site data indicating 

boiling (e.g., dental evidence, clay balls), and the expected seasonality for the activity (Atalay 

and Hastorf 2006:306).  Similar categorization of food-related activities/labor include work by 

Leroi-Gourhan (1983) who formulated it as stages of interaction with food (see also Jones 2002 

134-135; Miracle 2002; Sunseri 2009). 

 

The social nature of food is highlighted through the discussion of how food itself is a 

transformed substance, with subsistence bases (e.g., salmon, deer, huckleberries) becoming 

“food” through human-involvement (e.g., processing, preparation and presentation).  Embedded 

within food production practices are the socially constructed rules determining what is edible, 

who performs the food processing labor, and who is consuming the final products.  Such food 

expectations around edibility then work backwards to drive the efforts of those doing the initial 

subsistence procurement (Sahlins 1976; Weismantel 1988) so that the food remains we find 

within households may be said to represent a myriad number of socially-informed decisions by 

numerous interconnected actors. 

   

Food creates relational identities within households (Meigs 1988; Twiss 2012) both between 

individuals and the food itself, as well as between individuals who interact with each other and 

these subsistence bases in order to transform them into food for household members.  This 

interconnected nature of food means that “the study of food is the study of nutrition, behavior, 

human-landscape interaction, a system of signs as well as the study of socialization into a 

community” (Atalay and Hastorf 2006:284).  It also means that the influence of foodways 

extends throughout technological decisions, household use of space, and social identity 

negotiation.  Through an understanding of food decisions, we can better understand social 

interactions as food clearly provides one underpinning facet of how daily social life is structured.  

 

Implicit in assessment of foodways is the need to understand locales of food processing, in 

particular, hearths and fire-features, as they play one of the most prominent roles in transforming 

subsistence goods into food.  The hearth (or other food-cooking devices such as fireplaces) 

serves as a place of routine, where through such routine social relations, culturally-constructed 

rules and shared memories are created (Fuchs-Khakhar 2019; see also Atalay and Hastorf 2006; 

Hodder and Cessford 2004).  Bourdieu’s (1971, 1977) analysis of household objects and 

interactions emphasized how they are part of an embedded symbolic system that is not 

necessarily solely reflective of practical or functional-based conceptions.  Thus it is important to 

highlight the ways household use of space may be influenced by these symbolic cultural 

constraints, with everyday practices functioning as the binding glue for the “practical coherence” 

of symbolic systems (Bourdieu 1990: 86).  Typically this plays out in interpretations of 

household use of space where the hearth functions as a gathering place for communality, source 

of warmth and light, and a source of symbolic meaning (Hodder 1990).  
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Food and Optimal Foraging Models 
Beyond the sociality of food, another prominent thread in archaeology has been human 

behavioral ecology approaches to foraging, food consumption, and food-producing behavior  

(Bettinger et al. 2015; Bird and O’Connell 2006; Borgerhoff Mulder 1988; Lupo 2007; Nettle et 

al. 2013; Winterhalder and Smith 2000).  These techniques include optimal foraging models 

(Hawkes, Hill and O’Connell 1982; Smith 1983; Winterhalder and Smith 2000), diet breadth 

models (O’Connell and Hawkes 1981; O’Connell, Jones and Simms 1982; Winterhalder 1981; 

Smith 1981), and various sub-models like the patch choice model (Bettinger et al. 2015:96), 

alternative prey ranking (Bird et al 2009), central place foraging (Orians and Pearson 1979), and 

the traveler-processor model (Bettinger and Baumhoff 1983).  These materialist approaches form 

a steady corpus of literature in hunter-gatherer-fisher studies, in part, because of the difficulty in 

extrapolating sociocultural aspects from limited archaeological material.  They also imbue a 

degree of concreteness to discussions of material data, relying on models of expected rational 

behavior to deduce explanations for deviation from these rationalist expectations.   

 

These models are uniquely useful in helping to collapse multiple qualities of past societies into 

cross-cultural explanatory factors.  Such models exploring connections between population size 

and distribution of resources in a landscape can be applied in analysis of archaeological material 

regardless of variation in culture so long as groups practiced hunter-gatherer-fisher subsistence 

methods.  For instance, the traveler-processor model contends that as population increases from 

low to high densities, diet breadth (the range of species consumed) increases along with 

processing costs (the energy expenditure to transform materials into food).  As overall return 

rates within food patches drops, the benefits a person would get for travelling between patches 

declines, so time spent in a particular patch in the environment increases to maximize yields 

from that area.  This implicates the idea that as population density increases, then the size and 

elaboration of tools for processing food should increase as well to address this increase in 

processing needs (Bettinger et al. 2015:125-126).   

 

Optimal foraging models contend that rational decision making around subsistence needs and 

foraging practices can be formulated within larger economic processes given a particular set of 

conditions (like environmental and population data) (Bettinger et al. 2015).  In terms of food 

choices, this means humans would want to maximize the net rate of energy gain from subsistence 

pursuits.  The basic diet breadth model asserts that the landscape upon which past hunter-

gatherer-fishers are operating is on of variation, with subsistence item choice operating on 

knowledge of the abundance of a resource, the amount of energy produced from a resource, and 

the amount of time/energy needed to acquire energy from the resource (inclusive of procurement 

and processing into food) (Bettinger et al. 2015).  These models necessitate the ranking of food 

items ranging from those most likely to be exploited to least likely and subsistence practices 

preferring higher-ranked foods whenever possible.  An implication of the diet-breadth model is 

that as resource abundance declines, increasing search time, the breadth of diet increases to 

compensate.  Further examinations of foraging constraints in diet-breadth prey preference has 

highlighted the fact that there is inherent variability in prey rank (preference) depending on 

additional factors like technology-use (Alvard 1993), age of forager (Bird and Bliege Bird 2002), 

or child-rearing constraints (Hurtado et al. 1985).   
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Central place foraging models (Orians and Pearson 1979) are also important to consider for 

Housepit 54 subsistence processes as the pithouse/village site functions as a plausible central 

place from which foraging occurred.  These models contain a spatial dimension in their 

explanation of provisioning, with a given point of departure and return affecting food choice and 

handling times (Bettinger et al. 2015).  Integrating storage capacities, the “front-back loaded” 

model addresses decision-making related to resource choice for caching.  In this case, a resource 

is considered “front-loaded” if it requires high costs to initially procure and store but lower costs 

to prepare later.  Alternatively, a “back-loaded” resource requires lower costs to procure and 

store but has higher costs to prepare later for consumption (see Bettinger 1999a, 1999b, 2009; 

Tushingham and Bettinger 2013).  Fish, game and roots are generally considered front-loaded 

resources.  In connecting to diet breadth models, higher ranked resources are those with low 

handling (processing and procurement) costs, so when storage enters the mix, handling time 

must include the energy required to cache the food and the delayed preparation costs (Bettinger 

et al 2015:109-110).   

 

Since pithouse village life included storage for surviving the colder months, it is necessary to 

discuss how models integrate the concept of risk and resource variability.  In behavioral ecology, 

risk is “conceived as the probability of falling below a required caloric or nutritional value” 

(Bettinger et al. 2015:147) while uncertainty refers to a situation/choice that can be alleviated 

through more information.  In models that incorporate risk, models attempt to understand 

resource decisions based on a forager’s environmental knowledge and estimation/probability of 

resource shortfall and the ways forager can attempt to minimize or address the perception of risk.  

In the subsistence decision making process, the important factor is what choices are made and 

how are they either risk averse or risk prone (Stephens and Charnov 1982; Winterhalder 1986a, 

1986b, 2007; Winterhalder et al. 1999).   

 

Sharing behavior is considered one way to reduce risk, when variable resource return rates mean 

sometimes individuals can offset their subsistence needs by tapping into social networks for 

sharing resources (Bliege Bird et al 2002; Blurton 1987).  This integrates an economic 

perspective on food acquisition with implications for social interactions and sociopolitical 

systems.  Regardless of the underlying rationalizing mechanisms accounting for sharing 

behavior, this link between subsistence resources and the potential implications on food-sharing 

is important to interrogate in light of the collectivist/communalist household configurations.  

Winterhalder (1986a) uses hypothetical data to explore how sharing could be effective at 

reducing risk when variability in return rates affect choices of diet breadth.  In the model, solely 

addressing resource needs through varying diet breadth along only provides modest risk 

reduction coupled with a high degree of foraging inefficiency.  Through the simulation, 

Winterhalder postulates that as group size increases with baseline sharing between members 

(creating pooled resources to minimize subsistence return variation), there is a tipping point 

when adding new members eventually outweighs any reduced variation in pooled rates of return. 

When extrapolating this statistical analysis of sharing to foraging behavior inclusive of storage, 

“the question centers on the amount of food that should be stored to assure minimal fluctuations 

in daily food intake” (Bettinger et al. 2015:154).   

 

When assessing the amount of food needed for storage, energetic costs increase as the amount of 

food being stored increases.  The potential utility of storage also depends on the likelihood that 
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all stored foods will be used in the future.  If every day is consistent in return, then storage is 

unnecessary but, as in the case of Housepit 54, to account for lower food yields during winter 

months, storage becomes important to subsistence decision making processes.  Such storage 

decision-making processes have also been assessed in relation to population pressure.  Keeley 

(1988) argues that as population density increases in a particular location where there is a greater 

concentration of resources with a narrow period of availability, then there is a greater potential 

for mass (or shared) storage.  Importantly, this is also linked to explanations of the 

emergence/allowance of inequality.   

 

In these explanations, differential class status is established when some individuals (dominates) 

are in charge of controlling/redistributing food stores which are accumulated by multiple 

individuals (subordinates).  The ones who are not controlling redistribution processes are able to 

share in consumption at the discretion of those of a differing social status.  These individuals 

continue to provide food for the managers and themselves, even when the managers are 

redistributing the foodstuffs unequally, when population packing prevents movement to other 

locations.  According to Vehrencamp (1983), this kind of intragroup variation in subsistence and 

rank is accepted, particularly if kinship connections are present.  The closer related subordinates 

are to dominates, or the more salient the social obligations of kinship networks are, the more 

likely subordinates are to tolerate higher degrees of inequality in subsistence.  Understanding 

how other conceptualizations of social relationships and social obligations, such as among House 

societies, interplays with Vehrencamp’s (1983) manifestation of inequality is of interest.  Since 

inequality at the Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z) developed along both inter-house (Prentiss et 

al. 2012; 2014) and intra-house (Prentiss, Foor, and Hampton 2018; Prentiss, Foor, and Murphy 

2018) levels during peak population in BR3, it follows that population packing in the village and 

within the pithouse may have influenced the unequal distribution of prestige items and foodstuffs 

seen in Housepit 54.  Other potential factors influencing the emergence of inequality in hunter-

gatherer-fisher groups are expanded on below.   

 

Inequality and Hunter-Gatherer-Fisher archaeology 
Drawing on Bowles et al (2010:8) definition of inequality as “persistent ascribed differences in 

access to economic resources and other valued ends”, the key component for this research is how 

such ascription of difference is applied within a given society.  Resources that can be restricted 

fall into three main categories: material, embodied, and relational (Bowles et al 2010; see also 

Beck and Quinn 2023; Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2009).  Material wealth refers to resources that 

represent and store wealth or excess, such as land, households, food, livestock, prestige goods, 

and possessions.  These are tangible objects that both are and represent (or “store”) wealth and 

value.  Embodied wealth represents somatic qualities like a person’s health, strength, skill, 

coordination, or knowledge.  Such wealth can be measured by indices like foraging returns (as a 

proxy of skill/productivity).  Relational wealth refers to the social positioning of an 

individual/group within social networks, particularly the number of linkages and status of the 

other individuals/groups.  Relational wealth can be measured based on the number of individuals 

with whom people share food/labor (Bowles et al 2010:9).   

 

First, in order for inequality to emerge and persist, there must be a way of restricting such 

categories of wealth.  It is also important to understand those kinds of wealth central to survival, 

or the kinds of wealth that are most impactful and more likely to be restricted for a society, 
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differs depending on the subsistence practices.  So for hunter-gatherer-fisher groups, the kinds of 

wealth central to livelihoods could include skills in subsistence production, access to specific 

locations for food procurement, social connections of food-sharing to buffer risk/shortfalls, along 

with material possessions culturally ascribed with symbolic value.  Second, there are three 

domains of differentiation along which inequality operates: accumulation, access, or action.   

 

As described by Beck and Quinn (2023), accumulation refers to inequality of economic 

differences based on the concentration of resources/valued tangible and intangible goods.  It can 

be the literal accumulation of resources and material, but also the accumulation of people into a 

centralized place, concentrating far-reaching social networks and knowledge in a space to create 

inequalities of relational wealth.  Archaeological measures for differential accumulation include 

the Gini coefficient, drawn from economics, which quantifies unevenness of a characteristic in a 

given population, an approach that previously been applied to the Bridge River site 

(K’etxelkná’z) (Prentiss, Foor and Murphy 2018).   

 

Differential access refers to differences in ability to access information, technology or resources 

(both tangible and intangible).  Specialized tool/craft production represents one type of 

information that may have restrictive access, such as plank canoe construction among the 

Chumash (Arnold 1993).  Restricted access to embodied wealth (knowledge and production 

skills) can be recognized materially through different tool-types and raw material.  Differential 

access to raw material types can also represent restricted access within relational wealth, 

whereby particular nonlocal material may be collected by individuals or provided via individual 

social networks (Beck and Quinn 2023; Helms 1988).  Artifact style may also be indicative of 

differential access in relational wealth as well, with different groups utilizing these differing 

styles, each type being embedded within a different set of knowledge (Wiessner 1983; Wright 

and Gokee 2021).  This places artifact variation as having the potential to be indicative of 

individual innovation through creativity, in response to external environmental needs, or as 

relational representation. 

 

Finally, action refers to political differentiation whereby some individuals have the ability to 

make decisions about their (and others) behavior in ways others do not (Beck and Quinn 2023: 

3).  The easiest example is control of labor (as a form of relational wealth) so that certain 

individuals control the ways in which other people exert their labor in the form of creating 

elaborate tombs or constructing monuments (D’Altroy and Earle 1985; Green 2021; Goodale, 

Quinn, and Nauman 2022; Heyd, Kulcsár, and Preda-Balanica 2021).  In terms of household 

dynamics, as multiple households contribute subsistence and specialist labor, the possibility for 

one family or group in charge of organizing this labor may be a possibility, particularly with 

collectivist houses (Prentiss et al. 2023) though the power dynamics may be more heterarchical 

whereby the organizer is chosen based on their own skill (or past success) rather than inherited 

status (at least at first before inequality becomes institutionalized). 

 

In studying small-scale societies, Borgerhoff Mulder et al. (2009) establish a link between wealth 

inheritance and wealth inequality, whereby “the institutions and norms that characterize distinct 

economic systems and the nature of the wealth class alike” influence the degree of 

intergenerational wealth transmission (Ibid: 682).  When material wealth is more heritable and 

more important to a society, then inequalities have a greater likelihood of inheritance across 
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generations unless redistribution mechanisms are in place (Ibid: 687).  Previous explanations for 

the emergence of inequality within hunter-gatherer societies has included climate fluctuations 

(Bowles et al. 2010), the implementation of food storage allowing for surplus (Kuijt 2008; 

Testart 1982), the influence of ceremonial display and luxury consumption (Hayden 2001), 

population pressures (Cohen 1977; Dow and Reed 2009; Kennett et al. 2008; Shennan 2008), or 

increased complexity in the division of labor (Henrich and Boyd 2008; Smith and Choi 2007).  

Rather than looking to assess how and why inequality necessarily emerges within a group, this 

research looks at the shape and form of inequality and the social mechanisms allowing 

persistence. 

 

This transition from BR 2 to BR 3 is the backdrop for this research since this period sees 

increased inequality, competition, and eventual resource scarcity (Prentiss et al. 2014).  Research 

has shown the emergence of material wealth-based inequality depends partly on a group having 

defensible economic resources and/or transmittable material wealth (Kohler et al. 2017; Kohler 

and Smith 2018).  Potential resources and their associated skills or information could be 

restricted and evoke social differentiation based on access to environmental/economic resources, 

social capital, or sacred knowledge (Ames and Shephard 2019; Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2009; 

Beck and Quinn 2023).  In order for inequality to be functionally validated, the social boundaries 

denoting separations between individuals who have methods of accumulation/access/action and 

those who do not must be either incorporated into new socio-cultural worldviews or be 

compatible with previous conceptions (Quinn and Beck 2016).  Inequality, therefore, may be 

legitimized or contested through social institutions such as religion, funerary rituals, and more 

broadly, cultural norms.  While egalitarian sociocultural expectations (like food sharing and 

material wealth redistribution) serve to limit the ability to accumulate material wealth, 

understanding how social distinction or the ability to ascribe differential patterns of 

accumulation/access/action to wealth is a key component of this research.  If “egalitarian 

institutions tamp down social differences and inhibit the perpetuation of inequalities…[and] 

hierarchical societies justify inequality through cultural practices that facilitate ranking” (Beck 

and Quinn 2023:9) then there must be a bridging mechanism within this transition from 

egalitarian to hierarchical whereby social difference becomes meaningful in concert with wealth 

variation.       

 

Studies of emergent inequality within formative societies have often studied variation in 

household size/location as an indicator of household-based material wealth (De Souza 2018; 

Hayden 1997; Kahn 2016; Peterson and Shelach 2012; Shelach 2006).  Residential patterns 

function as one of the more productive indicators of social differentiation, particularly relied 

upon to differentiate potential leaders within the community (Feinman and Neitzel 1984).  In this 

way, the size, construction, and location of houses have been used to infer qualities of social 

difference, with leadership tied to larger houses positioned in centralized or privileged landscape 

locations such as on top of mounds/platforms (Cordy 1981; Lightfoot and Feinman 1982; 

Whalen 1976).  However, Feinman and Neitzel add that relying solely on size, construction and 

location of houses is not necessarily enough, arguing for consideration of construction materials, 

ornamentation, household furniture, and neighborhood location of houses as well (Feinman and 

Neitzel 1984: 75).   
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Lesure and Blake (2002) found that, in the absence of other archeologically detectable indicators 

of inequality, reliance on domestic architecture as a correlate measure was a productive avenue.  

The generalized assumption is that “high-status households are expected to be larger, as they 

have more members and perform a range of specialized functions” (De Souza 2018: 46) and 

these houses should have greater quantity or quality of goods (Pluckhahn 2010).  The correlation 

between house size as representative of the ability to pool resources, particularly labor resources 

essential to accruing wealth, is discussed by Netting (1982).  In this case, larger households have 

access to more resources initially and can support a greater number of members which then 

allows the household to attract new members due to surplus, increasing the labor pool and 

baseline resource potential for the household to create a positive feedback loop environment. 

White (2013) uses computational models to show that subsistence intensification, coupled with 

an initial large family size, could contribute to the emergence of inheritable social inequality, 

exploring linkages between individual/family interactions (the operational processes of society) 

and long-term change within the overall social system.  These “operational processes” at the 

family level includes the day-to-day or year-to-year interactions with the environment, and 

“historical/evolutionary” processes which cover longer time scales and encompasses systemic 

macroscale transformations (2013:123).  It is difficult to ascertain the ripple effects of decisions 

made within family units and their influence or long-term expression within macro-evolutionary 

social systems.  The social system functions as an aggregate patterned expression of social 

relationships and behaviors, which may or may not be encapsulated within each discrete familial 

or individual interaction.  Thus, to White, the best way to address the scalar disparity and bridge 

this gap is through the use of agent-based modeling, which offers the ability to test human 

behavior considered to be a potential cause of change and see if it contributes to or helps explain 

systemic change under investigation.   

 

While White (2013) focuses on understanding how production capability and reproductive 

decisions of individuals and families can act as the impetus for the emergence of social 

inequality, the usefulness of this model is its ability to show the potential for family (or 

household) level interaction to be a contributing factor to the development of systemic 

inequality.  By addressing the linkage problem and showing the nested nature of interactive 

causality for cultural macro-level change, this agent-based modeling work supports the “bottom-

up” approach to cultural evolution.  While the model’s parameters and proxies do not directly 

align with the parameters being analyzed for Housepit 54, the fact that agent-based modeling 

was successfully used “to understand the relationship between the ‘rules’ affecting family-level 

productive and reproductive behaviors…and the patterns of family size and ‘wealth’ distribution 

that emerge” (131) allows us to productively interrogate potential behaviors at the household 

level and their contribution to similar system-level development of wealth inequality.  The 

model’s variable of percentage of polygyny in the population can also be taken as representing 

the percentage of co-operating multi-family units with a total given number of producers rather 

than of polygyny specifically if we approach the variable based on its effects rather than the 

potential cause.  Thus, household size and the number of surplus producing individuals is a 

plausible contributor to the emergence of inequality, regardless of the impetus for such changes 

in household size (whether through polygyny and more children contributing to production or 

through the addition of non-kin members).   
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This demonstration of interaction between initial family/household size, overall productive 

capacity, and increased access to wealth as verified via modelling and archaeological data proves 

interesting.  However, it relies on size of residential structures as the proxy for family size, 

family size productivity is equated only with the age at which additional children can contribute 

to household productivity which does not account or include the potential of just adding 

additional members to household which would account for a similar increase in productivity.  

The main factor considered in productivity is the addition of a second wife to have more children 

rather than a potential marriage partnership adding an entire extended family as a way to increase 

productivity.   

 

De Souza (2018) argues that four assumptions can be posited about the development of early 

social inequality based on the archaeological record of households and community spatial 

patterns.  First, differences in house architecture (e.g., size, ornamentation and elaboration) can 

indicate social hierarchy; second, house architecture can be relied upon as an indicator of social 

status regardless of other material indicators; third, status distinctions were primarily influenced 

by family size, therefore material wealth indicators are not necessary to argue for a house’s 

higher status if house membership size can be determined; and fourth, if public architecture 

occurs within a settlement then certain houses spatial grouping with this architecture can indicate 

a connection/sponsorship of ceremony as an avenue to power (46). 

   

While public architecture is not a factor within the Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z), differences 

in house architecture (particularly overall pithouse size), family (or household) size, and status 

differentiation are assessable factors for analyzing the emergence of social inequality both intra- 

and inter-house at Bridge River.   De Souza’s analysis of a southern Jê multi-floor pithouse with 

long-term occupation spanning multiple village phases within the Baggio 1 site in the 

municipality of Campo Delo do Sul, Santa Catarina state, Brazil bares interesting potential 

similarities to Housepit 54.  Based on southern Jê ethnography, extended family households 

formed the basic socio-economic unit and larger family households with more kin would 

produce more surplus, which, in turn, allowed for prestige competition.  De Souza extrapolates 

from such ethnographic information in analysis of Structure 1 at the Baggio 1 site, proposing that 

“dwellers of Structure 1 could have derived status from a larger kin group with many nuclear 

families producing surplus in benefit of the household head(s)” during Phase 1 while Phase 2 

saw the development of social ranking based on social capital which included access to larger 

kin networks, differential access to labor, and the pursuit of prestige (2018: 56).  De Souza 

argues that Structure 1’s early founding coupled with a long uninterrupted occupation promotes 

the potential continuous occupation of this pithouse by the same corporate group, leading to its’ 

dwellers keeping “the structure as an important, permanent reference in the landscape, providing 

links with the past through which they could derive an upper status in relation to other sectors of 

the site” (2018: 56).  Pithouse longevity and social memory collide to alternatively reinforce 

social status or provide an avenue for status distinction as rooted in initial family/household size 

discrepancies.   

 

The close intertwining of family size and surplus-building opportunity as a predicator of access 

to higher status and/or longevity of status is an unnecessary coupling for analysis of Housepit 54.  

Instead, rather than positing families as discrete knowable units, a more nuanced consideration of 

the household is used in terms of residential unit(s) within the overall pithouse.  Residential units 
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could be composed of not just blood-kin relations, productive aged children, or a family unit of 

assumed individuals.  Instead, residential units fulfill household functions based on what a 

household “does” (Ashmore and Wilk 1988; Wilk and Rathje 1982) without presuming 

categories of social identity.  A residential unit represents intersecting spheres of activities 

performed by individuals defined by their relation to both the location and each other (Douglass 

and Gonlin 2012:2; Tringham 2000). In this case we can look at residential unit relations in 

Housepit 54 from an identity-based perspective to understand how interactions create and 

influence consistent types of identities (Souvatzi 2008a, 2008b). Identity, in archaeological 

theory, sees everyday interactions as a process of negotiation between cultural expectation and 

individual embodiment, acceptance, or rejection of such ideals (Insoll 2007).  Taken from this 

perspective, household size/residential unit size and the varying mechanisms for access to 

surplus, as constrained by the interplay of social identity and environmental access, represents 

one avenue for the “bottom up” development of inequality.   

 

Taking White (2013) and De Souza (2018) into account, as inequality emerged at a systemic-

level within a hunter-gatherer society, larger initial residential units with more numerous kin-

networks would have greater access to prestige and status which would perpetuate provided there 

was a social or economic mechanism to increase productivity in tandem with population increase 

within the residential unit.  These studies present the social differentiation and higher-status of a 

particular house as something of a monolithic catch-all, without investigating further into 

internal differentiation within the household in terms of access to power.  Wilk and Rathje 

(1982) touch upon internal labor distribution within extended households, stating that a core 

component of households is the coordination of multiple labor-based tasks and redistribution of 

resources between household members.  Going beyond these baselines already heavily explored 

by archaeologists, this research focuses on ways to uncover the ways social parameters facilitate 

the emergence of inequality at a given point in time, particularly looking at the roles gender, 

kinship, and agency play as inequality develops.   

 

Gender and Hunter-Gatherer-Fisher Studies 
Archaeological interpretations of gender in prehistoric hunter-gatherer-fisher societies have 

relied fairly heavily on ethnographic analogy, ethnoarchaeological studies, and ethnohistorical 

extraction.  Major themes within the archaeological literature focus on the sexual division of 

labor and requisite divisions in tool use, household activity patterns, and skeletal analysis to 

understand biological, demographic, and social differences (Brumbach and Jarvenpa 2006).  This 

project attempts to address the first three themes incorporating gender into archaeological 

analysis of Housepit 54.       

 

The sexual (or gender) division of labor refers to the cultural expectations, rules, and norms in 

how labor is assigned along gendered lines within a given society.  Typically approached from a 

binary perspective wherein men hunt and women gather (Dahlberg 1981; Lee and DeVore 1968; 

Washburn and Lancaster 1968; Zeanah 2004), there has been robust critique over the years 

around such clear-cut abstractions (Endicott 1999; Estioko-Griffin and Griffin 1981; Leacock 

1981; Nelson 1980; Turnbull 1981; Watanabe 1968).  Importantly, Brightman (1996) discusses 

how the division of labor should be interpreted with the constructed qualia in mind, wherein the 

constructed nature can be used to reinforce power differentials.  The malleability and general 
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messiness of clear-cut binary divisions of labor is important to consider (Brumbach and Jarvenpa 

1997; Bird 1993; Wadley 1998).   

 

A more inclusive approach to how subsistence labor is conceptualized within hunter-gatherer-

fisher studies is also necessary.  Typically hunting is considered the act of killing game (whether 

it by large or small prey) but in reality the entire process of hunting includes a “range of 

logistics, pursuit, dispatch, processing, and storage activities necessitating interdependent” labor 

(Brumbach and Jarvenpa 2006:506).  The complexity of the task and the post-processing aspect 

of hunting presents a suite of labor possibilities, with multiple genders (and ages) able to 

contribute to various parts of the process (Halperin 1980; Kelly 1995; Jarvenpa and Brumbach 

1995).  Ethnographic and ethnohistoric records have shown that women could be involved in 

direct prey capture (both small and large game), as well as involved in the toolmaking for 

hunting/processing needs (such as projectile points or hide scrapers) (Bird 1993; Wadley 1998).  

 

For example, previous Clovis interpretations have often relied on ethnographic extraction, 

“because the act of killing prey is documented ethnographically to be a predominately male 

activity, inferences regarding other attributes of prehistoric foraging societies – such as mobility 

regimes, technological strategies, and mating systems—are often…structured around male 

activities” (Waguespack 2005:667).  Other studies on women’s roles focus on plant and small 

game as indicative of women’s labor (Adovasio et al 2001).  Typically a dichotomy forms in 

hunter-gatherer site interpretations, revolving around what type of foods were the dominating 

form of subsistence and the assumed relationships of gendered labor and subsistence types (Dent 

and Kauffman 1985; Gero 1995; Haynes 2002a, 2002b; Tankersley 1994; Waguespack and 

Surovell 2003).     

 

Waguespack (2005) attempts to determine if there is a predictable relationship between the 

amount of time foragers expend on subsistence/technological tasks unrelated to hunting in 

relationship to the contribution of meat to the diet among hunter-gatherer-fishers.  Drawing first 

on cross-cultural ethnographic data, Waguespack finds that when <50% diet from terrestrial 

game there is a broad diversity of staple plants but when >50% diet is from terrestrial game there 

is a narrower range of plants, predominantly fruits and roots.  With the addition of aquatic meats 

(as would be expected in Housepit 54), the relationship becomes less clear.  As the percent of 

meat in diet decreases, the range of plant staples increases with nuts being fairly consistently 

present regardless of the percent of meat.  This relationship is considered to not just be related to 

environmental availability because of the wide range of variation in staple plants consumed by 

various groups, rather it is related to processing costs as foods with high processing costs are 

seen as the last type of resource to be relied upon by hunter-gatherer-fishers (Edwards and 

O’Connell 1995; Elston and Zeanah 2002; Keeley 1995).  Investment in specialized plant 

processing technologies is often associated with processing-intensive resources, like nuts and 

seeds (Edwards and O’Connell 1995; Hayden 1981; Wright 1994).  Specific tasks by women that 

increased as dependence on meat rose throughout groups included house building, leather 

working, and burden carrying.  As men’s labor becomes dominated by meat procurement, 

women’s labor included foraging for high-return plant foods, performing material production 

tasks, hauling goods, and constructing shelters.   
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In discussing any gendered division of labor, Teit (1906) describes similar divisions as that seen 

among the Nlakaʼpamux (Thompson) First Nation.  However, he makes note that men also 

cut/sewed their own clothes and moccasins and cut/cleaned fish along with preparing and 

cooking animal parts women were forbidden to eat or touch (257).  This included prohibitions 

against touching the carcasses of any animal, including the head, feet, and innards of deer and 

large game, though it is unclear from Teit if this is only during menstruation or if such 

restrictions are permanent (269).  Women were also discouraged from eating bear as it was 

considered to prevent them from having more children.  Rather than extrapolating directly from 

the ethnographic record to similar gendered labor tasks, a relational approach to labor investment 

can provide a better framework for approaching variation in Housepit 54 subsistence and task-

related material.  Looking at the spatial distribution of labor and co-occurring patterns between 

locations of various types of activity, this research builds from the ground-up to understand 

possible gender divisions of labor.  It allows for multiple conceptions of gender across a 

spectrum of possibilities, disregarding binary frameworks for a multi-gender approach.  

Consistent patterning of labor in space may be indicative of consistent gendered labor 

expectations but addressing variability and potential of negotiated processes whereby individuals 

deviated from gendered labor expectations is also explored. 

 

Social Status and Kinship in the Region 
Souvatzi (2017) discusses the potential for integrating examinations of kinship in social 

archaeology, providing possibilities for ways to understand past social constructions of kinship 

through architecture, time, material culture, burials, and ritual.  In terms of the intersection of 

household and kinship, Souvatzi (2017) points out how the use of Lévi-Strauss’s (1982) House 

Societies model may lead to the dismissal of the significance of kinship in social/economic 

organization by privileging the House scale of a society.  Understanding the interlocking nature 

of multiple networked connections in past hunter-gatherer-fisher groups is vital, such that “a 

single focus on the house risks losing sight of a basic fact: houses in village settlements 

intentionally chose to be part of a larger community, and a larger community’s members belong 

to a variety of social organizations, including lineages, clans, and sodalities” (Souvatzi 

2017:173).  By focusing on how the household is a more flexible concept and how to examine it 

as a social process, Souvatzi (2017; see also 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2012, 2013) is able to 

highlight the active role of kinship in household social relationship construction.  

   

Assessments of combining raw material analysis and kinship/social networks have looked at 

obsidian toolstone in the Salish Sea region of British Columbia (Springer, Lepofsky and Blake 

2018).  This study suggested that nonlocal obsidian was procured through down-the-line trade 

within extensive social networks outside of the local villages.  Due to the uneven distribution of 

obsidian from a variety of sources, it appears that different social networks had access to 

toolstone in various locations in what is now Oregon, Washington, and north of the Salish Sea.  

Studies of hunter-gatherer-fish groups have highlighted how social networks were primarily 

through affinal kinship networks and typically included access to resources from nonlocal 

contexts, like nonlocal raw material or prestige items (Collins 1979; Kennedy 2007; Suttles 

1960, 1963).  The spatial and temporal distribution of toolstone raw material has been used to 

infer social networks of trade/exchange, and it has been recognized that such networks would 

also have traded in perishable goods as well (Springer, Lepofsky and Blake 2018).  Looking at 

archaeological sites among four groups, the Northern Coast Salish, Central Coast Salish, 
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Southern Coast Salish, and Southwestern Coast Salish, obsidian toolstone distribution is assessed 

spatially (proximity to source) with stronger networks influencing the quantity and quality of 

material.  Ethnographic data was used to illustrate what potential networks may have existed 

ancestrally and obsidian artifacts (mostly flakes) were sorted by source and count for each site.  

Based on their sources of origin, results indicate that both quality of toolstone and social 

networks played a role in the distribution of material.  Low quality material are relatively 

restricted to their origin sources while high-quality material from the north and south show drop-

off patterns moving away from the source. 

 

Kennedy (2007) examines archaeological evidence for exogamy among the Central Coast Salish.  

Similar to the St’át’imc, the social units for the Coast Salish were the family, household, local 

group, winter village, and clan.  Examining the contention that Coast Salish families accounted 

for unpredictable food shortage through extended social networks (Suttles 1960; Elmendorf 

1960) formed through marriage ties and formal alliances.  According to ethnographies (Teit 

1906), clan membership was reckoned bilaterally, with membership being descended along both 

parental lineages and typically associated with a singular village of origin.  Children could claim 

clan membership to both clans of their parents but clan membership could not be claimed 

through marriage (252).  Intermarriage between different villages and different clans was 

unrestricted and if community members moved to a new location, they would continue as 

branches of their original clan.   

 

Clan membership was therefore an ascribed social distinction that could be shared between 

people.  Teit further describes clan-based goods, such as masks for community events, were 

shared among all members of the clan and that they “could be shown by any man or woman of 

the clan when giving a potlatch, but not otherwise” (1906:254).  Interestingly, this allows for the 

practice of potlatching, described as typically bolstering the status of an individual family-group, 

to simultaneously function as an equalizing social dynamic within houses where multiple 

families lived.  If all families were part of the same clan, then these shared kinship ties were 

reified through potlatches and these communally-maintained objects while distinctions would 

have been more articulated if families were of different clans.  Even if a single family was 

hosting the potlatch, their connections to the clan are centralized as well.  

 

Chieftainship was another potentially inherited social distinction, with each clan maintaining an 

hereditary chief that “formed an aristocracy of descent but had no privileges of any kind” (Teit 

1906:254).  Similar to clan membership, inheritance was not restricted by gender though 

preference as given to the eldest son of the chief to inherit the position.  There were no 

restrictions on intermarriage of the chiefly lineage with other clan members or across clans.  

Each clan, when connected to a single village, had a chief of the village.  As clan members 

spread throughout multiple villages, they still had their original clan chief in common who would 

continue to reside in the original village and in a village composed of several clans; the chief of 

the original clan for that village was considered head chief.  This indicates multiple layers of 

shared social distinctions embedded within the clan-membership sphere and allows for some 

nuance in social networks (Teit 1906:254). 

 

Beyond the inherited form of chief, the same term was also applied to individuals who gained 

prominence or influence based on their “wealth, wisdom, oratory, liberality…[through] feasts 
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and presents without receiving an equivalent in return” (Teit 1906:255).  This shared linguistic 

turn of phrase indicating prominence-as-generosity shifts the social implications of the term as a 

marker of social distinction.  Instead of indicating a hierarchical system of kinship-based status, 

it places the concept of “chief” into a heterarchical network of overlapping social statuses that 

were inheritable and achievable.  Additional nuance to the achieved chiefly status is derived 

from the presence of war chiefs, berry chiefs, hunting chiefs, and chiefs of religious dances, all 

of whom could be considered specialty/event leaders whose chiefly status (or knowledge) was 

recognized at particular times.  These times of chiefly status could not be inherited but could be 

achieved by the children through similar achievements.  Teit describes how men and women 

could be noted for wealth or for giving more than one potlatch with the same term to form a 

“nobility of merit” (1906:255).  I would argue it makes more sense to think of it as “notability of 

merit” as this social status does not enforce hierarchy but rather the opposite. 

 

The connection of chiefly status to either particular forms of knowledge or regulation of 

landscape interactions is exemplified in Teit’s description of the role of the clan chief in 

subsistence activities.  While large berry-patches within and nearby the village were common 

property, clan chiefs were in charge of ensuring these berries were picked during the proper 

season and time and that all had equal right (or equal access) to the land (Teit 1906).  This points 

to how landscape interactions were mediated by a different understanding of ownership, which in 

turn was mediated by variable kinship relations.  Rather than seeing the land as directly owned 

by individuals or groups, the land is stewarded and cared for by members of the St’át’imc Nation 

(St’át’imc Land and Resource Authority 2004; see also Moritz 2020).   

 

This highlights how Indigenous systems of knowledge are characterized as having a “multi-

contextual system of thought, action, and orientation through which an indigenous people 

interpret how nature works” (Berkes 2018: 32).  Within such a knowledge system, interactions 

with the environment are structured around concepts of “all beings [being tied] together in 

communities…[wherein] the notion of respect for all life-forms and the lands” (Turner et al. 

2000: 1279).  As part of this system of respect and this idea that humans are bound by an 

“interactive, reciprocal relationship” with their environment, Western concepts of ‘ownership’ 

over resources or ideas about how land is public/private, are not viewed in the same way.  

Instead, Indigenous knowledge takes an approach that is closer to a concept of ‘stewardship’ or 

‘guardianship’ (Turner et al 2000:1276).   

 

This stewardship approach is enforced through socially-dictated, culturally-embedded ideas that 

manifest as concepts of correct action.  Therefore, while persons occupying the chieftain social 

status may have directed expectations of correct action in subsistence access by village and 

house members, the restrictions were not because the chief owned the land.  Similarly, it would 

be expected that restricted access to resources in the past would not necessarily be because of 

direct land-ownership but rather embedded within ecological knowledge systems of priority 

access and adherence to proper timing to ensure everyone had some resources.  With the climatic 

fluctuations and decreased access to salmon during BR3, it could have been that the seasonal 

yields were not aligned with expectations so new resource realities had to be negotiated.     
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Agency, Structural Conditions, and Household Interactions 
Archaeological literature and ethnographies consistently reference the importance of identity in 

structuring hunter-gatherer social interactions, but analysis of exactly how identity-imbued 

interactions impact use of space are few (Barceló et al. 2014).  Dobres (2000) focuses on 

technology as “social agency” which shifts the “ontological, epistemological, analytical, and 

interpretative lenses” of archaeology (Ibid:1).  This moves the frame of analysis from assessing 

the patterning of object/activity to focusing on the “subject, artifice, and agency” that relates to 

these objects (Ibid:1).  A fine-hair splitting of how to understand technologies (like lithics) from 

one that sees artifacts as mediating (intervening/bringing about) social relationships to one that 

highlights the way people mediate their social relationships through the creation/use of 

technology.  This lens affords people even more agency in both their social relationships and 

their use of technology.  In this case, we look to how past people utilized technology to create 

(bring about) or intervene in their connections to others.  Since these social relationships are also 

embedded with a multitude of socially-constructed distinctions (age, gender, kinship, class, clan, 

etc.) this approach also highlights how technology may be variable in mediating different 

relationships depending on these additional social variables. Inter-group technological mediation 

may differ to intra-group artifact production and use.   

 

This also highlights the other vital aspect of prehistoric technological studies, that beyond their 

“intertwined social and material constitution” there is the need to understand “how these 

simultaneously tangible and intangible dynamics contributed, dialectically, to long-term cultural 

stability and change” (Dobres 2000:2).  This highlights an approach to analyzing, interpreting, 

and understanding artifact assemblage patterns for both their social representations and 

embedded social action components as a way to also understand how mediation processes 

contribute to cultural change.  Therefore, one avenue we can take to understand the cultural shift 

towards inequality from BR2 to BR3 time periods at the Bridge River site (K’etxelkná’z) is to 

assess technological variation across occupational floors of Housepit 54.  As a space where 

people were consistently mediating household-based social relationships, we can understand the 

technological variation within and between floors as emblematic of not just functional necessities 

but also reorganization of these interactions. 

 

Agency theory in archaeology is rooted in concepts put forth by both Marx and Giddens, 

particularly conceptions of praxis and structuration.  Marx’s focus on how social reproduction is 

situated within the relationship between historical contingency, event and structure forms the 

basic principles of agency theory (1963 [original 1869]).  The situatedness of action, the notion 

that individuals operate within circumstances both chosen by themselves and outside of their 

control due to historical processes, is emphasized.   Practice theory “locates the reciprocal 

causality of agency and structure in time and space” with both being built through historical and 

material processes (Dobres 2000:147).  Praxis refers to a theory of knowledge about how people 

engage/interact with the world, emphasizing the process of practical activity and how such 

activities dynamically link the material world and immaterial qualities (like thought, meaning, 

social relationships, structural/cultural change, beliefs) (Marx 1963; Dobres 2000; see also 

Gosden 1994; Kitching 1988; R. McGuire 1992; Petrovic 1983; Tilley 1982).  Practice theory 

connects action to culture.   
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As introduced by Giddens (1979, 1984) within sociology, structuration refers to the interface 

between an individual and cultural/societal structures.  Structuration theory seeks to understand 

behavior as a combination of structure and agency rather than one or the other.  The recursive 

nature of this relationship between actors and structure is emphasized, whereby people both 

create/structure their lived conditions, operate within a structure, and shift/change the structure as 

well.  These structures are an ongoing process between individual actors and external forces 

largely outside their control (like historical contingency or cultural norms).  In this way, practice 

may also be used to represent the “multifaceted dialectic of agency, agents, structuration, and 

structures…of technology…[since] these dynamics unfold in the course of everyday making and 

use activities” (Dobres 2000:147-8).  Structures are learned expectations (with social-

enforcement mechanisms) that can be perpetuated, mediated, or deviated from through actor 

agency. 

 

Cowgill (2000) makes a distinction between structural conditions and structuring principles, 

arguing that structural conditions are the conditions that agency can inhabit/interact with.  This 

includes the material resources available to an individual, the past technological creations/uses, 

the symbolic and cultural systems pertaining to worldview and world conceptions.  These 

structural conditions are inert, in the sense that they do not do anything in and of themselves, but 

provide the baseline upon which the individual operates.  These initial conditions are also out of 

the individuals control in terms of space and time, but they can be altered through the structuring 

principles by an individual.  Structuring principles refers to the means to which an individual 

inhabits/operates from the structural conditions.  In essence, structuring principles “are expressed 

in the agents’ abilities to work on [their structural conditions]…in the reproduction and 

transformation of their identities and conditions of existence.  Structuring principles are therefore 

created in the active maintenance of traditions of knowledgeability whereby experiences are read 

with reference to the opportunities and constraints within which agents operate” (Cowgill 

2000:65).  The principles are the deviation from initial condition, and how able agents are to 

produce deviation may be contingent on factors of structural conditions like conceptions of 

social identity and ascribed inequality.  Structuring principles are created through practice, are 

inscribed into interactions, and operate out of structural conditions (Cowgill 2000:66). 

 

Bourdieu brings these concepts to bear within daily life (habitus) as the focal point where people 

create and become structured by cultural beliefs, norms, institutions, and societal expectation 

(Bourdieu 1977, 1990).  The learning process of societal structures, the implementation and 

expectations, are found in work, leisure, use of space and other daily interactions so that 

individuals are oriented to favor certain habits.  For Bourdieu, while conscious reflection upon 

these habits is possible, it is not a necessary component of the social process while Giddens 

emphasizes how agency is vital to changing social processes (or social structures).  Mauss (1935) 

sought to understand how embodied social structures could be, demonstrating how routines of 

technology/custom can reaffirm social traditions.  The recursive relationship between individual 

and social structure is also represented in the interactions with the material world so that “even 

the most seemingly natural bodily actions are, in fact, learned rather than strictly biological” 

(Dobres 2000:153).  Unraveling aspects of expected given-ness to some biological realities (like 

walking gaits), he sought to understand the extent of the influence of social/cultural learned 

behaviors on the physical bodies and physical actions of individuals.  His work highlighted how 

difficult it is to remove culture from fundamental skills and that the ways in which such qualities 
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were reinforced in daily experience.  Mauss’ argument was that even bodily comportment 

(enchaînements organiques) may be influenced by, express, and perpetuates collective attitudes 

of correct/expected behavior by a social group.  However, practice theory also suggests that the 

normative basis produced by individuals inherently involves personalized mediation and 

negotiation of different interests, skills, knowledge, talent, and accidental or purposeful deviation 

(Dobres and Hoffman 1994, 1999).     

 

Taken to its archaeological manifestation in material or technological creation, “once we accept 

the intertwining of technology and social agency – we cannot help considering not only the 

normative, uncontested, and shared aspects of technical habitus but also its contested, 

challenged, and negotiated dimensions” (Dobres 2000:1448).  This approach to material 

variation, rather than seeking grand over-arching patterns in the behavior constituting material 

manifestations, instead situates the variation as the point of study and equally emblematic of the 

structure (pattern) as the overall pattern itself.  Instead of reducing variation to its shared 

qualities and a baseline, if we think of the dialectic nature of structure and practice, then some 

aspects of variation and material realities encapsulate this ongoing process.  This research looks 

to uncover how impactful different aspects of this negotiated process between individual and 

structure (along gender and kinship lines) are to the material manifestations of daily life.  Social 

practice theory “emphasizes relations of interdependency: between agents, structures, activities, 

meaning, cognition, knowledge, skill, material matters, identity, and power” (Dobres 2000:7).  It 

is this relational approach I take in investigating the spatial layout of artifact materials and 

features to better understand how past people may have navigated social relationships as 

embodied and environmentally-embedded social agents within Housepit 54.   

 

Building on Wobst (2000) who seeks to approach artifacts as more explicitly able to 

embody/represent agency, and refers to artifacts as “material interferences” or “material 

intentions to change” (42).  In this way, artifacts capture intentions of change, literally in the 

material from what it was into what the individual determined it should become and 

metaphorically in the use of the artifact to change present conditions (Wobst 1997).  Artifacts 

(raw material) are changed by people, are used to change/shape reality when non-artifact 

methods cannot achieve such a goal (e.g., you cannot speak a hide into turning into clothes) so 

this approach situates agency as ability/capability/desire to change something and highlights the 

relational quality of agency itself.  In order to materially interfere in one’s experience, one must 

have access to the resources for creating the artifact and an idea of what is to be created.  While 

this does not presume use or necessity of an artifact, it does show that part of the creation process 

could be to change foodways or food capabilities.   

 

Artifacts, as material intentions to change circumstance, would be linked to subsistence 

expectations, while also structured by past ecological knowledge and future procurement 

expectation.  As articulated by Wobst, the artifacts of daily life are just as likely to be agents of 

change, as “even if the makers had in mind only ways of interfering with matter and nature, 

functionally appropriate artifacts establish lasting templates for what is thought practical.  

Functionally appropriate artifacts are also reference points for actors to grade themselves…[in] 

competence, adherence to group standards, or approximation of cognized optimality” (2000: 44-

45).  This also points to structuration and a possible locus for how structuration functions to 

create social norms/expectations which are then perpetuated.  From this standpoint, functionality 
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(or an artifact fulfilling its intended purpose) provides the judging criteria for if the object’s form 

continues and eventually becomes part of cultural norms.  This easily connects to behavioral 

ecologist approach to understanding subsistence strategies and technologies.  However whether 

or not artifacts are crafted with this functional mentality in mind, the ripple effects and influence 

of the underlying idea about artifact templates (or knowledge of preferred artifact form) can be 

assessed.  In Housepit 54, every iteration of a tool is therefore influenced by past templates 

(cultural norm/structure), has the opportunity to create a new template (agency), and can shift the 

overall “artifact corpus” (cultural evolution).  Similarly, this can apply to household use of space 

and divisions of labor. 

 

Cultural Transmission and Hunter-Gatherer-Fisher Studies 
Iterations of artifacts must also be understood within the framework of evolutionary cultural 

transmission studies which have sought to explain how aspects of culture--from subsistence 

practices and developments in hunting technology, to artistic expression and basket-weaving 

techniques--are transmitted between generations (Jordan 2014).  Thus, intrinsic in the study of 

multiple occupational floors within Housepit 54 is an analysis of the processes of cultural 

transmission.  As first formulated by Boyd and Richerson (1983, 1985, 2005), Neo-Darwinian 

cultural transmission studies have centered on understanding culture as a system of inheritance 

within which the fundamental principles of evolution by selection applies while the transmission 

of information differs from genetic transmission.  While genetic information is imparted directly 

by two individuals, cultural information is inherently multivocal and potentially inheritable from 

all individuals within the group (Bettinger et al. 2015:239-240).  Understanding the long and 

short-term processes and outcomes of cultural transmission, the impact on the archaeological 

record, and how to approach artifact material from a lineage of transmission has seen extensive 

study (Bettinger and Eerkens 1999; Henrich and McElreath 2003, 2007; Mesoudi and O’Brien 

2008; Steele et al. 2010; Jordan 2014; Jordan and O’Neill 2010; Yeh et al. 2019). 

 

It is not only likely but highly probable that the majority of cultural knowledge, skills, and 

abilities individuals obtained during their lifetime could have been directly transmitted to others.  

One mechanism for variation is in how faithfully this information is transmitted, which may 

introduce copying errors.  Cultural knowledge is also not ‘evolutionarily blind’ as the 

information transmitted from individuals will reflect trial-and-error interaction with selective 

processes at both societal and environmental levels.  Thus, “cultural evolution appears to be 

guided by the intentional actions of people who possess at least some degree of foresight, 

potentially increasing the likelihood of adaptive cultural mutations” (Mesoudi 2011:45).  If a 

cultural adaptation, like a particular hunting practice, has been found to no longer be beneficial, 

with low return rates, and a new hunting practice is innovated or adapted based on this now less-

fit practice, a new variant is created and thus not blindly transmitted to the next generation. 

 

In this sense, cultural transmission theory functions as a nested subset within the explanatory 

power of cultural evolutionary theory, and an understanding of transmission processes is 

essential to understanding cultural change.  How cultural information is transmitted plays a role 

in the macroevolutionary expression of cultural change (Prentiss et al. 2009; Mesoudi and 

O’Brien 2009).  It is by “identifying the transmission histories and measuring the degree of 

variation…[that archaeologists can] understand the forces directing [cultural descent patterns]” 

(Scott 2016:22).  Cultural transmission theory, at the scale of the individual, has ramifications at 
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multiple scalar levels, with transmission processes impacting the long-term propagation of 

archaeological material. 

 

For instance, Boyd and Richerson (1985) formalized the “guided variation” and “content-biased” 

cultural transmission processes.  Within guided variation, individual learning is situated within 

the population level, whereby individuals initially mimic nearby behavior and through 

learning/experimentation, adjust their behavior according to group consensus and best-fit for 

environmental needs.  For social behavior, this could be adjusting behavior according to 

expectations of age/gender/status/class.  For cultural material, this would be adjusting tool shape 

or house layout to expectations of successful form, functional and cultural qualities, and/or 

knowledge of logistical constraints.  Using population level modeling, Boyd and Richerson 

(1985) examine the effects of such guided variation on the mean and variance of a specific trait 

within a given population over generations, concluding that learning should shift population-

level behavior toward trait forms favored by the local environment in proportion to individuals 

inclination towards learning and in inverse proportion to the variance in rate of errors while 

learning.  As a way of connecting the individual-level scale to the population-level scale, and 

exemplifying the cumulative nature of the archaeological record, this approach provides one 

perspective on the underpinning nature of artifact variation.  It also balances the sociality of 

knowledge on technology within the environmental landscape, noting that over the long durée 

technologies adapt to environmental changes.  Guided variation allows individuals to do better 

than those who choose their behavior on the basis of individual learning (figuring it out 

completely without social input) or social learning alone (ignoring future impacts of 

environmental evidence) and it is through the process of assessing fit to environment that certain 

behaviors, like tool forms, become more prolific or not (Bettinger et al. 2015:245-6).  It is the 

learning process of experimentation and errors that produces variation. 

 

In contrast, content bias or direct bias refers to the selective process by individuals when 

choosing which behaviors to adopt/reject.  It describes the process of evaluation by individuals 

of what behavior or trait to utilize when variation is present.  Bias, in this case, refers to the 

predisposition of the individual to choose a certain behavior/variant over others.  The evaluative 

decision as to whether or not the behavior/trait is used is based directly on the behavior/trait and 

its consequences (as opposed to indirect bias which would be based on the indirect consequences 

of a behavior/trait).  The role of content bias is to ultimately eliminate variation while 

simultaneously requiring behavioral variation in order to operate.  For example, a hunter 

observes a new method of calling game and evaluates its effectiveness to other variants inclusive 

of a factor of bias mixed into the decision-making process (Bettinger et al. 2015:246-7).  It is 

important to note that within content-bias, the assumption is that choice between variants 

includes as aspect of individualized decision-making informed by biased-mechanisms that 

evaluate for desired results.  Content bias moves the mean behavior at the population level from 

its initial position toward the value favored by the bias and, if the value is optimal for the 

environment, individuals operating in accordance with the bias have an advantage over time.  

The greater the differences in models an individual can choose from, the more effective content 

biases become in shifting the mean behavior (Boyd and Richerson 1985:138).   

 

For archaeological material, the nature of an underlying bias is unknown but its effects may be 

seen in what artefactual traits perpetuate given an amount of variation.  It is also typically noted 
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that content biases are often generalized in behavioral models since, as behaviors become 

increasingly complex, the suite of biases operating to evaluate which behavior to utilize also 

increases and becomes more complex.  As noted by Bettinger et al. (2015) “that archaeologists 

continue to debate whether nuances in morphological variability in projectile points represent 

differences in style or function or whether atlatl weights are decorative or served some useful 

purpose suggest that function and utility must have been equally difficult for prehistoric people 

to assess” (250).  This underlines the wrong dichotomy (functional versus stylistic) surrounding 

past technological variation, as it already privileges the notion that technology inherently exists 

(and was assessed) from a framework of “usefulness” by past people.  What may be more 

productive is examining variation as inherent and what sociopolitical processes and 

environmental parameters perpetuate (and encourage) the transmission and utilization of multiple 

technological variants regardless of perceived functional effectiveness. 

 

Beyond analysis of bias in how cultural variants are chosen, other transmission mechanisms of 

interest include how cultural variants become shared.  This includes discussions of vertical 

transmission across generations (typically associated with direct kin-based transmission), oblique 

transmission when individuals learn from older generations who are not their direct parental 

figures/kin, and horizontal transmission when individuals learn from members in their same 

generation (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981).  All of these 

transmission mechanisms would have been in place within and between households in Housepit 

54, applying not only to technological designs, but also conceptions of social behavior, gender 

dynamics, sexual identity, class, status, and a plethora of other sociocultural concepts.  

 

Summary 
Archaeological investigations of the past must rely on theoretical frameworks to provide 

interpretative possibilities to the archaeological record.  Theories are informed by distinctive 

approaches to the underlying meaning of variation and interactive processes for explaining such 

variation.  Within hunter-gatherer-fisher studies, interpretations of the emergence of inequality 

have often relied on human-behavioral ecology expectations of interactions between the 

environment, subsistence, and population size.  Because the house is the locus of everyday 

interactions, how inequality plays out in the day to day is also captured over the long term via the 

accumulation of material from these interactions.  How the particulars of inequality occur within 

households is variable and integrated with household archaeological interpretations of the 

meanings of “house”, home, and foodways if inequality in subsistence coincides with inequality 

in prestige.  In addition, because households are spaces of kin-based interaction and places where 

people with multiple social distinctions live together, these cultural qualities must then operate in 

conjunction with the emergence of inequality.  If certain individuals (or groups of individuals) 

attain status and have rights to prestige/resources not afforded to other groups, how does this 

align with the milieu of sociality prior to such resource restriction within the use of household 

space? This question underlines the three hypotheses outlined in the next chapter.   

Chapter 4: Hypotheses  
Introduction 
My research seeks to answer questions about the nature of cultural change within complex 

fisher-hunter-gatherer villages by examining the breadth of human behavior preserved in the 

archaeological record. In particular, the goal is to address broader questions about the role of 
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social identity in the emergence of inequality in hunter-gatherer-fisher societies by illuminating 

the role gender, kinship, and agency played in household interactions (Sweely 1999).  

 

This research focuses on ways household use of space captures macro-level cultural change 

emerging from the relationship between sociopolitical cultural systems, environmental pressures, 

and human agency (Harrison-Buck 2012; Insoll 2007). If labor or kinship initially structured 

social differences during the early BR 2 occupation, then understanding how prestige and power 

may have aligned with these social identities initially can help explain the particulars of how 

intra-household inequality emerged during BR 3.  Social identity and inequality is assessed 

through spatial and statistical analysis of artifact distributions across multiple occupational floors 

in Housepit 54. Such a detailed analysis is possible due to the excellent chronological control 

presented by Housepit 54, as derived from C14 dates of hearth features within the 

stratigraphically well-defined floor sequence (Prentiss et al 2018b).  Since persistent 

institutionalized inequality including differential access to subsistence and prestige emerged 

from incipient inequality evident in late BR 2 (Prentiss et al. 2018a), an analysis of the spatial 

distribution of activity and prestige items around hearths throughout occupational floors in 

Housepit 54 that span this time period will help explain how social status was reckoned.  

Therefore, this research analyzes change in use of space between floors to see if variation is due 

to (H1) identity-informed access to foods and resources, (H2) identity-informed access to social 

networks, or (H3) identity-informed negotiation of household interactions. 

 

Within archaeological studies of past hunter-gatherer-fisher groups, technologies and subsistence 

decision variation is often surmised to be related to maximizing nutritional yields (Hawkes, Hill 

and O’Connell 1982; Smith 1983; Winterhalder and Smith 2000), as costly signals of fitness 

(Bird and O’Connell 2006; Smith and Bliege Bird 2000, 2005; Smith et al. 2003; Sosis 2000), or 

related to environmental/cultural transmission selective pressures (Boyd and Richerson 1985).  

My approach to the archaeological record of Housepit 54 attempts to bridge these perspectives 

by discussing the influence of subsistence strategies, social subjectivity, and agency as 

represented in the spatial variation of four occupational floors (IId, IIe, IIh, and IIL).    

Household archaeology has shown that spatial distributions of activities can evince underlying 

social structures captured via repetitive everyday actions and habits (Giddens 1984; Hodder and 

Cessford 2004).  This research relies on theoretical perspectives that initially define households 

(or residential unit) first in terms of what they “do” (Ashmore and Wilk 1988; Wilk and Rathje 

1982).  A residential unit therefore represents intersecting spheres of activities performed by 

individuals who are defined by their relationships to both the location of action and each other 

(Douglass and Gonlin 2012:2; Tringham 2000). In this case, Housepit 54 residential unit 

variation is assessed in-depth across four occupational floors to understand how interactions 

create and influence consistent types of identities (Souvatzi 2008).   

 

By parsing out material remains at Çatalhöyük into their food-related activities, Atalay and 

Hastorf are able to present an overview of patterns of activity across the entirely of the 

Çatalhöyük community (Atalay and Hastorf 2006).  By taking a similar approach to material 

remains within Housepit 54, grouping flora, fauna, and lithic material evidence within their 

embedded foodway ramifications, we can gain similar “insights into the identity and changes that 

occurred through time to the individual, family life, and society” (Atalay and Hastorf 2006:284) 

at an intra-house level over the almost 200 year span between the IIL-IId occupational floors.   
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Ingold (1993, 2000) coined “taskscape” to bring into focus human activities within their 

embedded social landscape, importantly noting that the tasks (or labor) a person does becomes 

reflective of who that person is within the social fabric of a community (Ingold 2000:325).  

Tasks are a part of both social and personal identity, with expected patterns of activity creating a 

suite of co-occurring tasks as informed by cultural expectation.  When combining this approach 

with foodway perspectives, this positions the multitude of tasks associated with transforming 

subsistence into food as potentially representative of discrete socially-reflective identities.  Of 

interest is the degree to which foodway tasks overlapped or connected into clusters of patterned 

expected activity.  Extending this approach in recreating activity patterns within Housepit 54, the 

aim is to understand the cause of variation in spatial distribution of tasks (the taskscapes) within 

residential units and across the house as a whole.  The social relationships to food and each other 

within households, and the attendant activities to produce and consume that food, form the 

taskscapes of inquiry.     

 

Using an identity-based framework, everyday interactions within households represent a process 

of negotiation between cultural expectation and individual embodiment, acceptance, or rejection 

of such ideals (Insoll 2007).  The basic forms of these cultural expectations, or “social 

distinctions” (Sweely 1999), are usually gender and age, but additional layers of class, ethnicity, 

race, kinship, and household membership exist as well (Insoll 2007; Joyce 2000; Wurst 2006).  

To better interrogate variations in identity, this study also utilizes the “class” social distinction.  

Class distinctions can cut across other lines of identity, like gender, and refer to an aggregate of 

people defined by a shared culturally-informed description (Duke and Saitta 1998:3; Wurst 

2006:191).  Class distinctions can also result in differentiated access to both power and resources 

by individuals who would normally be grouped together (Wurst 2006).  The class concept is used 

to define the group of people at a given time who had access to prestige.  This allows an 

opportunity to account for considerably more variation in what constituted past social 

distinctions as related to emergent inequality.  

 

Preliminary spatial analysis of Housepit 54 shows little evidence for extensive cleanup of floor 

material between occupational floors. These intact drop/toss zones around hearths (Prentiss et al. 

2022a; Ryan 2018) allow for analysis of hearth-based activities and permit comparisons of 

residential units and non-specialized activity areas within and between floors.  Through these 

comparisons, this research illuminates intricacies in how intra-house inequality manifested over 

time between residential groups in Housepit 54.  This method fits into ways of constructed 

multidimensional archaeological interpretations by creating “archaeologies that recognize finer 

grains of social difference.  Gender, age, rank, race, and other identities would be all part of a 

socially situated and performed persona” (Clark and Wilkie 2006:333).  While it is possible that 

both labor and social networks influenced use of space concurrently, we seek to determine if one 

factor was more prevalent in order to understand how inequality interacts with such social 

distinctions.  It is also probable that non-identity related factors influenced the spatial 

configuration of activity areas (Kent 1987).  If social interactions were generally negotiated, this 

offers one potential alternative explanation if no spatial consistency is found between floors.   

 

Hypothesis 1: Labor-based Identity Structures Space 
Discussions and descriptions of the division of labor within hunter-gatherer-fisher societies has 

often stated that resource gathering, processing, and distribution was tied to expressions of 
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gender-based identities (Barnett 2015; Brumbach and Jarvenpa 2006; Kopytoff 1990; Sweely 

1999).  However, understanding the degree to which gender-based divisions of labor define 

individual identity is often variable, contextual, and intersects with other social distinctions 

(Kopytoff 1990; Trocolli 1999).  The ways in which individuals express gender-identity, align 

with social norms about gender, challenge gender ideals, and are situated within the framework 

of gender depends on societal conceptions of gender.  If gender norms are rigidly defined, then 

individual negotiation may be more difficult as gender expression is more restrictive, but if 

gender norms are more flexible, more inclusive, and less restrictive, individuals have more 

agency to express gender-variation while still be situated within a particular gender category or 

are more able to express gender fluidity (Kopytoff 1990).  For this research, aspects of 

subsistence labor are considered to be tied to identity construction and performance (Baugher 

and Spencer-Wood 2010; Nelson 2006) but the nature of these culturally-created ideas about 

labor are not presumed.  Rather, looking at the spatial distribution of subsistence-related labor, 

this research seeks to understand how labor structures space and how labor patterns occurred 

within social interactions of Housepit 54.  By examining change over time in the spatial 

distribution of distinct kinds of labor being performed within residential units, this research 

works to understand how labor identities adapted to environmental pressures and influenced use 

of space (Wilk and Netting 1984).  

 

If labor-based identities were the primary class of social distinction that structured relationships 

then resource stress or changes in resource-access would significantly impact the spatial 

configuration of residential units. If social status was tied to subsistence economic labor, then we 

assume more efficient subsistence economies would lead to higher prestige because this 

approach would maximize the subsistence capabilities of a particular residential unit (Romanoff 

1992).  These subsistence economies are measured in terms of optimal diets, tool utility, and 

resource efficiency to understand how such factors relate to use of space and prestige access.  

This grounds the cultural ramifications of change in resource use and procurement by focusing 

on associated changes in labor identity.  The labor identities for analysis include: (1) Food 

Production and Hearth Cooking, (2) Tool Production, (3) Hide Processing, (4) Clothing 

Production, (5) Plant Processing, and (6) Woodworking. 

 

Data Expectations Within a Floor: 

 Residential unit labor associated with subsistence and tool production was quantified using 

multiple indices to facilitate comparisons independent of sample size.  Richness, Diversity, 

and Equitability Indices were calculated for Faunal Remains, Lithic Debitage Raw 

Material, Lithic Tool Raw Material, and Botanical Remains within each residential unit 

along with Ubiquity measures of botanical remains. For H1, these indices are expected to 

show significant similarity during BR 2 (IIL) and early BR 3 (IIh) as indicators of shared 

baseline subsistence processes undertaken by each residential unit.   

 Across each residential unit, knives, scrapers, and groundstone forms and use-wear patterns 

are expected to be consistent. Each form (e.g., convergent scraper vs. end scraper, bifacial 

vs. unifacial knife) will primarily be associated with the same use-wear patterns.  Raw 

material type will also be associated with tool form (Eren et al. 2014).  

 Social status (prestige items, canid remains) will be associated to residential unit(s) with 

the highest quality subsistence remains based on deer and salmon utility indices (Binford 

1978; Holt 2005; see also Prentiss et al. 2020a).  These residential units will have a 
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subsistence economy that includes more deer (Madrigal 2004) and a higher percentage fish 

(e.g., spring salmon) (Speller 2005) than other locations. Such residential unit(s) will have 

more storage space for surplus and the spatial distribution of debitage, faunal remains, and 

botanical remains will be positioned differently within the residential unit (for example, 

botanical remains clustering to the southern end of these units but to the northern end of 

other residential units).  

 

Data Expectations Between Floors: 

 Residential units without status markers (prestige items) will show a higher degree of 

consistency with each other than to residential units with prestige items.  These residential 

units will have similar spatial distribution of debitage material, faunal remains, and 

botanical remains across floors. This similarity will continue for the IIe floor expansion, 

implying cultural transmission of appropriate labor locations beyond spatial/logistical space 

use.   

 Status items will become more restricted during BR 3 based on the emergence of structural 

inequality. BR 3 residential units (IId) without prestige indicators will score higher on 

Diversity and Evenness of faunal remains (expanded diet-breadth) due to subsistence 

economic stress.  

 Residential units facing economic stress will have different tool use patterns: less tool 

production/greater re-use of tools or different correlations between tool forms, use-wear, 

and raw material when compared to high status residential units and/or previous floors. 

These economically stressed residential unit(s) may also have new tool forms/unique tool 

use-wear as evidence of altered labor practices as access to quality resources becomes 

restricted to high status residences.   

 

Hypothesis 2: Social network-based Identity Structures Space 
Residential unit subsistence needs were met through both personal production and external trade 

relationships for both food and raw material. In response to resource stress during BR3, it is 

possible better-networked (or wider-networked) residential units were more likely to weather 

these subsistence difficulties by relying on such networks to supplement food scarcity.  This 

would mean that less well-networked groups would face greater subsistence instability. 

Additionally, better-networked residential units would be more likely to interact with a greater 

number of groups from different houses/villages/clans. External populations would be more 

likely to have distinctive cultural traits, such as unique tool forms, since tool shape has both 

utilitarian and culturally-informed properties (Goodale and Andrefsky 2015).   

 

Overall, these better-networked residential units would have greater success in securing crucial 

long-range resources, higher quality subsistence foods, and prestige items/material. Such social 

economies were measured in terms of optimal nonlocal raw material, tool diversity, and resource 

restriction to understand how these factors relate to use of space and prestige access. By framing 

the residential unit economy in terms of social identity, we can understand the cultural 

ramifications of resource restriction and control.  To determine if a residential unit(s) is better-

networked, it will have less local tool/debitage raw material sources and have more high-utility 

raw material use. Nonlocal tool raw material will be more diverse for better-networked groups 

(Hayden et al. 1996). 
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Data Expectations Within a Floor: 

 Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices were calculated for Faunal Remains, Lithic 

Debitage Raw Material, Lithic Tool Raw Material, and Botanical Remains within each 

residential unit along with Ubiquity measures of botanical remains. For H2, these indices 

should show significant differences between residential units.   

 Unique tool forms not found at other residential units or within previous floors will be 

significantly associated with better-networked residences and the number of new tool styles 

will increase over time. Tool raw material will either be uncorrelated or only loosely 

connected to tool forms. Well networked residential units will primarily use nonlocal raw 

material for all tools to maximize status signaling. Diversity of raw material will be 

statistically uncorrelated to sample size. 

    

Data Expectations Between Multiple Floors: 

 Better-networked residential unit(s) will have different spatial configurations of debitage, 

faunal remains, and botanical remains while residential units without (or with lower) non-

local lithic raw material will share similar spatial configurations. New non-local lithic raw 

material will be introduced to a floor on a residential unit basis due to each household 

group having different social networks.   

 Status items will be associated with better-networked residential units. Status markers may 

become more abundant during BR 3 while disparity in prestige items and quality of 

subsistence items will co-increase between residential units over time.     

 

Hypothesis 3: Agency-based Identity Structures Space 
It is possible that use of space during each occupational floor was either unstructured beyond 

logistical constraints or was primarily informed by individualized mediation between logistical 

constraints and cultural expectations.  This process would result in variable, inconsistent use of 

space both between and within floors.  Thus, we may highlight how use of space represents the 

performance of similar household labor by variously identified individuals and groups.  One 

factor that may have encouraged this use of space would be if cultural definitions of identity did 

not strictly adhere to activity-based expectations (Sweely 1999). This would allow an individual 

the agency to participate in different kinds of activities without negating their social identity 

since household activities were not indicative of identity.  

 

This circumstantial approach to labor would mean the work of household subsistence would 

occur in an unstructured fashion, dependent on individual preferences and available space within 

the pithouse.  Use of space will not exhibit cohesive patterns but will only be controlled by the 

bounded nature of the structure (e.g., shape of floor, access to light).  The locations of labor 

within one residential unit will be distinct from other units due to variation in space choice by 

individuals in each group. As such, there will be quantifiable spatial variation of activities 

between residential units within an occupational floor and across any similarly-used communal 

spaces between floors 

 

Data Expectations Within a Floor: 

 Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices were calculated for Faunal Remains, Lithic 

Debitage Raw Material, Lithic Tool Raw Material, and Botanical Remains within each 

residential unit along with Ubiquity measures of botanical remains. These indices will 
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show significant variation that is neither patterned nor correlated to status symbols, raw 

material access, or residential unit location. 

 Morphological variation in knife, scraper, and groundstone tool forms will be randomly 

distributed and not tied to specific function (as indicated by use-wear patterns).  Multiple 

types of raw material will be used for tool forms with no correlations present. 

 

Data Expectations Between Multiple Floors: 

 Residential units will have different spatial patterns of debitage, faunal remains, and 

botanical remains than those on the previous floor. Each residential unit will have unique 

spatial distributions of associated artifacts. 

 Perpetuation of any unique tool forms between floors will stay exclusive to a singular 

residential unit as morphological tool variation will occur due to preferences/innovation of 

individuals within residential units.  

 The distribution of prestige items (pipes, ornaments, figurines) between residential units 

will be unassociated with any other indicators of status (such as high-quality subsistence, 

maximum storage capacity, nonlocal lithic raw material).  Status will be more likely to be 

achievable by various individuals through different means not restricted by social 

distinction/inheritance.  

 

Summary 
This research illuminates how household use of space embodies social-identity and cultural 

change within a complex fisher-hunter-gatherer village as captured by multiple occupational 

floors in Housepit 54. Understanding how sociocultural change manifests within material 

assemblages found in household contexts is vital to help articulate the recursive linkages 

between the individual and society. To understand the emergence of persistent wealth-based 

inequality—a major shift in the cultural tableau of a society— this research assesses the role 

social identity played in access to power at four distinct time periods. Data are derived from 

floors IId, IIe, IIh, and IIL.  My hypotheses test how household tasks (and their associated 

behaviors) spatially shifted over time to understand how households might manifest cultural 

change and continuity. The first hypothesis tests if spatial variation was mainly due to 

subsistence change and environmentally-influenced access to resources. The second hypothesis 

tests if variation was mainly due to differential social and kin relationships between groups in 

different households.  Lastly, the third hypothesis tests if variation was mainly due to individual 

agency and negotiation of cultural expectations (Table 2). 
 

Evidence Needed Test Expectations Data Proxy  

Residential Unit 

Labor 

H1: Consistent types of labor 

associated around hearths 

H2: Consistent types of labor 

associated around hearths except 

for better-networked hearth 

H3: Type of labor randomly 

associated around hearths 

 

1. Tool labor category richness, diversity, 

equitability indices 

2. Debitage flake type richness, diversity, 

equitability indices 

3. Faunal richness, diversity, equitability 

indices 

4. Botanical richness, diversity, 

equitability, ubiquity indices 

5. Activmass measures 
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Residential Unit 

Social Networks 

H1: Tool raw material associated 

with tool use 

H2: Tool/Debitage raw material 

associated with residential unit 

H3: Tool raw material 

unassociated with tool use 

 

1. Tool raw material richness, diversity, 

equitability 

2. Tool type by raw material richness, 

diversity, equitability 

3. Debitage raw material richness, 

diversity, equitability 

4. Dacite source for tools/debitage 

5. Tool morphology index (knives, 

scrapers) 

Residential Unit 

Prestige Access 

H1: Correlated with highest 

quality subsistence remains 

H2: Correlated with better-

networked residential units 

H3: Uncorrelated with any factors 

of subsistence/social networks 

1. Spatial distribution of prestige items 

2. Spatial distribution of prestige raw 

material 

3. Gini coefficients for nonlocal raw 

material, high-quality subsistence, and 

prestige material 

Table 2. Data Expectations per hypothesis  
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Chapter 5: Materials and Methods 
Introduction 
This section discusses the materials utilized in my study, the data collected for each occupational 

floor, and the analytical methods employed to address my hypotheses.  First, a brief overview of 

data collection methods for archaeological excavations at Housepit 54 is provided then the 

method for determining residential unit space and the associated unit/quads considered to be part 

of each residential unit is presented.  Data from all residential units is then presented based on 

material type, starting with lithic tool data, followed by debitage data, faunal data, botanical data, 

activmass data, and Gini coefficient data.  

 

To extrapolate labor patterns from the material remains found within each residential unit, the 

following material was used: labor based on tool types present, tool production/maintenance 

labor based on debitage, faunal processing/consumption labor based on faunal remains, and 

botanical processing/consumption based on botanical remains.  The relative contribution of each 

type of labor to a residential unit space is assessed using activmass data for debitage, faunal, and 

botanical material.   

 

To extrapolate social networks and/or social agency, data on residential unit tool morphology are 

presented, which quantifies different morphological forms of knives and scrapers.  To 

extrapolate differential social networks and prestige access per floor, the spatial distribution of 

nonlocal dacite material is utilized, along with Gini coefficients for nonlocal raw material, 

subsistence remains, and prestige items.  To extrapolate social status signaling, the locations of 

prestige items and high-investment tool styles within residential units were used.   

 

Spatial data are then presented per floor for IId, IIe, IIh, and IIL to compare intra-floor variation 

and distribution of tools, botanicals, dacite tools/debitage sources, and richness/diversity 

measures related to labor and subsistence remains.  Information on potential social network 

ranking per residential unit is also included per floor.  After presenting data from each floor 

individually, data on the spatial differences in placement of features (hearths/storage 

pits/postholes) are presented using three indices (social continuity index/social discontinuity 

index/activity area index).  Statistical comparisons are then discussed between material 

assemblages across all residential units.   

  

Data Collection 
Housepit 54 excavations have utilized a grid system with 16 1x1m squares per Block (Figure 2).  

These squares are further divided into units comprised of four quads labeled according to the 

cardinal direction (Northeast/Northwest/Southeast/Southwest).  The main floorspace of the house 

corresponds to Blocks A through D, with Block A representing the southwest portion of the 

house, Block B the southeast portion, Block C the northwest portion, and Block D the northeast 

portion.  Additionally, prior to the establishment of a block system, initial excavations of the 

housepit included 3 trench excavations down to sterile soil (and therefore the bottom of the 

housepit) located in both southern blocks (Block A and B) and the northwest block (Block C) 

(Prentiss 2014, 2015).  The data from these trenches has not been included in this study. 

 

Each occupational floor in Housepit 54 is designated as Stratum II followed by a letter 

corresponding to the floor’s position in the overall floor sequence. Seven occupational floors 
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date to the BR 2 time period (IIo-IIi) and seven occupational floors date to the BR 3 time period 

(IIg-IIa).  Floor IIh functions as a transitional floor. Floors IId and IIe (BR3) and floors IIh and 

IIL (BR2) were chosen for this research study because the majority of their floor space is intact 

and each represents peak (IIh/IIe) and nadir (IIL/IId) population estimates for their time period. 

Each floor was excavated in block style with material remains point-plotted whenever possible 

(Figure 2).  The spatial grid for Housepit 54 was re-created in ArcMap with material tied to the 

center area of their recorded quad provenance or general point plotted location when possible 

(Figure 3). 

 
Figure 2. Grid Excavation Layout for Housepit 54 

 
Figure 3. ArcMap Basemap Block Layout for Housepit 54 
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Determining Residential Units (IId, IIe, IIh, IIL) 
A hearth-centered approach was taken to define residential units because cooking forms a core 

activity of what defines a household.  Each residential unit represents a discrete spatial location 

that fulfills household functions based on what a household “does” economically without 

presuming categories of social identity.  The following spatial pattern was used to distinguish 

residential units: one or more hearths with subsistence production/distribution/consumption 

remains, lithic production/maintenance areas, possible associated storage pits, and the presence 

of tools.   

 

Evidence of subsistence production/distribution was determined based on the distribution of 

faunal/botanical remains while evidence for lithic production/maintenance was determined based 

on the distribution of toolstone cores and debitage within an approximate 50cm buffer of the 

hearth feature.  Storage pits immediately adjacent or within 50cm of a hearth were considered in 

comparing different residential features, as not all hearths have storage pits but the use of above-

ground storage/rafter storage within pithouses is known (Prentiss et al. 2022:7).  Material found 

in storage pits was not included in analysis as it is unknown where from the floor the refuse 

material in these pits directly came from, therefore only material found on the living floor 

surface and within the hearth features was considered.   

 

Hearth features may also evince non-cooking activity areas, as determined by tool types present, 

debitage and faunal remains present, botanical remains present, and other associated features 

(Parker and Foster 2012; Ullah et al. 2015).  For example, food processing areas were defined 

based on the presence of FCR, burned faunal remains, burned plant remains, and food-processing 

tools while lithic production areas included lithic cores and lithic debitage from multi-stage 

reduction (Barnett 2015; Smith 2014; Williams-Larson et al. 2017).  In order to determine hearth 

activity designations, all hearth zones were assessed initially as residential units until statistical 

verification of difference could determine disparate activity patterns.  

 

Each hearth per floor was thus designated as Hearth 1 through Hearth 23, with Features D20 

(IIe), D11a (IIe), and B2 (IIe) given a hearth designation but not included in the overall analysis 

because these hearths were built over/capping cache-pits.  Material data was considered to be 

associated with a hearth if it was within approximately 50cm of the boundary of the hearth 

(Figures 4-7; Tables 3-6).  For floor IIe, Features C1 (Hearth 7) and C5 (Hearth 8) have overlap 

between their 50cm buffer zones.  Because of the smaller size and large rock along the western 

edge of the C5 hearth, material to the south and east of C5 was included as part the Hearth 8 

residential unit while the space between the two hearths was included with the C1 hearth (Hearth 

7). 
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Figure 4. Floor IId residential units 

Floor Block Feature Hearth Label (Residential 

Unit) 

Associated Unit/Quad Areas 

IId A A11 Hearth 1 15NE, 15 NW, 15SE, 15SW 

IId C C15 Hearth 2 

10NE, 10NW, 10SE, 10SW, 

14SW, 14SE, 14NE, 14NW, 

15SW, 15NW 

IId C C2 Hearth 3 

1NE, 1SE, 2NW, 2SW, 2NE, 

2SE, 4SE, 5SE, 6SW, 6SE 

IId D D17 Hearth 4 

7NE, 8NW, 8NE, 11SE, 11NE, 

12SW, 12SE, 12NE, 12NW 
Table 3. Spatial Data for Residential Unit Space in Floor IId 
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Figure 5. Floor IIe residential units 

Floor Block Feature Hearth Label 

(Residential Unit) 

Associated Unit/Quad Areas 

IIe A A13 Hearth 5 6SE, 6SW 

IIe A A11 Hearth 6 6NE, 6NW 

IIe C C1 Hearth 7 10NW, 10NE, 10SE, 10SW, 11NE, 11NW, 

11SE, 11SW, 14SE, 14SW, 14NE, 14NW, 15SE, 

15SW, 15NE, 15NW 

IIe C C5 Hearth 8 16SE, 16SW, 16NE, 16NW 

IIe D D25 Hearth 9 2NE, 6NE, 6SE, 7NW 

IIe D D20 Hearth 10 Not included in analysis 

IIe D D1 Hearth 11 8NE, 8NW, 7NE, 12SE 

IIe D D11a Hearth 12 Not included in analysis 

IIe D D10 Hearth 13 11SW, 11NE, 11SE, 11NW 

IIe B B12 Hearth 14 16NE, 16NW, 16SE, 16SW 

IIe B B2 Hearth 24 Not included in analysis 
Table 4. Spatial Data for Residential Unit Space in Floor IIe 
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Figure 6. Floor IIh residential units 

 

Floor Block Feature Hearth Label 

(Residential Unit) 

Associated Unit/Quad Areas 

IIh A A6 Hearth 15 7SE, 8SW, 8SE, 8NE, 8NW 

IIh A A4 (2014) Hearth 16 15NW, 15SW, 15NE 

IIh A A11 (2014) Hearth 17 11NE, 11NW, 11SE, 11SW, 15SW, 

15SE 

IIh A A9 (2014) Hearth 18 12NE, 12NW, 12SE, 12SW, 16NW, 

16SW, 16NE, 16SE 

IIh C C9, C11, C13 Hearth 19 2SW, 2SE, 2NE, 2NW, 6SE, 6SW 

IIh C C10 Hearth 20 7NE, 7NW, 7SE, 7SW 

IIh C C6 Hearth 21 11NE, 11NW, 11SE, 11SW, 12NW 
Table 5. Data for Residential Unit Space in Floor IIh 
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For floor IIh (Figure 6), the hearths that were overlaid atop each other in Block C (C9, C11, C13) 

have been grouped together as a singular residential unit (Hearth 19) as it would be difficult to 

tease out materials associated with one specific hearth.  If this group shows distinctive variations 

and differences from the other hearth groups in an inconsistent manner, it may be due to the fact 

that each hearth was used differently and thus this group may represent a different pattern of 

activity accumulation than the other hearths.  Additionally some hearths were so close to each 

other that there is overlap in quad-based material associated to the hearth.  For instance, Feature 

A4 (Hearth 16) and Feature A11 (Hearth 17) share data from 15SW because they are less than 

50cm from each other.   

 

 

Figure 7. Floor IIL residential units  

 

Floor Block Feature Hearth Label 

(Residential Unit) 

Associated Unit/Quad Areas 

IIL A N/A (Charcoal) Hearth 22 10SW, 10NW 

IIL A A10 Hearth 23 15SE, 15SW, 15NE, 15NW 
Table 6. Data for Residential Unit Space in Floor IIL 
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For floor IIL (Figure 7), the patches of charcoal located in the southern portion of Block A are 

included as a separate hearth location (Hearth 22) with the possibility that the full hearth was 

missed during excavation and/or it is indicative of a hearth in the nearby balk. 

 

Lithic Tools and Associated Labor 
The presence of tools within a 50cm buffer of the hearth were considered associated to that 

hearth/residential unit. Focus was given to tools associated with specific labor categories of 

interest (Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Woodworking, Tool 

Production/Maintenance, Plant Processing).  Tools unrelated to these particular labor categories 

were also included under an “Other Labor” label to facilitate comparison between residential 

units.  Lithic tools within each residential unit were categorized based on their associated type of 

labor (Prentiss et al. 2022a).  Labor related to butchering was based on the presence of slate, 

bifacial or other knives.  Hide-working labor was indicated by slate scrapers, end scrapers, 

stemmed scrapers, and spall scrapers.  Labor involved in direct production or maintenance of 

clothing was based on the presence of piercers or perforators.  Plant processing labor was 

assessed through the presence of groundstone abraders and mano/metates.  Woodworking labor 

was based on the presence of single scrapers, convergent scrapers, inverse scrapers, notches, 

adzes, and pièces esquillées.  Tool Production labor included bipolar cores, multidirectional and 

unidirectional cores, biface fragments and stage 2-4 bifaces.  Prestige items included bead cores, 

bead blank, stone beads, ornaments, ornament blanks, incised tools, polished nephrite fragments, 

pipe fragments, copper artifacts, steatite/obsidian/nephrite raw material, stone vessel shards.  

 

Lithic tools utilized in this research were previously analyzed in the Bridge River Lab using the 

following protocols (Prentiss 2014, 2015).  Tools were first classified according to a standard 

Bridge River tool typology (discussed below).  Tool use-wear was determined through 

macroscopic and microscopic techniques using hand lenses (4x, 8x, 12x) and Motic SMZ-168-

BP; .75x – 50x zoom microscopes.  Recorded use-wear includes polish, rounding, battering, 

striations (parallel/perpendicular/oblique), chipping (scalar/step, oblique/step, oblique), crushing, 

grinding, blunting, sawing, gouging/boring, notched, drilled, incised, and pecked.  Edge angles 

were also recorded using Wards Contact Goniometer.  Each edge of retouch or use on a tool was 

recorded as an employable unit (EU).  Information recorded on retouch characteristics include 

the retouch face, invasiveness, and form.  Retouch face can be normal, inverse, or bifacial while 

invasiveness can be abrupt, semi-abrupt, or invasive.  Retouch forms include scalar, step, and 

hinge (Prentiss 2015). 

 

For the purposes of this research, only information on how tool classes related to labor categories 

being analyzed is included.  Knives have either unifacial or bifacial retouch at a low edge angle 

with use-wear characteristic to cutting motions, such as parallel to oblique striations.  Knives 

were associated with butchering.  Stage bifaces were classified using Callahan’s (1979) system 

(Stage 2-4) with some bifaces receiving later modification and are recorded as other tool types 

(tang knives, knife-life bifaces, scraper-like biface).  The variety of scrapers include single (on 

margin on dorsal face), inverse (a single scraper with retouch on the ventral surface), double 

(two margins), convergent (two margins connected), and scraper on a truncation (retouched 

truncated flake) which are linked to different labor categories.  These tools all have semi-abrupt 

to abrupt unifacial retouch and generally have use-wear indicative of scraping processes 

(perpendicular striations and rounding).  End scrapers are distinguished from this group as they 
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are retouched flakes formed into a triangular shape with unifacial or bifacial retouch on the 

lateral margins and abrupt unifacial retouch on the distal margin.  Slate scrapers are also a 

distinguished group based on raw material type and include use-wear of perpendicular striations, 

rounding, and lateral chipping or sawing plus grinding or polishing.  Slate scraper forms can be 

triangular or rectangular.  Slate knives have similar forms as slate scrapers but with different 

cutting-like use-wear patterns (Prentiss 2019:58-59).  Scrapers were associated with hide-

working or woodworking depending on their forms while slate knives were associated with 

butchering labor. 

 

Formal drills and perforators are either unifacial or bifacial while burins are typically small, 

“created on flakes by striking off a longitudinal margin from a platform typically on a 

truncation” (Prentiss 2019:59).  Burins could have been used for fine woodworking or bone-

working while perforators were recorded as clothing production tools.  Drills may have had a 

variety of uses, from being used to drill softer stone to produce beads to being used for 

woodworking.  Piercers are considered a distinctive Mid-Fraser tool form which consists of a 

small snapped flake that has unifacial retouch on a lateral margin, “such that a sharp retouched 

edge converges with the lateral edge of the truncation” (Prentiss 2019:59).  Piercers typically 

have crushing/rounding or rotary-wear and are associated with clothing production, such as 

being used to pierce through hides (Prentiss 2019:59).   

 

Woodworking tools beyond single/convergent/inverse scrapers include pieces esquillées, 

chipped adzes, and notches.  Piece esquillées are flakes used as a wedge, indicated by bipolar 

damage that lacks trans-facial flaking found with bipolar cores.  Notches are flakes that have 

deep abrupt removal(s) so the flake could be used to plane wooden cylinders.  Adzes are 

rectangular with one end having a low edge angle and evidence of battering while the opposite 

end is thicker with less damage.  Plant processing tools include groundstone slabs, like the large 

one found in Block B during IId-IIa, which have margins shaped by pecking with either flat 

faces or concave with striations and abrasions expected from intensive grinding.  Abraders 

include rocks with abrasion marks or prepared tools with facial abrasion and lateral 

sawing/chipping as well as burnishing stones (Prentiss 2019:59).  Manos are hand-held grinding 

stones that have pecked lateral margins and at least one or more smooth abraded faces (Prentiss 

2019:60). 

  

Lithic production-related tools include a variety of cores, ranging from freehand cores that are 

“residual nodules derived from a process of reduction” with single to multiple platforms while 

bipolar cores are nodules “reduced using the ‘hammer and anvil’ approach” with wedge-initiated 

fracture patterns (Prentiss 2019:59).  Finally, hammerstones are rocks with battering on one or 

more margins.  To further connect labor and tool types, it is useful to also look at information 

provided in Teit (1906) on raw material/tools which includes descriptions of “glassy basalt” 

being used for chipping and flaking and for making assorted hunting/hide-working gear 

(projectile points and knives) while hide-scrapers and adzes were often made of the same basalt 

material or made from jasper, obsidian and other stone (Ibid:203).  Arrow-smoothers were 

described as being made of fine-grain sandstone while files for cutting/smoothing stone tools 

were of coarse-gain sandstone and “dark-colored stone” (Ibid:203).  Sandstone files were also 

used to sharpen and smooth bone, horn and wooden implements.  Steatite was cut with beaver-
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tooth knives while hard stones were cut with quartz crystal or agate.  Slate was also used for fish 

knives (Ibid:203-204). 

 

Lithic Tool indices (IId, IIe, IIh, IIL) 
Richness, diversity and equitability indices are primarily used by ecologists to objectively 

measure diversity of species in an area while attempting to account for variation in population 

size (albeit with some difficulties and complications, see Colinvaux 1986).  Archaeologists have 

used these measures to understanding variability in assemblage characteristics of faunal remains 

or lithic tool types.  Species (or type) richness is the number of species present in a sample or 

assemblage.  Equitability refers to the “differing relative abundance of each species” (Peres 

2010:29) and is the “relative evenness of the numerical importance of a species in a sample” 

(Colinvaux 1986:650).  In order to compare variability in labor and subsistence within residential 

units, richness/diversity/equitability indices are therefore used to account for variation in sample 

size and quantify heterogeneity of assemblage characteristics (Peres 2010:29). 

 

Richness of tool types is the total number of different morphological types of tools in a 

residential unit (e.g., Slate scraper, Bifacial Knife, Notch, etc.).  Richness of tool raw material 

refers to the total number of different raw materials tools are made from (e.g., slate, dacite, 

nephrite).  Richness of  “Tools By Labor Category” is the total number of different types of labor 

expressed in the morphological tool forms (e.g., Hide-working, Butchering, Woodworking).  

Richness of “Tool Type+Raw Material” refers to the total number of different combinations of 

tool types and raw material (e.g., slate scraper, dacite scraper, nephrite scraper would be 3 

different categories).  Finally, Richness of “Tool Labor Categories+Raw Material” refers to the 

total number of different combinations of tool-based labor and raw material (e.g., Slate Hide-

working tool, Dacite Butchering tool, Nephrite Woodworking tool).  

 

The Shannon-Weaver function was used for calculating diversity, the formula being: 

 

H’ = - Σ(pi)(Log10pi) 

H’ = diversity measure 

pi = the relative abundance of the ith category in the sample 

Log10pi = the logarithm of pi. This can be in base 2, e, or 10 

 

The Shannon-Weaver diversity index highlights if assemblages with “an even distribution of 

abundance between taxa have a higher diversity than samples with the same number of taxa, but 

with less even distribution” between these taxa (Peres 2010:29).  The Shannon-Weaver diversity 

index using the natural log typically ranges from 0 to 4.6.  A value of 0 means there is only one 

category.  The “ln-transformation of pi in Shannon’s entropy’s formula narrows the range (and 

therefore the impact) of extreme values and still weighs high relative abundances as ‘high’ and 

low abundances as ‘low’” (Gauthier and Derome 2021:2).  This diversity measures helps to 

understand the dispersal of material between categories and therefore, the similarities and 

differences between residential unit materials.  For labor categories, if two residential units have 

a high number of categories (high richness scores, so multiple different labor categories present) 

and a similar degree of equitability (so similar abundance of tools between categories) then the 

residential units will also have a greater diversity index.        
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Pielou’s J, or the Equitability/Evenness Index, is calculated based on the Shannon-Weaver 

diversity index.  The format for calculating Evenness is: 

 

J = H'/ln(S) 

J = equitability measure 

H’ = Shannon-Weaver diversity index 

Ln(S) = the natural logarithm of S, the total number of categories in the dataset 

 

The Pielou’s J equitability index highlights how uniformly distributed the relative abundance of 

material is between categories.  This measure is constrained between 0 and 1, where a value of 1 

means a completely even distribution between groups and a value of 0 a completely uneven 

distribution (being 1 group).  Lower values of equitability indicate less even distributions 

between categories.  Importantly, Pielou’s J does not consider the actual proportions between 

categories, instead “expressing H’ as a ratio of a maximum theoretical value” (Gauthier and 

Derome 2021:3).   

 

These richness, diversity, and equitability indices were calculated for tool remains to understand 

variation in tool-based labor within each residential unit.  Comparable information about tool-

based related labor per residential unit is necessary to quantifiably assess the spatial distribution 

of household labor in conjunction with changes in resource access and subsistence practices from 

BR2 to BR3.  If tool discard locations are representative of their use in the general area nearby 

hearths, then similarities are expected for values of diversity and equitability between such tools 

discarded around hearths.  Between two residential units, if all types of labor were being 

performed nearby hearths and tools related to these labor types were discarded by the hearths at 

similar rates, then each residential unit’s diversity and equitability measure should be 

comparable.  However, if tool discard locations are unconnected to hearth locations or each kind 

of labor is restricted to particular sections of the house/particular hearths, then residential unit 

variation in richness/diversity/equitability is expected.  Importantly, these measures do not 

capture which kinds of tool-based labor or tool morphological types are present per residential 

unit, rather the total number of categories and the distribution of material between those 

categories.  As such, more in-depth comparison between the actual tool types is discussed in 

Chapters 6-9 and Chapter 13. 

 

In calculating indices per residential unit for tool types and tool raw material, tools associated 

with the labor categories of interest were included according to their specific tool type (e.g., slate 

scrapers and spall scrapers were counted as separate tools) with any other tools not part of these 

labor categories grouped as an “Other tool type” category.  For tools that fall into multiple 

categories (multi-tools) inclusive of labor categories, they were categorized as multi-tools for 

both tool types (e.g., Multi-tool: Bipolar Core/Single Scraper, Multi-tool: Bipolar Core/End 

Scraper) and included as separate tool types rather than grouped into the Other category.  Multi-

tools that do not include evidence for any of the labor categories are grouped together under a 

“Multi-tool: Other” category.  Tools related to prestige (e.g., steatite pipe fragments, stone beads) 

were not included in these calculations as they are not directly indicative of types of 

labor/activity.   
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Another set of Richness, Diversity, and Equitability indices were calculated based on tool labor 

types (e.g., Hide-working tools, Clothing Production tools) with all other tools not part of these 

labor categories grouped into an “Other” category.  For tools that fall into multiple categories 

(multi-tools) inclusive of labor groups, they were categorized as multi-tools for both types of 

labor (e.g., Multi-tool: Tool Production/Woodworking; Multi-tool: Tool Production/Hide-

working) and included as separate labor types.  Multi-tools that do not include evidence for any 

of the labor categories are grouped together under a “Multi-tool: Other Labor” category.  Indices 

for tool type per raw material were also calculated within each of the categorization schemes 

(Tables 7-10; see also Appendix A)  

 
 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Tool Types Hearth 1 A IId 2 .693 

 

1 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 1 A IId 2 .693 

 

1 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 1 A IId 2 .693 

 

1 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 1 A IId 2 .693 

 

1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 1 A IId 2 .693 

 

1 

Tool Types Hearth 2 C IId 6 1.594 0.889 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 2 C IId 5 1.159 0.720 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 2 C IId 5 1.366 0.849 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 2 C IId 7 1.767 0.908 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 2 C IId 6 1.540 0.859 

Tool Types Hearth 3 C IId 6 1.593 0.889 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 3 C IId 4 1.170 0.844 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 3 C IId 4 1.254 0.904 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 3 C IId 8 1.970 0.947 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 3 C IId 7 1.833 0.942 

 

Tool Types Hearth 4 D IId 9 1.724 0.785 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 4 D IId 5 0.813 0.505 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 4 D IId 5 1.280 0.795 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 4 D IId 12 2.148 0.864 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 4 D IId 9 1.821 0.828 

Table 7. Floor IId Tool Indices 

 

 

 

 
 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Tool Types Hearth 5 A IIe 2 0.636 0.918 
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Tool Raw Material Hearth 5 A IIe 3 1.098 1 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 5 A IIe 2 0.693 1 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 5 A IIe 3 1.098 1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material Hearth 5 

A IIe 3 1.098 1 

Tool Types Hearth 6 A IIe 2 0.693 1 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 6 A IIe 2 0.693 1 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 6 A IIe 2 0.693 1 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 6 A IIe 2 0.693 1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 6 A IIe 2 0.693 1 

Tool Types Hearth 7 C IIe 16 2.268 0.818 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 7 C IIe 6 1.001 0.559 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 7 C IIe 9 1.660 0.755 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 7 C IIe 16 2.319 0.836 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 7 C IIe 13 2.134 0.832 

Tool Types Hearth 8 C IIe 4 1.320 0.952 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 8 C IIe 3 0.900 0.819 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 8 C IIe 4 1.320 0.952 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 8 C IIe 5 1.559 0.969 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 8 C IIe 5 1.559 0.969 

Tool Types Hearth 9 D IIe 6 1.497 0.835 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 9 D IIe 4 0.940 0.678 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 9 D IIe 5 1.359 0.844 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 9 D IIe 7 1.748 0.898 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 9 D IIe 6 1.609 0.898 

Tool Types Hearth 11 D IIe 5 1.560 0.969 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 11 D IIe 2 0.450 0.650 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 11 D IIe 4 1.329 0.959 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 11 D IIe 6 1.791 1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 11 D IIe 5 1.560 0.969 

Tool Types Hearth 13 D IIe 10 2.064 0.896 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 13 D IIe 4 0.754 0.544 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 13 D IIe 7 1.729 0.888 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 13 D IIe 11 2.242 0.935 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 13 D IIe 14 2.007 0.913 

Tool Types Hearth 14 B IIe 2 0.636 0.918 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 14 B IIe 3 1.098 1 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 14 B IIe 2 0.636 0.918 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 14 B IIe 3 1.098 1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 14 B IIe 3 1.098 1 

Table 8. Floor IIe Tool Indices 
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 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Tool Types Hearth 15 A IIh N/A N/A N/A 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 15 A IIh N/A N/A N/A 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 15 A IIh N/A N/A N/A 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 15 A IIh N/A N/A N/A 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 15 A IIh N/A N/A N/A 

Tool Types Hearth 16 A IIh 1 0 0 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 16 A IIh 1 0 0 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 16 A IIh 1 0 0 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 16 A IIh 1 0 0 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 16 A IIh 1 0 0 

Tool Types Hearth 17 A IIh 4 1.156 0.834 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 17 A IIh 6 1.524 0.850 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 17 A IIh 4 1.156 0.834 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 17 A IIh 7 1.631 0.838 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 17 A IIh 7 1.631 0.838 

Tool Types Hearth 18 A IIh 5 1.49 0.928 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 18 A IIh 3 0.735 0.669 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 18 A IIh 4 1.213 0.875 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 18 A IIh 6 1.667 0.930 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 18 A IIh 6 1.667 0.930 

Tool Types Hearth 19 C IIh 10 1.630 0.708 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 19 C IIh 6 1.624 0.906 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 19 C IIh 6 1.278 0.713 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 19 C IIh 15 2.384 0.880 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 19 C IIh 12 2.164 0.871 

Tool Types Hearth 20 C IIh 10 2.064 0.896 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 20 C IIh 8 1.777 0.854 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 20 C IIh 8 1.731 0.832 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 20 C IIh 17 2.654 0.936 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 20 C IIh 16 2.598 0.937 

Tool Types Hearth 21 C IIh 12 2.129 0.857 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 21 C IIh 6 1.644 0.918 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 21 C IIh 8 1.586 0.763 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 21 C IIh 16 2.677 0.965 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 21 C IIh 12 2.289 0.921 

Table 9. Floor IIh Tool Indices 

 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Tool Types Hearth 22 A IIL 3 1.098 1 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 22 A IIL 3 1.098 1 
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Tools by Labor Category Hearth 22 A IIL 3 1.098 1 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 22 A IIL 3 1.098 1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 22 A IIL 3 1.098 1 

Tool Types Hearth 23 A IIL 6 1.747 0.975 

Tool Raw Material Hearth 23 A IIL 7 1.945 1 

Tools by Labor Category Hearth 23 A IIL 5 1.549 0.962 

Tool Type+Raw Material Hearth 23 A IIL 7 1.945 1 

Tool Labor Categories+Raw 

Material 

Hearth 23 A IIL 7 1.945 1 

Table 10. Floor IIL Tool Indices 

Tool Morphology Index (Social Networks)  
Shared tool morphology was assessed within and between residential units to determine 

consistency or inconsistency in tool forms.  This relates to both labor qualities and social 

networks.  If tools that are part of the same labor category do not share the form, it may be due to 

individualized variation in tool creation, the tools were used for different materials/practices, the 

tool forms were related to raw material types, and/or the tools were actually used for different 

kinds of labor.  These qualities are also measured using the previously discussed Tool Type 

Indices and Tool Type+Raw Material Indices per residential unit.  Variation in tool form was 

also used as a way to quantify social networks using a tool morphology index as well, as 

morphologically distinct but functionally similar tool types may also be due to group-related 

variation where someone who has been brought into the pithouse from another house/village/clan 

utilizes different tool forms for the same processes.   

 

A Tool Morphology index was created as a way of measuring social networks based on 

morphologically distinct but functionally similar tool types.  This was determined by the 

calculating the number of different scraper and knife tool types used in Hide-working, 

Woodworking, and Butchering per residential unit out of the total number of scrapers and knives 

across all residential units (Table 11-14).  This difference in tool morphology is similarly 

captured by the “Tool Types Richness/Diversity/Equitability index” which measures the total 

number of different tool types and the “Tool Type+Raw Material 

Richness/Diversity/Equitability” index which measures different tool types by raw material type 

per residential unit. 

 

 
Residential 

Unit 

Tool Type 

(count) 

Raw Material Labor Category Tool Morphology 

Index 

Hearth 1 Convergent 

Scraper (1) 

Chalcedony Woodworking 0.083 

Hearth 2 End Scraper (1) Hat Creek 

Jasper 

Hide-working 0.166 

Multi-tool: 

Bipolar 

Core/Single 

Scraper (1) 

Coarse Basalt Tool 

Production/Woodworking 

Hearth 3 Convergent 

Scraper (1) 

Dacite Woodworking 0.333 
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Slate Scraper (3) Slate Hide-working 

Hearth 4 

 

Single Scraper 

(2) 

Dacite Woodworking 0.500 

Convergent 

Scraper (1) 

Hat Creek 

Jasper 

Woodworking 

Bifacial 

Knife/Steep 

Retouched 

Truncation on a 

Biface (1) 

Dacite Multi-tool: Butchering 

Slate 

Scraper/Ground 

Slate (1) 

Slate Multi-tool: Hide-

working/Other Labor 

Table 11. Floor IId Hide-working, Woodworking, Butchering Tools by Raw Material and Tool Morphology Index (Total 

Residential Unit Tools = 12) 

Residential Unit Tool Type (count) Raw Material Labor Category Tool Morphology 

Index 

Hearth5 Slate scraper/Sawed 

Slate/Incised or 

pecked image on 

ground surface (1) 

Slate Multi-tool: Hide-

working/Other Labor 

 

0.066 

Hearth 6 N/A (no scrapers or 

knives) 

N/A N/A 0 

Hearth 7 Bifacial Knife (1) Dacite Butchering 0.466 

End Scraper (1) Obsidian Hide-working 

Slate Scraper (2) Slate Hide-working 

Unifacial 

Knife/Small Piercer 

(1) 

Dacite Multi-tool: 

Butchering/Clothing 

Production 

Knife-like 

Biface/Used Flake 

(1) 

Dacite Multi-tool: 

Butchering/Other 

Labor 

Single Scraper (1) Dacite Woodworking 

Hearth 8 Slate Scraper (2) Slate Hide-working 0.133 

Hearth 9 Slate Scraper (1) Slate Hide-working 0.066 

Hearth 11 Bifacial Knife (1) Dacite Butchering 0.066 

Hearth 13 Unifacial Knife (1) Chalcedony Butchering 0.200 

Unifacial 

Knife/Used 

Flake/Used Flake 

(1) 

Dacite Multi-tool:: 

Butchering/Other 

 

Convergent Scraper 

(1) 

Dacite Woodworking 

Hearth 14 N/A (no scrapers or 

knives) 

N/A N/A 0 

Table 12. Floor IIe Hide-working, Woodworking, Butchering Tools by Raw Material and Tool Morphology Index (Total 

Residential Unit Tools = 15) 
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Residential Unit Tool Type (count) Raw Material Labor Category Tool Morphology 

Index 

Hearth 15 N/A (no tools) N/A N/A 0 

Hearth 16 N/A (no scrapers 

or knives) 

N/A N/A 0 

Hearth 17 Single 

Scraper/Used 

Flake (1) 

Dacite Multi-Tool: 

Woodworking/Other 

Labor 

0.111 

Hearth 18 N/A (no scrapers 

or knives) 

N/A N/A 0 

Hearth 19 Convergent 

Scraper (1) 

Dacite Woodworking 0.222 

Unifacial Knife 

(1) 

Dacite Butchering 

Hearth 20 Bifacial Knife (1) Dacite Butchering 0.444 

Alternate Scraper 

(1) 

Dacite Hide-working 

Slate Scraper (2) Slate Hide-working 

Hearth 21 Bifacial Knife (1) Dacite Butchering 0.333 

Slate Scraper (2) Slate Hide-working 
Table 13. Floor IIh Hide-working, Woodworking, Butchering Tools by Raw Material and Tool Morphology 

Index (Total Residential Unit Tools = 9) 

 
Residential Unit Tool Type (count) Raw Material Labor Category Tool Morphology 

Index 

Hearth 22 N/A (no scrapers 

or knives) 

N/A N/A 0 

Hearth 23 Double Scraper (1) Sandstone Hide-working 1.0 

Single Scraper (1) Dacite Woodworking 
Table 14. Floor IIL Hide-working, Woodworking, Butchering Tools by Raw Material and Tool Morphology 

Index (Total Residential Unit Tools = 2) 

Lithic Debitage and Associated Labor 
Lithic debitage, debris from tool manufacture and retouch, was previously analyzed in the Bridge 

River Lab using the following protocols (Prentiss 2019).  First, material was sorted into five size 

categories (Table 15).  A modified Sullivan and Rozen typology (MSRT) was used to define and 

sort completeness of flakes (see Prentiss 1998; Sullivan and Rozen 1985).  This MSRT typology 

first sorts debitage by size, then it must be determined if a single interior surface (ventral face) is 

present or absent.  If it does not have a single interior surface/ventral face, then the piece of 

debitage is labeled as “non-orientable”.  If a point of applied force (platform) can be determined, 

then the piece of debitage is labeled as “medial/distal” and analyzed for evidence of whether or 

not it was split longitudinally (indicated by a sheared axis of flaking).  If the piece was split 

longitudinally, it was labeled as a “split flake”.  Next, the flake margins were examined to see if 

they were intact, if not, then the piece was labeled as a “proximal fragment”.  If the flake 

margins were intact, then the piece is a “complete flake”.   

 

From the split/proximal/complete flakes, fracture initiations were examined to determine if it 

was a cone, bend, or wedge initiation.  Hard hammer percussion is usually associated with cone 
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initiations while soft hammer percussion typically produces bend initiations.  Bipolar lithic 

reduction typically results in wedge initiations (Prentiss 2019:57).  These complete, proximal, 

and split flakes were also further sorted into debris from technological or lithic processing 

categories, including early stage reduction, thinning, R-billet, tool retouch, core 

retouch/preparation, notching, core rejuvenation, and bipolar reduction (Prentiss 2019:57; see 

also Andrefsky 2005; Hayden and Hutchings 1989).  Additionally, debitage cortex on the dorsal 

face was categorized as primary (100% cortex), secondary (1-99% cortex), and tertiary (0% 

cortex).  Whether or not the debitage had been thermally altered was also recorded 

(present/absent) (see Prentiss 2019:57). 

 

Debitage Size Category Size Range (in square centimeters) 

Extra Small <0.64 sq cm 

Small 0.64 to 4 sq cm 

Medium 4 to 16 sq cm 

Large 16 to 64 sq cm 

Extra Large (>64 sq cm 
  Table 15. Debitage Size Categories 

Debitage Indices (IId, IIe, IIh, IIL) 
Richness, diversity, and equitability indices were calculated for debitage remains to understand 

variation in tool production labor within each residential unit.  Comparable information about 

tool maintenance/production labor as part of standard household practices per residential unit is 

necessary to quantifiably assess spatial distribution of household labor in conjunction with 

changes in resource access and subsistence practices from BR2 to BR3.  Lithic production labor 

was categorized based on debitage flake-type profiles (thinning flakes, retouch flakes, r-billet 

flakes, core rejuvenation flakes, bipolar reduction flakes, early stage reduction flakes).  Five sets 

of Richness, Shannon Diversity Index and Shannon Equitability Index were calculated for 

debitage in each residential unit based on identifiable flake types (with unidentifiable flake 

debitage categorized as “Other Debitage”), raw material types present, size of debitage, size of 

debitage per raw material type, and identifiable flake types by raw material type (Table 16-19).   

 

Richness of Debitage Flake Types is the total number of different labor-related identifiable 

flakes plus unidentifiable flake types per residential unit (e.g., Thinning Flakes, R-Billet Flakes, 

Early Stage Reduction Flakes).  Richness of debitage raw material refers to the total number of 

different raw materials found among debitage (e.g., slate, dacite, nephrite).  Richness of Debitage 

Size is the total number of size classes present in the debitage material (e.g., Extra-Small, Small, 

Medium, Large, Extra Large).  Richness of “Debitage Size+Raw Material” refers to the total 

number of different combinations of debitage size classes and raw material (e.g., dacite small, 

dacite extra small, nephrite large would be 3 different categories).  Finally, Richness of 

“Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material” refers to the total number of different combinations of 

debitage flake types and raw material (e.g., non-orientable slate, dacite thinning flake, slate 

thinning flake would be 3 different categories).  

 

The Shannon-Weaver Diversity index typically ranges from 0 to 4.6 where a value of 0 indicates 

there is only one category while the higher the value, the greater amount of diversity exists 

between categories.  Higher values indicate higher diversity (and thus greater richness or greater 

number of categories present).  Residential units can have the same richness (number of 
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categories) but different diversity values indicating how the material is distributed between those 

categories is different.  Higher diversity means greater values across all categories while 

middling numbers indicate values are concentrated within a few categories.  The equitability 

index is another way to measure concentration of material between categories, representing how 

evenly distributed material is as a value between 0 and 1, with a lower value indicating less 

evenness and a higher value more evenness. 

 

Debitage flake types diversity scores represent how diverse tool maintenance and production 

material is between residential units while debitage raw material diversity scores represent how 

diverse the raw material is from these tool maintenance and production activities.  Debitage size 

diversity scores measure diversity in abundance within each size class.  Measures of size class 

are useful for determining differential tool production/maintenance processes, where smaller 

indeterminable flakes are typically from late-stage tool maintenance or retouch.  The “Debitage 

Size+Raw Material” diversity score indicates how abundant each type of raw material is present 

across each size class.  This helps underscore if all raw material is being processed in the same 

way during tool production/maintenance or if larger flakes are associated to particular types of 

raw material.  The “Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material” also addresses this quality by assessing 

if certain identifiable flake types (like early stage reduction or thinning flakes) align with certain 

raw materials, or how diversely distributed the material is between these flake types by raw 

material.  The equitability index for each data type indicate how evenly distributed the debitage 

material is between categories. 

 

For comparing lithic tool production and maintenance between residential units, the diversity and 

equitability indices are able to capture if certain lithic production/maintenance practices are 

distributed similarly in quantity within assemblage material.  If similar debitage production 

patterns are occurring within each residential unit, similar measures of diversity and equitability 

of debitage flake types are expected.  However, if drastically different debitage production 

patterns are present, then the diversity and equitability of debitage flake types and size would be 

different.  Importantly to consider in assessing debitage material is the role of formation 

processes in the likelihood of identifiable flake types vs. non-identifiable flake types.  For the 

purposes of this study, it is assumed that similar levels of intensity in debitage production, 

coupled with similar types of production activity, would leave behind similar distributions of 

debitage material, particularly within the same occupational floor.  If diversity and equitability 

indices are drastically different between residential units, this is taken to indicate different 

intensities of debitage production or different kinds of debitage-producing activities occurring 

between areas.   
 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 1 A IId 4 0.453 0.326 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 1 A IId 5 0.694 0.431 

Debitage Size Hearth 1 A IId 3 0.806 0.734 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 1 A IId 9 1.392 0.633 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 1 A IId 8 1.117 0.537 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 2 C IId 5 0.749 0.465 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 2 C IId 9 1.104 0.502 

Debitage Size Hearth 2 C IId 3 0.890 0.810 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 2 C IId 15 1.881 0.694 
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Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 2 C IId 14 1.761 0.667 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 3 C IId 6 0.848 0.473 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 3 C IId 11 0.763 0.318 

Debitage Size Hearth 3 C IId 4 0.867 0.625 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 3 C IId 18 1.548 0.535 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 3 C IId 19 1.520 0.516 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 4 D IId 6 0.807 0.450 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 4 D IId 16 0.970 0.350 

Debitage Size Hearth 4 D IId 3 0.661 0.602 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 4 D IId 32 1.597 0.460 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 4 D IId 30 1.742 0.512 
Table 16. Floor IId Debitage Indices 

 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 5 A IIe 4 0.937 0.676 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 5 A IIe 3 0.535 0.487 

Debitage Size Hearth 5 A IIe 3 1.012 0.921 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 5 A IIe 5 1.412 0.877 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 5 A IIe 6 1.410 0.787 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 6 A IIe 2 0.562 0.811 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 6 A IIe 3 1.039 0.946 

Debitage Size Hearth 6 A IIe 1 0 0 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 6 A IIe 3 1.039 0.946 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 6 A IIe 4 1.386 1 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 7 C IIe 6 0.737 0.411 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 7 C IIe 11 1.122 0.468 

Debitage Size Hearth 7 C IIe 4 1.021 0.736 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 7 C IIe 24 2.049 0.644 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 7 C IIe 22 1.785 0.577 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 8 C IIe 4 0.902 0.651 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 8 C IIe 9 1.011 0.460 

Debitage Size Hearth 8 C IIe 3 0.973 0.886 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 8 C IIe 13 1.772 0.691 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 8 C IIe 15 1.714 0.633 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 9 D IIe 4 0.442 0.319 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 9 D IIe 11 1.147 0.478 

Debitage Size Hearth 9 D IIe 3 0.732 0.666 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 9 D IIe 19 1.739 0.590 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 9 D IIe 18 1.531 0.529 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 11 D IIe 3 0.422 0.384 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 11 D IIe 7 1.146 0.588 

Debitage Size Hearth 11 D IIe 3 0.738 0.671 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 11 D IIe 12 1.758 0.707 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 11 D IIe 10 1.491 0.647 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 13 D IIe 4 0.586 0.423 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 13 D IIe 11 1.195 0.498 

Debitage Size Hearth 13 D IIe 4 0.787 0.568 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 13 D IIe 19 1.820 0.618 
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Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 13 D IIe 15 1.646 0.607 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 14 B IIe 2 0.450 0.650 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 14 B IIe 5 1.050 0.652 

Debitage Size Hearth 14 B IIe 3 0.964 0.878 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 14 B IIe 8 1.706 0.820 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 14 B IIe 6 1.351 0.754 
Table 17. Floor IIe Debitage Indices 

 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 15 A IIh 2 0.666 0.961 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 15 A IIh 4 0.793 0.572 

Debitage Size Hearth 15 A IIh 3 0.898 0.817 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 15 A IIh 6 1.519 0.847 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 15 A IIh 5 1.263 0.785 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 16 A IIh 2 0.286 0.413 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 16 A IIh 3 0.721 0.656 

Debitage Size Hearth 16 A IIh 3 0.887 0.808 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 16 A IIh 6 1.539 0.859 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 16 A IIh 4 0.983 0.709 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 17 A IIh 4 0.799 0.577 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 17 A IIh 3 0.687 0.625 

Debitage Size Hearth 17 A IIh 4 0.914 0.659 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 17 A IIh 6 1.270 0.709 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 17 A IIh 7 1.366 0.702 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 18 A IIh 2 0.132 0.191 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 18 A IIh 4 0.557 0.402 

Debitage Size Hearth 18 A IIh 3 1.036 0.943 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 18 A IIh 6 1.371 0.765 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 18 A IIh 5 0.685 0.425 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 19 C IIh 5 0.557 0.346 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 19 C IIh 17 1.708 0.603 

Debitage Size Hearth 19 C IIh 3 1.056 0.961 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 19 C IIh 25 2.525 0.784 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 19 C IIh 24 2.196 0.691 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 20 C IIh 5 0.565 0.351 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 20 C IIh 10 1.018 0.442 

Debitage Size Hearth 20 C IIh 4 1.022 0.737 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 20 C IIh 15 1.850 0.683 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 20 C IIh 16 1.499 0.540 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 21 C IIh 5 0.745 0.462 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 21 C IIh 16 1.385 0.499 

Debitage Size Hearth 21 C IIh 4 1.074 0.775 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 21 C IIh 28 2.277 0.683 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 21 C IIh 26 2.010 0.617 
Table 18. Floor IIh Debitage Indices 

 
 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 
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Debitage Flake Types Hearth 22 A IIL 2 0.450 0.650 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 22 A IIL 4 1.236 0.892 

Debitage Size Hearth 22 A IIL 3 0.959 0.873 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 22 A IIL 7 1.820 0.935 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 22 A IIL 6 1.632 0.911 

Debitage Flake Types Hearth 23 A IIL 1 0 0 

Debitage Raw Material Hearth 23 A IIL 2 0.636 0.918 

Debitage Size Hearth 23 A IIL 3 1.011 0.920 

Debitage Size+Raw Material Hearth 23 A IIL 4 1.329 0.959 

Debitage Flake Type+Raw Material Hearth 23 A IIL 2 0.636 0.918 
Table 19. Floor IIL Debitage Indices 

Nonlocal Lithic Raw Material and Social Network-Based Access 
A way to understand (or quantify and represent) social networks within residential units is to 

assess differential access to raw material, particularly nonlocal material.  The most recent study 

of lithic local and nonlocal material in Housepit 54 (Denis 2021:34) defined nonlocal material as 

chalcedony, cherts, green chert, Hat Creek jasper, jasper, obsidian, and yellow chalcedony (see 

also Goodale et al. 2010; Hampton and Prentiss 2020; Rousseau 2000).  Similar groupings were 

also employed in this research (Figure 8).  Only raw material types found in floors IId, IIe, IIh, 

and IIL are included in this research.  As discussed in Denis (2021), there are multiple source 

locations for chalcedony and chert that range in distance from the Bridge River site 

(K’etxelkná’z).  Of note, yellow chalcedony and green chert have been categorized separately 

from other chalcedonies/cherts because of their known source locations being further afield 

(Denis 2021:34).  Because cherts are found both locally and further away, chert raw material was 

not included in the nonlocal category.  Raw material is also related to prestige and social status, 

with certain materials indicating higher-status.  Tools and debitage from high-quality raw 

material sources like obsidian and nephrite jade are considered to be markers of prestige.  This 

suite of data was chosen based on previous knowledge about high-status raw materials (Darwent 

1998; Morin 2015).  
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Figure 8. Map of Nonlocal Raw Material Sources in Relationship to Bridge River and Other Village Sites (From Denis 

2021:35) 

Another indicator of social network variation was determined based on fine-grain volcanic 

(dacite) tools and fine-grain volcanic debitage sourcing.  Diversity in dacite material was 

determined using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) as visually similar but chemically distinct lithic 

sources are present in the region.  FGV sources include both a local outcrop and a nonlocal 

outcrop from Arrowstone Hills situated over 50km away.   Previous pXRF analysis (Pike 2020; 

Buff et al 2017) of FGV material compared eleven potential source locations and revealed four 

chemically distinct groups based on trace element ratios (e.g., Nb/Sr, Rb/Sr). Three groups 
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matched to local or potentially nearby sources while a fourth group (Arrowstone Hills 1) was 

chemically distinct and aligns with the furthest outcrop of Arrowstone Hills material (Figure 9).   

 

 
Figure 9. Locations and Sr/Rb Chemical Signatures of Arrowstone Hills 1 (Group 1), Unknown source location (Group 

2), Arrowstone Hills 2/Upper Hat/Maiden (Group 3), West Pavilion (Group 4), and Arrowstone Hills 3 (Group 5) 

(adapted from Buff 2017) 

Being able to distinguish dacite material at the residential unit level between these local and 

nonlocal sources is vital to understanding change in social networks and access to raw material 

over time, particularly if it is related to social status and the emergence of inequality.  Table 20 

presents each lithic raw material type, whether or not it is local or nonlocal, and whether or not it 

is considered to be a marker/indicator of prestige and higher social status.  Further discussion of 

how data on social networks and social status were calculated is also found in the section on Gini 

Coefficients.    

 

  Lithic Raw Material Local/Nonlocal Indicator of 

Prestige 

Andesite Local No 

Basalt Local No 

Chalcedony Nonlocal No 

Chert Local/Nonlocal No 

Coarse Basalt Local No 

Coarse Dacite Local No 

Conglomerate Local No 

Dacite (Arrowstone Hills 1 Source) Nonlocal No 

Dacite (unsourced/unknown/Arrowstone Hills 2/West Pavilion) Local No 

Granite/Diorite Local No 

Green Chert Nonlocal No 

Hat Creek Jasper Nonlocal No 

Igneous Intrusive Local No 

Jasper Nonlocal No 

Metamorphosed Local No 

Mica-Black Local No 

Nephrite Local Yes 

Obsidian Nonlocal Yes 
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Ortho-quartzite Local No 

Other Greenstone Metamorphics Local No 

Pisolite Local No 

Quartz Crystal Local No 

Quartzite Local No 

Sandstone Local No 

Silicified Shale Local No 

Slate Local No 

Steatite/Soapstone Local Yes 

Vesicular Basalt Local No 

Yellow Chalcedony Nonlocal No 
Table 20. Lithic Tool and Debitage Raw Material Data, Local or Nonlocal Designation, and Prestige Relationship 

 

Faunal Remains (Subsistence Data) 
Richness, diversity, and equitability indices were calculated for faunal remains to understand 

variation in faunal processing labor within each residential unit.  Comparable information about 

faunal consumption/processing labor per residential unit is necessary to quantifiably assess how 

this type labor interacts with changes in resource access and subsistence practices from BR2 to 

BR3   

 

Faunal remains were analyzed in the Bridge River Lab according to the following protocols 

(Prentiss 2019:104-105).  Specimens were identified to the most specific taxonomic 

classification possible, given the fragmentary nature of archaeological faunal material, and 

classified to an animal size class.  General groupings for specimens consisted of mammal, avian, 

fish, and mollusk.  Specimens were weighed to the nearest .01 gram and the size of each 

specimen was measured in millimeters.  All remains were analyzed for evidence of element type 

(such as ulna, humerus, etc.), the portion of the bone present (proximal, distal, etc.), the side 

(right/left), the probable age (adult/subadult), and any fracture morphology present (spiral, 

transverse, etc.).  The degree of thermal alteration of faunal specimens was recorded as well, 

ranging from black, brown, grey, to white.  Any evidence for human modification of the 

specimen, such as cut marks, trampling, and abrasions, and any canid modification (e.g., 

gnawing, punctures, pitting) was recorded (Prentiss 2019:104-105).  Taxon and taxa are useful to 

understanding variation in subsistence while element type/portion/segment are important for 

ascribing utility measures. 

  

Faunal Indices (IId, IIe, IIh, IIL) 
Faunal richness, diversity, and equitability indices were calculated for faunal remains to 

understand variation in faunal processing/cooking/consumption labor within each residential 

unit.  Comparable information about faunal related labor per residential unit is necessary to 

quantifiably assess the spatial distribution of household labor in conjunction with changes in 

resource access and subsistence practices from BR2 to BR3.  If similar animal 

processing/cooking is occurring within and around all hearths per occupational floor, then 

similarities are expected for values of diversity and equitability between residential units.   

 

A Richness Index is calculated as the total number of categories for a given type of data, so for 

faunal material, this represents the total number of species in the assemblage found within a 
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residential unit.  Unidentifiable fragments were included as a separate category if they could be 

identified to the class/superclass level of Avian, Mammalian, Osteichthyes (Fish), or Mollusk.  

The category of “Unidentifiable Fragments” was also included since any faunal material 

represents subsistence production/consumption processes which are of interest in analysis for 

activity patterns.  Importantly faunal richness is typically correlated with total number of 

identifiable specimens (NISP) (Grayson 1984; Lyman 2008), while previous assessments of 

Housepit 54 material per floor concluded that sample size did not have strong effects on richness 

(Prentiss et al. 2020a), Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficients were calculated per residential 

unit per floor to see if this held true at the residential unit level (Tables 21-24).  When the entire 

dataset is used to test of statistical significant correlation between faunal NISP and richness the 

result is rho = 0.849, p = 0, indicating that at the level of all residential unit distributions, there is a 

statistically significant correlation between richness (diversity of taxa) and Faunal NISP.  This 

would indicate that as the total sample size of faunal material increases, then the richness (or 

number of taxa present) also increases when looking at regions around hearths except for the IIh 

residential units which were not statistically significantly correlated when assessed separately.       

 
Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Faunal 

NISP 

Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Hearth 1 A IId 7 1 0 0 

Hearth 2 C IId 160 9 1.070 0.487 

Hearth 3 C IId 65 4 0.764 0.551 

Hearth 4 D IId 546 10 0.779 0.338 
Table 21. Floor IId Faunal Indices (rho = 1, p = 0, statistically significant) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Faunal 

NISP 

Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Hearth 5 A IIe 11 3 1.036 0.943 

Hearth 6 A IIe 21 4 1.084 0.782 

Hearth 7 C IIe 488 8 1.027 0.494 

Hearth 8 C IIe 68 7 1.297 0.666 

Hearth 9 D IIe 169 4 0.846 0.61 

Hearth 11 D IIe 262 7 0.958 0.492 

Hearth 13 D IIe 115 6 1.046 0.583 

Hearth 14 B IIe 6 1 0 0 
Table 22. Floor IIe Faunal Indices (rho = 0.843, p=0.008, statistically significant) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Faunal 

NISP 

Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Hearth 15 A IIh 30 2 0.244 0.353 

Hearth 16 A IIh 0 0 0 0 

Hearth 17 A IIh 23 3 0.559 0.509 

Hearth 18 A IIh 0 0 0 0 

Hearth 19 C IIh 36 3 1.018 0.926 

Hearth 20 C IIh 60 3 0.889 0.809 

Hearth 21 C IIh 330 10 0.979 0.425 
Table 23. Floor IIh Faunal Indices (rho = 0.670, p = 0.215, not statistically significant) 
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor Faunal 

NISP 

Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Hearth 22 A IIL 39 4 0.839 0.605 

Hearth 23 A IIL 1153 5 0.076 0.047 
Table 24. Floor IIL Faunal Indices (not enough cases for floor-based rho) 

Archaeobotanical Remains (Subsistence Data) 
Richness, diversity, and equitability indices were calculated for botanical remains to understand 

variation in botanical processing labor within each residential unit.  Additional ubiquity 

measures were calculated for botanical material to determine how frequently a type of botanical 

material occurred across samples.  Comparable information about botanical taxa per residential 

unit is necessary to quantifiably assess changes in resource access and subsistence practices from 

BR2 to BR3.  This is especially important in discussions of diet breadth, as expansion in the 

richness of botanical remains during inequality and population pressure would align with similar 

expansion in faunal subsistence richness from BR 2 to BR3.  It is also possible to see how these 

botanical remains spatially align with tools for plant processing to see how tool discard locations 

connect to the spatial distribution of seeds.   

 

All archaeobotanical material was analyzed by Ursus Heritage Consulting using standard 

paleoethnobotanical techniques.  Soil samples were initially floated using a modified bucket 

flotations system in the field across the 2013-2016 field seasons.  The volume of sediment was 

measured and recorded per sample before being placed into a container with a pouring spout, 

water was added to the container and the sediment was agitated briefly.  The material floating at 

the top, the light fraction, was poured off onto 1.0 and 0.425mm screens.  The heavy fraction 

material was then poured onto 1.0mm screens.  The light and heavy fractions were dried and then 

bagged separately.  A subsample of these light fractions were then later analyzed with results 

presented across multiple reports (Prentiss 2014, 2015, 2019).  Only data related to floors IId, 

IIe, IIh, and IIL are included in this analysis (Lyons and Dynes 2021).  . 

 

Analytical methods for light fraction samples included sorting samples “into their constituent 

parts under a dissecting microscope (10-40x resolution)” (Lyons and Dynes 2021:3).  Plant 

macroremains included charred seeds, needles, charcoal, buds, bark, plant tissue, and cone parts.  

Of these, counts of seeds, buds, and unidentifiable plant tissue while birchbark material and 

charcoal weight was recorded.  Seeds were identified to lowest possible taxa using the Ursus 

comparative collection, Dana Lepofsky’s comparative collection at Simon Fraser University, or 

published and digital sources (Lyons and Dynes 2021:3).  Information on fish bone, other micro-

fauna, and insect carapaces (by weights) was also reported by not included in the overall analysis 

of this project.  Confidence in seed identification accuracy was also recorded, with “cf.” 

indicated a probable designation and “?” indicating a possible designation.  Regardless of 

probable or possible designation, if a seed was identified in the report, it was included in data 

analysis.  Overall conclusions about the plant-based foodway practices at in Housepit 54 have 

found that: 

 

An essential lesson from this household is about the continuity of foodways and material 

use through time; this is partly tied to environmental factors, but equally, it is about the 

profound ancestral traditions of St’át’imc peoples (Lyons et al 2017).  The daily and 

cumulative practices of ancient St’át’imc residents at Bridge River are evident in the 
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plant macroremains. Three dominant plant food resources—including kinnikinnick, 

saskatoon, and probable elderberry—show both cultural preferences of Housepit 54 

residents and preservation biases incurred by the archaeological record. All three of these 

plants are highly storable, and two can be found on the branch in winter. (Lyons and 

Dynes 2021:14) 

 

Botanical Indices (IId, IIe, IIh, IIL) 
A total of 114 archaeobotanical samples have been analyzed across all 4 floors, with 15 from IId, 

44 from IIe, 47 from IIh, and 8 from IIL.  The spatial distribution of these botanical samples was 

constrained by sampling field methods.  Samples from both floor and hearth contexts were 

utilized, with floor samples that were closest to an associated residential unit’s hearth included as 

part of that residential unit.  Because of the dispersed nature of available samples or the 

size/depth of hearths, some residential units benefited from having multiple samples available for 

analysis while others only had a singular associated sample.   

 

Ubiquity measures for archaeobotanical remains represent a measure of a specific plant material 

being present or absent in flotation samples or in features/locations out of the entire assemblage 

of samples (Diehl 2017; see also VanDerwarker 2010).  Values range from 0 to 1.00, where 0 

indicates a plant is not observed in a specific sample and 1.0 indicates a plant is present in every 

sample from the specific desired context (e.g., feature/location).  The formula for  

Ubiquity is: 

Utaxon = Ntaxon/Ntotal 

 

Utaxon = Ubiquity, the total number of sample contexts  

Ntaxon = The number of samples in which a specimen of the plant is observed  

Ntotal = Total number of analyzed samples for the entire assemblage 

 

Diel (2017) discusses how spatial segregation between sampled contexts is important to consider 

when calculating ubiquity measures.  Because multiple flotation samples may be obtained from 

the same depositional context (multiple samples from a given hearth feature) or represent similar 

contexts via proximity (flotation samples near a midden may represent the same disposal event 

as the midden sample, causing redundancy).  By treating each sample from the same context as a 

discrete, non-interrelated event, it “may violate the general statistical requirement that each 

observation in a data set be independent of the others” (Diel 2017: 197).  3 

 

In order to potentially account for this, two different ubiquity measures were calculated per 

residential unit – the first based solely on analyzed feature (hearth) samples and the other based 

solely on associated floor samples.  By separating these measures, it can also highlight any 

differences in subsistence consumption around a hearth versus subsistence production within a 

hearth.  For consistency, separate Richness/Diversity/Equitability indices were also calculated 

for feature samples and floor samples per residential unit.  The Richness index indicates the total 

number of categories between identifiable and unidentifiable taxa for a residential unit.  The 

Diversity and Equitability Index are both calculated using the standard categorical Richness 

value (Tables 25-40). 
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The other Richness index, labeled “RichnessRatio” was calculated as the total number of 

identifiable and unidentifiable seed taxa present within a context divided by the total sample 

volume (liters of floated sediment) for that context (Carney et al. 2022; see also Pearsall 1988).  

This value is used to compare amount of seed prevalence in a given context, with the underlying 

assumption that locations of more intensive seed processing or consumption would have higher 

RichnessRatio values.  The formula for RichnessRatio is: 

 

RichnessRatio = Ntaxa/V 

 

Ntaxa = total number of seed taxa in for all samples in a context (Richness) 

V = volume (in liters) of sediment for all samples in a context 

 

 
 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor # Samples 

(Volume) 

RichnessRatio Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 1 A IId 1 (1 

Liter) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 1 A IId 1 (1 

Liter) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 2 C IId 0 0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 2 C IId 4 (4 

Liters) 

1 4 1.197 0.863 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 3 C IId 0 0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 3 C IId 2 (2 

Liters) 

1.5 3 1.098 1 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 4 D IId 0 0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 4 D IId 2 (2.75 

Liters) 

2.18 6 0.539 0.301 

Table 25. Floor IId Botanical Indices 

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Floor Ubiquity (by 

Sample Presence)  

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 5.5 0.444 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 57 0.333 

Poaceae Grass family 3 0.333 

Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 

Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 3 0.111 

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 1 0.111 
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Unidentified seed N/A 3.5 0.333 
Table 26. Floor IId Ubiquity Measures (Across n=9 Floor Samples Analyzed) 

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Feature Ubiquity 

(by Sample 

Presence) 

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 0 0 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 0 0 

Poaceae Grass family 0 0 

Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 

Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 0 0 

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 0 0 

Unidentified seed N/A 0 0 
Table 27. Floor IId Ubiquity Measures (Across n=1 Feature Samples Analyzed) 

Residential 

Unit 

 

Taxa Common Name Seed 

counts 

Ubiquity (by 

Sample Presence) 

Hearth 1 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 0 0 

Hearth 1 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 0 0 

Hearth 1 Poaceae Grass family 0 0 

Hearth 1 Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 

Hearth 1 Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Hearth 1 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 0 0 

Hearth 1 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 0 0 

Hearth 1 Unidentified seeds N/A 0 0 

     

Hearth 2 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 3.5 0.2 

Hearth 2 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 1 0.1 

Hearth 2 Poaceae Grass family 1 0.1 

Hearth 2 Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 

Hearth 2 Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Hearth 2 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 0 0 

Hearth 2 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 0 0 

Hearth 2 Unidentified seeds N/A 1 0.1 

     

Hearth 3 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 1 0.1 

Hearth 3 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 0 0 

Hearth 3 Poaceae Grass family 1 0.1 

Hearth 3 Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 

Hearth 3 Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Hearth 3 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 0 0 

Hearth 3 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 0 0 

Hearth 3 Unidentified seeds N/A 1 0.1 

     

Hearth 4 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 1 0.1 

Hearth 4 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 56 0.2 

Hearth 4 Poaceae Grass family 1 0.1 

Hearth 4 Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 
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Hearth 4 Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Hearth 4 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 3 0.1 

Hearth 4 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 1 0.1 

Hearth 4 Unidentified seeds N/A 1.5 0.1 
Table 28. Floor IId Ubiquity Measures (Across n=10 Feature and Floor Samples Analyzed) 

 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor # Samples 

(Volume) 

RichnessRatio Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 5 A IIe 1 (0.6 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 5 A IIe 1 (1.0 

Liter) 

4 4 0.793 0.572 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 6 A IIe 0 

 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 6 A IIe 1 (0.7 

Liters) 

1.42 1 0 0 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 7 C IIe 2 (3.25 

Liters) 

1.23 4 1.329 0.959 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 7 C IIe 4 (7.25 

Liters) 

1.10 8 1.488 0.715 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 8 C IIe 4 (9.25 

Liters) 

1.18 11 1.524 0.635 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 8 C IIe 1 (0.10 

Liters) 

30 3 1.054 0.960 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 9 D IIe 1 (2 

Liters) 

0.5 1 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 9 D IIe 1 (0.75 

Liters) 

5.33 4 1.342 0.968 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 11 D IIe 1 (1 

Liter) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 11 D IIe 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 13 D IIe 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 13 D IIe 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical Hearth 14 B IIe 1 (1.5 0 0 0 0 
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(Feature 

Samples) 

Liters) 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 14 B IIe 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Table 29. Floor IIe Botanical Indices 

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Floor Ubiquity (by 

Sample Presence)  

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 31 0.375 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 25.5 0.75 

Poaceae Grass family 3 0.25 

Ericaceae Heather family   

Fabaceae Pea family   

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 2 0.25 

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 8.5 0.375 

Carex Sedge 1 0.125 

Crataegus Black hawthorn   

Polygonum spp. Knotweed 1.5 0.125 

Rosaceae Rose family 1.5 0.125 

Rosa spp.  Wild rose 1 0.125 

Sambucus spp. Elderberry   

Liliaceae Lily family   

Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry   

Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus   

Unidentified seed N/A 6.5 0.375 
Table 30. Floor IIe Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 8 Floor Samples Analyzed) 

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Feature Ubiquity 

(by Sample 

Presence) 

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 64.5 0.6 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 117.5 0.6 

Poaceae Grass family 21.5 0.3 

Ericaceae Heather family   

Fabaceae Pea family   

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 1 0.1 

Carex Sedge   

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 27 0.4 

Crataegus Black hawthorn 1 0.1 

Polygonum spp. Knotweed 3 0.2 

Rosaceae Rose family 1 0.1 

Rosa spp.  Wild rose   

Sambucus spp. Elderberry 7 0.2 

Liliaceae Lily family 1.5 0.1 

Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry 2 0.2 

Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus 0.5 0.1 

Unidentified seed N/A 6.5 0.1 
Table 31. Foor IIe Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 10 Feature Samples Analyzed) 
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Residential Unit Taxa Common Name Seed 

counts 

Ubiquity (by 

Sample 

Presence) 

Hearth 5 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry   

Hearth 5 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 10 0.1 

Hearth 5 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 5 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 5 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 5 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 1 0.1 

Hearth 5 Carex Sedge 1 0.1 

Hearth 5 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry   

Hearth 5 Crataegus Black hawthorn   

Hearth 5 Polygonum spp. Knotweed   

Hearth 5 Rosaceae Rose family   

Hearth 5 Rosa spp.  Wild rose   

Hearth 5 Sambucus spp. Elderberry   

Hearth 5 Liliaceae Lily family   

Hearth 5 Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry   

Hearth 5 Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus   

Hearth 5 Unidentified seeds N/A 1 0.1 

     

Hearth 6 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry   

Hearth 6 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 3.5 0.1 

Hearth 6 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 6 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 6 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 6 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 6 Carex Sedge   

Hearth 6 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry   

Hearth 6 Crataegus Black hawthorn   

Hearth 6 Polygonum spp. Knotweed   

Hearth 6 Rosaceae Rose family   

Hearth 6 Rosa spp.  Wild rose   

Hearth 6 Sambucus spp. Elderberry   

Hearth 6 Liliaceae Lily family   

Hearth 6 Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry   

Hearth 6 Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus   

Hearth 6 Unidentified seeds N/A   

     

Hearth 7 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 31 0.3 

Hearth 7 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 12 0.3 

Hearth 7 Poaceae Grass family 3 0.2 

Hearth 7 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 7 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 7 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 1 0.1 

Hearth 7 Carex Sedge   

Hearth 7 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 8 0.2 

Hearth 7 Crataegus Black hawthorn 1 0.1 

Hearth 7 Polygonum spp. Knotweed 1 0.1 
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Hearth 7 Rosaceae Rose family 1.5 0.1 

Hearth 7 Rosa spp.  Wild rose 1 0.1 

Hearth 7 Sambucus spp. Elderberry   

Hearth 7 Liliaceae Lily family   

Hearth 7 Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry   

Hearth 7 Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus   

Hearth 7 Unidentified seeds N/A 3.5 0.2 

     

Hearth 8 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 63.5 0.5 

Hearth 8 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 114.5 0.5 

Hearth 8 Poaceae Grass family 21.5 0.3 

Hearth 8 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 8 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 8 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 1 0.1 

Hearth 8 Carex Sedge   

Hearth 8 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 27.5 0.5 

Hearth 8 Crataegus Black hawthorn   

Hearth 8 Polygonum spp. Knotweed 2 0.1 

Hearth 8 Rosaceae Rose family 1 0.1 

Hearth 8 Rosa spp.  Wild rose   

Hearth 8 Sambucus spp. Elderberry 7 0.2 

Hearth 8 Liliaceae Lily family 1.5 0.1 

Hearth 8 Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry 2 0.2 

Hearth 8 Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus 0.5 0.1 

Hearth 8 Unidentified seeds N/A 6.5 0.1 

     

Hearth 9 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 1 0.1 

Hearth 9 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 3 0.2 

Hearth 9 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 9 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 9 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 9 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 9 Carex Sedge   

Hearth 9 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry   

Hearth 9 Crataegus Black hawthorn   

Hearth 9 Polygonum spp. Knotweed 1.5 0.1 

Hearth 9 Rosaceae Rose family   

Hearth 9 Rosa spp.  Wild rose   

Hearth 9 Sambucus spp. Elderberry   

Hearth 9 Liliaceae Lily family   

Hearth 9 Vaccinium spp. Blueberry/huckleberry   

Hearth 9 Opuntia fragilis Prickly-pear cactus   

Hearth 9 Unidentified seeds N/A 2 0.1 

     

Hearth 11 N/A – No Seeds    

     

Hearth 13 N/A – No Samples    

     

Hearth 14 N/A – No Seeds    
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Table 32. Floor IIe Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 18 Feature and Floor Samples Analyzed) 

 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor # Samples 

(Volume) 

RichnessRatio Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 15 A IIh 3 (2.63 

Liters) 

1.52 4 

 

1.277 0.921 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 15 A IIh 1 (0.09 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 16 A IIh 1 (2.0 

Liters) 

1 2 0.69 1 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 16 A IIh 1 (1.5 

Liters) 

1.33 2 0.69 1 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 17 A IIh 1 (1.0 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 17 A IIh 1 (1.5 

Liters) 

2 3 1.05 0.96 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 18 A IIh 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 18 A IIh 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 19 C IIh 1 (1.5 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 19 C IIh 2 (5.0 

Liters) 

1.2 6 1.08 0.60 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 20 C IIh 1 (3.0 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 20 C IIh 2 (5.5 

Liters) 

0.72 4 1.13 0.81 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 21 C IIh 3 (6.0 

Liters) 

0.5 3 1.05 0.96 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 21 C IIh 1 (2.0 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Table 33.  Floor IIh Botanical Indices 

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Floor Ubiquity (by 

Sample Presence)  

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 7 0.375 
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Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 26 0.75 

Poaceae Grass family 1 0.125 

Ericaceae Heather family   

Fabaceae Pea family   

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 2.5 0.125 

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 5 0.375 

Sambucus spp. Elderberry 3.5 0.125 

Unidentified seed N/A 1.5 0.375 
Table 34. Floor IIh Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 8 Floor Samples Analyzed) 

 
Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Feature Ubiquity 

(by Sample 

Presence) 

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 3 0.3 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 5 0.4 

Poaceae Grass family 2 0.2 

Ericaceae Heather family   

Fabaceae Pea family   

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 1 0.1 

Sambucus spp. Elderberry 1 0.1 

Rosa spp.  Wild rose 1 0.1 

Asteraceae N/A 1 0.1 

Unidentified seed N/A   
Table 35. Floor IIh Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 10 Feature Samples Analyzed) 

Residential Unit Taxa Common Name Seed counts Ubiquity (by 

Sample 

Presence) 

Hearth 15 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 2 0.11 

Hearth 15 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 3 0.11 

Hearth 15 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 15 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 15 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 15 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 15 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 1 0.05 

Hearth 15 Asteraceae None  0.05 

Hearth 15 Unidentified seeds N/A   

     

Hearth 16 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 1 0.05 

Hearth 16 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 2 0.05 

Hearth 16 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 16 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 16 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 16 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 16 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 2 0.05 

Hearth 16 Sambucus spp. Elderberry 1 0.05 

Hearth 16 Unidentified seeds N/A   
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Hearth 17 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry   

Hearth 17 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 1 0.05 

Hearth 17 Poaceae Grass family 1 0.05 

Hearth 17 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 17 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 17 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 17 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry   

Hearth 17 Unidentified seeds N/A 0.5 0.05 

     

Hearth 18 N/A – No Samples    

     

Hearth 19 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 2 0.05 

Hearth 19 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 20.5 0.11 

Hearth 19 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 19 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 19 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 19 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 2.5 0.05 

Hearth 19 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 1 0.05 

Hearth 19 Sambucus spp. Elderberry 3.5 0.05 

Hearth 19 Unidentified seeds N/A 0.5 0.05 

     

Hearth 20 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 5 0.11 

Hearth 20 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 2.5 0.11 

Hearth 20 Poaceae Grass family   

Hearth 20 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 20 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 20 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 20 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 1.5 0.05 

Hearth 20 Unidentified seeds N/A 0.5 0.05 

     

Hearth 21 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry   

Hearth 21 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 2 0.11 

Hearth 21 Poaceae Grass family 2 0.11 

Hearth 21 Ericaceae Heather family   

Hearth 21 Fabaceae Pea family   

Hearth 21 Amaranthus spp. Amaranth   

Hearth 21 Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry   

Hearth 21 Rosa spp.  Wild rose 1 0.05 

Hearth 21 Unidentified seeds N/A   
Table 36. Floor IIh Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 18 Feature and Floor Samples Analyzed) 
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 Residential 

Unit 

Block Floor # Samples 

(Volume) 

RichnessRatio Richness 

Index 

Diversity 

Index 

Equitability 

Index 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 22 A IIL 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 22 A IIL 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Botanical 

(Feature 

Samples) 

Hearth 23 A IIL 1 (0.5 

Liters) 

0 0 0 0 

Botanical 

(Floor 

Samples) 

Hearth 23 A IIL 1 (2.5 

Liters) 

0.8 2 0.61 0.89 

 Table 37. IIL Botanical Indices  

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Floor Ubiquity (by 

Sample Presence)  

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 4 1 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 9 1 
Table 38. Floor IIL Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 1 Floor Samples Analyzed) 

Taxa Common Name Seed Counts Feature Ubiquity 

(by Sample 

Presence) 

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick, bearberry 0 0 

Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 0 0 

Poaceae Grass family 0 0 

Ericaceae Heather family 0 0 

Fabaceae Pea family 0 0 

Amaranthus spp. Amaranth 0 0 

Amelanchier alnifolia Saskatoon Berry 0 0 

Unidentified seed N/A 0 0 
Table 39. Floor IIL Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 1 Feature Samples Analyzed) 

Residential Unit Taxa Common Name Seed 

counts 

Ubiquity (by 

Sample 

Presence) 

Hearth 22 N/A – No sample 

     

Hearth 23 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Kinnikinnick,bearberry 4 1 

Hearth 23 Chenopodium spp. Chenopods 9 1 
 Table 40. Floor IIL Ubiquity Measures (Across n= 2 Feature and Floor Samples Analyzed) 

 

Activmass (Subsistence and Labor) 
Activmass values were used to determine similarities in accumulation of material related to tool 

production/maintenance, faunal processing/cooking/consumption, and botanical 

processing/consumption per residential unit.  To calculate the activmass for each type of activity, 

counts of botanicals, debitage, and faunal remains were standardized so that the total count of 
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each type of material is represented as a proportion of the entire residential unit assemblage. This 

transforms assemblage data into a ratio scale. The relative frequencies of all cells will sum to 1.0 

in order to show how the unit of mass (the ‘mass’ being the entire residential unit assemblage) is 

distributed across all values (see VanDerwarker 2010:87-88). While this standardization process 

was used by VanDerwarker (2010) on faunal and botanical material for correspondence analysis, 

my research utilizes this method to include debitage material as a way to encompass variation 

across multiple types of activity.  This provides a quantifiable measure (activmass) to serve as a 

proxy for what proportion of labor in a residential unit was devoted to tool production, faunal 

processing/consumption, and botanical processing while accounting for variations in sample size.  

 

If all residential units were performing similar tasks with similar intensities, then similarities in 

activmass would be expected (provided some degree of variation due to impact of formation 

processes). However, the degree of meaningful variation between each amount of material is 

difficult to assess since each type of material is differentially impacted by these formation and 

preservation processes (VanDerwarker 2010).  Therefore, these measurements must be taken as a 

generalized proxy of relative labor and not necessarily as a direct indicator.  By analyzing this 

data for extreme differences, we can better understand residential unit variability in labor 

practices, particularly between residential units in the same occupational floor which are more 

likely to be subjected to similar formation processes than between floor units (Tables 41-61). 

   
Hearth1 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 7 0.104 

Debitage Count 60 0.895 

Botanical Count (seeds) 0 0 

Sum 67 1 
Table 41. Activmass data for Hearth 1 

 
Hearth2 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 160 0.626 

Debitage Count 87 0.340 

Botanical Count (seeds) 6.5 0.025 

Sum 253.5 0.992 
Table 42.Activmass data for Hearth 2 

 
Hearth3 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 65 0.300 

Debitage Count 148 0.685 

Botanical Count (seeds) 3 0.013 

Sum 216 1 
Table 43. Activmass data for Hearth 3 

Hearth4 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 546 0.456 

Debitage Count 586 0.490 

Botanical Count (seeds) 63.5 0.053 

Sum 1195.5 1 
Table 44. Activmass data for Hearth 4 
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Hearth5 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 11 0.297 

Debitage Count 13 0.351 

Botanical Count (seeds) 13 0.351 

Sum 37 1 
Table 45. Activmass data for Hearth 5 

Hearth6 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 21 0.736 

Debitage Count 4 0.140 

Botanical Count (seeds) 3.5 0.122 

Sum  1 
Table 46. Activmass data for Hearth 6 

Hearth7 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 488 0.656 

Debitage Count 192 0.258 

Botanical Count (seeds) 63 0.084 

Sum  1 
Table 47. Activmass data for Hearth 7 

Hearth8 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 68 0.185 

Debitage Count 51 0.138 

Botanical Count (seeds) 248.5 0.676 

Sum  1 
Table 48. Activmass data for Hearth 8 

Hearth9 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 169 0.537 

Debitage Count 138 0.438 

Botanical Count (seeds) 7.5 0.023 

Sum  1 
Table 49. Activmass data for Hearth 9 

Hearth11 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 262 0.742 

Debitage Count 91 0.257 

Botanical Count (seeds) 0 0 

Sum  1 
Table 50. Activmass data for Hearth 11 

Hearth13 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 115 0.611 

Debitage Count 73 0.388 

Botanical Count (seeds) N/A N/A 

Sum  1 
Table 51. Activmass data for Hearth 13 

Hearth14 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 6 0.250 

Debitage Count 18 0.750 
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Botanical Count (seeds) 0 0 

Sum  1 
Table 52. Activmass data for Hearth 14 

Hearth15 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 30 0.600 

Debitage Count 13 0.260 

Botanical Count (seeds) 7 0.140 

Sum  1 
Table 53. Activmass data for Hearth 15 

Hearth16 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 0 0 

Debitage Count 12 0.666 

Botanical Count (seeds) 6 0.333 

Sum  1 
Table 54. Activmass data for Hearth 16 

Hearth17 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 23 0.505 

Debitage Count 20 0.439 

Botanical Count (seeds) 2.5 0.054 

Sum  1 
Table 55. Activmass data for Hearth 17 

Hearth18 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 0 0 

Debitage Count 34 1.000 

Botanical Count (seeds) n/a n/a 

Sum  1 
Table 56. Activmass data for Hearth 18 

Hearth19 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 36 0.219 

Debitage Count 98 0.597 

Botanical Count (seeds) 30 0.182 

Sum  1 
Table 57. Activmass data for Hearth 19 

Hearth20 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 60 0.035 

Debitage Count 96 0.580 

Botanical Count (seeds) 9.5 0.057 

Sum  1 
Table 58. Activmass data for Hearth 20 

Hearth21 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 330 0.703 

Debitage Count 134 0.285 

Botanical Count (seeds) 5 0.010 

Sum  1 
Table 59. Activmass data for Hearth 21 
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Hearth22 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 39 0.764 

Debitage Count 12 0.235 

Botanical Count (seeds) n/a n/a 

Sum  1 
Table 60. Activmass data for Hearth 22 

Hearth23 Total Counts Activmass % 

Faunal Count 1153 0.983 

Debitage Count 6 0.005 

Botanical Count (seeds) 13 0.011 

Sum  1 
Table 61. Activmass data for Hearth 23 

Gini Coefficients (Social Status) 
To understand variation in social status between residential units, data were derived from 

multiple material remains. First, display items such as stone beads, pendants, sculptures, and 

steatite pipes are considered prestige artifacts and part of a residential unit if they fall within the 

50cm buffer.  Such items are known to have been used to signal higher status along with possibly 

embodying other social distinctions like age and gender (Joyce 2000a; Bollwerk and 

Tushingham 2016). Second, tool styles that required high levels of time and energy investment, 

such as sawed slate tools or groundstone cubes, are also considered to be part of social status 

signaling and were categorized as high-tool investment materials.  Tools and debitage from high-

quality raw material like obsidian and nephrite jade are equally considered to be markers of 

prestige.  This suite of data was chosen based on previous knowledge about Columbia Plateau 

high-status raw materials (Darwent 1998) and discussions about time/labor investment in certain 

tools relating to status display (Olausson 1983).  The spatial distribution of prestige material and 

high-investment tool styles is discussed on a per floor basis in Chapters 6-9.  

 

Another social network indicator (Nonlocal Gini) relied on a Gini coefficient for non-local 

tool/debitage raw material (jasper, Hat Creek jasper, chalcedonies, green chert) plus fine-grain 

volcanic (FGV) tools and debitage sourced to the furthest Arrowstone Hills outcropping (Table 

62). Diversity in FGV material was determined using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) as visually 

similar but chemically distinct lithic sources are present in the region. Importantly, FGV sources 

include both a local outcrop (West Pavilion) and nonlocal outcrops from Arrowstone Hills 

situated over 50km away.   

 

Population estimates per residential unit were based on the FCR-index model (Prentiss, Foor and 

Hampton 2018) with the total floor population estimate divided by the total number of hearths in 

the study per floor.  So, for floor IId, the population estimate is 23 people with each residential 

unit representing roughly 5-6 people and accounting for 25% of the total floor population.  For 

IIe, the population estimate is 44 with each residential unit representing roughly 5-6 people and 

accounting for 12.5% of the total floor population.  For IIh, the population estimate is 16 people 

with each residential unit representing roughly 2-3 people and accounting for 14% of the total 

floor population.  Finally, for IIL, the population estimate is 8 people with each residential unit 

representing 4 people and accounting for 50% of the total floor population. 

 
Residential Unit Nonlocal Tools Nonlocal Debitage Debitage and Tools 
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Sourced to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Hearth1 1 1 4 

Hearth2 2 5 8 

Hearth3 1 5 16 

Hearth4 1 26 45 

Hearth5 0 0 2 

Hearth6 0 0 2 

Hearth7 0 7 32 

Hearth8 1 3 10 

Hearth9 0 5 5 

Hearth11 1 1 6 

Hearth13 1 2 5 

Hearth14 0 0 1 

Hearth15 0 0 1 

Hearth16  0 0 3 

Hearth17  0 0 4 

Hearth18 0 1 7 

Hearth19 1 11 12 

Hearth20 0 3 9 

Hearth21 0 3 16 

Hearth22 0 0 3 

Hearth23 0 0 0 
Table 62. Counts of nonlocal tools, nonlocal debitage, and Arrowstone Hills 1 material per residential unit.  

To understand variation in social status between residential units, data were derived from 

multiple material remains. Tools and debitage from high-quality raw material like obsidian and 

nephrite jade are considered to be markers of prestige.  This suite of data was chosen based on 

previous knowledge about Columbia Plateau high-status raw materials (Darwent 1998) and 

discussions about time/labor investment in certain tools relating to status display (Olausson 

1983).  Utilizing similar methods from Prentiss et. al. (2018a), social status was also quantified 

using Gini coefficients for high-quality subsistence foods (salmon and deer), along with Gini 

coefficients of prestige material/items, based on the assumption that higher status groups could 

procure better food sources.  For calculating the distributions of salmon, only faunal specimens 

identifiable to a type of salmon were included, thus if it was identifiable to the Oncorhynchus 

genus it was not included as that could be either salmon or trout.  Only material identifiable to 

Oncorhynchus nerka (Sockeye Salmon) or Oncorhynchus tshawytscha (Chinook salmon) were 

included.  Similarly, for calculating deer distributions, if it was only identifiable to the 

Artiodactyl Order it was not included, only Odocoileus genus or Odocoileus hemionus (mule 

deer) were included.  Prestige included both debitage raw material (obsidian, steatite, copper, 

nephrite) and prestige items such as stone beads, pendants, steatite bowl fragments, figurines, 

and nephrite tools (Table 63).  Only material found on the floor or within the hearth feature 

associated to each residential unit was included.  

 
Floor Nonlocal Gini Subsistence Gini 1 Subsistence Gini 2 Prestige Gini 

IId 0.492 0.592 0.625 0.65 

IIe 0.520 0.723 0.980 0.656 

IIh 0.442 0.806 1.0 0.290 
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IIL 1.000 0 0 0 
Table 63. Gini Coefficients for Floor IId-IIL material based on residential units 

Chapter 6: IId Floor (1195 cal. BP) 
Introduction 
In order to understand and visualize residential unit variation, spatial data are presented for floor 

IId on the distribution of features, tools to assess labor variation, botanicals to assess subsistence 

variation, and dacite tools/debitage sources to assess nonlocal toolstone variation.  The IId floor 

has four hearth locations (Figure 10-11), one in Block A (Hearth 1), two in Block C (Hearth 2-3), 

and 1 in Block D (Hearth 4).  Each hearth is distinctly shaped, with the Block A hearth being the 

smallest followed by the southern Block C hearth.  The more northern Block C hearth is the 

longest of the hearth features while the Block D hearth is rounder and more centrally placed 

within the block.  The northern Block C hearth (Hearth 3) had abundant charcoal with intact 

charred timbers and was determined to have been used primarily for light or open-air meat 

roasting (Prentiss et al. 2022a:66).  The Block D hearth (Hearth 4) appears to reflect repeated use 

and has one nearby cache pit to the south and a shallower pit-depression in the northeast.  

Smaller pits dot the periphery of the floor and a large grinding stone is present in Block B. 

 
Figure 10. Floor IId map of hearths, rocks, and pits with Block outlines 
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Previous Analysis of IId Floor Spatial Organization 
The abandonment process for this floor indicates planned abandonment with intent to return.  

Spatial co-associations are maintained for extra-small debitage, larger debitage, and tool/artifacts 

while extra-small faunal remains correlate to larger faunal material.  The majority of debitage 

flakes throughout the entire floor for all raw material categories are smaller late-stage retouch 

flakes, highlighting the importance of tool maintenance processes in all spaces.  In Block D, a 

shallower pit was dug into the large southeast cache pit where two deer antler tine pressure 

flakers, an antler billet, and two pieces of chipped slate were stored.  This suggests a stone 

knapper’s toolkit, potentially associated with that residential unit, stashed for later use or 

purposefully retired before reflooring (Prentiss et al. 2022a:69). 

 

Previous assessment of activity areas and organization throughout the entire floor examined the 

distribution of knapping tools (cores and hammerstones), heavy-duty tools (wood/bone/antler 

working with flake scrapers, key-shaped scrapers, pièces esquillées, notches/denticulates, and 

drills/perforators), hunting/butchery tools (bifaces and projectile points), hide-working tools 

(hide scrapers and small piercers), and groundstone.  Knapping tools were primarily concentrated 

in Block C and D while “heavy-duty application tools are found in an approximate ring between 

empty space at the center of the house and the ring of features and site furniture closer to the 

margins (Prentiss et al. 2022a: 74).  This discard location towards the center, along the inner side 

of hearths, is also present for hunting/butchery tools while hide-working and sewing tools are 

similarly distributed only in Block C.  The wall-side distribution of hide-working, sewing, and 

groundstone tools in Blocks B and D is contrasted to the tool distributions of Block C to indicate 

variation of use of space (Prentiss et al. 2022a: 74). 

 

Subsistence material is fairly consistent between all blocks, with fish remains concentrated in all 

blocks except Block A.  However the locations of these concentrations are somewhat variable 

depending on the block.  Mammal remains are found throughout the whole floor, with a small 

cluster occurring nearby the northern Block C hearth (Hearth 2).  Highest density of mammal 

remains is associated with the Block D hearth (Hearth 4).  Faunal remains are generally 

associated with hearths and pits, taken to indicate kitchen/subsistence production contexts 

(Prentiss et al. 2022a:74-75). 

 

Overall spatial structure indicates three zones where activities occurred: the center, around 

hearths, and along the bench/periphery of the pithouse.  While all four blocks have consistency 

in the diversity of tools and faunal remains, implying four domestic units, the spatial relationship 

of this material within each Block appears to vary.  In interrogating hearth zones for activity 

consistency, this inadvertently highlights where in the Block other household activities and 

interactions were occurring.  The domestic signature qualities of Block B, without a hearth, is 

also of interest because this may indicate the area by the grinding stone was a zone for multiple 

similar activities without the need for a hearth or a hearth was missed during excavation (Prentiss 

et al. 2022a:75).  Because this research has taken a hearth-centered approach for residential unit 

comparisons, the Block B area for IId is left for future investigation. 
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Spatial Analysis of Floor IId Residential Units (Hearths 1-4)  

 
Figure 11. Floor IId with 50cm buffer zones indicated around hearth areas 

Spatial Distribution of Tools and Prestige Material (IId) 

In order to compare hearth-based areas of activity, first visual buffer zones were created to 

indicate the zone around the hearth under consideration (Figure 11).  Next, maps of the 

distribution of all tools based on their associated labor and tools related to the main labor groups 

under consideration (Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Tool Production, 

Woodworking, Plant Processing) were created (Figure 12-13).  Tools that had multiple edges 

with different uses were categorized as “Multitools” while tools that could have been associated 

with two different kinds of labor were categorized by both kinds of labor (e.g., burin as 

Woodworking/Boneworking).  Individualized maps of labor categories were also created if the 

labor was present within one of the residential units (Figures 14-16).  Finally, a map of prestige 

items and high-investment tool types (e.g., sawed slate, groundstone cubes) was created as well 

(Figure 17).  All data for tools per floor with raw material and labor categories used to generate 

the maps can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 12. Floor IId Distribution of all tools and prestige items with 50cm hearth buffer zone 
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Figure 13. Floor IId Distribution of all Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Woodworking, Plant Processing, 

Tool Maintenance/Production, and Prestige material 
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Figure 14. Floor IId Distribution of Tool Production, Maintenance, and Investment material.  Tool Production items 

include cores, hammerstones, stage 2/3 bifaces, biface fragments; Tool Maintenance items include scraper retouch flakes; 

Tool Investment items include ground slate, groundstone spike, and sawed slate 
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Figure 15. Floor IId distribution of Butchering, Clothing Production, and Hide-working material.  
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Figure 16. Floor IId distribution of Woodworking and Plant Processing material 
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Figure 17. Floor IId Distribution of Prestige Items and High-Investment Tools (Prestige items: 1 – steatite stone bead , 2 – 

steatite pipe fragment, 3 – nephrite polished scraper, 4 – steatite pipe fragment, 5 – steatite stone bead, 6 – polished 

nephrite fragment, 7 – obsidian bipolar core, 8 – obsidian unifacial denticulate ; Tool Investment Items: 9 – ground slate, 

10 – sawed slate, 11 – steatite groundstone spike 

Spatial Distribution of Botanical Remains (IId) 

In order to compare residential unit subsistence production/consumption of botanical material, 

maps of identified seed and needle locations were created (Figures 18-28).  These maps include 

symbols (black pentagons) for each location of an analyzed light fraction sample while the 

presence of a particular type of seed is indicated with a green circle.  The legend includes the 

scientific name for the plant while the title for each map includes the common name for the 
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plant.  The size of the circle and associated seed count is in the legend where the larger the circle, 

the greater number of seeds of that taxon present.  Confidence in seed identification accuracy 

was also recorded in the legend, with “cf.” and “?” indicating a possible designation which are 

included in the botanical maps.  Additional maps of botanical locations and select tools were also 

created to visualize potential overlap in botanical processing and seed remains where locations of 

at least one (or more) seeds are marked with a dark green circle while locations of plant 

processing tools are marked with bright green circles (Figure 29).    Finally, to assess botanical 

subsistence material variation between residential units, a bar chart of seed count distributions 

was created (Figure 30). 
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Figure 18. Floor IId Amaranth Seed Locations 
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Figure 19. Floor IId Bearberry/Kinnikinnick Seed Locations 
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Figure 20. Floor IId Bedstraw Seed Locations  
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Figure 21. Floor IId Chenopod Seed Locations 
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Figure 22. Floor IId Elderberry Seed Locations  
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Figure 23. Floor IId Grass Seed Locations 
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Figure 24. Floor IId Heather Family Seed Locations  
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Figure 25. Floor IId Mustard Greens Seed Locations  
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Figure 26. Floor IId Saskatoon Berry Seed Locations 
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Figure 27. Floor IId Wild Cherry Seed Locations 
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Figure 28. Floor IId Unidentified Seed Locations  
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Figure 29. Floor IId distribution of all seed locations and plant processing tools.   
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Figure 30. Floor IId Seed counts by type and residential unit 

Spatial Distribution of Dacite Material, Sourcing Data, and Prestige Correlations (IId) 

In addition to the tool distribution maps, visual maps of the distribution of sourced dacite 

debitage and tools were created as well to examine whether or not the source types clustered in 

one particular area (Figure 31).  Another map including all nonlocal raw material tools and 

prestige items with the distribution of sourced dacite material was also created to analyze 

potential spatial consistency (Figure 32).  For determining if material was within the residential 

unit zone, only debitage/tools recorded within the unit/quad areas associated with the unit was 

utilized.  For map visualizations purposes, some material is displayed on the residential unit 

buffer line but the material was not included in the calculations.   
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Figure 31. Floor IId Dacite Debitage and Tools according to pXRF Sourcing 
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Figure 32. Floor IId Dacite Debitage and Tools With Nonlocal Raw Material Tools and Prestige Items 
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Total counts and distributions of all sourced dacite samples, of nonlocal tools/debitage, and of 

prestige items by residential unit and by block are summarized in Tables 64-69.  To account for 

variation in sample sizes, data are also presented in ratio form out of the total floor material for 

nonlocal tools, nonlocal debitage, and prestige debitage/items.  For determining ratio values for 

Arrowstone Hills 1 material around residential units, values are derived out the total sourced 

dacite samples around each residential unit to account for sample size variation between each 

residential unit.   

 

Residential 

Unit 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite  

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite  

Total Sourced 

Dacite Samples 

Hearth1 4 0 5 0 9 

Hearth2 8 1 3 0 12 

Hearth3 16 0 8 3 27 

Hearth4 45 0 17 1 63 
Table 64. Floor IId Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Residential Unit  

Residential Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  (jasper, 

Hat Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige 

Items 

(steatite pipe 

fragment, 

polished 

nephrite 

fragment) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Hearth1 1 1 0 0 4 

Hearth2 2 5 0 0 8 

Hearth3 1 5 0 1 16 

Hearth4 1 26 2 2 45 
    Table 65. Floor IId Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert)  

TotalIId = 9 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

TotalIId = 54 

Prestige Items 

(Steatite pipe 

fragment, 

polished 

nephrite 

fragment) 

TotalIId = 6 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage) 

TotalIId = 

7 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalH1 = 9 

TotalH2 = 12 

TotalH3 = 27 

TotalH4 = 63 

Hearth1 0.11 0.01 0 0 0.44 

Hearth2 0.22 0.09 0 0 0.66 

Hearth3 0.11 0.09 0 0.14 0.59 

Hearth4 0.11 0.48 0.33 0.28 0.71 
Table 66. Floor IId Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units.   

Block Counts of Counts of Counts of Counts of West Total dacite 
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Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite 

Pavilion Dacite sourced 

Samples 

A 26 0 20 6 52 

B 22 1 9 3 35 

C 45 5 21 6 77 

D 59 0 23 1 83 
Table 67. Floor IId Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Block 

Block 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige Items 

(Stone beads, 

Steatite pipe 

fragment, 

polished 

nephrite 

fragment, 

obsidian tools) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

A 1 4 0 0 26 

B 1 1 0 3 22 

C 5 18 2 1 45 

D 2 31 4 3 59 
Table 68. Floor IId Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Block 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert, 

obsidian)  

TotalIId = 9 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

TotalIId = 54 

Prestige Items 

(Stone beads, 

Steatite pipe 

fragment, 

polished 

nephrite 

fragment, 

obsidian tools) 

TotalIId = 6 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage) 

TotalIId = 

7 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalIId = 247 

A 0.11 0.07 0 0 0.10 

B 0.11 0.01 0 0.42 0.08 

C 0.55 0.33 0.33 0.14 0.18 

D 0.22 0.57 0.66 0.42 0.23 
Table 69. Floor IId Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Blocks.  Values are out of the total floor material for a grouping 

To check for statistical correlations at the Block and Residential Unit level, Spearman’s rho tests 

were performed between total counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, counts of nonlocal material 

(tools and debitage), and prestige items (Table 70-71).  These tests indicate there is a positive 

statistical correlation between the counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite material at the residential 

unit level and counts of prestige material as well as positive correlation between the ratio of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite to the overall ratio of other nonlocal debitage (e.g., jasper, Hat Creek 

jasper, chalcedonies, yellow chalcedony, green chert) and ratio of other nonlocal material (when 

tools and debitage are combined).  
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At the residential unit level, based on raw counts, there are positive correlations between 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite material and prestige items, while at the block level, it is the ratio of 

prestige material that shows positive statistical correlation with the amount of Arrowstone Hills 1 

dacite.  At the block level, there are more clear positive correlations between counts of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite and counts of nonlocal material.  When looking at the ratio of material 

at the block level, there are positive correlations between Arrowstone Hills 1 material and 

nonlocal debitage, prestige items, prestige debitage.  However, when prestige material is 

combined, this correlation between the proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite in the block and 

overall prestige material does not hold.  Consistent between both the residential unit and block 

level is a lack of statistical correlation between proportions of Arrowstone Hills 1 material and 

the ratio of nonlocal tools.  Overall, this suggests for floor IId that access/use of Arrowstone 

Hills 1 material, nonlocal raw material, and prestige items were interconnected. 

 
Data Per Residential Unit Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.8, p (2-tailed) = 0.2
+
 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.94868, p (2-tailed) = 0.05132* 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Debitage (Ratio) rs = 0.94868, p (2-tailed) = 0.05132* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools (Ratio) rs = 0.2582, p (2-tailed) = 0.7418 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 1, p (2-tailed) = 0* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items (Ratio) rs = 0.7746, p (2-tailed) = 0.2254 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Debitage (Ratio) rs = 0.63246, p (2-tailed) = 0.36754. 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.63246, p (2-tailed) = 0.36754. 

 
  Table 70. Floor IId Spearman’s Rho test results for Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Residential Unit 

Data Per Block Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 1, p (2-tailed) = 0* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.63246, p (2-tailed) = 0.36754. 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Debitage (Ratio) rs = 1, p (2-tailed) = 0* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools (Ratio) rs = 0.73786, p (2-tailed) = 0.26214 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.10541, p (2-tailed) = 0.89459. 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items (Ratio) rs = 0.94868, p (2-tailed) = 0.05132* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Debitage (Ratio) rs = 1, p (2-tailed) = 0* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.63246, p (2-tailed) = 0.36754 

 
Table 71. Floor IId Spearman’s Rho test results for Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Block 
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Comparisons of Faunal/Lithic/Botanical Data for Floor IId Residential Units  
In order to understand possible underlying similarities between residential units for the IId floor, 

summary data on faunal/lithic/botanical indices was compared.  First, to compare general 

richness and diversity measures per residential unit, scatterplots were made for each type of 

material (faunal/lithic/botanical) based on values of Richness mapped against values of 

Diversity.  By visualizing these indices in scatterplots, it is easier to see which residential units 

have similar indices for a given type of material indicator of labor, subsistence, or raw material 

access.  Residential unit similarity in richness (and types) of categories and diversity within these 

categories is taken to indicate similar labor and subsistence practices shared between the 

residential units.  These figures also help show if variability in Richness/Diversity measures for 

each type of material per residential unit consistently clusters certain residential units together.  

This is helpful for further statistical analysis when comparing residential units across floors.   

 

Next, to compare proxies for labor practices per each residential unit, charts of 

richness/diversity/equitability indices were made using tool labor categories and debitage flake 

types.  Charts of activmass material per residential unit were made for understanding the 

distribution of faunal processing/consumption material, tool production/maintenance material, 

and botanical processing/consumption material.  A chart of fish/mammal/botanical NISP data per 

residential unit was made to further assess both labor and subsistence material differences per 

residential unit.  To compare breadth of raw material usage (and potentially raw material access), 

charts of richness/diversity/equitability indices for tool labor by raw material data and tool type 

by raw material data were made (Figures 33-50).   
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Figure 33. Floor IId Debtiage Flake Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 

 
Figure 34. Floor IId Debitage Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 35. Floor IId Debitage Size Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 36. Floor IId Debitage Size and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 37. Floor IId Debitage Flake Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 38. Floor IId Tool Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 39. Floor IId Tool Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 40. Floor IId Tool Type and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 41. Floor IId Tool Labor Categories Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 42. Floor IId Tool Labor Categories and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 43. Floor IId Faunal NISP Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 44. Floor IId Botanical Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 45. Floor IId Labor Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 

 
Figure 46. Floor IId Tool Production via Debitage Flake Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per 

Residential Unit 
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Figure 47. Floor IId Botanical Activmass vs. Faunal Activmass vs. Debitage Activmass per Residential Unit 

 
Figure 48. Floor IId Botanical NISP (Bot_NISP) vs. Mammal NISP (Mam_NISP) vs. Fish NISP (Fish_NISP) 
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Figure 49. Labor by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 

 
Figure 50. Debitage by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 
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Floor IId Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 
In order to determine if there is a “better-networked” residential unit for the IId floor, a table was 

created comparing the proportion of high-quality subsistence remains (deer and salmon), 

proportion of prestige material, richness for raw material, tool morphology index, and richness of 

tool types (Table 72).  The residential unit with both high subsistence measures and high raw 

material values would be considered the best networked location.  

 

 
Residential 

Unit 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

% (Salmon) 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

%  

(Deer) 

Prestige 

Material 

% 

(Items 

and 

Debitage) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Tools) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Debitage) 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Tool 

Type 

Richness 

Social 

Networks 

Hearth 1 0.00 0.00 0 2 5 0.08 2 Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

Low raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 2 0.16 0.25 0 5 9 0.16 6 Medium 

“high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

Low raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 3 0.08 0.00 0.20 4 11 0.33 6 Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

Medium 

raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 4 0.75 0.75 0.80 5 16 0.50 9 High “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

High raw 

material 

richness 
Table 72. Floor IId Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 

Summary 
The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zones include hide-working tools, plant processing tools, lithic production tools, 

woodworking tools, evidence for tool maintenance and multi-tools that could have been used for 

both lithic production/woodworking.   Hearth 1 in Block A has a woodworking tool, Hearth 2 in 

Block C has 5 tool production-related tools, one hide-working tool, one plant processing tool, 

and one multi-tool for tool production and woodworking.  Hearth 3 in Block C has five 

woodworking tools, one tool production tool, and three hide-working tools.  Hearth 4 in Block D 
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has 6 woodworking tools, 4 tool production tools, one multi-tool for butchering and other labor, 

and one multi-tool for hide-working and other labor. 

 

Tool labor category richness ranges from 2 (Hearth 1) to 5 (Hearths 2 and 4).  Tool labor 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 1 (0.693) and highest for Hearth 2 (1.366).  Tool labor equitability 

is highest for Hearth 1 since the two tools are dispersed evenly between each labor category (one 

tool for woodworking and one tool for other types of labor).  The second highest measure of 

equitability between tool labor groups is for Hearth 3 (0.904).  This indicates that Hearth 2 has 

the greatest variety of tools by labor type and the greatest diversity between those types.  

Importantly for determining is each labor type is consistent or rare in a residential unit is the 

evenness measure, which indicates that Hearth 3 has the most even distribution between labor 

categories outside of Hearth 1’s two tools.  This means labor type is not concentrated to one 

kind, and for Hearth 3, is shared between woodworking tools, hide-working tools, and tool 

production tools.  

 

Debitage flake type richness ranges from 4 (Hearth 1) to 6 (Hearths 3 and 4).  Debitage flake 

type diversity is lowest for Hearth 1 (0.453) and highest for Hearth 3 (0.848) with Hearth 4 being 

a close second (0.807).  Debitage flake type evenness measures are lowest for Hearth 1 (0.326) 

and highest for Hearth 3 (0.473) though measures for Hearths 2 (0.465) and 4 are fairly close 

(0.450) to that of Hearth 3.  These similar middling values for evenness indicate the dispersal of 

debitage flake types is fairly equivalent in terms of amount per category for all residential units. 

 

Faunal richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 1) to 10 (Hearth 4).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 

1 as there is only one type of faunal remain present (and very low counts of the material).  The 

second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for Hearth 3 (0.764) and the highest value is 

for Hearth 2 (1.070).  While Hearth 2 has a richness of 9, less than that of Hearth 4, the diversity 

between these categories is higher, indicating that of the faunal specimens are more consistently 

abundant per category than for Hearth 4.  This is also highlighted from the evenness measures 

with Hearth 4 having the lowest evenness (0.338) and Hearth 3 having the highest evenness 

(0.551). 

 

Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 1) to 6 (Hearth 4 floor area).  Botanical diversity is 

lowest for Hearth 4 (0.539) indicating while there are a lot of different seed types, the majority 

are rare in the assemblage around the floor area of the residential unit.  Botanical diversity is 

highest for Hearth 2 (1.197) for the floor area of the residential unit.  Botanical evenness 

measures are lowest for the Hearth 4 floor space (0.301) and highest for Hearth 3 floor space 

(1.00) with Hearth 2 floorspace having a very high evenness score as well (0.863).  This 

indicates the abundance of each seed type is more evenly distributed across the 4 taxa for Hearth 

2 and less evenly distributed (so concentrated within a few taxa) for Hearth 4.  When looking at 

the seed types present for Hearth 4, chenopods dominant the material abundance while Hearth 6 

has very few seeds overall with the dominant type being kinnikinnick/bearberry.  This positions 

the residential unit of Hearth 4 to have a greater degree of botanical processing/consumption 

occurring than the rest of the residential units.    

 

Botanical activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 1) to 0.053 (Hearth 4).  Faunal activmass 

measures range from 0.104 (Hearth 1) to 0.626 (Hearth 2).  Debitage activmass measures range 
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from 0.490 (Hearth 4) to 0.895 (Hearth 1).  This may indicate that, as a measure of intensity for 

each type of activity, Hearth 1 was primarily an area that accumulated debitage debris so high 

quantities of lithic tool production/maintenance occurred in relation to subsistence practices.  

Hearth 2 was primarily an area that accumulated faunal debris so higher quantities of faunal 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of animals being processed) relative to 

activities that would leave behind debitage or botanical remains.  Lastly, Hearth 4 was primarily 

an area that accumulated botanical debris so high quantities of botanical processing/consumption 

(or there was a greater number of seeds being processed or the preservation of seeds for that area 

was higher) relative to other activities.   

 

Prestige items are distributed between Blocks C and D, with the Hearth 4 space having a steatite 

pipe fragment and polished nephrite fragment.  A steatite stone bead is located close to Hearth 2 

but is not quite in the residential unit zone of analysis.  No residential units have evidence for 

high-investment tool types within their space.  Hearths 2 and 4 both have prestige debitage while 

Hearths 1 and 3 have no prestige material.  

Chapter 7: IIe Floor (1219 cal. BP) 
Introduction 
In order to understand and visualize residential unit variation, spatial data are presented for floor 

IIe on the distribution of features, tools to assess labor variation, botanicals to assess subsistence 

variation, and dacite tools/debitage sources to assess nonlocal toolstone variation.  The IIe floor 

has 11 hearth locations (Figure 51), two in Block A (Hearth 5 and 6), two in Block B (Hearth 14 

and 24), two in Block C (Hearth 7-8), and 5 in Block D (Hearth 9-13).  Of these hearths, three in 

Block D are either partially or completely covering pits and one in Block B, while large and 

shallow, caps a rather large pit.  The other Block B hearth is a deep cylindrical roasting pit 

(Prentiss et al. 2022a:77).  Hearth size ranges from small to large and they reside on both the 

periphery and central areas of blocks.  The smallest hearths continue to be found in Block A, 

while Block B has a smaller periphery hearth along the eastern side and a larger hearth capping a 

large pit feature.  In Block C, two hearths are along the northern area of the block.  The larger 

hearth has an associated posthole and stabilizing rocks while the smaller periphery hearth has a 

large associated rock that may have been used for lithic production or plant processing.  Block D 

has the highest number of hearths for the floor, most of which are more centralized in the block 

with varying shapes from rounded to long and thin (similar to the shape of Hearth 2 in IId).  

Large pits are spread throughout the floor, most prominently in Blocks C and D with very small 

shallow pits found in Block A (Figure 52).  
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Figure 51. Floor IIe map of hearths, hearths over pits (hearth-pits), postholes, rocks, and pit features with Block outlines 

Previous Analysis of IIe Floor Spatial Organization 
The abandonment process for this floor indicates planned abandonment with intent to return, 

with cultural material from the final season of occupation left in place.  Debitage is primarily 

from late-stage tool retouch/maintenance.  Extra-small debitage continues to be spatially 

associated to larger artifact locations and extra-small faunal remains continue to correlate to 

locations of larger faunal material indicating a lack of clean-up prior to reflooring (similarly to 

floor IIc).  This encourages the analysis of spatial activity patterns representing cumulative in 

situ processes (Prentiss et al. 2022:79-80).  In Block B, a bone anthropomorphic figurine with 

puncture marks indicating dog gnawing was placed on the surface of the large southwestern pit.  

This placement is considered to have either been part of deliberate refuse disposal when filling in 

the cache pit or it was accidentally left by a dog before reflooring occurred (Prentiss et al. 

2022:85).  The large hearth in the southwest of Block D may have been used as a long-term 

roasting oven, which is supported by the lowest richness and fewer faunal remains associated to 

that hearth compared to the other hearths in Block D.  

 

Previous assessment of activity areas and organization throughout the entire floor examined the 

distribution of knapping tools (cores and hammerstones), heavy-duty tools (wood/bone/antler 

working with flake scrapers, key-shaped scrapers, pièces esquillées, notches/denticulates, and 

drills/perforators), hunting/butchery tools (bifaces and projectile points), hide-working tools 

(hide scrapers and small piercers), and groundstone.  Heavy-duty woodworking tools for house 
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refurbishing (adzes) were not present on this floor compared to IId.  Considering the fact IIe 

represents the physical expansion of the house from the rectangular to oval form, the lack of 

adzes is of interest (Prentiss et al. 2022a:79).  Smaller woodworking/boneworking/antler 

working tools and hide-working tools are abundant throughout the floor along with bifaces and 

projectile points associated with hunting.  Bipolar cores are abundant indicating “intensive 

salvaging of lithic toolstone flakes from otherwise exhausted nodules” (Prentiss et al. 2022a:79).  

Debitage concentrations around hearths and pits indicate lithic reduction zones associated to 

hearths, with thinning and r-billet flakes located in areas beyond hearths while retouch flakes are 

present throughout the entire floor (Prentiss et al. 2022a:79).   

 

Knapping tools, hide-working tools, and clothing production tools are associated with hearths 

while heavy-duty tools are associated with all hearths except in Block A.  Hunting/butchering 

tools occur with hearths in Blocks B and D and in non-hearth adjacent areas in Blocks A and C.   

These differing distributions may be due to in-place discard with butchering occurring further 

from hearth locations in Blocks A and C versus Blocks B and D or the tools are discarded into 

nearby locations after use near hearths in Blocks A and C.  Groundstone is similarly associated 

to hearths or in pits, but also found in non-hearth areas in Block C and Block B (Prentiss et al. 

2022a:85).  These hearth-clustered patterns and non-hearth associated locations for certain tools 

(hunting/butchering/groundstone) is contrasted with floor IId where discard towards the 

center/inner hearth side was more prevalent.  This suggests different spatial use patterns around 

each hearth area.  Overall two zones of activity are displayed for the IIe floor, with interior (non-

hearth related) space used for hunting/meat-processing activities while multiple types of labor 

occurred around hearths (Prentiss et al. 2022:87). 

 

Fish remains are present in all blocks, concentrating in Block D around the hearths.  A non-

hearth related cluster is present in the southern area of Block C which may indicate a dump area 

or fish-processing area.  Mammal remains are around all hearths, with concentrations around 

hearths in Block C and D while the highest concentration of identifiable ungulates occurs around 

the northern hearth in Block C (Prentiss et al. 2022a:86).  Differences in high/medium utility 

fish/mammal remains and low utility remains occurs, with Blocks B and C having primarily low 

utility elements around hearths.  High utility elements are found around hearths in Blocks C and 

D while medium utility elements are present across all blocks.  It is possible element utility 

differences indicate differing food processing techniques between hearths, that each area had 

differing hunting spaces outside the village resulting in differential landscape access, or it relates 

to ritual food events being hosted in the Block D zone using higher quality foods (Prentiss et al. 

2022:86).  

 

The spatial structure of the floor was influenced by a reconfiguration of spatial layout at some 

point, with the earliest seasons including three domestic units and the Block B area being utilized 

primarily for storage with possible racks or plank benches over these storage pits.  By the final 

seasons of occupation, these pits had been filled with refuse or bedded layering, and some were 

capped by hearth features.  Along with the use of space being reorganized, material wealth-based 

inequality emerged during this occupational floor at some point with differing distribution of 

material occurring between Blocks D/B and Blocks A/C.  Based on spatial variations in canids, 

nonlocal lithic raw material, prestige raw material, and prestige items, the Block D/B areas show 

greater wealth indicators than the Block A/C areas.  It is suggested that the early season of 
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occupation on IIe included a “well-connected group occupying all of Block D” and some of 

Block B before the Block B area was transformed into a domestic area (Prentiss et al. 2022:87). 

 

Spatial Analysis of Floor IIe Residential Units (Hearths 5-14, 24) 

 
 
Figure 52. Floor IIe with 50cm buffer zones indicated around hearth areas 

To compare hearth-based areas of activity, first visual buffer zones were created to indicate the 

zone around the hearths under consideration (Figure 52).  Subsequent maps only included buffer 

zones for those hearth areas used in this analysis (Hearths 5-9, Hearth 11, Hearth 13-14).  Next, 

maps of the distribution of all tools based on their associated labor and tools related to the main 

labor groups under consideration (Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Tool 
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Production, Woodworking, Plant Processing) were created (Figure 53-54).  Tools that had 

multiple edges with different uses were categorized as “Multitools” while tools that could have 

been associated with two different kinds of labor were categorized by both kinds of labor (e.g.,, 

burin as Woodworking/Boneworking).  Individualized maps of pertinent labor categories with 

the hearth buffer zones were also created (Figures 55-57).  Finally, a map of prestige items and 

high-investment tool types (e.g.,, sawed slate, incised tools) was created as well (Figure 58).  All 

data for tools per floor with raw material and labor categories used to generate the maps can be 

found in Appendix A.  Importantly for floor IIe, three features in Block C are labeled as “hearth-

pits” as they are hearths that were either partially or completely over pits and one in Block D 

caps a large pit.  Because of this distinctive process and difficulty of associating material to these 

hearths, only one of the hearth-pits was included in overall analysis (Hearth 13) since its 

boundary was fully exposed and it was half covering a pit.  The southern portion of Hearth 11 

was impacted by a cache pit from the upper IId floor.  Hearths 10, 12, and 24 were not included 

in this analysis. 
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Spatial Distribution of Tools and Prestige Material (IIe) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 53. Distribution of all tools and prestige items with 50cm hearth buffer zone for IIe 
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Figure 54. Distribution of all Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Woodworking, Plant Processing, Tool 

Maintenance/Production, and Prestige material for floor IIe 
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Figure 55. Distribution of Tool Production, Maintenance, and Investment material for floor IIe.  Tool Production items 

include cores, hammerstones, Kamloops preforms, stage 2/3/4 bifaces, biface fragments; Tool Maintenance items include 

scraper retouch flakes and slate scraper retouch flakes; Tool Investment items include incised tools, groundstone spike,  

and sawed slate 
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Figure 56. Distribution of Butchering, Clothing Production, and Hide-working material for floor IIe.  
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Figure 57. Distribution of Woodworking and Plant Processing Tools for floor IIe 
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Figure 58. Distribution of Prestige Items and High-Investment Tools for floor IIe (Prestige Items:1 – Igneous Intrusive 

Bead Core, 2 – Steatite Bead Blank, 3 – Steatite Stone Bead, 4 – Steatite Ornament, 5 – Steatite Stone Bead, 6 – 

Incised/Pecked Image on Ground Surface, 7 – Greenstone Ornament/Pendant Blank, 8 – Polished Nephrite Fragment, 9 – 

Stone Bead; 10 – Obsidian End Scraper; Tool Investment: 11 – Groundstone Spike, 12 – Incised Tool, 13 – Incised Tool, 

14 – Sawed Slate   
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Spatial Distribution of Botanical Remains (IIe) 

In order to compare residential unit subsistence production/consumption of botanicals, maps of 

identified seed and needle locations were created (Figures 59-75).  These maps include symbols 

(black pentagons) for each location of an analyzed light fraction sample while the presence of a 

particular type of seed is indicated with a green circle.  The legend includes the scientific name 

for the plant while the title for each map includes the common name for the plant.  The size of 

the circle and associated seed count is in the legend where the larger the circle, the greater 

number of seeds of that taxon present.  Confidence in seed identification accuracy was also 

recorded in the legend, with “cf.” and “?” indicating a possible designation which are included in 

the botanical maps.  Additional maps of botanical locations and select tools were also created to 

visualize potential overlap in botanical processing and seed remains where locations of at least 

one (or more) seeds are marked with a dark green circle while locations of plant processing tools 

are marked with bright green circles (Figure 76). To assess botanical subsistence material 

variation between residential units, a bar chart of seed count distributions was also created 

(Figure 77). 
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Figure 59. Floor IIe Amaranth Seed Locations   
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Figure 60. Floor IIe Bearberry/Kinnikinnick Seed Locations 
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Figure 61. Floor IIe Bedstraw Seed Locations  
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Figure 62. Floor IIe Blueberry/Huckleberry Seed Locations  
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Figure 63. Floor IIe Campion Seed Locations  
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Figure 64. Floor IIe Chenopod Seed Locations 
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Figure 65. Floor IIe Elderberry Seed Locations  
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Figure 66. Floor IIe Grass Seed Locations  
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Figure 67. Floor IIe Black Hawthorn Seed Locations 
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Figure 68. Floor IIe Knotweed Seed Locations 
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Figure 69. Floor IIe Lily Family Seed Locations  
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Figure 70. Floor IIe Prickly-Pear Cactus Seed Locations  
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Figure 71. Floor IIe Rose Family Seed Locations 
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Figure 72. Floor IIe Wild Rose Seed Locations  
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Figure 73. Floor IIe Saskatoon Seed Locations  
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Figure 74. Floor IIe Sedge Seed Locations  
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Figure 75. Floor IIe Unidentified Seed Locations 
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Figure 76. Floor IIe Seed Locations and Plant Processing Tools 
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Figure 77. Floor IIe seed counts by type and residential unit 
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Spatial Distribution of Dacite Material, Sourcing Data, and Prestige Correlations (IIe) 

Visual maps of the distribution of sourced dacite debitage and tools were created as well to 

examine whether or not the source types clustered in one particular area (Figure 78).  Another 

map including all nonlocal raw material tools and prestige items with the distribution of sourced 

dacite material was also created to analyze potential spatial consistency (Figure 79).  For 

determining if material was within the residential unit zone, only debitage/tools recorded within 

the unit/quad areas associated with the unit was utilized.  For the map visualizations purposes, 

some material is on the residential unit buffer line but the material is not included in the 

calculations.   
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Figure 78. Floor IIe Dacite Debitage and Tools according to pXRF Sourcing 
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Figure 79. Floor IIe Dacite Debitage and Tools With Nonlocal/Prestige Raw Material Tools 
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Total counts and distributions of all sourced dacite samples, of nonlocal tools/debitage, and of 

prestige items by residential unit and by block are summarized in Tables 73-78.  To account for 

variation in sample sizes, data are also presented in ratio form out of the total floor material for 

nonlocal tools, nonlocal debitage, and prestige debitage/items.  For determining ratio values for 

Arrowstone Hills 1 material around residential units, values are derived out of the total sourced 

dacite samples around each residential unit to account for sample size variation between number 

of dacite samples sourced around each residential unit.  For determining ratio values for 

Arrowstone Hills 1 material by block, values are derived out of the total count of sourced dacite 

for the floor.   

 

Residential 

Unit 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite  

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite  

Total Sourced 

Dacite Samples 

Hearth5 2 0 1 0 3 

Hearth6 2 1 0 0 3 

Hearth7 32 1 19 4 56 

Hearth8 10 0 4 0 14 

Hearth9 5 1 3 0 9 

Hearth11 6 0 3 1 10 

Hearth13 5 1 5 0 11 

Hearth14 1 0 0 0 1 
Table 73. Floor IIe Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Residential Unit 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige Items 

(stone beads, 

ground/sculpted 

ornament, bead 

core, obsidian 

tool) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Hearth5 0 0 0 0 2 

Hearth6 0 0 0 0 2 

Hearth7 0 7 3 1 32 

Hearth8 1 3 1 0 10 

Hearth9 0 5 1 0 5 

Hearth11 1 1 0 0 6 

Hearth13 1 2 0 2 5 

Hearth14 0 0 0 0 1 
Table 74. Floor IIe Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units 
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Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert)  

TotalIIe = 9 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

TotalIIe = 52 

Prestige Items 

(stone beads, 

ground/sculpted 

ornament, bead 

core, obsidian 

tool) 

TotalIIe = 9 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage) 

TotalIIe = 

7 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalH5 = 3 

TotalH6 = 3 

TotalH7 = 56 

TotalH8 = 14 

TotalH9 = 9 

TotalH11 = 10 

TotalH13 = 11 

TotalH14 = 1 

Hearth5 0 0 0 0 0.66 

Hearth6 0 0 0 0 0.66 

Hearth7 0 0.13 0.33 0.14 0.57 

Hearth8 0.11 0.05 0.11 0 0.71 

Hearth9 0 0.09 0.11 0 0.55 

Hearth11 0.11 0.01 0 0 0.60 

Hearth13 0.11 0.03 0 0.28 0.45 

Hearth14 0 0 0 0 1.00 
Table 75. Floor IIe Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units.   

 

Block 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite 

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite 

Total dacite 

sourced 

Samples 

A 27 4 15 0 46 

B 24 2 17 2 45 

C 66 3 47 9 125 

D 28 3 26 3 60 
Table 76. Floor IIe Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Block 

Block 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige Items 

(Stone beads, 

ground/sculpted 

ornament, 

incised/pecked 

image on ground 

surface, bead 

core, bead blank, 

obsidian tool) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage, 

steatite 

debitage) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

A 1 1 0 0 27 

B 2 5 3 1 24 

C 1 17 5 2 66 

D 5 29 1 4 28 
Table 77. Floor IIe Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Block 
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Block 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert)  

TotalIIe = 9 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

TotalIIe = 52 

Prestige Items 

(Stone beads, 

ground/sculpted 

ornament, 

incised/pecked 

image on ground 

surface, bead 

core, bead blank, 

obsidian tool) 

TotalIIe = 9 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian 

debitage, 

steatite 

debitage) 

TotalIIe = 

7 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalIIe = 276 

A 0.11 0.01 0 0 0.09 

B 0.22 0.09 0.33 0.14 0.08 

C 0.11 0.32 0.55 0.28 0.23 

D 0.55 0.55 0.11 0.57 0.10 
Table 78. Floor IIe Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Blocks.  Values are out of the total floor material for a grouping 

To check for statistical correlations at the Block and Residential Unit level, Spearman’s rho tests 

were performed between total counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, counts of nonlocal material 

(tools and debitage), and prestige items (Table 79-80).  At the residential unit level, these tests 

indicate statistically significant positive correlations between the counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 

material, nonlocal material, and prestige material.  When looking at the proportion of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite and ratio of nonlocal material or prestige items out of the entire floor 

distribution, such statistically significant correlations are not present.  

 

Interestingly, at the residential unit level, while not quite reaching the p-value of 0.05 or lower, 

there are still fairly low p-values for negative correlations between Arrowstone Hills 1 material 

and prestige debitage and prestige material.  This would indicate that as the proportion of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite around a residential unit increases, the proportion of prestige debitage 

and total prestige material present around that residential unit decreases for floor IIe residential 

units. 

 

At the block level, there are no statistically significant correlations between either the counts or 

proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 material in a block and counts/proportion of nonlocal material 

or prestige material.  This suggests for floor IIe, with the emergence of inequality, the 

distribution of prestige or nonlocal raw material throughout the floor is unconnected to 

access/use of Arrowstone Hills 1 material.   

 
Data Per Residential Unit Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.83957, p (2-tailed) = 0.00912* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.69149, p (2-tailed) = 0.05747* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Debitage (Ratio) rs = -0.56451, p (2-tailed) = 0.14491* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools (Ratio) rs = -0.17005, p (2-tailed) = 0.68726 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = -0.56451, p (2-tailed) = 0.14491* 
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Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items (Ratio) rs = -0.20744, p (2-tailed) = 0.62207 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Debitage (Ratio) rs = -0.65859, p (2-tailed) = 0.07575* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = -0.61665, p (2-tailed) = 0.10345* 

 
Table 79. Floor IIe Spearman’s Rho test results for Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Residential Unit 

 
Data Per Block Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.6, p (2-tailed) = 0.4 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.8, p (2-tailed) = 0.2
+
 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Debitage (Ratio) rs = 0.6, p (2-tailed) = 0.4 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools (Ratio) rs = -0.21082, p (2-tailed) = 0.78918. 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.6, p (2-tailed) = 0.4 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items (Ratio) rs = 0.4, p (2-tailed) = 0.6 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Debitage (Ratio) rs = 0.6, p (2-tailed) = 0.4 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.8, p (2-tailed) = 0.2
+
 

 
Table 80. Floor IIe Spearman’s Rho test results for Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Block 

 

Comparisons of Faunal/Lithic/Botanical Data for Residential Units (IIe) 
In order to understand possible underlying similarities between residential units for the IId floor, 

summary data on faunal/lithic/botanical indices was compared.  First, to compare general 

richness and diversity measures per residential unit, scatterplots were made for each type of 

material (faunal/lithic/botanical) based on values of Richness mapped against values of 

Diversity.  By visualizing these indices in scatterplots, it is easier to see which residential units 

have similar indices for a given type of material indicator of labor, subsistence, or raw material 

access.  Residential unit similarity in richness (and types) of categories and diversity within these 

categories is taken to indicate similar labor and subsistence practices shared between the 

residential units.  These figures also help show if variability in Richness/Diversity measures for 

each type of material per residential unit consistently clusters certain residential units together.  

This is helpful for further statistical analysis when comparing residential units across floors.   

 

Next, to compare proxies for labor practices per each residential unit, charts of 

richness/diversity/equitability indices were made using tool labor categories and debitage flake 

types.  Charts of activmass material per residential unit were made for understanding the 

distribution of faunal processing/consumption material, tool production/maintenance material, 

and botanical processing/consumption material.  A chart of fish/mammal/botanical NISP data per 

residential unit was made to further assess both labor and subsistence material differences per 

residential unit.  To compare breadth of raw material usage (and potentially raw material access), 
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charts of richness/diversity/equitability indices for tool labor by raw material data and tool type 

by raw material data were made (Figures 80-97). 

 

 
Figure 80. Floor IIe Debitage Flake Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 81. Floor IIe Debitage Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 82. Floor IIe Debitage Size Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 83. Floor IIe Debitage Size and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 84. Floor IIe Debitage Flake Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 85. Floor IIe Tool Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 86. Floor IIe Tool Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 87. Floor IIe Tool Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 88. Floor IIe Tool Labor Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 89. Floor IIe Tool Labor Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 90. Floor IIe Faunal NISP Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 

 
Figure 91. Floor IIe Botanical NISP Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 92. Floor IIe Labor Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit  
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Figure 93. Floor IIe Tool Production via Debitage Flake Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per 

Residential Unit 

 

 
Figure 94. Floor IIe Botanical Activmass vs. Faunal Activmass vs. Debitage Activmass per Residential Unit 
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Figure 95. Floor IIe FishNISP (Fish_NISP) vs. Mammal NISP (Mam_NISP) vs. Botanical NISP (Bot_NISP) 

 

Figure 96. Floor IIe Labor by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 
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Figure 97. Floor IIe Debitage by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 

 

Floor IIe Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 
In order to determine if there is a “better-networked” residential unit for the IIe floor, a table was 

created comparing the proportion of high-quality subsistence remains (deer and salmon), 

proportion of prestige material, richness for raw material, tool morphology index, and richness of 

tool type richness (Table 81).  The residential unit with both high subsistence measures and high 

raw material values would be considered the best networked location.  For floor IIe, this would 

be Hearth 7 with Hearth 8 and Hearth 13 showing similar distributions of material as secondarily 

well-networked while Hearth 9 has few high-quality subsistence material but high raw material 

richness.  

 
Residential 

Unit 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

(Salmon) 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

(Deer) 

Prestige 

Material 

(Items 

and 

Debitage) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Tools) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Debitage) 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Tool 

Type 

Richness 

Social Network 

Ranking 

Hearth 5 0.015924 0 0 3 3 0.066 2 Low high-

quality 

subsistence, 

low raw 

material 
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richness 

Hearth 6 0.009554 0.003185 0 2 3 0 2 Low high-

quality 

subsistence, 

low raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 7 0.700637 0.06051 0.5 6 11 0.466 16 High high-

quality 

subsistence, 

High raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 8 0.11465 0.019108 0.125 3 9 0.133 4 Medium 

high-quality 

subsistence, 

medium raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 9 0.012739 0 0.125 4 11 0.066 6 Low high-

quality 

subsistence, 

high raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

11 

0.022293 0.003185 0 2 7 0.066 5 Low high-

quality 

subsistence, 

low raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

13 

0.124204 0 0.25 4 11 0.2 10 Medium 

high-quality 

subsistence, 

high raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

14 

0 0 0 3 5 0 2 No high-

quality 

subsistence, 

low raw 

material 

richness 
Table 81. Floor IIe Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 

Summary 
The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zone include hide-working tools, plant processing tools, lithic production tools, 

woodworking tools, evidence for tool maintenance and multi-tools that could have been used for 

butchering and other labor along with multi-tools for butchering and clothing production.   
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Hearth 5 in Block A has one tool production tool and one multi-tool for hide-working and other 

labor.  Hearth 6 in block A has one hide-working tool and one tool for clothing production.  

Hearth 7 in Block C has four tools related to tool production, one tool for butchering, one tool for 

clothing production, two tools for woodworking, three tools for hide-working, and two multi-

tools (one for butchering and other labor, the other for butchering and clothing production).  

Hearth 8 in Block C has two tools for woodworking, three tools for tool production, and two 

hide-working tools.  Hearth 9 in Block D has two woodworking tools, one tool production tool, 

one plant processing tool, and one hide-working tool.  Hearth 11 in Block D has two tools for 

tool production and one tool for butchering.  Hearth 13 in Block D has one tool related to tool 

production, one tool for butchering, one tool for clothing production, three tools for 

woodworking, and one multi-tool for butchering/other labor.  Hearth 14 in Block B has two tools 

for plant processing. 

 

Tool labor category richness ranges from 2 (Hearths 5, 6, 14) to 9 (Hearth 7).  Tool labor 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 14 (0.636) and highest for Hearth 13 (1.729) .  Tool labor 

equitability is highest for Hearths 5 and 6 with an even distribution between labor categories.  

The second highest measure of equitability between tool labor groups is for Hearth 11 (0.959).  

Though all residential units have fairly high equitability measures (all above 0.7) indicating each 

area has more even dispersions between labor categories rather than one tool labor category 

dominating the space.   

 

Debitage flake type richness ranges from 2 (Hearths 5 and 14) to 6 (Hearth 7).  Debitage flake 

type diversity is lowest for Hearth 11 (0.422) and highest for with Hearth 5 (0.937) with Hearth 8 

being a close second (0.902).  Debitage flake type evenness measures are lowest for Hearth 9 

(0.319) and highest for Hearth 6 (0.811) with measures for Hearth 5 (0.676), Hearth 8 (0.651), 

and Hearth 14 (0.650) being fairly similar.  This drastic difference in evenness measures between 

Hearth 6 and the other residential units indicates that area to be more likely (among the 

identifiable flakes) to have them equally distributed than is seen among the other residential 

units.  Since there are only two types of identifiable flakes, this could indicate a greater 

restriction in the type of tool production/maintenance activities occurring in that area or be due to 

the low sample size.  

 

Faunal richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 14) to 8 (Hearth 7).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 

14 as there is only one type of faunal remain present (and very low counts of the material).  The 

second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for Hearth 9 (0.846) and the highest value is 

for Hearth 6 (1.084).  For evenness measures, the highest equitability index occurs for Hearth 5 

(0.943) which also has few remains.  The next highest equitability score is for Hearth 6 (0.782) 

while the lowest score is for Hearth 13 (0.583).  

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 13.  Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 

5, 11 and 14 features samples) to 11 (Hearth 8 feature samples). Botanical diversity is lowest for 

Hearth 5 floor space (0.793) indicating while there are a few different seed types (richness of 4), 

they are consistently represented in the assemblage around the floor area of the residential unit. 

Botanical diversity is highest for Hearth 8 (1.524) for the feature sample.  Botanical evenness 

measures are comparatively lowest for the Hearth 5 floor space (0.572) and highest for Hearth 9 

floor space (0.968) with the Hearth 8 floorspace (0.960) and Hearth 7 feature (0.959) having 
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comparable high evenness score as well.  This indicates the abundance of each seed type is more 

evenly distributed across taxa for areas around or within Hearths 7, 8, and 9.  When looking at 

the seed types present for select residential units, Hearth 7 is predominantly 

kinnikinnick/bearberries with some chenopods.  Hearth 8 is predominantly chenopods followed 

by kinnikinnick/bearberry and saskatoon berry.  Hearth 9 has very few seeds with chenopods 

most prevalent.  Hearth 11 had no seeds in samples. 

 

Botanical activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 11 and 14) to 0.676 (Hearth 8).  Faunal 

activmass measures range from 0.185 (Hearth 8) to 0.736 (Hearth 6).  Debitage activmass 

measures range from 0.138 (Hearth 8) to 0.750 (Hearth 14).  This may indicate that, as a measure 

of intensity for each type of activity, Hearth 14 was an area that accumulated debitage debris in 

higher quantities from lithic tool production/maintenance in relation to subsistence practices.  

Hearth 6 was primarily an area that accumulated faunal debris in higher quantities from faunal 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of animals being processed) relative to 

other activities that would leave behind debitage or botanical remains.  Lastly, Hearth 8 was 

primarily an area that accumulated botanical debris so high quantities of botanical 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of seeds being processed or the 

preservation of seeds for that area was higher) occurred in that space relative to other activities.   

 

Prestige items are distributed between Blocks B, C and D, with the Hearth 7 space including a 

steatite ornament and bead with an igneous intrusive beadcore nearby associated to Hearth 8.  

The Hearth 9 feature had a steatite stone bead.  Prestige material is present for Hearths 7, 8, 9, 

and 13.  Hearth 7 also included two high-investment tools (groundstone spike and incised tool) 

while Hearth 13 had an incised tool as well.  
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Chapter 8: IIh Floor (1292 cal. BP) 
Introduction 
In order to understand and visualize residential unit variation, spatial data are presented for floor 

IIh on the distribution of features, tools to assess labor variation, botanicals to assess subsistence 

variation, and dacite tools/debitage sources to assess nonlocal toolstone variation.  The IIh floor 

has 9 hearths, four in Block A (Hearths 15-18) and 5 in Block C (Hearths 19-21).  Of these 

hearths, two in Block A are adjacent or nearby a large pit feature and 1 hearth in Block C is 

somewhat close to a smaller pit feature.  Three hearths in the southern portion of Block C were 

layered on top of each other and so are treated as one residential unit location for the purposes of 

analysis.  Hearth size is relatively equivalent with one larger hearth present in the central area of 

Block A.  The southernmost hearth in Block A (Hearth 15) is possibly a portion of a cylindrical 

roasting oven while the rest of the hearths are shallow and bowl-shaped (Prentiss et al. 

2022:111). The rectangular form of Housepit 54 situates these hearths in both the central area 

and along the eastern edge of the full pithouse.  A rock ring-feature was present on the IIh floor 

in Block C adjacent to Hearth 20 and consisting of burned and unburned rocks/abrader fragments 

(Figure 98-99). 

 

 
Figure 98. Floor IIh map of hearths, pits, postholes and rock feature with Block outlines 
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Previous Analysis of IIh Floor Spatial Organization 
Important for analysis of the IIh floor is the fact that the occupation’s initial establishment 

included a singular feasting/cooking event “of food preparation on a scale unlike any other 

known floor at Bridge River or other Mid-Fraser villages” (Prentiss et al. 2022:111).  This event 

transformed almost the entirety of Housepit 54 into multiple large oven/hearths features (floor 

IIh level 3) which was then capped by the IIh occupation. 

 

The abandonment process for the IIh occupation appears to be one of planned return for 

reflooring and reroofing, with debris from the final occupation appearing to not have been 

subject to intensive cleaning.  Potential caches of objects, such as the rock feature in Block C 

which consisted of vesicular basalt rocks cracked from both knapping and heat indicate they 

were multi-purpose materials, used for stone boiling and tool production.  Lithic cores are found 

throughout the floor and there is an abundance of groundstone, particularly in the form of 

abraders recycled as heating/cooking (FCR) stones, a tool-form process not found on subsequent 

floors (Prentiss et al. 2022: 114-119). 

 

Debitage in the form of early-stage reduction flakes is fairly low compared to subsequent 

occupations, though Block C has the highest frequency.  Biface thinning and R-billet flakes are 

uncommon and not concentrated in a particular location while tool retouch flakes are fairly 

concentrated in Block C.  Tool retouch practices continue to prevail throughout the entire space 

with no clear favoring of locale.  While knapping tools are discarded throughout the space, 

heavy-duty tools are prominently adjacent to hearth features, as are hunting/butchering and hide-

working/clothing production tools.  Groundstone items (including the recycled abraders) are 

clustered around features as well, especially in Block C.  The distribution of all tool forms except 

knapping tools around hearth features potentially indicates a domestic group was practicing 

similar types of activities throughout both Blocks (Prentiss et al. 2022: 119-120). 

 

Subsistence material is primarily clustered in four locations, three along the northern area of 

Block C and one in the northern area of Block A (primarily within and near the large pit feature).  

Mammal remains are more densely located in the northwest of Block C and southwest of Block 

A while fish remains are prevalent in the north side of Block C and north-central of Block A.  It 

appears that subsistence remains are dispersed in differing patterns, with mammal remains 

primarily positioned away from hearths.  High and medium utility mammal elements are found 

in two clusters in northern Block C with lower-density clusters adjacent to hearths except for the 

southeast hearth of Block A (Hearth 15) (Prentis et al. 2022:120).  The central large cache pit 

and associated hearths may have served as communal activity space for two domestic groups 

with the Block C group being larger and/or utilizing that space more persistently in the long-term 

to accumulate the high density of material compared to the Block A area.  Prestige items and raw 

material are fairly rare and nonlocal raw material is spread throughout the floor indicating the 

occupation was likely more egalitarian than the latter floors (Prentiss et al. 2022:120-121).         
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Spatial Analysis of Floor IIh Residential Units (Hearths 15-21) 
 

 
Figure 99. Floor IIh with 50cm buffer zones indicated around hearth areas 

To compare hearth-based areas of activity, visual buffer zones were created to indicate the zone 

around the hearths under consideration (Figure 99).  Because the three southern hearths in Block 

C were built on top of each other, all three are considered part of the same residential unit area 

and are labeled as Hearth 19.  Next, maps of the distribution of all tools based on their associated 

labor and tools related to the main labor groups under consideration (Butchering, Clothing 

Production, Hide-working, Tool Production, Woodworking, Plant Processing) were created 

(Figures 100-101).  Tools that had multiple edges with different uses were categorized as 

“Multitools” while tools that could have been associated with two different kinds of labor were 

categorized by both kinds of labor (e.g., burin as Woodworking/Boneworking).  Individualized 

maps of pertinent labor categories with the hearth buffer zones were also created (Figures 102-

104).  A map of prestige items and high-investment tool types (e.g., sawed slate, incised tools) 

was created as well (Figure 105).  All data for tools per floor with raw material and labor 

categories used to generate the maps can be found in Appendix A.  Of note, the northern portion 
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of Hearth 18 was impacted by a cache pit and the western portion of Hearth 21 was slightly 

impacted by a posthole from the upper IIg floor.  

   

Spatial Distribution of Tools and Prestige Material (IIh) 

 

 
Figure 100. Distribution of all tools and prestige items with 50cm hearth buffer zone for floor IIh 
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Figure 101. Distribution of all Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Woodworking, Plant Processing, Tool 

Maintenance/Production, and Prestige material for floor IIh 
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Figure 102. Distribution of Tool Production, Maintenance, and Investment material for floor IIe.  Lithic Production items 

include bipolar cores, multidirectional cores, unidirectional cores, stage 2 and stage 4 bifaces, and hammerstones. Tool 

Maintenance items include slate scraper retouch flakes.  Tool Investment items include ground and sawed slate, 

groundstone cube, sawed/chipped metamorphic rock, FCR preforms, and incised tools. 
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Figure 103. Distribution of Butchering, Clothing Production, and Hide-working material for floor IIe 
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Figure 104. Distribution of Woodworking and Plant Processing Tools for Floor IIe.  Preformed FCR/abraders are 

indicated as green plant processing tools with cross-hatching 
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Figure 105. Prestige and Tool Investment Material for floor IIh (Prestige Items: 1 – steatite cobble, 2 – Sandstone vessel 

shard, 3 – Conglomerate stone vessel shard, 4 – steatite ornament; Tool Investment: 5 – Sawed Sandstone, 6 – Sawed 

Metamorphic Rock, 7 – Sawed Conglomerate rock, 8 – Incised Slate Tool, 9 – Incised Slate Tool, 10 – Preformed FCR, 11 

– Groundstone Cube, 12 – Preformed FCR, 13 – Preformed FCR, 14 – Preformed FCR) 

Spatial Distribution of Botanical Remains (IIh) 

In order to compare residential unit subsistence production/consumption of botanicals, maps of 

identified seed and needle locations were created (Figures 106-115).  These maps include 
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symbols (black pentagons) for each location of an analyzed light fraction sample while the 

presence of a particular type of seed is indicated with a green circle. The legend includes the 

scientific name for the plant while the title for each map includes the common name for the 

plant.  The size of the circle and associated seed count is in the legend where the larger the circle, 

the greater number of seeds of that taxon present.  Confidence in seed identification accuracy 

was also recorded in the legend, with “cf.” and “?” indicating a possible designation which are 

included in the botanical maps. Additional maps of botanical locations and select tools were also 

created to visualize potential overlap in botanical processing and seed remains where locations of 

at least one (or more) seeds are marked with a dark green circle while locations of plant 

processing tools are marked with bright green circles (Figures 116).  To assess botanical 

subsistence material variation between residential units, a bar chart of seed count distributions 

was also created (Figures 117). 
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Figure 106. Floor IIh Amaranth Seed Locations 
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Figure 107. Floor IIh Bearberry/Kinnikinnick Berry Seed Locations 
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Figure 108. Floor IIh bedstraw seed locations 
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Figure 109. Floor IIh Chenopod seed locations 
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Figure 110. Floor IIh Elderberry seed locations 
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Figure 111. Floor IIh grass family seed locations 
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Figure 112. Floor IIh Saskatoon berry seed locations 
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Figure 113. Floor IIh wildflower seed locations 
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Figure 114. Floor IIh wild rose seed locations 
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Figure 115. Floor IIh unidentified seed locations 
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Figure 116. Floor IIh distribution of all seed locations and plant processing tools. 
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Figure 117. Floor IIh seed counts by type per residential unit 

 

Spatial Distribution of Dacite Material, Sourcing Data, and Prestige Correlations (IIh) 

Visual maps of the distribution of sourced dacite debitage and tools were created as well to 

examine whether or not the source types clustered in one particular area (Figure 118).  Another 

map including all nonlocal raw material tools and prestige items with the distribution of sourced 

dacite material was also created to analyze potential spatial consistency (Figure 119).  For 

determining if material was within the residential unit zone, only debitage/tools recorded within 

the unit/quad areas associated with the unit was utilized.  Of note, for the prestige item found 

within the buffer zone of both Hearth 16 and Hearth 17, the item was counted in each residential 

unit.   
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Figure 118. Floor IIh dacite debitage and tools according to pXRF Sourcing 
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Figure 119. Floor IIh dacite debtiage and tools with nonlcoal/prestige items 
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Total counts and distributions of all sourced dacite samples, of nonlocal tools/debitage, and of 

prestige items by residential unit and by block are summarized in Tables 82-87.  To account for 

variation in sample sizes, data are also presented in ratio form out of the total floor material for 

nonlocal tools, nonlocal debitage, and prestige debitage/items.  For determining ratio values of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 material around residential units, values are derived out of the total sourced 

dacite samples around each residential unit to account for sample size differences in number of 

sourced dacite samples around each residential unit.  For block level Arrowstone Hills 1 ratio 

values, the measure is out of the total count of sourced dacite material for the floor.   

 

Residential 

Unit 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite  

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite  

Total Sourced 

Dacite Samples 

Hearth15 1 0 3 0 4 

Hearth16 3 0 1 1 5 

Hearth17 4 0 2 1 7 

Hearth18 7 0 3 4 14 

Hearth19 12 0 5 13 30 

Hearth20 9 1 11 1 22 

Hearth21 16 1 9 1 27 
Table 82. Floor IIh Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Residential Unit 

Residential Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  (jasper, 

Hat Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige 

Items (stone 

vessel 

shards) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Hearth15 0 0 0 0 1 

Hearth16 0 0 1 0 3 

Hearth17 0 0 1 0 4 

Hearth18 0 1 0 0 7 

Hearth19 1 11 0 1 12 

Hearth20 0 3 0 1 9 

Hearth21 0 3 1 0 16 
Table 83. Floor IIh Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units 

 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert)  

TotalIIh = 1 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

TotalIIh = 25 

Prestige Items 

(stone vessel 

shards) 

TotalIIh = 3 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

TotalIIh = 2 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalH15 = 4 

TotalH16 = 5 

TotalH17 = 7 

TotalH18 = 14 

TotalH19 = 30 
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TotalH20 = 22 

TotalH21 = 27 

Hearth15 0 0 0 0 0.25 

Hearth16 0 0 0.33 0 0.60 

Hearth17 0 0 0.33 0 0.57 

Hearth18 0 0.04 0 0 0.50 

Hearth19 1.0 0.44 0 0.5 0.40 

Hearth20 0 0.12 0 0.5 0.40 

Hearth21 0 0.12 0.33 0 0.59 
Table 84. Floor IIh Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units.  Values are out of the total floor material for the grouping 

Block 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite 

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite 

Total dacite 

sourced 

Samples 

A 20 1 18 7 46 

C 57 3 31 18 109 
Table 85. Floor IIh Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Block 

Block 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige Items 

(stone vessel 

shards, steatite 

cobble) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

A 1 5 1 0 20 

C 0 20 2 2 57 
Table 86. Floor IIh Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Block 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert)  

TotalIIh = 1 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

TotalIIh = 25 

Prestige Items 

(stone vessel 

shards, steatite 

cobble) 

TotalIIh = 3 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

TotalIIh = 

2 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalIIh = 155 

A 1.0 0.20 0.33 0 0.12 

C 0 0.80 0.66 1.0 0.36 
Table 87. Floor IIh Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Blocks.  Values are out of the total floor material for a grouping 

To check for statistical correlations at the Block and Residential Unit level, Spearman’s rho tests 

were performed between total counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, counts of nonlocal material 

(tools and debitage), and prestige items (Table 88).  These tests indicate at the residential unit 

level, the counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite and nonlocal material are fairly strongly correlated.  
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Additionally, the proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite in a residential unit is positively 

correlated with the overall proportion of prestige items.  Hearths 16, 17, and 21 have prestige 

items and the highest proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, however, for Hearths 16 and 17 

the overall dacite sample volume is very low.  Correlation tests were not performed at the block 

level since there are only two blocks for floor IIh.  This suggests for floor IIh that access/use of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite is generally unrelated to access/use of nonlocal raw material but 

potentially related to the presence of stone vessel shard prestige items.  This prestige correlation 

is most likely this is due to residential unit material accumulation patterns and sample volume. 

 
Data Per Residential Unit Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.89818, p (2-tailed) = 0.00601* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.47434, p (2-tailed) = 0.28218 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Debitage (Ratio) rs = -0.21714, p (2-tailed) = 0.64001 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools (Ratio) rs = -0.30896, p (2-tailed) = 0.50017 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = -0.21714, p (2-tailed) = 0.64001 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items (Ratio) rs = 0.87386, p (2-tailed) = 0.01013 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Debitage (Ratio) rs = -0.47863, p (2-tailed) = 0.27723. 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.47863, p (2-tailed) = 0.27723 

Table 88. Floor IIh Spearman’s Rho test results for Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Residential Unit 

Comparisons of Faunal/Lithic/Botanical Data for Residential Units (IIh) 
In order to understand possible underlying similarities between residential units for the IId floor, 

summary data on faunal/lithic/botanical indices was compared.  First, to compare general 

richness and diversity measures per residential unit, scatterplots were made for each type of 

material (faunal/lithic/botanical) based on values of Richness mapped against values of 

Diversity.  By visualizing these indices in scatterplots, it is easier to see which residential units 

have similar indices for a given type of material indicator of labor, subsistence, or raw material 

access.  Residential unit similarity in richness (and types) of categories and diversity within these 

categories is taken to indicate similar labor and subsistence practices shared between the 

residential units.  These figures also help show if variability in Richness/Diversity measures for 

each type of material per residential unit consistently clusters certain residential units together.  

This is helpful for further statistical analysis when comparing residential units across floors.   

 

Next, to compare proxies for labor practices per each residential unit, charts of 

richness/diversity/equitability indices were made using tool labor categories and debitage flake 

types.  Charts of activmass material per residential unit were made for understanding the 

distribution of faunal processing/consumption material, tool production/maintenance material, 

and botanical processing/consumption material.  A chart of fish/mammal/botanical NISP data per 

residential unit was made to further assess both labor and subsistence material differences per 

residential unit.  To compare breadth of raw material usage (and potentially raw material access), 
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charts of richness/diversity/equitability indices for tool labor by raw material data and tool type 

by raw material data were made (Figures 120-137). 

 

 

 
Figure 120. Floor IIh debitage flake types Richness and Diversity scores by residential units 
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Figure 121. Floor IIh Debitage Raw Material richness and diversity scores by residential units 

 
Figure 122. Floor IIh Debitage Size Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Units 

 

 
Figure 123. Floor IIh Debitage Size and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 124. Floor IIh Debitage flake types and raw material richness and diversity scores by residential unit 

 

 
Figure 125. Floor IIh Tool types richness and diversity scores by residential units 
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Figure 126. Floor IIh Tool Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Units 

 
Figure 127. Floor IIh Tool Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 128. Floor IIh Tool Labor Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Units 

 

 
Figure 129. Floor IIh Tool Labor and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Units 
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Figure 130. Floor IIh Faunal NISP Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Units 

 

 
Figure 131. Floor IIh Botanical NISP Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Units 
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Figure 132. Floor IIh Labor Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 
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Figure 133. Floor IIh Tool Production via Debitage Flake Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per 

Residential Unit 
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Figure 134. Floor IIh Botanical Activmass vs. Faunal Activmass vs. Debitage Activmass per Residential Unit 

 

Figure 135. Floor IIh FishNISP (Fish_NISP) vs. Mammal NISP (Mam_NISP) vs. Botanical NISP (Bot_NISP) 
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Figure 136. Floor IIh Labor by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 

 

Figure 137. Floor IIh Debitage by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 
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Floor IIh Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 
In order to determine if there is a “better-networked” residential unit for the IIh floor, a table was 

created comparing the proportion of high-quality subsistence remains (deer and salmon), 

proportion of prestige material, richness for raw material, tool morphology index, and richness of 

tool type richness (Table 89).  The residential unit with high subsistence measures is Hearth 17 

though it has medium-low raw material measures while three residential units have no or low 

subsistence measures but high raw material values.    

 
Residential 

Unit 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

(Salmon) 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

(Deer) 

Prestige 

Material 

(Items 

and 

Debitage) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Tools) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Debitage) 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Tool 

Type 

Richness 

Social 

Networks  

Hearth 

15 

0.090909 0 0 0 4 0 0 Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

low raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

16 

0 0 0.2 1 3 0 1 No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

low raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

17 

0.863636 0 0.2 6 3 0.111 4 High “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

medium raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

18 

0 0 0 2 4 0 3 No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

medium raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

19 

0 0 0.2 6 17 0.222 10 No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

high raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

20 

0 0 0.2 8 10 0.444 10 No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

high raw 

material 

richness 
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Hearth 

21 

0.045455 1 0.2 6 16 0.333 12 Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

high raw 

material 

richness 
Table 89. Floor IIh Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 

Summary 
The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zones include hide-working tools, plant processing tools, lithic production tools, 

woodworking tools, evidence for tool maintenance and multi-tools that could have been used for 

a variety of labor.  Interestingly, plant processing tools are found to much higher degrees than in 

residential units for floors IIe and IId.    

 

Hearth 15 in Block A has no tools.  Hearth 16 in Block A has one tool related to tool production.  

Hearth 17 in Block A has seven plant processing tools, two tools for tool production, and one 

multi-tool for woodworking and other labor.  Hearth 18 in Block A has two tool production 

tools, one woodworking tool, one tool for other labor, and one multi-tool for woodworking and 

other labor.  Hearth 19 in Block C has one butchering tool, fifteen plant processing tools, three 

tools for tool production, one woodworking tool, and one multi-tool tool for woodworking and 

other labor.  Hearth 20 in Block C has one butchering tool, one clothing production tool, two 

hide-working tools, eight plant processing tools, four tool related to tool production, one 

woodworking tool, and one hide-working tool.  Hearth 21 in Block C has one butchering tool, 

two hide-working tools, eleven plant processing tools, two tool production tools, three 

woodworking tools, a multi-tool for plant processing/tool production and a multi-tool for tool 

production.  

 

Tool labor category richness ranges from 1 (Hearths 16) to 8 (Hearths 20 and 21).  Tool labor 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 17 (1.156) and highest for Hearth 20 (1.731).  Tool labor 

equitability is highest for Hearths 18 (0.875) with an almost even distribution between labor 

categories.  The second highest measure of equitability between tool labor groups is for Hearth 

17 (0.834) and Hearth 20 (0.832) with Hearth 17 having four labor categories and Hearth 20 

having double that many with eight.  All residential units have fairly high equitability measures 

(all above 0.7) indicating each area has more even dispersions between labor categories rather 

than one tool labor category dominating the space.   

 

Debitage flake type richness ranges from 2 (Hearths 15, 16, 18) to 5 (Hearth 19, 20, 21).  

Debitage flake type diversity is lowest for Hearth 18 (0.132) and highest for with Hearth 17 

(0.799) with Hearth 21 being a close second (0.745).  Debitage flake type evenness measures are 

lowest for Hearth 18 (0.191) and highest for Hearth 15 (0.961).  For both of these residential 

units, there are only two categories, indicating that for Hearth 18 one flake type dominates while 

Hearth 15 is more evenly distributed between the two flake types. 

 

Two residential units had no faunal remains (Hearths 16 and 18).  Faunal richness for the rest 

ranges from 2 (Hearth 15) to 10 (Hearth 21).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 15 (0.244) 

and very low counts of the material.  The second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for 
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Hearth 17 (0.559) and the highest value is for Hearth 19 (1.018).  For evenness measures, the 

highest equitability index occurs for Hearth 19 (0.926) which has similar counts of remains as 

Hearth 15 distributed more evenly between three categories (being unidentifiable fish, mammal, 

or unidentifiable fragments).  The next highest equitability score is for Hearth 20 (0.809) while 

the lowest score is for Hearth 15 (0.353).  

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 18.  Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 

15 and 21 floor space, Hearth 17, 19, 20 feature samples) to 6 (Hearth 19 floor space). Botanical 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 16’s feature and floor area (0.69) where there are only two 

different types of seeds and the count for each is distributed evenly.  Botanical diversity is 

highest for Hearth 20 (1.13) for the floor area.  Botanical evenness measures are lowest for the 

Hearth 19 floor space (0.60) and highest for Hearth 17 floor and Hearth 21 feature (both 0.96) 

with the Hearth 15 feature (0.921) having a comparably high evenness score as well.  This 

indicates the abundance of each seed type is more evenly distributed across taxa for areas around 

or within Hearths 17, 15, and 21.  When looking at the seed types present for select residential 

units, all three of these more evenly distributed areas (Hearth 15, 17, 21) have very few remains 

that include kinnikinnick/bearberry, chenopods, grass, saskatoon, and wild rose.  Hearth 19 has 

the highest material count of botanicals with chenopods dominating the assemblage. 

 

Botanical activmass measures (of residential units with analyzed botanical samples) range from 

0.054 (Hearth 17) to 0.333 (Hearth 16).  Faunal activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 18) to 

0.600 (Hearth 15).  Debitage activmass measures range from 0.260 (Hearth 15) to 1.0 (Hearth 

18).  This may indicate that, as a measure of intensity for each type of activity, Hearth 18 was an 

area that accumulated debitage debris in higher quantities from lithic tool 

production/maintenance in relation to subsistence practices.  Hearth 15 was an area that 

accumulated faunal debris in greater proportion to other activities.  Hearth 16 accumulated a 

greater proportional representation of botanical material in the form of seeds, but the overall 

assemblage quantity in the area is very low.  

 

Prestige items are fewer on this floor and distributed between both Blocks, with the Hearths 16 

and 17 sharing a conglomerate stone vessel shard in the residential unit area.  Hearth 21 contains 

a sandstone vessel shard.  Hearth 19 and 20 both have prestige raw material but no prestige 

items.  High investment tool items are more prolific, with Hearth 17 including a sawed 

metamorphic rock and Hearth 19 having two incised slate tools in the residential unit area.  

Finally, Hearth 20 contained a preformed FCR in the hearth feature and a nearby groundstone 

cube.  Only two out of seven residential units have to prestige-related material, Hearth 15 and 18. 

 

Chapter 9: IIL Floor (1388 cal. BP) 
Introduction 
The IIL floor has 1 distinct hearth location (Figure 138) in the northern portion of Block A and a 

scattering of charcoal located in the western portion of Block A that is considered for residential 

unit analysis.  The northern hearth is a very small, shallow hearth located between a large rock 

cobble and cobble-sized grinding slab/abrader.  Three larger pits are located on the floor, one 

near the northern hearth in Block A and the other two located in Block C.  The Block C pits are 

overlapping and shallow, potentially having been the location of a hearth/boiling pit that was 
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cleaned out (Prentiss et al. 2022a:152).  The IIL floor represents the first large-scale expansion of 

the pithouse from the smaller singular-family residence in Block A to the more rectangular form 

that spans both Block A and C (Figure 139). 

 

 
Figure 138. Floor IIL map of hearths, rocks, pits, and postholes with Block outlines 

 

Previous Analysis of IIL Floor Spatial Organization 
All tool types are present across the IIL floor, though similar to IIe there are no adzes present 

while over heavy-duty woodworking tools occur.  Tools for manufacturing wood/bone/antler 

materials are found throughout the floor along with hunting and hide-working tools.  Debitage 

consists mostly of late-stage retouch flakes with few biface or core reduction flakes, indicating 

bifacial tool production and core reduction for flakes was not as prominent as seen on the later 

floors.  This variation in tool production practices could be due to shorter winter occupations or 

tools were made external to the pithouse (Prentiss et al. 2022a:152-155). 

 

Abandonment processes indicate planned return after final occupation with no evidence for floor 

cleaning.  The large cobbles associated to the northern hearth in Block A (Hearth 23) may have 

been considered site furniture but were clearly left in place during reflooring.  No evidence of 
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use as an anvil or grinding-related use-wear is present for one of the cobbles while the other was 

a grinding slab.  The adjacent cache pit was filled with refuse before abandonment as well, 

implicating this area as a primary kitchen/subsistence production space (Prentiss et al. 

2022a:155). 

 

Tool production activities based on debitage distributions show four clusters, two in Block C and 

two in Block A with the few early-stage reduction flakes concentrating in southwest Block C.  

Biface thinning and R-billet flakes are rare and located solely in Block C while retouch flakes are 

spread throughout both Blocks.  Other tool production items, like cores and hammerstones, are 

primarily in Block A even though early-stage reduction flakes are prominent in Block C, 

suggesting different use and discard locations.  All other tool types (Hunting/Butchering/Heavy-

duty/Hide-working/Groundstone) are relatively evenly distributed across the floor (Prentiss et al. 

2022:160). 

 

Subsistence material includes both fish and mammal remains, both of which are similarly 

distributed across the floor.  Three concentrations occur, with one associated to the northern 

hearth in Block A and the other two in the southwest and northwest of Block C, forming a rough 

linear pattern along the floor.  An additional cluster of mammal remains occurs in the southwest 

area of Block A.  High through low utility mammalian elements are found in both Block C 

faunal clusters, while high and medium utility elements are found throughout Block A in lower 

numbers.  Low utility mammal elements cluster around the northern Block A hearth too (Prentiss 

et al. 2022:160). 

 

Based on the distributions of lithic and faunal remains, four activity areas are proposed, with two 

occurring in Block C (to the northwest and southwest) and two in Block A (north-central around 

the hearth and southwest).  Mammal processing was more intense in Block C while fish 

processing concentrates around the northern hearth in Block A.  The southwest Block A area 

associated with the smaller charcoal-scatter area had greater evidence of lithic reduction 

activities, similar to the north-central area of Block C.  It is possible two groups lived across the 

IIL floor, with each occupying the north and south ends of the pithouse while the central zone 

(the southern portion of Block C) was a communal space.  Alternatively, the central space 

represents a separate family group, but because of the lack of hearth or storage features (which 

may have been removed from later impact by storage pits) this is seen as unlikely (Prentiss et al. 

2022:160-161).   
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Spatial Analysis of Floor IIL Residential Units (Hearths 22-23) 

 
Figure 139. Floor IIL with 50cm buffer zones indicated around hearth areas 

To compare hearth-based areas of activity, first visual buffer zones were created to indicate the 

zone around the hearths under consideration (Figure 139).  Next, maps of the distribution of all 

tools based on their associated labor and tools related to the main labor groups under 

consideration (Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Tool Production, Woodworking, 

Plant Processing) were created (Figure 140-141).  Tools that had multiple edges with different 

uses were categorized as “Multitools” while tools that could have been associated with two 

different kinds of labor were categorized by both kinds of labor (e.g., burin as 

Woodworking/Boneworking).  Individualized maps of pertinent labor categories with the hearth 

buffer zones were also created (Figures 142-144).  Finally, a map of prestige items and high-

investment tool types (e.g., sawed slate, incised tools) was created as well (Figure 145).  All data 

for tools per floor with raw material and labor categories used to generate the maps can be found 

in Appendix A.  
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Spatial Distribution of Tools and Prestige Material (IIL) 

 

 
Figure 140. Distribution of all tools and prestige items for IIL 
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Figure 141. Distribution of all Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Woodworking, Plant Processing, Tool 

Maintenance/Production, and Prestige material for floor IIL 
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Figure 142. Distribution of Tool Production, Maintenance, and Investment material for floor IIe.  Tool Production items 

include biface fragments, stage 2/4 bifaces, bipolar/unidirectional/multidirectional cores, and hammerstones. Tool 

Maintenance items include slate knife retouch flakes and slate scraper retouch flakes. Tool Investment items include 

incised tools and a sawed pebble. 
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Figure 143. Distribution of Butchering, Clothing Production, and Hide-working material for floor IIL 
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Figure 144. Distribution of Woodworking and Plant Processing Tools for floor IIL 
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Figure 145. Prestige and Tool Investment Map for IIL (Prestige Items: 1 – Copper Artifact, 2 – Steatite Pipe Fragment, 3 

– Sliced Steatite Bead, 4 – Chert Stone Bead; Tool Investment: 5 – Sawed Chert Pebble, 6 – Incised Slate Tool, 7 – Incised 

Slate Tool) 

Spatial Distribution of Botanical Remains (IIL) 

In order to compare residential unit subsistence production/consumption of botanicals, maps of 

identified seed and needle locations were created (Figures 146-154).  These maps include 

symbols (black pentagons) for each location of an analyzed light fraction sample while the 

presence of a particular type of seed is indicated with a green circle.  The legend includes the 

scientific name for the plant while the title for each map includes the common name for the plant 

species.  The size of the circle and associated seed count is in the legend where the larger the 

circle, the greater number of seeds of that taxon present.  Confidence in seed identification 

accuracy was also recorded in the legend, with “cf.” and “?” indicating a possible designation 

which are included in the botanical maps.  Additional maps of botanical locations and select 

tools were also created to visualize potential overlap in botanical processing and seed remains 

where locations of at least one (or more) seeds are marked with a dark green circle while 

locations of plant processing tools are marked with bright green circles (Figures 155).  For 

consistency in comparison, a bar chart of seed distributions for floor IIL was created as well 

(Figure 156). 
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Figure 146. Floor IIL Bearberry/Kinninnick Berry seed locations 
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Figure 147. Floor IIL Chenopod seed locations 
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Figure 148. Floor IIL dock/sorrel seed locations 
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Figure 149. Floor IIL Elderberry seed locations 
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Figure 150. Floor IIL Grass Family Seed locations 
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Figure 151. Floor IIL Black Hawthorn berry seed locations 
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Figure 152. Floor IIL Rose family seed locations 
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Figure 153. Floor IIL Saskatoon berry seed locations 
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Figure 154. Floor IIL unidentifiable seed locations 
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Figure 155. Floor IIL distribution of all seed locations and plant processing tools 
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Figure 156. Floor IIL Seed Distributions Across Residential Units 

 

Spatial Distribution of Dacite Material, Sourcing Data, and Prestige Correlations (IIL) 

In addition to the tool distribution maps, visual maps of the distribution of sourced dacite 

debitage and tools were created as well to examine whether or not the source types clustered in 

one particular area (Figure 157).  Another map including all nonlocal raw material tools and 

prestige items with the distribution of sourced dacite material was also created to analyze 

potential spatial consistency (Figure 158).  For determining if material was within the residential 

unit zone, only debitage/tools recorded within the unit/quad areas associated with the unit were 

utilized.   
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Figure 157. Floor IIL Dacite Debitage and Tools according to pXRF Sourcing 
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Figure 158. Floor IIL Dacite Debitage and Tools With Nonlocal/Prestige Raw Material  
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Total counts and distributions of all sourced dacite samples, of nonlocal tools/debitage, and of 

prestige items by residential unit and by block are summarized in Tables 90-95.  To account for 

variation in sample sizes, data are also presented in ratio form out of the total floor material for 

nonlocal tools, nonlocal debitage, and prestige debitage/items.  For determining ratio values for 

Arrowstone Hills 1 material around residential units, values are derived out of the total sourced 

dacite samples around each residential unit to account for sample size variation between number 

of dacite samples sourced around each residential unit.  For the block level ratio values, the 

number is derived out of the total number of sourced dacite samples for the floor.   

 

Residential 

Unit 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite  

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite  

Total Sourced 

Dacite Samples 

Hearth22 3 0 5 1 9 

Hearth23 0 0 2 0 2 
Table 90. Floor IIL Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Residential Unit 

Residential Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert, 

obsidian) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  (jasper, 

Hat Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert, 

obsidian) 

Prestige 

Items 

(Steatite pipe 

fragments, 

stone beads, 

copper 

artifacts) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Hearth22 0 0 0 0 3 

Hearth23 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 91. Floor IIL Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units 

 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert, 

obsidian)  

TotalIIL = 1 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert, 

obsidian) 

TotalIIL = 10 

Prestige Items 

(Steatite pipe 

fragments, 

stone beads, 

copper 

artifacts) 

TotalIIL = 3 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalH22 = 9 

TotalH23 = 2 

 

Hearth22 0 0 0 0 0.33 

Hearth23 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 92. Floor IIL Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Residential Units.  Values are out of the total floor material for the grouping 
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Block 

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 Dacite  

Counts of 

Unknown 

Source Dacite  

Counts of 

Arrowstone 

Hills 2/Upper 

Hat/Maiden 

Dacite  

Counts of West 

Pavilion Dacite  

Total dacite 

sourced 

Samples 

A 9 0 20 5 34 

C 33 5 40 4 82 
Table 93. Floor IIL Counts of Sourced Dacite Debitage/Tools by Block 

Block 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert) 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert) 

Prestige Items 

(Steatite pipe 

fragments, 

stone beads, 

copper 

artifacts) 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

A 1 3 1 0 9 

C 0 7 2 0 33 
Table 94. Floor IIL Counts of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Block 

Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tools 

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

green chert, 

obsidian)  

TotalIIL = 1 

Nonlocal 

Debitage  

(jasper, Hat 

Creek jasper, 

chalcedonies, 

yellow 

chalcedony, 

green chert, 

obsidian) 

TotalIIL = 10 

Prestige Items 

(Steatite pipe 

fragments, 

stone beads, 

copper 

artifacts) 

TotalIIL = 3 

Prestige 

Debitage 

(obsidian, 

steatite) 

TotalIIL = 

0 

Debitage and 

Tools Sourced 

to Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

TotalIIL = 116 

A 1.0 0.30 0.33 0 0.07 

C 0 0.70 0.66 0 0.28 
Table 95. Floor IIL Ratio Values of Nonlocal Tools, Nonlocal Debitage, Prestige Items, and Debitage/Tools Sourced to 

Arrowstone Hills 1 by Blocks.  Values are out of the total floor material for a grouping 

Because there were only two hearth locations for floor IIL, Spearman’s rho tests were not 

performed for correlations between total counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, counts of nonlocal 

material (tools and debitage), and prestige items to check for statistical correlations at either the 

residential unit and block level.  Instead, the IIL data are included in the overall assessments of 

statistical correlations between Arrowstone Hills 1 material, nonlocal material, and prestige 

items as discussed in the overall IIL-IId comparison Chapter 10. 

 

Comparisons of Faunal/Lithic/Botanical Data for Residential Units (IIL) 
In order to understand possible underlying similarities between residential units for the IIL floor, 

summary data on faunal/lithic/botanical indices was compared.  First, to compare general 

richness and diversity measures per residential unit, scatterplots were made for each type of 

material (faunal/lithic/botanical) based on values of Richness mapped against values of 

Diversity.  By visualizing these indices in scatterplots, it is easier to see which residential units 
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have similar indices for a given type of material indicator of labor, subsistence, or raw material 

access.  Residential unit similarity in richness (and types) of categories and diversity within these 

categories is taken to indicate similar labor and subsistence practices shared between the 

residential units.  These figures also help show if variability in Richness/Diversity measures for 

each type of material per residential unit consistently clusters certain residential units together.  

This is helpful for further statistical analysis when comparing residential units across floors.  

Since there were only two locations for comparison, these visuals were primarily used to see 

if/what index values were either distinct from each other or similar and how extreme these 

differences are compared to previous floors.   

 

Next, to compare proxies for labor practices per each residential unit, charts of 

richness/diversity/equitability indices were made using tool labor categories and debitage flake 

types.  Charts of activmass material per residential unit were made for understanding the 

distribution of faunal processing/consumption material, tool production/maintenance material, 

and botanical processing/consumption material.  A chart of fish/mammal/botanical NISP data per 

residential unit was made to further assess both labor and subsistence material differences per 

residential unit.  To compare breadth of raw material usage (and potentially raw material access), 

charts of richness/diversity/equitability indices for tool labor by raw material data and tool type 

by raw material data were made (Figures 159-175). 

 

 

 
Figure 159. Floor IIL Debitage Flake Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 160. Floor IIL Debitage Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 

 
Figure 161. Floor IIL Debitage Size Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 162. Floor IIL Debitage Size and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 

 
Figure 163. Floor IIL Debitage Flake Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 164. Floor IIL Tool Types Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 165. Floor IIL Tool Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 166. Floor IIL Tool Types and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 167. Floor IIL Tool Labor Categories Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 168. Floor IIL Tool Labor Category and Raw Material Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 

 
Figure 169. Floor IIL Faunal NISP Richness and Diversity Scores by Residential Unit 
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Figure 170. Labor Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 

 

Figure 171. Tool Production via Debitage Flake Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 
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Figure 172. Botanical Activmass vs. Faunal Activmass vs. Debitage Activmass per Residential Unit 

 

Figure 173. FishNISP (Fish_NISP) vs. Mammal NISP (Mam_NISP) vs. Botanical NISP (Bot_NISP) 
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Figure 174. Labor by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 

 

Figure 175. Debitage by Raw Material Type Richness, Diversity, and Equitability Indices per Residential Unit 
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Floor IIL Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 
In order to determine if there is a “better-networked” residential unit for the IIL floor, a table was 

created comparing the proportion of high quality subsistence remains (deer and salmon), 

proportion of prestige material, richness for raw material, tool morphology index, and richness of 

tool type richness (Table 96).  Both residential units lack high-quality subsistence remains but 

Hearth 23 has higher raw material richness, making it the “better-networked” space. 

 

 
Residential 

Unit 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

(Salmon) 

High 

Quality 

Subsistence 

(Deer) 

Prestige 

Material 

(Items 

and 

Debitage) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Tools) 

Raw 

Material 

Richness 

(Debitage) 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Tool 

Type 

Richness 

Social 

Networks 

Hearth 

22 

0 0 0 3 4 0 3 No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

medium raw 

material 

richness 

Hearth 

23 

0 0 0 7 2 1 6 No “high-

quality”  

subsistence, 

high raw 

material 

richness 
Table 96. Floor IIL Residential Unit Social Network Ranking 

Floor IIL Summary 
The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zones include plant processing tools, tool production tools, hide-working tools, 

woodworking tools, and clothing/woodworking tools.  Hearth 22 in Block A has one plant 

processing tool and one multi-tool for clothing production/woodworking.  Hearth 23 in Block A 

has two tool production tools, one hide-working tool, one woodworking tool, and one plant 

processing tool.  Tool labor category richness is 3 for Hearth 22 and 5 for Hearth 23.  Tool labor 

diversity is lower for Hearth 22 (1.098) but equitability distributed (1.0).  Tool labor diversity is 

higher for Hearth 23 (1.549) and almost evenly distributed (0.962). 

 

Debitage flake type richness is 2 for Hearth 22 and 1 for Hearth 23 (which only has one type of 

flake).  Debitage flake diversity for Hearth 22 is 0.450 and the equitability index is 0.650.   Since 

there are only two categories, the flake types are somewhat evenly distributed between them for 

Hearth 22 with most flakes being unidentifiable, consistent with flake type patterns for the other 

floors. 

 

Faunal richness for Hearth 22 is 4 and richness for Hearth 23 is 5.  The diversity index for Hearth 

22 is 0.839 while the diversity for Hearth 23 is 0.076.  Since the faunal remains around Hearth 

23 are incredibly dominated by unidentifiable fish fragments, this low diversity score makes 

sense even though there are more specimens.  The equitability score for Hearth 22 is 0.605 and 

for Hearth 23 the equitability score is 0.047. 
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For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 22 while Hearth 23 had very low botanical 

counts.  Botanical richness for Hearth 23 was 2, diversity for floor samples was 0.61 and 

equitability was 0.89.  Looking at seed types, there were 4 kinnikinnick/bearberries and 9 

chenopod seeds while the feature sample yielded no seed remains.  The botanical activmass 

measure for Hearth 23 was 0.011.  Faunal activmass was higher for Hearth 23 (0.983) and lower 

for Hearth 22 (0.764).  Debitage activmass was higher for Hearth 22 (0.235) and much lower for 

Hearth 23 (0.005).  

 

Prestige items are more spatially dispersed on this floor and distributed between both Blocks, 

however, no items were found within the residential unit spaces and the closest prestige item to 

either residential unit was a chert stone bead found to the far south of Block A.  Interestingly, an 

incised slate tool was found nearby Hearth 23 though it did not fall within the residential unit 

buffer zone for this study. 

Chapter 10: Spatial Analysis Between Floors (IIL – IId) 
Introduction 
One measure of consistency in space use is to look at the entire floor distribution of features and 

see how features align between occupational floors.  This is particularly useful if a major 

contributing factor to the deposition of residential unit material is the overall structure of the 

pithouse.  For occupational floors that share locations of hearths, similarities or differences in 

material around these hearths would be more likely due to other influences than logistical spatial 

constraints.  These data are for Hypothesis 3, which posits that use of space does not exhibit 

cohesive patterns but is only controlled by the bounded nature of the structure (e.g., shape of 

floor, access to light) in conjunction with individual agency. 

 

Social Continuity Index (SCI), Social Discontinuity Index (SDI), and Activity Area Index 

(AAI) 
To facilitate comparison of feature placements between floors and to derive comparable data on 

continuity in hearth placement and storage location per residential unit, both a Social Continuity 

Index (SCI) and a Social Discontinuity Index (SDI) were calculated for each feature type per 

floor pair (Baxter 2015; Düring 2001, 2005; Hampton and Prentiss 2020).  For floors with 

shallow depressions, these have been recorded as pits for feature comparisons.  A raster matrix 

was created in ArcGIS using the Feature to Raster tool for each floor with the cell size set to 1 

pixel.  The raster process derives pixel counts per feature type.  The presence of a specific 

feature was marked by a specified value (Pits = 1, Hearths = 2, Postholes = 5) wand the total 

count of pixels for that value is calculated.  For floor IIe where some hearths are also locations of 

pits and/or hearths were capping pits, initial investigation classified these hearth-pits as hearths 

or pits depending on degree of overlap of hearth on top of the pit for SCI/SDI comparisons 

(Figures 176-181). 

 

Next, the geoprocessing Minus Tool (Spatial Analyst) was used to superimpose two rasters on 

top of each other and then subtracts a lower matrix from the upper one (ESRI 2023) resulting in 

new pixel values.  For features that are consistent, the new pixel value would be a 0 and indicate 

feature overlap.  For locations of hearth features that are then used as locations for pits, the new 

pixel value would be 1.  For locations of pit features that are then used as locations for hearths, 

the new pixel value would be -1.  For locations of postholes that are then used as pits, the new 
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pixel value would be 4.  For locations of postholes that are then used as hearths, the new pixel 

value would be 3.  For locations of pits that are then used as postholes, the new pixel value 

would be -4.  For locations of hearths that are then used for postholes, the new pixel value would 

be -3.     

 

Once the number of pixels for each value is calculated, the total resulting counts for 0-value 

pixels (e.g., occurrences of consistent feature placement) are then divided by the cumulative 

frequency of all valued pixels for both floors to produce a SCI for the two floors. SCI values 

range from 0 to 1 and is the ratio of how often a feature reoccurs in the same location versus the 

total prevalence of feature activity.  Additional SDI was calculated for feature changes, so the 

total count of pixels related to all feature changes was divided by the cumulative frequency of all 

valued pixels for both floors.  An Activity Area Index (AAI) was also calculated as the sum of 

all pixel values resulting from the Minus calculation to assess consistency in any kind of activity 

placement between floors.  Results can be found in Tables 97-99 below. 

 
Floor Pits  Hearths  Postholes Total Count for 

Activity Areas 

IId 9143 9959 1182 20284 

IIe 32255 22928 3644 58827 

IIh 9477 13854 104 23435 

IIL 6796 382 365 7543 
Table 97. Pixel Values for all Floors 

 IId to IIL IId to IIh IId to IIe IIe to IIh IIe to IIL IIh to IIL 

Consistent 

Hearth/Pit 

291 (Pit 

only) 

N/A 2974 (Hearth 

only) 

2 N/A 2517 

(Hearth 

and Pit) 

Pit to 

Posthole 

240 N/A N/A N/A 839 N/A 

Pit to Hearth N/A 1318 1294 1645 1082 N/A 

Hearth to 

Posthole 

N/A N/A 165 N/A N/A N/A 

Hearth to Pit N/A N/A 91 N/A 4 N/A 

Posthole to 

Pit 

N/A N/A 388 N/A N/A 47 

Posthole to 

Hearth 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 365 N/A 

Table 98. Pixel Values for Feature Similarities and Differences Using Minus Tool Between all Floors 

 IId to IIL IId to IIh IId to IIe IIe to IIh IIe to IIL IIh to IIL 

SDI 0.008 0.030 0.024 0.000 0.034 0.001 

SCI 0.010 0.000 0.037 0.019 0.000 0.081 

AAI 0.019 0.030 0.062 0.020 0.034 0.082 
Table 99. Social Continuity Index (SCI), Social Discontinuity Index (SDI), and Activity Area Index (AAI) 
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Figure 176. IIL to IId Comparison of Feature Overlap for Calculating SCI 
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Figure 177. IIh to IId Comparison of Feature Overlap for Calculating SCI 
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Figure 178. IIe to IId Comparison of Feature Overlap for Calculating SCI 
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Figure 179. IIL to IIe Comparison of Feature Overlap for Calculating SCI 
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Figure 180. IIh to IIe Comparison of Feature Overlap for Calculating SCI 
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Figure 181. IIL to IIh Comparison of Feature Overlap for Calculating SCI 
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Summary 
Spatial analysis of consistency in feature placement between all four floors using a Social 

Continuity Index, Social Discontinuity Index, and Activity Area Index indicate interesting 

patterns.  The majority of floors lack consistency in any feature placements.  Some differences in 

feature placement between floors is due to impacts from other floor occupations, such as the full 

extent of hearth features being truncated by pits from later occupational floors, as seen with the 

northern portion of Hearth 18 on IIh being impacted by a pit dug during the subsequent IIg floor.  

However, some inferences can still be made.  Out of all floors, the two that are most consistent in 

hearth feature placement are IId and IIe (SCI 0.037) with Hearth 7 (IIe) and Hearth 2 (IId) and 

Hearth 13 (IIe) and Hearth 4 (IId) having overlap.  The highest measure for SCI is between 

floors IIh and IIL, primarily due to consistency in pit placement between these two floors. 

 

For social discontinuity indices (SDI), the highest score is between IIe and IIL (0.034) with 

floors IId and IIh coming in at a close second (0.030).  The primary spatial differences between 

IIe and IIL occurs in Block C with an area previously having a pit on IIL being a space for a 

hearth on IIe.  This same hearth occupies the space of an old posthole while the location of a pit 

on IIL is later used as a posthole nearby to Hearth 7 as well.  This positions this area of Block C 

on IIL and IIe as sharing similar structural support beams, with the IIe occupation having a 

hearth in the area while the IIL occupation may have had an adjacent hearth to the posthole but if 

so, it would have been previously excavated during the 2008 trench study. 

 

For floors IId and IIh, this same area in Block C is maintained as a space for different features.  

Between IIh, a pit was utilized in the location that, by the time of the IId occupation, the space 

was being utilized for a hearth.  When looking at measures of overall consistency in an area 

being used for feature placement using the activity area index (AAI), the highest value is 

between IIh and IIL (0.082) with IId and IIe (0.062) secondary.  This makes sense as IIh and IIL 

are the rectangular-shaped pithouse and IId and IIe are the oval-shaped pithouse.  While the 

activities of hearth placement, pit storage, and posthole arrangement in the spaces are variable, 

the consistency in a particular area of the pithouse to be used for features points to the influence 

of the overall spatial layout (rectangular or oval) in how people organized their activities. 

Chapter 11: Correlation Analyses of Assemblage Material (Floors IIL – 

IId) 
Introduction 
Beyond spatial comparisons of feature locations between floors to look for consistency and 

difference in how space was used, statistical analyses of multiple properties of residential units 

were performed.  To determine the influence of sample size on material variation present in 

residential unit material, multiple Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients were calculated.  

These correlation coefficients are presented in Tables 100-105, with statistically significant 

correlations in blue and non-statistically significant results in red.  Statistically significant results 

are also marked by a * if the p-value is 0.05 or less and by a + if the p-value is between 0.05-

0.20.    

 

The first set of correlation tests were run between total tools present in an assemblage and the 

richness/diversity/equitability of tool labor categories, tool raw material, and tool types were 
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calculated to see if variation in tools present per residential unit was due to sheer quantity of 

tools found in a location.   

 

Similarly, correlations between total counts of debitage in an assemblage and the 

richness/diversity/equitability of debitage flake types, raw material, flake type by raw material, 

and size category were assessed.  This is to see if variation in lithic tool production/maintenance 

as captured by debitage flake types and variation in raw material access present in debitage is a 

product of debitage quantity.  If richness/diversity/equitability measures are related to the 

amount of debitage in a residential unit, then variation in lithic tool production/maintenance or 

raw materials derived from these measures is not a sufficient proxy to discuss differences in 

activities of tool production/maintenance unless the sample sizes are equivalent. 

 

Correlations between faunal counts and richness/diversity/equitability indices of taxa are then 

assessed to see if faunal processing/subsistence measures per residential unit are impacted by the 

quantity of faunal material present.  Since subsistence measures are used to assess unequal 

distribution of high-quality food remains (salmon and deer), understanding if the richness and 

diversity of food remains is correlated to total faunal counts is important.  This is especially 

necessary when comparing different residential units.  If an area lacks these high-quality food 

resources not because they were not being processed in that area but because not enough density 

of material accumulated in order to provide the opportunity for such high-quality materials to 

preserve, then assessments of resource restriction are impacted.  An additional wrinkle with 

faunal analysis is the impact of taphonomic processes and human processing on the ability to 

identify a specimen to a particular taxa.  For fish or mammal remains, if they were being 

extensively processed, leaving behind very small fragments, the likelihood of identifying a 

specimen to a particular taxa is much lower than if larger specimens are present.   

 

Correlations between each type of activmass proportion and richness/diversity/equitability 

indices for tool labor categories, debitage flake types, tool raw material, and debitage raw 

material were investigated as well.  This helps check for statistically significant relationships 

between the proportional accumulation of faunal/debitage/botanical material in a residential unit 

and other material indicators of labor (tool labor categories and debitage flake types) or material 

indicators of social networks (tool and debitage raw material).  If activmass is an appropriate 

proxy for encapsulating the intensity of specific types of activity in a residential unit (e.g., higher 

debitage activmass indicates an area had more lithic tool production/maintenance activity 

relative to other activities) then understanding relationships between that labor and other material 

indicators of activity is useful for recreating use of space around hearths.   

 

Finally, the relationships between the distribution of Arrowstone Hills 1 material to nonlocal raw 

material and prestige material across all residential units was assessed to see if resource 

restrictions to Arrowstone Hills 1 material co-occurred with the emergence of inequality.   

 

In reference to the three hypotheses, checking for correlations between material quantity and 

richness/diversity/equitability measures is necessary to ensure richness/diversity/equitability data 

are appropriate proxy measures for addressing test expectations.  Based on all of the above 

correlation calculations, a selection of residential units were chosen for factor analysis to further 

understand changes in use of space around hearths over time. 
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Relationships between Material Sample Size and Richness/Diversity/Equitability 

Measures 
In order to address the efficacy of comparing richness, diversity, and equitability measures of 

multiple data types at the residential unit level for each of the hypotheses, it must be determined 

if these measures are being influenced by sample size.  As such, Spearman’s rho correlation 

coefficients were calculated between each richness/diversity/equitability measures and material 

counts per residential unit for all floors.   

 

For richness values, if they are statistically related to the quantity of material around a hearth/in a 

residential unit, this would indicate that when a particular location around a hearth is simply 

utilized to a greater degree, then the total number of categories related to that quality similarly 

increases.  If correlations exist, then only residential units with high sample volumes can be 

compared across floors while residential units of low sample volumes can also be compared 

using principal components analysis.  Importantly, locations where more consistent types of 

activity are occurring would be locations of high material volume but low richness measures 

while locations of more variation in activity would be locations of both high material volume and 

high richness.   

 

If similar structuring principles are influencing the underlying distributions of 

tools/debitage/subsistence/prestige material around residential units, then factor analysis for high 

sample volume residential units would represent more equivalent comparisons of space use then 

across all residential units.  Therefore, to determine the role of sample volume in measures of 

richness/diversity/equitability of tool remains, debitage remains, and faunal remain were 

necessary.  

    

Tool Data and Labor Categories 

For tool-based labor differences, correlations between tool counts and richness would indicate 

that as a space accumulates more tools, the greater the likelihood that space is to then represent 

more types of labor.  If different types of labor were being performed in spatially distinct areas, 

then tool-based labor richness and tool count would be expected to be uncorrelated as tools of the 

same labor categories would be accumulating within the same space.    

 

Importantly for determining if space around hearths is being utilized for consistent types of labor 

would be how evenly distributed the tools are between labor categories and if this is also 

statistically correlated to sample size.  Additionally, the richness/diversity/equitability measures 

do not indicate that each residential unit has the same type of labor-based tools present rather 

these measures indicate the number of different types of labor and how diverse/evenly 

distributed each type of tool is between these categories.  

 

Across all residential units, tool-based labor richness/diversity/equitability was statistically 

significantly correlated with tool sample size for the residential unit (Table 100).  While it is 

expected that the diversity and equitability indices would be somewhat correlated with the total 

counts of tools, the correlation of richness values indicates that the use of a space leads to greater 

tool richness, both based on tool types and based on labor categories.  However, as that richness 

increases, how evenly distributed between types of labor is negatively correlated indicating that 
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as more tools accumulate within residential units, it is more likely those tools are concentrating 

within certain labor categories.   

 

Tool morphology indices were also checked for correlations with total tool volume around 

residential units, returning rs = 0.80968, p (2-tailed) = 1E-05, consistently indicating that sample 

volume is connected to tool differences.  Interestingly, the only value that is less significantly 

correlated to total tool counts is how evenly distributed the raw material type is between tool 

types.  As volume of tools discarded around hearths increases, how evenly distributed the types 

of raw material used for those tools is somewhat negatively correlated.  

 
 Richness Diversity Equitability 

Tool Labor Categories rs = 0.91832, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

 

rs = 0.75708, p (2-

tailed) = 0.00011* 

 

rs = -0.649, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.00196* 

 

Tool Raw Material rs = 0.82458, p (2-

tailed) = 1E-05* 

 

rs = 0.54669, p (2-

tailed) = 0.01262* 

 

rs = -0.30747, p (2-

tailed) = 0.18726
+
 

 

Tool Types rs = 0.94402, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

 

rs = 0.87538, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

 

rs = -0.57678, p (2-

tailed) = 0.00776* 

 
Table 100. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients for tool measures per residential unit and richness, diversity, 

equitability indices 

Debitage Data 

For debitage data, correlations between debitage count volume and flake type richness would 

indicate that as a space accumulates more debitage, the greater the likelihood that space is to 

represent distinguishable lithic production/maintenance behavior.  Similarly, for debitage raw 

material richness values, as a space is used more (or more material is present in an area) then the 

greater likelihood there will be more types of raw material present (Table 101). 

 

Across all residential units, the richness of flake types present positively correlates to the total 

volume of debitage found within the residential unit, however the diversity and equitability 

distribution of flake types is not as strongly statistically significantly correlated (with p-values of 

0.13).  Since identifiable flake type categories are limited, the fact that the diversity and 

equitability measures of these types are not strongly correlated to the total amount of debitage 

within the residential unit is important.  Interestingly, while the correlation between sample 

volume and flake diversity is positive, the correlation between sample volume and evenness is 

negative, suggesting that as sample volume increases, it is increasing within certain flake 

categories rather than across all flake types.  This allows for the possibility that the variation in 

debitage production/maintenance (as captured by different flake types) and how evenly 

distributed that material is across flake types is being influenced by aspects of space use beyond 

accumulation processes. 

 

Diversity of debitage size classes is statistically uncorrelated to debitage sample volume while 

how evenly material is distributed between classes is lightly correlated to sample volume.  While 

the diversity of flake types and equitability of flake type has a p-value greater than 0.05 for 

statistical significance, it is still fairly low (p-value = 0.13) though the strength of the correlation 

is much lower than that for richness and, in the case of equitability, a negative correlation.  It 
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appears that different processes are contributing to how diverse and equitably distributed the size 

of debitage remains are within residential units then just the amount of debitage found within 

that residential unit.  Similarly for flake types, the correlation between sample volume and 

evenness is negative, suggesting that as sample volume increases, it is increasing within certain 

size classes.  

 
 Richness Diversity Equitability 

Debitage Flake Types rs = 0.87408, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

rs = 0.33767, p (2-

tailed) = 0.13439
+
 

rs = -0.33832, p (2-

tailed) = 0.1336
+
 

Debitage Raw Material rs = 0.90203, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

rs = 0.39116, p (2-

tailed) = 0.07953
+
 

 

rs = -0.69201, p (2-

tailed) = 0.00051* 

Debitage Flake Types 

by Raw Material 

rs = 0.94068, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

rs = 0.66602, p (2-

tailed) = 0.00098* 

rs = -0.79987, p (2-

tailed) = 1E-05* 

Debitage Size rs = 0.51149, p (2-

tailed) = 0.01779* 

rs = 0.0104, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.96433 

rs = -0.32099, p (2-

tailed) = 0.15597
+
 

Table 101. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients for debitage measures per residential unit and richness, diversity, 

equitability indices 

 

Faunal Data 

For faunal data, the richness of taxa present was statistically significantly correlated to the 

overall NISP (Table 102).  This would seem to indicate that richness as a measure of subsistence 

variability around the hearths may be reflecting total accumulation of faunal material rather than 

actual differences in subsistence practices.  Comparatively, when the scale is broadened to the 

block-level, the statistical correlation between NISP and richness is not present.  This may 

indicate there is a middle ground for sampling that is able to capture statistically significant 

subsistence variation.  However, as a measure of intensity and cumulative presence of 

subsistence processing/consumption around each hearth, faunal richness and diversity does offer 

a glimpse into interesting variations.   

 
 Richness Diversity Equitability 

Faunal NISP rs = 0.88906, p (2-

tailed) = 0* 

rs = 0.3871, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.08299
+
 

rs = 0.1147, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.62056 
Table 102. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients for faunal NISP per residential unit and faunal richness, diversity, 

equitability indices 

The residential units that group together with higher NISPs and higher richness/diversity 

measures are Hearth 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, and 21.  Hearth 4 is the rounder hearth in Block D for floor 

IId, but in terms of total counts of unit/quad space associated around a hearth, Hearth 4 and 

Hearth 2 have equivalent space but drastically different counts of faunal material.  For Hearth 11, 

even with being impacted by a pit to the south, the residential unit area has the second highest 

count of faunal material for floor IIe and the highest richness for that floor.  While there is a 

correlation between total NISP and richness, it is not a direct one to one equivalency.  In looking 

at total faunal counts, floor IIh has almost the same number of hearths used in this study, but 

drastically lower faunal counts around the majority of hearths compared to Floor IIe, with some 

locations having no faunal remains even when adjacent to hearths with subsistence remains (e.g., 

Hearth 18 and 16 compared to Hearth 17). 
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Diversity measures for variation in subsistence are able to measure how abundant each 

taxa/grouping is for a residential unit’s space.  As the index decreases, there is less diverse 

abundance and it indicates that the majority of abundance is concentrated in one taxa/group 

while the higher the diversity measure, the more dispersed the counts are between taxa/group.  

How evenly dispersed the material is between groups is also represented in the equitability index 

(as derived from the diversity index).  Since richness is generally correlated to overall NISP, then 

diversity measures should be general descriptors of NISP with higher diversity co-occurring with 

higher NISP.  This holds with the statistically significant positive correlation between Faunal 

NISP and faunal diversity (though the strength of the correlation is not abundantly high at rs 

=0.38).  Equitability is not statistically significantly correlation to faunal NISP across all 

residential units.  

 

When compared to the floor-level analysis of subsistence variation (Prentiss et al. 2020a) 

excluding indeterminate material, the basic NISP and richness for major faunal classes is not 

statistically correlated, allowing for comparisons of diet breadth (and thus subsistence practices) 

at the block and floor level.  At this floor level, richness values are relatively high for IId (8), IIe 

(7) and IIh (7), and somewhat lower for IIL (6).  Through an examination of faunal material 

around each hearth, inclusive of indeterminate material, this research provides an understanding 

of how the different spatial areas of the floor are contributing to this floor-level data.  The 

majority of hearth-adjacent faunal remains for IId occur around Hearth 4 in Block D and the 

northern area of Hearth 2 in Block C.  For IIe, the faunal material is more spread out between all 

hearths, with the majority of material associated to the Block C Hearth 7 followed by Hearth 11 

and 13 in Block D.  For the IIh floor, the overwhelming majority of faunal material occurs 

around Hearth 21, a somewhat smaller hearth, in Block C.  For the IIL floor, there is the outlying 

Hearth 23 which has the highest count of faunal specimens but the floor has the lowest richness 

out of the four studied.  The number of indeterminate fish fragments associated to Hearth 23 far 

outweighs any values for any material in the other residential units.    

 

In considering H1, if access to salmon and deer was weak during late BR 2 to earliest BR 3 (IIL 

to IIh) and during later BR 3 times (IId to IIc and IIa) then in terms of subsistence labor, we 

expect more similarity between IIL, IIh, and IId while the peak fishery productivity on IIe and 

IIb would place IIe as a point of possible dissimilarity (Prentiss et al. 2020a:10). 

 

Activmass Data 

Finally, to investigate the relationship between overall material activmass within residential units 

and tool labor or raw material data, Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients were calculated 

between faunal/debitage/botanical activmass, tool labor categories, debitage variation, and raw 

material variation (Table 103).  This helps to determine if there are interrelated processes 

between the proportion of debitage material, faunal material, or botanical material within a 

residential unit and richness/diversity/equitability measures.  The proportion of debitage material 

in a residential unit is taken to indicate relative intensity of tool production/maintenance 

occurring in the area.  The proportion of faunal material in a residential unit is taken to indicate 

relative intensity of food processing/consumption occurring in the area.  The proportion of 

botanical material in a residential unit is taken to indicate relative intensity of botanical food 

processing/consumption occurring in the area.   
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The relationship between the total amount of food production/consumption material (as faunal 

activmass) within a residential unit appears to be statistically positively correlated to tool labor 

variability (richness and diversity) across all residential units.  Since the richness and diversity of 

tools in a residential until is related to the accumulation of tools in the area, the fact that these 

measures are also related to the proportional amount of faunal material within and around hearth 

locations indicates areas with more faunal process/consumption are more likely to accumulate 

tools.  Hearth areas that had higher amounts of faunal material relative to debitage/botanical 

material have higher amounts of tools, highlighting these hearth areas as probable spatial 

attractors (O’Brien et al. 2022).  It could also be that, as the proportion of faunal material 

increases in a residential unit, the richness and diversity of tools needed to process faunal 

material (or tools being used by those consuming faunal material) increases.  To determine this 

relationship more clearly, a closer examination of the tools found in high faunal activmass 

residential units is necessary (see Discussion and Results). 

 

Faunal activmass is also correlated with debitage raw material diversity and equitability, 

indicating potential influences between faunal subsistence/consumption practices and the 

distribution of lithic production/maintenance material using a greater range of raw materials.  

Interestingly, the richness of raw material in both debitage and tools is uncorrelated with higher 

amounts of faunal material per residential unit; it is the distribution between these debitage raw 

material types that shows a correlation.  Lastly, botanical activmass is statistically significantly 

correlated to how evenly distributed debitage flake types are per residential unit, indicating the 

evenness of flake types is somewhat associated to the quantity of botanicals found within a 

residential unit area. 

 

Additionally, correlation coefficients were calculated between faunal/debitage/botanical 

activmass and prestige material per residential unit.  Prestige values per residential unit were 

calculated as a ratio out of each floor’s distribution of total prestige material.  For faunal 

activmass and prestige material, the correlation coefficient was rs = -0.10218, p (2-tailed) = 

0.65941. For debitage activmass and prestige material, the correlation coefficient was rs = 0.19321, 

p (2-tailed) = 0.40139. For botanical activmass and prestige material, the correlation coefficients 

was rs = 0.1965, p (2-tailed) = 0.39328.  These indicate no statistically significant relationship between 

activmass in a residential unit and prestige items or prestige debitage. 
 

 

 Richness Diversity Equitability 

Faunal Activmass and 

Tool Labor Categories 

rs = 0.3863, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.08368
+
 

rs = 0.4961, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.02218* 

rs = 0.08898, p (2-

tailed) = 0.7013. 

Debitage Activmass and 

Tool Labor Categories 

rs = -0.1483, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.52116 

rs = -0.30309, p (2-

tailed) = 0.18169
+ 

rs = -0.22874, p (2-

tailed) = 0.3186 

Botanical Activmass 

and Tool Labor 

Categories 

rs = -0.19748, p (2-

tailed) = 0.39087. 

 

rs = -0.25856, p (2-

tailed) = 0.25775 

 

rs = -0.19282, p (2-

tailed) = 0.40236 

 

Faunal Activmass and 

Debitage Flake Types  

rs = -0.03006, p (2-

tailed) = 0.89708 

 

rs = -0.03314, p (2-

tailed) = 0.88661. 

 

rs = 0.06303, p (2-

tailed) = 0.78607 

 

Debitage Activmass and 

Debitage Flake Types 

rs = 0.20502, p (2-

tailed) = 0.37265 

rs = -0.10718, p (2-

tailed) = 0.64379. 

rs = -0.31114, p (2-

tailed) = 0.16979
+ 
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Botanical Activmass 

and Debitage Flake 

Types 

rs = 0.05202, p (2-

tailed) = 0.82281 

 

rs = 0.34463, p (2-

tailed) = 0.12604
+ 

 

rs = 0.47145, p (2-

tailed) = 0.03097* 

 

Faunal Activmass and 

Tool Raw Material 

rs = 0.30587, p (2-

tailed) = 0.17753
+ 

 

rs = 0.21354, p (2-

tailed) = 0.35266 

 

rs = 0.06246, p (2-

tailed) = 0.78795 

 

Debitage Activmass and 

Tool Raw Material 

rs = -0.09065, p (2-

tailed) = 0.69597 

 

rs = -0.07875, p (2-

tailed) = 0.73437 

 

rs = -0.09925, p (2-

tailed) = 0.66862 

 

Botanical Activmass 

and Tool Raw Material 

rs = -0.12226, p (2-

tailed) = 0.59754 

 

rs = -0.05629, p (2-

tailed) = 0.80851 

 

rs = -0.05352, p (2-

tailed) = 0.81776. 

 

Faunal Activmass and 

Debitage Raw Material 

rs = 0.00623, p (2-

tailed) = 0.97863 

 

rs = 0.38844, p (2-

tailed) = 0.08184
+
 

 

rs = 0.39558, p (2-

tailed) = 0.0759
+
 

 

Debitage Activmass and 

Debitage Raw Material 

rs = 0.19392, p (2-

tailed) = 0.39965 

 

rs = -0.24156, p (2-

tailed) = 0.29147 

 

rs = -0.43377, p (2-

tailed) = 0.04947* 

 

Botanical Activmass 

and Debitage Raw 

Material 

rs = -0.1004, p (2-tailed) 

= 0.66501. 

 

rs = 0.03744, p (2-

tailed) = 0.87199 

 

rs = 0.15239, p (2-

tailed) = 0.50961 

 
Table 103. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients for activmass measures per residential unit and richness, diversity, 

equitability indices 

Relationship Between Arrowstone Hills Material, Nonlocal Material, and Prestige Items 
To explore the relationship between access to Arrowstone Hills 1 material, other nonlocal raw 

material, and prestige items across all floors, two sets of Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient 

tests were performed.  These tests included looking at residential units across all four floors 

using counts of Arrowstone Hills 1 material, counts of nonlocal material, and counts of prestige 

material as well as ratio data of material.  Similarly to the assessments per floor, the ratio values 

for Arrowstone Hills 1 material are out of the total count of sourced dacite around each 

residential unit.  Tests at the Block level were also performed using the same protocols, with 

ratio values per block for Arrowstone Hills 1 material out of the total number of sourced dacite 

per floor (Table 104-105).   

 

These tests indicate that at the residential unit level across all floors, total counts of Arrowstone 

Hills 1 material is positively statistically significantly correlated to total counts of both nonlocal 

material and prestige material.  However, when using ratio measures, such correlations do not 

appear to be significant, implicating it is the sheer volume of material around a residential unit 

that is an influencing factor in whether or not nonlocal tools and prestige items are present.   

 

When looking at the block level measures, both the counts and ratio values indicate positive 

statistically significant correlations between the amount and proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 

material in a block, the amount/proportion of nonlocal material, and amount/proportion of 

prestige material.  This potentially indicates that across all floors, the proportional amount of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 debitage from tool production/maintenance around hearth locations is not 

strongly correlated to whether or not nonlocal material and prestige material is found around 

these hearths.  However, the processes and actions distributing Arrowstone Hills 1 debitage 

beyond the hearth locations within a block are positively correlated with the presence of nonlocal 
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material and prestige material in that space.  This implicates the activity of tool 

production/maintenance of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite in the open spaces of a block as connected 

with whether or not a block area has greater proportional amounts of nonlocal material and 

prestige material.     

 
Data Per Residential Unit Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.88507, p (2-tailed) = 0* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.6835, p (2-tailed) = 0.00064* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.04489, p (2-tailed) = 0.84679 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.05973, p (2-tailed) = 0.79703. 

 
Table 104. Floor IId-IIL Spearman’s Rho test results between Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Residential 

Unit 

Data Per Block Spearman’s Rho and P-Value 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.69123, p (2-tailed) = 0.01279* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Counts) 

rs = 0.64553, p (2-tailed) = 0.02338* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Nonlocal Tools/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.69245, p (2-tailed) = 0.01257* 

 

Arrowstone Hills 1 + Prestige Items/Debitage 

(Ratio) 

rs = 0.58201, p (2-tailed) = 0.0471* 

 
Table 105. Floor IId-IIL Spearman’s Rho test results between Arrowstone Hills Dacite and Other Material by Block 

Summary 
Overall, correlation coefficients indicate a fairly high degree of interference between total 

amount of material in a space and richness/diversity/equitability of that material across 

residential units.  As discussed in Chapter 5, spaces around hearths (residential units) were 

treated as equivalent representations of similar household activities for overall analyses until 

determined otherwise.  This research is focused on determining if changes in subsistence (H1), 

changes in social networks vis-à-vis access to raw material (H2), or degrees of agency (H3) are 

influencing the spatial layout of activities and access to prestige in Housepit 54.  To therefore 

have comparable representations of household labor around a hearth, it is necessary to compare 

residential units with similar quantities of accumulated material.   

 

   

Chapter 12: Factor Analysis between Select Residential Units (Hearths 

2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, and 23) 
Introduction 
As indicated in Chapter 11, there are correlations between abundance of tool types and tool labor 

categories with overall tool quantity in a residential unit.  Thus, to extrapolate information on 

associated labor in a residential unit for Hypothesis 1, comparative quantities of assemblage 

material per residential unit must be present to perform any fine-grained analysis on labor 
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variation.  Correlations between faunal remains and overall faunal abundance in a residential unit 

means that in order to extrapolate information on subsistence change for Hypothesis 1, 

residential units with similar quantities of faunal remains must be used.  As indicated by the 

correlations between tool/debitage raw material and overall tool/debitage abundance in a 

residential unit, to extrapolate information on social networks (or access to landscape resources) 

for Hypothesis 2, residential units need comparative quantities of tools/debitage. 

 

The richness, diversity, and equitability of material around hearths may be highly influenced by 

sample size rather than differences in labor-related use of space, social networks, or 

individualized agency.  To therefore remove the influence of sample size as a primary 

contributing factor in residential unit variation, a subset of residential units were chosen which 

had higher amounts of assemblage material per floor.  Since factor analysis is used to explore 

underlying factors contributing to multi-variable variation, by choosing residential units with 

similar quantities of material, the factor analysis is not influenced by sample size in how 

variables are grouped.  

 

Datasets for Factor Analysis of 11 Residential Units 
Three datasets were created for residential units with the highest values of faunal material per 

floor and/or high faunal diversity measures to see if these residential units share an underlying 

structuring component with other aspects of their assemblage material.  The residential units 

chosen include Hearth 2 and 4 from floor IId, Hearth 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13 from floor IIe, Hearth 

19, 20, and 21 from IIh and Hearth 23 from IIL.  These include the residential unit determined to 

be the “best-networked” residential units (Hearth 4, Hearth 7, Hearth 9, Hearth 19-21, Hearth 23) 

based on either subsistence remains and/or raw material access for each floor.      

 

Factor analysis allows for the study of correlations between variables by grouping variables into 

“factors” (or components) where the variables in each factor are more highly correlated to each 

other than to variables grouped in the other factors.  This process is able to represent 

relationships between items and between variables “in a space of a small number of dimensions” 

while still retaining most of the information contained within the original variables (Shennan 

1997:265).  As further discussed in Shennan (1997:267) the goal “is to compress the information 

contained in a large number of variables into a much smaller number of new variables…the 

process of obtaining the new variables…can show whether there are latent patterns common to 

the variation in whole groups of variables”.  In this case, these “new variables” are the 

factors/components produced from the factor analysis.    

 

A covariance factor analysis measures how variables vary with each other while correlation 

factor analysis measures how change in one variable results in change in another variable.  A 

factor analysis of covariance is typically used if a dataset is standardized to the same scale.  A 

factor analysis using a correlation matrix is appropriate for data of different scales (Jolliffe and 

Cadima 2016) though correlation will not work when a variable is constant across all groups.  

 

Therefore, to analyze similarities between variables at the residential unit level, a correlation 

factor analysis with varimax rotation and no bootstrapping was performed using MYSTAT 

between the selected residential units.  The correlation option was used as the underlying goal of 

the hypotheses is to ascertain if sets of variables related to household labor or social networks 
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correlate coherently with markers of prestige per residential unit.  Due to the high number of 

variables used in this analysis, the factor analysis was set to determine 3 factors. 

 

A component is considered significant if it explains at least 30% or more of the total variance 

(Prentiss et al. 2018a, 2018b, 2020c).  Each factor analysis has up to three explanatory 

components.  Positive loadings for a variable indicate the underlying factor is contributing to the 

variable’s presence while negative loadings indicate the underlying factor is contributing to the 

absence of that variable.  A negative loading demonstrates that “a certain characteristic is lacking 

in a latent variable associated with the given principal component” (Burstyn 2004:658).  The 

larger the score/magnitude of the loading value for a variable, the more influential the factor is in 

determining the variables value. Rotated component loadings using the varimax rotation are 

meant to maximize the sum of variance of the squared loadings (the correlations between 

variables and the underlying factor).  This rotation process is meant to more clearly highlight 

what variables interact with the factor by having higher factor loadings across a smaller number 

of variables and low factor loadings for the remaining variables. 

 

Each dataset contains variables related to the either Hypothesis 1 or 2 which are expected to 

influence use of space and access to prestige around these residential units.  Variables related to 

subsistence remains are kept consistent between the two datasets as a way to measure the 

correlation of household labor (H1) or social networks (H2) to this subsistence material (and vice 

versa) as a spatially-structuring quality.  Hypothesis 1 is testing if household labor-based 

identities are structuring use of space while Hypothesis 2 is testing if social network-based 

identities are structuring use of space.  Consistent between residential unit spaces is the use of 

hearths for faunal and botanical cooking and/or consumption within the space (shared 

foodways).  Consistency in foodways was ensured by having all residential unit spaces centered 

around hearths and thus sharing some aspects of subsistence processing/consumption behavior.  

Understanding how this interacts with other qualities of space use based on labor and social 

networks is the purpose of this research.   

 

Hypothesis 1 Factor Analysis 
The first dataset used to test Hypothesis 1 contained data on labor-related qualities, subsistence 

material (faunal and botanical), and prestige material within each residential unit (Table 106).  

This dataset included tools related to Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Plant 

Processing, Woodworking, Tool Production, Other Labor, and Multi-Tools associated with these 

labor types.  For tool production/maintenance information, data on retouch flakes, bipolar flakes, 

thinning flakes, core rejuvenation flakes, R-billet flakes, early-stage reduction flakes, notching 

flakes, and other non-determinable flakes were used.  For subsistence, each faunal taxon was 

included as well as each botanical taxon present in the residential units.  The data were 

standardized per residential unit, so that each variable is a proportion of the total counts for the 

entire assemblage material.  This means all variables are represented as proportions of the total 

subset of material within the residential unit, allowing for factor analysis to assess correlations 

between variation in the relative frequency between certain tools/faunal types/botanical types.  If 

similar processes are affecting how each type of material is being deposited per residential unit, 

such that changes in the proportion of one variable influences change in the proportion of 

another variable, then it is expected that these variables would load together on a component.  

Each separate factor thus represents sets of variables that show correlations in their proportional 
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representation in residential units.  The only variable that was standardized separately was 

prestige material, which was taken as the proportion of prestige material found within the 

residential unit out of the entire count per floor. 

 

To assess how similar each residential unit is to the other residential units, a final factor analysis 

was performed this dataset.  This analysis was based on the entire residential unit assemblage of 

tools, debitage, faunal, and botanical remains.  The data were standardized per residential unit, so 

that each variable is a proportion of the total counts for the entire assemblage material, except for 

prestige material which was still represented as a proportion of all prestige material per floor. 

 

 
Influences on Use of 

Space and Prestige 

Access 

Variables Used for Testing Hypothesis 1 

Household Labor (Tool-

Based)  

Butchering, Clothing Production, Hide-working, Plant Processing, 

Woodworking, Tool Production, Other Labor, and Multi-Tools 

Household Labor (Tool 

Maintenance/Production 

Remains) 

Retouch Flakes, Bipolar Flakes, Thinning Flakes, Core Rejuvenation Flakes, 

R-Billet Flakes, Early-Stage Reduction Flakes, Notching Flakes, Non-

Determinable Flakes 

Subsistence Properties 

(Faunal Subsistence 

Processing/Consumption 

Remains) 

Indeterminate Mammal, Artiodactyls, Mule Deer, Rodent, Beaver, Canid, 

Indeterminate Fish, Salmon/Trout, Sockeye Salmon, Chinook Salmon, Avian, 

Mollusk 

Subsistence Properties 

(Botanical Subsistence 

Processing/Consumption 

Remains) 

Kinnikinnick/Bearberry, Chenopods, Grass family, Amaranth, Saskatoon 

Berry, Black Hawthorn, Knotweed, Wild Rose and Rose family, Elderberry, 

Lily, Blueberry/Huckleberry 

Access to Prestige 

(Prestige Material) 

Prestige Items and Debitage 

Table 106. Hypothesis 1 dataset variables per residential unit for factor analysis 

Hypothesis 1 Factor Analysis: Subsistence and Prestige 

Based on the factor loadings plot (Figure 182), prestige material aligns with higher proportions 

of sockeye salmon, mule deer, canids and artiodactyls which is consistent with previous 

assessments of prestige relationships to high-quality subsistence material and presence of canids 

at the Block level (Prentiss et al. 2020a).  The majority of rare botanical subsistence remains 

align together, which makes sense considering their low proportions in residential units.  The 

only botanical remains that align with the prestige area include black hawthorn, which is 

associated with Hearth 7 from floor IIe and wild rose, which is associated with Hearth 7 and 8 

(Figure 182).  
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Figure 182. Hypothesis 1 dataset factor analysis plot: subsistence material and prestige (rotated loadings) 

Based on the unrotated component loadings for prestige (Table 107), component 2 has a positive 

(albeit low) value for prestige material which includes high positive scores for unidentifiable 

mammal, artiodactyls, mule deer, rodent, beaver, canids, sockeye salmon, and black hawthorn.   

Comparatively, component 1 as high positive scores for proportions of chenopods, 

kinnikinnick/bearberry, grass seeds, Saskatoon berries, unidentifiable seeds, knotweed, roses, 

elderberry, lily and blueberry/huckleberry.  The proportion of these botanical elements per 

residential units appears to be influenced by the same underlying factor.  The variation in food 

processing and consumption of these botanicals is negatively correlated to prestige material, 

implicating botanical subsistence practices or consumption of these foods is shared across hearth 

areas and not influencing access to prestige.   
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Table 107. Hypothesis 1 dataset component loadings: subsistence material and prestige  

Hypothesis 1 Factor Analysis: Debitage Flake Types and Prestige 

Based on the factor loadings plot of the rotated loadings for debitage flake types and prestige 

(Figure 183), prestige material aligns with higher proportions of notching, bipolar flakes, core 

rejuvenation flakes, and retouch flakes.  Underlying factors influencing the proportion of early 

stage reduction flakes per residential unit are different from those influencing the proportion of 

other flake types, particularly thinning flakes.  Component 1 for unrotated loadings has the 

highest loading for prestige and includes fairly high loadings for retouch flakes, core 

rejuvenation flakes, and notching flakes.  Since notching flakes only occur with one hearth, their 

alignment with prestige is not useful.  However, for core rejuvenation flakes, they are present in 

4 of the residential units with higher values for prestige material. 
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Figure 183. Hypothesis 1 dataset factor analysis plot: debitage flake types and prestige (rotated loadings) 

In component 1 for unrotated loadings (Table 108), early stage reduction flakes have a negative 

component loading and thinning flakes have a positive loading while on component 3, early 

stage reduction flakes have a fairly high positive component loading while thinning flakes have a 

fairly high negative loading.  Tool production/maintenance processes related to the deposition of 

thinning flakes or early-stage reduction flakes appear to operate on different mechanisms.  The 

high value for total explanation of variance also indicates that the proportions of flake types 

within the residential units are interrelated and influencing/correlated with one another to a 

slightly greater degree than botanical subsistence material.  
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Table 108. Hypothesis 1 dataset component loadings: debitage flake types and prestige 

Hypothesis 1 Factor Analysis: Tool Labor and Subsistence  

Based on the factor plot of rotated loadings for tool labor and subsistence (Figure 184), prestige 

material does not have strong alignment with a particular group of labor however the grouping of 

different tool types is interesting.  Plant processing and woodworking multi-tools align while 

proportions of clothing production and other labor are aligned along a different underlying 

factor.   
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Figure 184. Hypothesis 1 dataset factor analysis plot: tool labor and prestige (rotated loadings) 

Looking at component 1 of the unrotated loadings (which only explains 25% of the total 

variation present in proportions of tools and prestige material) the following tools have high 

positive loadings: Butchering, clothing production, woodworking, tool production, other labor, 

and hide-working/woodworking tools while prestige material has a low negative loading.  

Component 3 is the only one with a positive loading for prestige material (for the unrotated 

loadings) which aligns with higher positive loadings for plant processing tools, woodworking 

multi-tools, and butchering tools (Table 109).    
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Table 109. Hypothesis 1 dataset component loadings: tool labor and prestige 

 

Hypothesis 1 Factor Analysis: All Variables 

When combining all variables together (Figure 185), there is very little coherence in overall 

proportion of materials and prestige access.  Low scores for explanations of total variance 

indicate that these parts of the assemblage from residential units are not overly influenced by 

similar underlying factors in determining how much of each variable is proportionally present in 

a residential unit (Table 110).  The low component loadings for all variables also support this 

potentially indicating that there are multiple pathways to prestige or a social variable not 

captured through these material remains. 
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Figure 185. Hypothesis 1 dataset factor analysis plot: all variables 
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Table 110. Hypothesis 1 dataset component loadings: all variables  

Hypothesis 1 Factor Analysis: Residential Units 

To determine if all residential units align more closely with their associated residential units per 

floor, a final factor analysis was run comparing assemblage data per residential unit (Figure 186).  

This indicates how similar the assemblage characteristics of each residential is to the other in 

terms of the proportion of tool types, debitage types, faunal subsistence material and botanical 

subsistence material.   
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Figure 186. Hypothesis 1 dataset factor analysis plot: residential units (rotated loadings) 

The first component on the unrotated matrix indicates 51% of the variation between residential 

units is captured by this component (Table 111).  High positive component loadings occur for all 

residential units except Hearth 8, Hearth 11, and Hearth 23.  For the rotated loadings on 

Component 1, high loadings are present for Hearth 2, Hearth 4, Hearth 7, Hearth 19 and Hearth 

20 though this component accounts for less total variance than the unrotated component.  This 

highlights subtle differences between assemblage material as captured by the social network 

rankings. Hearth 2 is a medium high-quality subsistence unit, Hearth 4 is high ranking on 

subsistence and raw material, Hearth 7 is high ranking on subsistence and raw material, Hearth 

19 is high ranking on raw material, and 20 is high ranking on raw material.  Even though only 

variables related to proportions of subsistence categories, tool labor, and debitage labor were 

utilized, underlying factors contributing to variability of these materials show similarities 

between similarly socially-ranked residential units. 
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Table 111. Hypothesis 1 dataset component loadings: residential units 

 

Hypothesis 2 Factor Analysis 
The dataset used to test Hypothesis 2 contained data on raw material, subsistence material 

(faunal and botanical), and prestige material found within a residential unit (Table 112).  This 

dataset included tools by raw material type, debitage by raw material type, tool forms for knives 

and scrapers (Bifacial Knives, Unifacial Knives, Convergent Scrapers, End Scrapers, Slate 

Scrapers, Single Scrapers, and Multi-tools which included scraper or knife forms.  For 

subsistence, each faunal taxon was included as well as each botanical taxon present in the 

residential units.  Due to its abundance and ubiquity between residential units, dacite, coarse 

dacite, and slate tools/debitage were not included as part of the lithic raw material data.  Slate 

scrapers were included for tool morphology aspects of assemblage material.  For these two 

datasets, the count material per category was standardized out of the total assemblage data for the 

residential unit except for the prestige counts which were transformed as proportions of total 

floor prestige.   

 

To assess how similar each residential unit is to the other residential units, a final factor analysis 

was performed this dataset.  This analysis was based on the entire residential unit assemblage of 

raw material, morphological distinct knives and scrapers, faunal, and botanical remains.  The 

data was standardized per residential unit, so that each variable is a proportion of the total counts 

for the entire assemblage material, except for prestige material which was still represented as a 

proportion of all prestige material per floor. 
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Influences on Use of 

Space and Prestige 

Access 

Variables Used for Testing Hypothesis 2 

Social Networks and 

Resource Access  

(Tool Raw Material) 

Chalcedony Tools, Hat Creek Jasper Tools, Jasper Tools, Metamorphosed 

Tools, Coarse Basalt Tools, Basalt Tools, Granite Tools, Igneous Intrusive 

Tools, Chert Tools, Andesite Tools, Sandstone Tools, Conglomerate Tools, 

Silicified Shale Tools, Pisolite, Other Greenstone Tools 

Social Networks and 

Resource Access 

(Debitage Raw Material) 

Chert Debitage, Hat Creek Jasper, Jasper Debitage, Quartz Crystal Debitage, 

Silicified Shale Debitage, Chalcedony Debitage, Yellow Chalcedony 

Debitage, Quartzite Debitage, Green Chert Debitage, Pisolite Debitage, 

Metamorphosed Debitage, Igneous Intrusive Debitage, Andesite Debitage, 

Basalt/Coarse Basalt Debitage, Sandstone Debitage, Conglomerate Debitage, 

Other Greenstone Debitage, Ortho-Quartzite Debitage, Graphite Debitage, 

Granite Debitage 

Social Networks  

(Tool Morphology of 

Knives and Scrapers) 

Bifacial Knife, Unifacial Knife, Convergent Scraper, End Scraper, Bipolar 

Core/Single Scraper, Slate Scraper, Single Scraper, Single Scraper/Other EU, 

Slate Scraper/Ground Slate, Alternate Scraper 

Subsistence Properties 

(Faunal Subsistence 

Processing/Consumption 

Remains) 

Indeterminate Mammal, Artiodactyls, Mule Deer, Rodent, Beaver, Canid, 

Indeterminate Fish, Salmon/Trout, Sockeye Salmon, Chinook Salmon, Avian, 

Mollusk 

Subsistence Properties 

(Botanical Subsistence 

Processing/Consumption 

Remains) 

Kinnikinnick/Bearberry, Chenopods, Grass family, Amaranth, Saskatoon 

Berry, Black Hawthorn, Knotweed, Wild Rose and Rose family, Elderberry, 

Lily, Blueberry/Huckleberry 

Access to Prestige 

(Prestige Material) 

Prestige Items and Debitage 

Table 112. Hypothesis 2 dataset variables per residential unit for factor analysis 

Hypothesis 2 Factor Analysis: Tool Raw Material and Prestige 

In looking at how proportions of different tool raw material correlate to prestige material, there 

are no clear high loading values for prestige material on either the unrotated or rotated 

component loading matrix (Table 113).  However, both show high negative loadings for 

component 3 which includes proportions of chalcedony tools and silicified shale tools.  

Component 3 accounts for very little of the total overall variance between proportions of material 

however.  Component 1 on the rotated loadings accounts for 32% of the overall variance in 

proportional representation of tool raw material.  This component does not include high positive 

loadings for any variables but instead has high negative loadings for basalt tools, igneous 

intrusive tools, sandstone tools, conglomerate tools, pisolite tools, and other greenstone tools.  

This suggests that the lack of these variables is expressing the underlying factor contributing to 

variation in proportions of these types of raw material for tools.  This factor is not contributing to 

the relative access to prestige in residential units though (Figure 187).   
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Figure 187. Hypothesis 2 dataset factor plot: tool raw material and prestige (rotated loadings) 
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Table 113. Hypothesis 2 component loadings: tool raw material and prestige 

Hypothesis 2 Factor Analysis: Debitage Raw Material and Prestige 

Another factor analysis was run looking at the proportion of different raw material found in 

debitage per residential unit and access to prestige (Figure 188).  The first component in both the 

unrotated and rotated loading matrix does account for a fair amount of total variance in the 

dataset (34% and 26% respectively).  Component 1 in the rotated loading matrix has high 

positive loadings for proportions of jasper, silicified shale, chalcedony, Hat Creek jasper, 

pisolite, basalt/coarse basalt, conglomerate, and other greenstone but a very low loading for 

prestige material.  This suggests there is some coherence in the proportional distribution of these 

raw material types due to potentially similar tool production/maintenance activities of these 

materials per residential unit (Table 114). 
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Figure 188. Hypothesis 2 dataset factor plot: debitage raw material and prestige (rotated loadings) 
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Table 114. Hypothesis 2 dataset component loadings: debitage raw material and prestige 

Hypothesis 2 Factor Analysis: Knife and Scraper Morphology and Prestige 

Another factor analysis looked at just the different morphological tool forms for knives and 

scrapers along with access to prestige (Figure 189).  The overall internal variance explained by 

the first component is not very high at 29% for the unrotated loadings and 25% for the rotated 

loadings.  This suggests that other factors are influencing the proportional number of different 

morphological forms for scrapers and knives in residential units than the proportional types of 

other knives/scrapers.  Additionally, the first component does not have a high loading for 

prestige measures.  Interestingly, for component 2 in the rotated loading matrix, prestige access 

has a high negative loading along with single scrapers and multi-tool slate scrapers.  Residential 

units with more less access to prestige do not have single scrapers or multi-tool slate scrapers 

tools; these are found with Hearth 4 and 7 which have the highest and second highest values for 

prestige measures (Table 115).  
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Figure 189. Hypothesis 2 dataset factor plot: knives and scraper morphology and prestige (rotated loadings) 

 

 
Table 115. Hypothesis 2 dataset component loadings: knives and scraper morphology and prestige 
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Hypothesis 2 Factor Analysis: All Variables and Prestige 

Lastly, a factor analysis of all variables from the Hypothesis 2 dataset was run to see how the 

totality of these variables correlates with each other and with access to prestige (Figure 190).  

For both the unrotated and rotated matrix loadings, component 1 only captures 20% or 18% of 

the total variance.  The highest positive loadings are for Hat Creek jasper tools, coarse basalt 

tools, yellow chalcedony debitage, metamorphosed debitage, end scraper tool forms, single 

scraper tool forms, artiodactyls, mule deer, and sockeye salmon (Table 116).  

 

 
Figure 190. Hypothesis 2 dataset factor plot: all variables (rotated loadings) 
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Table 116. Hypothesis 2 dataset component loadings: all variables 
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Hypothesis 2 Factor Analysis: Residential Units 

To determine if all residential units align more closely with the other residential units per floor, a 

final factor analysis was run comparing the Hypothesis 2 assemblage dataset.  This indicates how 

similar the assemblage characteristics of each residential is to the other residential units in terms 

of the proportions of different tool raw materials, different debitage raw materials, different 

knife/scraper tool forms, subsistence measures, and access to prestige (Figure 191).  Component 

1 on the unrotated matrix accounts for 44% of the total variation seen in the assemblage 

characteristics while component 1 on the rotated matrix accounts for 25% of the total variation in 

assemblage characteristics between residential units (Table 117).   

 

On the unrotated matrix, Component 1 has very high positive component loadings for Hearth 2, 

4, 7, 9, 19, 21, and somewhat high for Hearth 23.  For the rotated loadings, high positive 

component loadings are present for Hearth 9, 21, and 23.  In terms of the proportions of different 

raw materials, subsistence and prestige access, if an underlying factor is structuring correlations 

between these variables (as captured by component 1) then all residential units with high 

rankings for high-quality subsistence or high raw material variation align together.  Hearth 2 is a 

medium high-quality subsistence unit but lower high-quality raw material, Hearth 4 is high 

ranking on subsistence and raw material, Hearth 7 is high ranking on subsistence and raw 

material, Hearth 9 has low subsistence ranking but high raw material, Hearth 19 is high ranking 

on raw material, Hearth 21 is low quality subsistence but high raw material variability and 

Hearth 23 has low quality subsistence but high raw material richness.  This is good as it indicates 

the proportional variation of subsistence and raw material in these residential units is similar 

enough to exhibit alignment on a component and dissimilar enough from the other residential 

unit material to signify important differences between the two groups of residential units.  

Hearths 8, 11 and 13 appear most dissimilar (Figure 201). 
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Figure 191. Hypothesis 2 dataset factor analysis plot: residential units (rotated loadings) 

 
Table 117. Hypothesis 2 dataset component loadings: residential units 
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Hypothesis 1&2 Summary Factor Analysis 
Finally, a third dataset was used to further measure interactions between labor, subsistence, 

population, and prestige material at both the floor-level and residential unit level, incorporating 

aspects of both Hypothesis 1 and 2.  These data are more cumulative representations of labor 

qualities, subsistence material, social network proxies, and prestige access.  This third analysis 

helps clarify and confirm results from the previous two factor analyses.  The first two datasets 

are looking to see how proportional representation of each variable are related to the other 

variables per residential unit and access to prestige. In the third dataset, each variable is an 

independent proxy representation of labor, social networks, agency and prestige access.  This 

allows more direct assessment of how each quality, as captured in the material remains, interacts 

with access to prestige.  Additionally, by including the population index per residential unit, this 

dataset is also able to touch on previous archaeological approaches that explain the emergence of 

inequality at the macro-level as due to population packing (Keely 1988; Vehrencamp 1983).  The 

variables for this dataset are in Table 118.   

 

To assess how similar each residential unit is to the other residential units based on these 

variables, a final factor analysis was performed using this dataset.  This factor analysis helps to 

determine if variability in residential units are due to similar underlying factors.  If these 

variables are appropriate proxies for labor, subsistence, social networks, and prestige access and 

the material in residential units is similarly distributed, then the factor analysis would return a 

singular component loading for all residential units.  If multiple underlying factors are 

influencing these variables per residential unit in different ways, then the more similar units 

would load together on a component with similar intensities.  

 
Aspect Influencing Access to 

Prestige and Use of Space Around 

Hearths 

Hypothesis Proxy Variable per Residential Unit 

General Labor Based on Tools H1 Butchering  Tools (% total tools) 

Hide-working Tools (% total tools) 

Clothing Production Tools (% total tools) 

Plant Processing Tools (% total tools) 

Woodworking Tools (% total tools) 

Tool Production (% total tools) 

Tool Production/Maintenance 

Labor Based on Debitage 

H1 Debitage Flake Types Evenness 

General Subsistence 

Processing/Consumption Qualities 

H1 Fish Taxa Counts (%NISP) 

Mammal Taxa Counts (%NISP) 

Social Network and Resource 

Access 

H2 Tool Raw Material Evenness 

Debitage Raw Material Evenness 

Tool Morphology Index 

Nonlocal Gini 

Labor for Household Subsistence 

and Tool Production/Maintenance 

H1 Tool Production Debitage Activmass 

Faunal Production Activmass 

Botanical Processing Activmass 

Social Status and Prestige Access 

Potential 

H1/H2/H3 Subsistence Gini 1 (Distribution of Salmon) 

Subsistence Gini 2 (Distribution of Deer) 

Prestige Material Gini 
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Housepit 54 Occupation Density H2/H3 Population Density Index per Residential Unit 
  Table 118. Factor Analysis Variables for Hypothesis 1&2 Dataset 

Hypothesis 1&2 Factor Analysis: All Variables 

Both the unrotated and rotated component loadings have high values for the amount of total 

variance explained by Component 1 (36.44 and 35.44%).  For component 1, high positive 

loadings occur for debitage flake type evenness, percent of mammal remains, salmon subsistence 

gini, deer subsistence gini, prestige gini, and debitage activmass.  This indicates interactions 

between lithic tool production/maintenance activities and proportional quantities of debitage 

material in a space with the amount of mammal remains present, the evenness/unevenness of 

high-quality salmon/deer as distributed across all residential units and the evenness/unevenness 

of prestige material between residential units (Figure 192; Table 119).  
 

 
Figure 192. Hypothesis 1&2 dataset factor analysis plot (rotated loadings) 
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Table 119. Hypothesis 1&2 dataset component loadings 

 

Hypothesis 1&2 Factor Analysis: Residential Units 

To determine which residential units align more closely with each other, a final factor analysis 

was run with the Hypothesis 1-3 assemblage dataset.  This indicates how similar the assemblage 

characteristics of each residential is to the other residential units.  Only two components were 

generated from this factor analysis.  Component 1 on the unrotated matrix accounts for 82% of 

the total variation and for 72% of the total variation in the rotated matrix.  Both have high values 

for the amount of variance explained by the component (9.0 and 7.9).  High positive component 

loadings occur for all residential units on component 1 except for Hearth 9 and Hearth 23 

(Figures 193; Table 120).   
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Figure 193. Hypothesis 1 & 2 dataset factor analysis plot: residential units (rotated loadings) 

 
Table 120. Hypothesis 1 & 2 dataset component loadings: residential units 
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Chapter 13: Results and Discussion 
Introduction 
This section discusses the results from data presented in Chapters 6-12 and returns to the three 

proposed hypotheses for explaining variation in use of space over time in Housepit 54.  

Hypothesis 1 is discussed first followed by Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3.   Each floor is 

discussed in terms of the hypothesis, with a focus given to the residential units used in factor 

analysis (Hearths 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, and 23).  A brief discussion of data limitations 

and assumptions are then presented before discussing all results.   

 

Hypothesis 1 
For Hypothesis 1, if labor-identity is structuring use of space, then the rest of a residential unit’s 

variation (e.g., raw material present, subsistence qualities) should align with labor-based 

differences between residential unit areas.  Since statistical measures of richness, diversity, and 

equitability are correlated to sample size between residential units, areas with similar counts of 

debitage and faunal remains should be comparable spaces to explore variation in tool-based 

labor, variation in debitage flake types from tool maintenance/production, variation in 

subsistence, variation in raw materials, and variation in access to prestige via social status. 

 

To reconstruct residential unit labor patterns spatially, the following data were used: maps of tool 

locations per floor and maps of analyzed botanical material per floor.  To explore quantifiable 

variation in residential unit labor patterns, the following data were used: tool labor category 

richness/diversity/equitability indices, debitage flake type richness/diversity/equitability indices, 

faunal richness/diversity/equitability indices, botanical richness/diversity/equitability/ubiquity 

indices, and activmass measures.  

 

To reconstruct the spatial distribution of prestige material, the following data were used: maps of 

prestige items and high-investment tools.  To reconstruct quantifiable variation in residential unit 

access to prestige per floor, the following data were used: gini coefficients for high-quality 

salmon (subsistence gini 1), gini coefficients for high-quality deer (subsistence gini 2), gini 

coefficients for prestige material. 

 

To determine if all residential unit spaces were comparable representations of household labor 

and had similar enough assemblage characteristics to permit analysis of underlying mechanisms 

for variation, the following data was used: statistical analysis using correlation coefficients for 

tool data, debitage data, faunal data and activmass data. 

 

To determine if connections between residential unit labor-identity patterns, subsistence, and 

access to prestige exist, the following statistical analysis was performed: factor analysis on 

Hypothesis 1 dataset and factor analysis on Hypothesis 1 & 2 dataset.  The test expectations and 

results per floor for Hypothesis 1 are summarized in Table 125. 

 

H1: Floor IId 

The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zone include hide-working tools, plant processing tools, lithic production tools, 

woodworking tools, evidence for tool maintenance and multi-tools that could have been used for 

both lithic production/woodworking.   Hearth 1 in Block A has a woodworking tool, Hearth 2 in 
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Block C has 5 tool production-related tools, one hide-working tool, one plant processing tool, 

and one multi-tool for tool production and woodworking.  Hearth 3 in Block C has five 

woodworking tools, one tool production tool, and three hide-working tools.  Hearth 4 in Block D 

has 6 woodworking tools, 4 tool production tools, one multi-tool for butchering and other labor, 

and one multi-tool for hide-working and other labor. 

 

Tool labor category richness ranges from 2 (Hearth 1) to 5 (Hearths 2 and 4).  Tool labor 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 1 (0.693) and highest for Hearth 2 (1.366).  Tool labor equitability 

is highest for Hearth 1 since the two tools are dispersed evenly between each labor category (one 

tool for woodworking and one tool for other types of labor).  The second highest measure of 

equitability between tool labor groups is for Hearth 3 (0.904).  This indicates that Hearth 2 has 

the greatest variety of tools by labor type and the greatest diversity between those types.  

Importantly for determining is each labor type is consistent or rare in a residential unit is the 

evenness measure, which indicates that Hearth 3 has the most even distribution between labor 

categories outside of Hearth 1’s two tools.  This means labor type is not concentrated to one 

kind, and for Hearth 3, is shared between woodworking tools, hide-working tools, and tool 

production tools.  

 

Debitage flake type richness ranges from 4 (Hearth 1) to 6 (Hearths 3 and 4).  Debitage flake 

type diversity is lowest for Hearth 1 (0.453) and highest for Hearth 3 (0.848) with Hearth 4 being 

a close second (0.807).  Debitage flake type evenness measures are lowest for Hearth 1 (0.326) 

and highest for Hearth 3 (0.473) though measures for Hearths 2 (0.465) and 4 are fairly close 

(0.450) to that of Hearth 3.  These similar middling values for evenness indicate the dispersal of 

debitage flake types is fairly equivalent in terms of amount per category for all residential units. 

 

Faunal richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 1) to 10 (Hearth 4).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 

1 as there is only one type of faunal remain present (and very low counts of the material).  The 

second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for Hearth 3 (0.764) and the highest value is 

for Hearth 2 (1.070).  While Hearth 2 has a richness of 9, less than that of Hearth 4, the diversity 

between these categories is higher, indicating that of the faunal specimens are more consistently 

abundant per category than for Hearth 4.  This is also highlighted from the evenness measures 

with Hearth 4 having the lowest evenness (0.338) and Hearth 3 having the highest evenness 

(0.551). 

 

Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 1) to 6 (Hearth 4 floor area).  Botanical diversity is 

lowest for Hearth 4 (0.539) indicating while there are a lot of different seed types, the majority 

are rare in the assemblage around the floor area of the residential unit.  Botanical diversity is 

highest for Hearth 2 (1.197) for the floor area of the residential unit.  Botanical evenness 

measures are lowest for the Hearth 4 floor space (0.301) and highest for Hearth 3 floor space 

(1.00) with Hearth 2 floorspace having a very high evenness score as well (0.863).  This 

indicates the abundance of each seed type is more evenly distributed across the 4 taxa for Hearth 

2 and less evenly distributed (so concentrated within a few taxa) for Hearth 4.  When looking at 

the seed types present for Hearth 4, chenopods dominant the material abundance while Hearth 6 

has very few seeds overall with the dominant type being kinnikinnick/bearberry.  This positions 

the residential unit of Hearth 4 to have a greater degree of botanical processing/consumption 

occurring than the rest of the residential units.    
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Botanical activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 1) to 0.053 (Hearth 4).  Faunal activmass 

measures range from 0.104 (Hearth 1) to 0.626 (Hearth 2).  Debitage activmass measures range 

from 0.490 (Hearth 4) to 0.895 (Hearth 1).  This may indicate that, as a measure of intensity for 

each type of activity, Hearth 1 was primarily an area that accumulated debitage debris so high 

quantities of lithic tool production/maintenance occurred in relation to subsistence practices.  

Hearth 2 was primarily an area that accumulated faunal debris so higher quantities of faunal 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of animals being processed) relative to 

activities that would leave behind debitage or botanical remains.  Lastly, Hearth 4 was primarily 

an area that accumulated botanical debris so high quantities of botanical processing/consumption 

(or there was a greater number of seeds being processed or the preservation of seeds for that area 

was higher) relative to other activities.   

 

Prestige items are distributed between Blocks C and D, with the Hearth 4 space having a steatite 

pipe fragment and polished nephrite fragment.  A steatite stone bead is located close to Hearth 2 

but is not quite in the residential unit zone of analysis.  No residential units have evidence for 

high-investment tool types within their space.  Hearths 2 and 4 both have prestige debitage while 

Hearths 1 and 3 have no prestige material.  

 

The Gini coefficient for floor IId for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.592.  The gini 

coefficient for distribution of high-quality mammal is 0.625.  The gini coefficient for distribution 

prestige material is 0.65.  These indicate a fairly unequal distribution between residential units in 

access to (or preservation of) high-quality subsistence remains and access to prestige.  Across all 

measures, Hearth 4 has the highest percentage between residential units.  

 

In comparing residential unit spaces, it appears that Hearth 2 and 4 are hearth-based spaces used 

for similar residential activities/household activities while Hearths 1 and 3 have less diversity in 

the immediate surrounding spaces.  The fact that prestige items are only found near Hearths 2 

and 4 suggest these areas of multiple labor (and any labor-associated social identities) are more 

likely to have access to prestige.  The areas of potentially more restricted types of labor around 

Hearths 1 and 3 included tools for hide-working, tool production, and woodworking.  If prestige 

was restricted to either of these types of labor-based social identities and equivalently likely to be 

present around areas for that work, it could be expected to also be around these two areas.  

Alternatively, the Hearth 1 and 3 locations were used by individuals who did not have access to 

prestige while some of the hide-working/woodworking/tool production individuals around 

Hearths 4 did have access to prestige. 

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 2 and 4 

have enough assemblage material to be comparable in comparing different aspects of labor 

identity based on tool types, tool production/maintenance, faunal processing/consumption, 

botanical processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  A summary of this data is in Table 

121.   
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Residential 

Unit 

Labor Identities 

Present 

Identifiable 

Debitage 

Production 

Activity 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal Material 

of total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Prestige 

Item/Material 

Access 

Hearth 2 Hide-working, 

Tool Production, 

Plant Processing 

(evenly 

distributed) 

Thinning 

Flakes, 

Retouch 

Flakes, Bipolar 

Flakes, Core 

Rejuvenation 

39% Mammal 

58% Fish 

Low No (but 

nearby)/Yes 

Hearth 4 Hide-working, 

Tool Production, 

Butchering, 

Woodworking 

(evenly 

distributed) 

Thinning 

Flakes, 

Retouch 

Flakes, Bipolar 

Flakes, Core 

Rejuvenation, 

Notching 

24% Mammal 

75% Fish 

High Yes/Yes 

Table 121. Floor IId Select Residential Units Labor, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

H1: Floor IIe 

The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zone include hide-working tools, plant processing tools, lithic production tools, 

woodworking tools, evidence for tool maintenance and multi-tools that could have been used for 

butchering and other labor along with multi-tools for butchering and clothing production.   

Hearth 5 in Block A has one tool production tool and one multi-tool for hide-working and other 

labor.  Hearth 6 in block A has one hide-working tool and one tool for clothing production.  

Hearth 7 in Block C has four tools related to tool production, one tool for butchering, one tool for 

clothing production, two tools for woodworking, three tools for hide-working, and two multi-

tools (one for butchering and other labor, the other for butchering and clothing production).  

Hearth 8 in Block C has two tools for woodworking, three tools for tool production, and two 

hide-working tools.  Hearth 9 in Block D has two woodworking tools, one tool production tool, 

one plant processing tool, and one hide-working tool.  Hearth 11 in Block D has two tools for 

tool production and one tool for butchering.  Hearth 13 in Block D has one tool related to tool 

production, one tool for butchering, one tool for clothing production, three tools for 

woodworking, and one multi-tool for butchering/other labor.  Hearth 14 in Block B has two tools 

for plant processing. 

 

Tool labor category richness ranges from 2 (Hearths 5, 6, 14) to 9 (Hearth 7).  Tool labor 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 14 (0.636) and highest for Hearth 13 (1.729) .  Tool labor 

equitability is highest for Hearths 5 and 6 with an even distribution between labor categories.  

The second highest measure of equitability between tool labor groups is for Hearth 11 (0.959).  

Though all residential units have fairly high equitability measures (all above 0.7) indicating each 

area has more even dispersions between labor categories rather than one tool labor category 

dominating the space.   

 

Debitage flake type richness ranges from 2 (Hearths 5 and 14) to 6 (Hearth 7).  Debitage flake 

type diversity is lowest for Hearth 11 (0.422) and highest for with Hearth 5 (0.937) with Hearth 8 

being a close second (0.902).  Debitage flake type evenness measures are lowest for Hearth 9 
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(0.319) and highest for Hearth 6 (0.811) with measures for Hearth 5 (0.676), Hearth 8 (0.651), 

and Hearth 14 (0.650) being fairly similar.  This drastic difference in evenness measures between 

Hearth 6 and the other residential units indicates that area to be more likely (among the 

identifiable flakes) to have them equally distributed than is seen among the other residential 

units.  Since there are only two types of identifiable flakes, this could indicate a greater 

restriction in the type of tool production/maintenance activities occurring in that area or be due to 

the low sample size.  

 

Faunal richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 14) to 8 (Hearth 7).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 

14 as there is only one type of faunal remain present (and very low counts of the material).  The 

second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for Hearth 9 (0.846) and the highest value is 

for Hearth 6 (1.084).  For evenness measures, the highest equitability index occurs for Hearth 5 

(0.943) which also has few remains.  The next highest equitability score is for Hearth 6 (0.782) 

while the lowest score is for Hearth 13 (0.583).  

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 13.  Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 

5, 11 and 14 features samples) to 11 (Hearth 8 feature samples). Botanical diversity is lowest for 

Hearth 5 floor space (0.793) indicating while there are a few different seed types (richness of 4), 

they are consistently represented in the assemblage around the floor area of the residential unit. 

Botanical diversity is highest for Hearth 8 (1.524) for the feature sample.  Botanical evenness 

measures are comparatively lowest for the Hearth 5 floor space (0.572) and highest for Hearth 9 

floor space (0.968) with the Hearth 8 floorspace (0.960) and Hearth 7 feature (0.959) having 

comparable high evenness score as well.  This indicates the abundance of each seed type is more 

evenly distributed across taxa for areas around or within Hearths 7, 8, and 9.  When looking at 

the seed types present for select residential units, Hearth 7 is predominantly 

kinnikinnick/bearberries with some chenopods.  Hearth 8 is predominantly chenopods followed 

by kinnikinnick/bearberry and saskatoon berry.  Hearth 9 has very few seeds with chenopods 

most prevalent.  Hearth 11 had no seeds in samples. 

 

Botanical activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 11 and 14) to 0.676 (Hearth 8).  Faunal 

activmass measures range from 0.185 (Hearth 8) to 0.736 (Hearth 6).  Debitage activmass 

measures range from 0.138 (Hearth 8) to 0.750 (Hearth 14).  This may indicate that, as a measure 

of intensity for each type of activity, Hearth 14 was an area that accumulated debitage debris in 

higher quantities from lithic tool production/maintenance in relation to subsistence practices.  

Hearth 6 was primarily an area that accumulated faunal debris in higher quantities from faunal 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of animals being processed) relative to 

other activities that would leave behind debitage or botanical remains.  Lastly, Hearth 8 was 

primarily an area that accumulated botanical debris so high quantities of botanical 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of seeds being processed or the 

preservation of seeds for that area was higher) occurred in that space relative to other activities.   

 

Prestige items are distributed between Blocks B, C and D, with the Hearth 7 space including a 

steatite ornament and bead with an igneous intrusive beadcore nearby associated to Hearth 8.  

The Hearth 9 feature had a steatite stone bead.  Prestige material is present for Hearths 7, 8, 9, 

and 13.  Hearth 7 also included two high-investment tools (groundstone spike and incised tool) 

while Hearth 13 had an incised tool as well.   
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The Gini coefficient for floor IIe for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.723.  The gini 

coefficient for distribution of high-quality mammal is 0.980.  The gini coefficient for distribution 

prestige material is 0.656.  These indicate a fairly unequal distribution between residential units 

in access to (or preservation of) high-quality subsistence remains and access to prestige.  Across 

all measures, Hearth 7 has the highest percentage between residential units.  

 

In comparing residential unit spaces, it appears that Hearths 7, 9 and 13 are hearth-based spaces 

used for similar residential activities/household activities.  In Block C, Hearth 8 may have been 

first used as a household space/residential activity area before Hearth 7 was utilized if they are 

not contemporaneous (or vice versa).  If the two hearths were utilized concurrently, then the 

tools discarded around Hearth 8 include woodworking, hide-working, and tools for tool 

production which is a similar suite as that found around Hearth 7 minus the clothing production 

tools which are found in between the two hearths.  If the hearths were used concurrently, the 

clothing production tools may have been shared between the two spaces.  Similarly, a prestige 

item (a bead core) was found between them.  The fact that prestige items are primarily found 

near Hearths 7 and 8 suggest these areas of multiple labor (and any labor-associated social 

identities) was more likely to have access to prestige.  The other area of multiple tool types, 

Hearths 9 and 13 in Block D, have fewer prestige items.    

 

The areas of potentially more restricted types of labor, Hearths 5 and 6 or Hearth 14, do not have 

prestige items or material.  Hearths 5 and 6 have hide-working, clothing production, and tool 

maintenance items while Hearth 14 has plant processing tools and the space was impacted by a 

large storage pit.  If prestige was restricted to any of these types of labor-based social identities 

(hide-working, clothing production, or plant processing) and equivalently likely to be present 

among individuals sharing these identities, prestige material could be expected to also be within 

these two areas.  Alternatively, the Hearth 5 and 6 area was used by individuals who did not have 

access to prestige while some of the hide-working/clothing production individuals around 

Hearths 7 and 9 did have access to prestige.  

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 7, 8, 9, 11, 

and 13 have enough assemblage material to be comparable in comparing different aspects of 

labor identity based on tool types, tool production/maintenance, faunal processing/consumption, 

botanical processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  For Hearth 13, the high-investment 

tool style is not considered to be equivalent to prestige items in terms of denoting prestige access 

but it may have been part of social status signaling related to prestige.  As such, for assessing 

access to prestige items, Hearth 13 is not considered to have had access to prestige items (such as 

steatite beads or nephrite scrapers) but did have access to prestige raw material in the form of 

obsidian debitage.  A summary of this data is in Table 122.     

 

 
Residential 

Unit 

Labor Identities 

Present 

Identifiable 

Debitage 

Production 

Activity 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal Material 

of total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Prestige 

Item/Material  

Access 

Hearth 7 Tool Production, 

Butchering, 

Thinning 

flakes, retouch 

54% Mammal 

45% Fish 

High Yes/Yes 
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Clothing 

Production, 

Woodworking, 

Hide-working 

(evenly 

distributed) 

flakes, bipolar 

flakes, core 

rejuvenation 

flakes, early 

stage 

reduction 

flakes 

Hearth 8 Woodworking, 

Tool Production, 

Hide-working 

(evenly 

distributed) 

Retouch 

flakes, bipolar 

flakes, early 

stage 

reduction 

flakes 

36% Mammal 

58% Fish 

High Yes/No 

Hearth 9 Woodworking, 

Tool Production, 

Plant Processing, 

Hide-working 

(evenly 

distributed) 

Retouch 

flakes, bipolar 

flakes, early 

stage 

reduction 

flakes 

38% Mammal 

59% Fish 

Low Yes/No 

Hearth 11 Tool Production, 

Butchering 

(evenly 

distributed) 

Bipolar flakes, 

retouch flakes 

15% Mammal 

79% Fish 

None No/No 

Hearth 13 Tool Production, 

Butchering, 

Clothing 

Production, 

Woodworking 

(evenly 

distributed) 

Bipolar flakes, 

Retouch 

flakes, early 

stage 

reduction 

flakes 

6% Mammal 

93% Fish 

No Sample No/Yes 

Table 122. Floor IIe Select Residential Units Labor, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

H1: Floor IIh 

The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zones include hide-working tools, plant processing tools, lithic production tools, 

woodworking tools, evidence for tool maintenance and multi-tools that could have been used for 

a variety of labor.  Interestingly, plant processing tools are found to much higher degrees than in 

residential units for floors IIe and IId.    

 

Hearth 15 in Block A has no tools.  Hearth 16 in Block A has one tool related to tool production.  

Hearth 17 in Block A has seven plant processing tools, two tools for tool production, and one 

multi-tool for woodworking and other labor.  Hearth 18 in Block A has two tool production 

tools, one woodworking tool, one tool for other labor, and one multi-tool for woodworking and 

other labor.  Hearth 19 in Block C has one butchering tool, fifteen plant processing tools, three 

tools for tool production, one woodworking tool, and one multi-tool tool for woodworking and 

other labor.  Hearth 20 in Block C has one butchering tool, one clothing production tool, two 

hide-working tools, eight plant processing tools, four tool related to tool production, one 

woodworking tool, and one hide-working tool.  Hearth 21 in Block C has one butchering tool, 

two hide-working tools, eleven plant processing tools, two tool production tools, three 
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woodworking tools, a multi-tool for plant processing/tool production and a multi-tool for tool 

production.  

 

Tool labor category richness ranges from 1 (Hearths 16) to 8 (Hearths 20 and 21).  Tool labor 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 17 (1.156) and highest for Hearth 20 (1.731).  Tool labor 

equitability is highest for Hearths 18 (0.875) with an almost even distribution between labor 

categories.  The second highest measure of equitability between tool labor groups is for Hearth 

17 (0.834) and Hearth 20 (0.832) with Hearth 17 having four labor categories and Hearth 20 

having double that many with eight.  All residential units have fairly high equitability measures 

(all above 0.7) indicating each area has more even dispersions between labor categories rather 

than one tool labor category dominating the space.   

 

Debitage flake type richness ranges from 2 (Hearths 15, 16, 18) to 5 (Hearth 19, 20, 21).  

Debitage flake type diversity is lowest for Hearth 18 (0.132) and highest for with Hearth 17 

(0.799) with Hearth 21 being a close second (0.745).  Debitage flake type evenness measures are 

lowest for Hearth 18 (0.191) and highest for Hearth 15 (0.961).  For both of these residential 

units, there are only two categories, indicating that for Hearth 18 one flake type dominates while 

Hearth 15 is more evenly distributed between the two flake types. 

 

Two residential units had no faunal remains (Hearths 16 and 18).  Faunal richness for the rest 

ranges from 2 (Hearth 15) to 10 (Hearth 21).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 15 (0.244) 

and very low counts of the material.  The second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for 

Hearth 17 (0.559) and the highest value is for Hearth 19 (1.018).  For evenness measures, the 

highest equitability index occurs for Hearth 19 (0.926) which has similar counts of remains as 

Hearth 15 distributed more evenly between three categories (being unidentifiable fish, mammal, 

or unidentifiable fragments).  The next highest equitability score is for Hearth 20 (0.809) while 

the lowest score is for Hearth 15 (0.353).  

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 18.  Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 

15 and 21 floor space, Hearth 17, 19, 20 feature samples) to 6 (Hearth 19 floor space). Botanical 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 16’s feature and floor area (0.69) where there are only two 

different types of seeds and the count for each is distributed evenly.  Botanical diversity is 

highest for Hearth 20 (1.13) for the floor area.  Botanical evenness measures are lowest for the 

Hearth 19 floor space (0.60) and highest for Hearth 17 floor and Hearth 21 feature (both 0.96) 

with the Hearth 15 feature (0.921) having a comparably high evenness score as well.  This 

indicates the abundance of each seed type is more evenly distributed across taxa for areas around 

or within Hearths 17, 15, and 21.  When looking at the seed types present for select residential 

units, all three of these more evenly distributed areas (Hearth 15, 17, 21) have very few remains 

that include kinnikinnick/bearberry, chenopods, grass, saskatoon, and wild rose.  Hearth 19 has 

the highest material count of botanicals with chenopods dominating the assemblage. 

 

Botanical activmass measures (of residential units with analyzed botanical samples) range from 

0.054 (Hearth 17) to 0.333 (Hearth 16).  Faunal activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 18) to 

0.600 (Hearth 15).  Debitage activmass measures range from 0.260 (Hearth 15) to 1.0 (Hearth 

18).  This may indicate that, as a measure of intensity for each type of activity, Hearth 18 was an 

area that accumulated debitage debris in higher quantities from lithic tool 
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production/maintenance in relation to subsistence practices.  Hearth 15 was an area that 

accumulated faunal debris in greater proportion to other activities.  Hearth 16 accumulated a 

greater proportional representation of botanical material in the form of seeds, but the overall 

assemblage quantity in the area is very low.  

 

Prestige items are fewer on this floor and distributed between both Blocks, with the Hearths 16 

and 17 sharing a conglomerate stone vessel shard in the residential unit area.  Hearth 21 contains 

a sandstone vessel shard.  Hearth 19 and 20 both have prestige raw material but no prestige 

items.  High investment tool items are more prolific, with Hearth 17 including a sawed 

metamorphic rock and Hearth 19 having two incised slate tools in the residential unit area.  

Finally, Hearth 20 contained a preformed FCR in the hearth feature and a nearby groundstone 

cube.  Only two out of seven residential units have to prestige-related material, Hearth 15 and 18. 

 

In comparing residential unit spaces, it appears that almost all residential unit areas have similar 

tool types present, excepting Hearth 15 which has no nearby tools related to these types of labor 

and Hearth 16 which has fewer of them (just plant processing and woodworking) possibly due to 

spatial overlap with Hearth 17.  Hearth 18 also has fewer plant processing tools and only 

woodworking tools.  If all residential unit areas are representing similar household activities and 

interactions by people with labor-based identity, all residential spaces seem equally likely to 

either have access to prestige items or prestige material. 

 

The areas of potentially more restricted types of labor that may not represent residential 

households, Hearth 15 or Hearth 18, do not have prestige items or prestige material.  Hearth 15 

has other types of tools (e.g., used flakes etc.) while Hearth 18 has tools for woodworking and 

tool production.  If prestige was restricted to either of these types of labor-based social identities 

(woodworking and tool production) and equivalently likely to be present among individuals 

sharing these identities, prestige material could be expected to also be within these two areas.  

This is especially likely given the fact both prestige items and debitage are found with the other 

hearths.   

 

The Gini coefficient for floor IIh for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.806.  The gini 

coefficient for distribution of high-quality mammal is 1.0.  The gini coefficient for distribution 

prestige material is 0.290.  These indicate a fairly unequal distribution between residential units 

in access to (or preservation of) high-quality subsistence remains but greater degrees of equality 

in access to prestige items.  Across measures of identifiable deer and prestige material, Hearth 21 

has the highest percentage between residential units while Hearth 17 has the highest percentage 

of identifiable high-quality salmon.  

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 19, 20, and 

21 have enough assemblage material to be comparable when looking at labor identity based on 

tool types, tool production/maintenance, faunal processing/consumption, botanical 

processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  For Hearth 20, the high-investment tools are not 

considered to be equivalent to prestige items in terms of denoting prestige access but they may 

have been part of social status signaling related to prestige.  As such, for assessing access to 

prestige, Hearth 20 is not considered to have had access to prestige items.  A summary of this 

data is in Table 123.    
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Residential 

Unit 

Labor Identities 

Present 

Identifiable 

Debitage 

Production 

Activity 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal Material 

of total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Prestige 

Item/Material 

Access 

Hearth 19 Butchering, Plant 

Processing, Tool 

Production, 

Woodworking 

(Unevenly 

distributed) 

Thinning 

flakes, 

Retouch 

flakes, Early 

Stage 

Reduction 

Flakes, Bipolar 

flakes 

52% Mammal 

22% Fish 

High No/Yes 

Hearth 20 Butchering, 

Clothing 

Production, Hide-

working, Plant 

Processing, Tool 

Production, 

Woodworking 

(Unevenly 

distributed) 

Thinning 

flakes, 

Retouch 

flakes, R-billet 

flakes, Early 

Stage 

Reduction 

flakes 

50% Mammal 

43% Fish 

Low No/Yes 

Hearth 21 Butchering, Hide-

working, Plant 

Processing, Tool 

Production 

(Unevenly 

distributed) 

Retouch 

flakes, Early 

Stage 

Reduction 

flakes, Core 

Rejuvenation 

flakes, Bipolar 

flakes 

29% Mammal 

63% Fish 

Low Yes/No 

Table 123. Floor IIh Select Residential Units Labor, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

H1: Floor IIL 

The spatial distribution of tools (excluding tools related to other labor) around hearths within the 

residential unit zones include plant processing tools, tool production tools, hide-working tools, 

woodworking tools, and clothing/woodworking tools. 

 

Hearth 22 in Block A has one plant processing tool and one multi-tool for clothing 

production/woodworking.  Hearth 23 in Block A has two tool production tools, one hide-

working tool, one woodworking tool, and one plant processing tool.  

 

Tool labor category richness is 3 for Hearth 22 and 5 for Hearth 23.  Tool labor diversity is lower 

for Hearth 22 (1.098) but equitability distributed (1.0).  Tool labor diversity is higher for Hearth 

23 (1.549) and almost evenly distributed (0.962). 

 

Debitage flake type richness is 2 for Hearth 22 and 1 for Hearth 23 (which only has one type of 

flake).  Debitage flake diversity for Hearth 22 is 0.450 and the equitability index is 0.650.   Since 

there are only two categories, the flake types are somewhat evenly distributed between them for 
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Hearth 22 with most flakes being unidentifiable, consistent with flake type patterns for the other 

floors. 

 

Faunal richness for Hearth 22 is 4 and richness for Hearth 23 is 5.  The diversity index for Hearth 

22 is 0.839 while the diversity for Hearth 23 is 0.076.  Since the faunal remains around Hearth 

23 are incredibly dominated by unidentifiable fish fragments, this low diversity score makes 

sense even though there are more specimens.  The equitability score for Hearth 22 is 0.605 and 

for Hearth 23 the equitability score is 0.047. 

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 22 while Hearth 23 had very low botanical 

counts.  Botanical richness for Hearth 23 was 2, diversity for floor samples was 0.61 and 

equitability was 0.89.  Looking at seed types, there were 4 kinnikinnick/bearberries and 9 

chenopod seeds while the feature sample yielded no seed remains. 

 

The botanical activmass measure for Hearth 23 was 0.011.  Faunal activmass was higher for 

Hearth 23 (0.983) and lower for Hearth 22 (0.764).  Debitage activmass was higher for Hearth 22 

(0.235) and much lower for Hearth 23 (0.005).  

 

Prestige items are more spatially dispersed on this floor and distributed between both Blocks, 

however, no items were found within the residential unit spaces and the closest prestige item to 

either residential unit was a chert stone bead found to the far south of Block A.  Interestingly, a 

incised slate tool was found nearby Hearth 23 though it did not fall within the residential unit 

buffer for this study. 

 

In comparing overall Block space, there are two areas in Block C with prestige items which are 

also spaces with the full array of household labor tools while the tools around the Hearth 22 and 

23 space are fairly limited.  This suggests the Block C space as the area for the majority of 

activities and depositional region for tools. 

 

The Gini coefficient for floor IIL for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.  The gini 

coefficient for distribution of high-quality mammal is 0.  The gini coefficient for distribution 

prestige material is 0.  No status-related material was found within the residential unit zones.  

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearth 23 has 

enough assemblage material to be comparable when looking at labor identity based on tool types, 

tool production/maintenance, faunal processing/consumption, botanical processing/consumption, 

and access to prestige. A summary of this data is in Table 124.      

 
Residential 

Unit 

Labor Identities 

Present 

Identifiable 

Debitage 

Production 

Activity 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal Material 

of total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Prestige 

Item/Material 

Access 

Hearth 23 Tool production, 

Hide-working 

Woodworking 

Plant processing 

tool 

None (only 

unidentifiable 

flakes present) 

3% Mammal 

99.3% Fish 

Low No/No 
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(evenly 

distributed) 
Table 124. Floor IIL Select Residential Units Labor, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

 

Summary of Hypothesis 1 Results 
Residential unit labor identities based on tool discard locations around hearths for floor IId have 

consistency in Hide-working and Tool production tools (Table 125).  For floor IIe, all residential 

unit areas have tool production material (e.g., cores, hammerstones).  For floor IIh, all residential 

unit areas share butchering tools, plant processing tools, tool production, and woodworking tools.  

For floor IIL, since only one residential unit is present, it cannot be compared to other locations.  

Floor IIh has the highest overlap in tool types between residential unit spaces.   

 

However, for floor IIe, it appears there are two types of space use within residential units 

occurring in terms of tool discard.  Hearths 7 and 13 are similar and share Tool Production, 

Butchering, Clothing Production, and Woodworking with Hearth 7 also having Hide-working 

tools.  The rest of the residential units have fewer tool types, with Hearths 8 and 9 sharing 

Woodworking and Hide-working and Hearth 11 functioning as an outlier with only Tool 

Production and Butchering tools present.  If these residential unit locations are capturing 

different activities, then the two locations most likely to represent more similar household 

interactions would be Hearths 7 and 13.  

 

For assessing nonlocal raw material and tool uses per residential unit, floor IId has residential 

units have Hat Creek jasper and jasper nonlocal tools.  Hearth 2 includes a Hat Creek jasper end 

scraper for hide-working and a jasper used flake.  Hearth 4 includes a Hat Creek jasper 

convergent scraper for woodworking.  For floor IIe, Hearth 7 includes a chalcedony used flake 

and an obsidian end scraper for hide-working.  Hearth 11 includes a chalcedony used flake.  

Hearth 8 and Hearth 9 have no nonlocal raw material tools.  For floor IIh and IIL, no nonlocal 

raw material is present in tools found within the residential unit space. 

 

For floor IId, Hat Creek jasper is used for two different types of labor (hide-working and 

woodworking) and with two different tool forms (end scraper and convergent scraper) indicating 

it is not associated with tool use.  For floor IIe, the use of chalcedony for used flakes is consistent 

between residential units but chalcedony was also used for other tool forms in other residential 

units (ex. Hearth 13 has a chalcedony unifacial knife).  For floors IId and IIe, prestige access 

aligns with high-quality subsistence material being present in the residential unit space.  Hearth 4 

on IId has the highest quality subsistence remains and the only residential location with prestige 

items although Hearth 2 has prestige items located nearby and prestige-related debitage.  Hearth 

7 on IIe has the highest quality subsistence remains but is not the only location to have access to 

prestige material.  However, Hearth 7 does have the highest proportion of prestige material 

between all residential units.  
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 Test Expectations Results per floor Factor Analysis 

Component Loadings  

Residential Unit 

Labor 

Consistent types of labor 

associated around all 

hearths 

 

IId – Medium, Hide-working 

and Tool Production Shared 

IIe – Low, only Tool 

Production Shared 

IIh – High, Butchering, Plant 

Processing, Tool Production, 

and Woodworking Shared 

IIL – N/A 
No significant 

correlations between 

residential unit 

proportion of labor 

types, subsistence, flake 

types, and prestige 

Raw Material 

Variation 

Tool nonlocal raw 

material associated with 

tool use 

IId – No 

IIe – Probably Not 

IIh – N/A 

IIL – N/A 

Residential Unit 

Prestige Access 

Correlated with highest 

quality subsistence 

remains 

 

IId – Yes, Hearth 4 

IIe – Maybe, Hearth 7 (highest 

for subsistence & prestige) 

IIh – Maybe, Hearth 21 (high-

quality deer); Hearth 17 (high-

quality salmon) 

IIL - No 
Table 125. Test Expectations and Results per Floor for Hypothesis 1 

Hypothesis 2  
For H2, if social networks are structuring use of space, then the rest of a residential unit’s 

variation (e.g., tool materials, subsistence qualities) should align with social-network based 

factors, particularly for residential unit’s which are the “better-networked” space.  Since 

statistical measures of raw material richness, diversity, and equitability are correlated to sample 

size, areas with similar counts of debitage and faunal remains should be comparable spaces to 

explore variation in debitage material, variation in subsistence processing, variation in tool types, 

and variation in social status. 

 

To reconstruct social network patterns spatially, the following data were used: maps of sourced 

dacite per floor.  To explore quantifiable variation in social network patterns, the following data 

were used: tool raw material richness/diversity/equitability, debitage raw material 

richness/diversity/equitability, tool morphology indices for scraper and knife forms, and gini 

coefficients for nonlocal raw material.   

 

To reconstruct the spatial distribution of prestige material, the following data were used: maps of 

prestige items and high-investment tools.  To reconstruct the spatial distribution of social 

networks (as resource access to toolstone) and prestige material, the following data were used: 

maps of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, nonlocal tool material, and prestige items.  To determine if 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite access is correlated to access to other raw material resources or 

prestige material, statistical analysis using correlation coefficients were performed.    

 

To reconstruct quantifiable variation in residential unit access to prestige per floor, the following 

data were used: gini coefficients for high-quality salmon (subsistence gini 1), gini coefficients 

for high-quality deer (subsistence gini 2), gini coefficients for prestige material. 
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To determine if all residential unit spaces were comparable representations of social networks 

and had similar enough assemblage characteristics to permit analysis of underlying mechanisms 

for variation, the following data was used: statistical analysis using correlation coefficients for 

tool raw material data, debitage raw material data, faunal data and activmass data. 

 

To determine if connections between residential unit social networks, subsistence, and access to 

prestige exist, the following statistical analyses were performed: factor analysis on Hypothesis 2 

dataset and factor analysis on Hypothesis 1 & 2 dataset.  The test expectations and results per 

floor for Hypothesis 2 are summarized in Table 130.  

 

H2: Floor IId 

Nonlocal raw material present in residential units includes chalcedony, Hat Creek jasper, and 

jasper. For the purposes of description of tool/debitage raw material, dacite material counts are 

not included in the description since the material is ubiquitous to all residential units. 

 

Hearth 1 in Block A has a slate and chalcedony tool.  Hearth 2 in Block C has one Hat Creek 

jasper tool, one jasper tool, one metamorphosed tool, and one coarse basalt tool.  Hearth 3 in 

Block C has two chert tools, one chalcedony tool, and four slate tools.  Hearth 4 in Block D has 

one Hat Creek jasper tool, one chert tool, one andesite tool, and two slate tools. 

 

Tool raw material richness ranges from 2 (Hearth 1) to 5 (Hearths 2 and 4).  Tool raw material 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 1 (0.693) since there are only two tools and the raw material is 

evenly distributed.  The next lowest diversity measure is for Hearth 4 (0.813).  The highest tool 

raw material diversity score is for Hearth 3 (1.170) though Hearth 2 is close (1.159).  Tool raw 

material equitability, discounting Hearth 1, is highest for Hearth 3 (0.844) and lowest for Hearth 

4 (0.505).  

 

Debitage raw material richness ranges from 5 (Hearth 1) to 16 (Hearth 4).  Debitage raw material 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 1 (0.694) and highest for Hearth 2 (1.104) with Hearth 4 being a 

close second (0.970).  Debitage raw material equitability measures are lowest for Hearth 3 

(0.318) with Hearth 4 close to this low score (0.350).  The highest equitability is for Hearth 2 

(0.502).  The second highest richness value for Hearth 3 (with richness 11) coupled with the low 

equitability score indicates the raw material is predominantly one type of material (dacite) with 

the other material less prevalent while the scores for Hearth 2 indicate raw material is dispersed 

more evenly and consistently in abundance between the 9 categories.  

 

The tool morphology index calculates the number of morphologically distinct scrapers and 

knives present per residential unit out of total scraper/knife tool forms present around residential 

units.  For Hearth 1, the index is 0.083.  For Hearth 2, the index is 0.166.  For Hearth 3, the index 

is 0.333.  For Hearth 4, the index is 0.500.    

 

Faunal richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 1) to 10 (Hearth 4).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 

1 as there is only one type of faunal remain present (and very low counts of the material).  The 

second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for Hearth 3 (0.764) and the highest value is 

for Hearth 2 (1.070).  While Hearth 2 has a richness of 9, less than that of Hearth 4, the diversity 
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between these categories is higher, indicating that of the faunal specimens are more consistently 

abundant per category than for Hearth 4.  This is also highlighted from the evenness measures 

with Hearth 4 having the lowest evenness (0.338) and Hearth 3 having the highest evenness 

(0.551). 

 

Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 1) to 6 (Hearth 4 floor area).  Botanical diversity is 

lowest for Hearth 4 (0.539) indicating while there are a lot of different seed types, the majority 

are rare in the assemblage around the floor area of the residential unit.  Botanical diversity is 

highest for Hearth 2 (1.197) for the floor area of the residential unit.  Botanical evenness 

measures are lowest for the Hearth 4 floor space (0.301) and highest for Hearth 3 floor space 

(1.00) with Hearth 2 floorspace having a very high evenness score as well (0.863).  This 

indicates the abundance of each seed type is more evenly distributed across the 4 taxa for Hearth 

2 and less evenly distributed (so concentrated within a few taxa) for Hearth 4.  When looking at 

the seed types present for Hearth 4, chenopods dominant the material abundance while Hearth 6 

has very few seeds overall with the dominant type being kinnikinnick/bearberry.  This positions 

the residential unit of Hearth 4 to have a greater degree of botanical processing/consumption 

occurring than the rest of the residential units.    

 

Botanical activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 1) to 0.053 (Hearth 4).  Faunal activmass 

measures range from 0.104 (Hearth 1) to 0.626 (Hearth 2).  Debitage activmass measures range 

from 0.490 (Hearth 4) to 0.895 (Hearth 1).  This may indicate that, as a measure of intensity for 

each type of activity, Hearth 1 was primarily an area that accumulated debitage debris so high 

quantities of lithic tool production/maintenance occurred in relation to subsistence practices.  

Hearth 2 was primarily an area that accumulated faunal debris so higher quantities of faunal 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of animals being processed) relative to 

activities that would leave behind debitage or botanical remains.  Lastly, Hearth 4 was primarily 

an area that accumulated botanical debris so high quantities of botanical processing/consumption 

(or there was a greater number of seeds being processed or the preservation of seeds for that area 

was higher) relative to other activities.   

 

Prestige material is distributed between Blocks C and D, with the Hearth 4 space having a 

steatite pipe fragment and polished nephrite fragment.  A steatite stone bead is located close to 

Hearth 2 but is not quite in the residential unit zone of analysis.  No residential units have 

evidence for high-investment tool types within their space. 

 

The highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per residential unit was found in Hearth 4 

(0.71) and the lowest in Hearth 1 (0.44).  The highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite 

per Block was found in Block D (0.23) and the lowest in Block A (0.10).  Based on the four 

residential units in floor IId, the proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite and prevalence of 

nonlocal raw material is correlated but not connected to prestige material.   

 

The gini coefficient for floor IId for the distribution of nonlocal raw material is 0.492.  The gini 

coefficient for floor IId for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.592.  The gini coefficient for 

distribution of high-quality mammal is 0.625.  The gini coefficient for distribution prestige 

material is 0.65.  These indicate a fairly unequal distribution between residential units in access 

to (or preservation of) high-quality subsistence remains and access to prestige.  Access to 
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nonlocal raw material is less unequal.  Across all measures, Hearth 4 has the highest percentage 

of high-quality salmon, mammal, nonlocal raw material, and prestige material between 

residential units.  

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 2 and 4 

have enough assemblage material to be comparable in comparing different aspects of labor 

identity based on tool types, tool production/maintenance, faunal processing/consumption, 

botanical processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  A summary of these data for select 

residential units are in Table 126. 

 
Residential 

Unit  

Nonlocal 

Tool Raw 

Material  

Debitage Raw 

Material 

(Richness) 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Dacite 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal 

Material of 

total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Social Networks  Prestige 

Items/Material 

Access 

Hearth 

2 

Hat 

Creek 

Jasper; 

Jasper 

Jasper, 

Yellow 

Chalcedony, 

Chalcedony 

(9) 

0.166 66% 39% 

Mammal 

58% 

Fish 

Low Medium 

“high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

shared 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

No (but 

nearby)/ 

Yes 

Hearth 

4 

Hat 

Creek 

Jasper 

Hat Creek 

Jasper, 

Jasper, 

Chalcedony, 

Yellow 

Chalcedony 

(16) 

0.500 71% 24% 

Mammal 

75% 

Fish 

High High “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

shared 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

Yes/Yes 

Table 126. Floor IId Select Residential Units Raw Material, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

H2: Floor IIe 

Nonlocal raw material present in residential units includes chalcedony and obsidian tools.  For 

the purposes of analysis, obsidian material was already included as part of prestige access and so 

is not included as a type of nonlocal raw material.  For the purposes of description of 

tool/debitage raw material, dacite material counts are not included in the description since the 

material is ubiquitous to all residential units. 

 

Hearth 5 in Block A has one basalt tool and one slate tool.  Hearth 6 in Block A has one quartzite 

tool.  Hearth 7 in Block C has five slate tools, one obsidian tool, one chalcedony tool, one coarse 

basalt tool, and one sandstone tool.  Hearth 8 in Block C has two slate tools and one chert tool.  

Hearth 9 in Block D has one slate tool, one chert tool, and one conglomerate tool.  Hearth 11 in 

Block D has one chalcedony tool.  Hearth 13 in Block D has one chalcedony tool, one 

conglomerate tool, and one silicified shale tool. Hearth 14 in Block B has one slate tool, one 

igneous intrusive tool, and one silicified shale tool. 

 

Tool raw material richness ranges from 2 (Hearth 6 and 11) to 6 (Hearths 7).  Tool raw material 

diversity is lowest for both Hearth 11 (0.450) and Hearth 6 (0.693) for which Hearth 11 has 

unequal distribution and Hearth 6 has equal distributions between raw material types.  The 
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highest tool raw material diversity score is for Hearth 5 and 14 (1.098) which both share 3 

categories of raw material.  Tool raw material equitability scores are fairly high for most 

residential units, with Hearths 5, 6, and 14 having even distributions (1.0).  The lowest 

equitability score is for Hearth 13 (0.544). 

 

Debitage raw material richness ranges from 3 (Hearth 5 and 6) to 11 (Hearth 9 and 13).  

Debitage raw material diversity is lowest for Hearth 5 (0.535) and highest for Hearth 13 (1.195) 

with the rest of the residential units diversity measures ranging between 1.03 and 1.147.   

 

Debitage raw material equitability measures are lowest for Hearth 8 (0.460) with Hearth 7 close 

to this low score (0.468).  The highest equitability score is for Hearth 6 (0.946) through there are 

only three richness categories so the debitage raw material is fairly evenly split between each 

type.  The second highest equitability score is for Hearth 14 (0.652) which has 5 raw material 

categories.   

 

The tool morphology index calculates the number of morphologically distinct scrapers and 

knives present per residential unit out of total scraper/knife tool forms present around residential 

units.  For Hearth 5, the index is 0.066.  For Hearth 6, the index is 0.  For Hearth 7, the index is 

0.466.  For Hearth 8, the index is 0.133.  For Hearth 9, the index is 0.066.  For Hearth 11, the 

index is 0.066.  For Hearth 13, the index is 0.200. For Hearth 14, the index is 0. 

 

Faunal richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 14) to 8 (Hearth 7).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 

14 as there is only one type of faunal remain present (and very low counts of the material).  The 

second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for Hearth 9 (0.846) and the highest value is 

for Hearth 6 (1.084).  For evenness measures, the highest equitability index occurs for Hearth 5 

(0.943) which also has few remains.  The next highest equitability score is for Hearth 6 (0.782) 

while the lowest score is for Hearth 13 (0.583).  

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 13.  Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 

5, 11 and 14 features samples) to 11 (Hearth 8 feature samples). Botanical diversity is lowest for 

Hearth 5 floor space (0.793) indicating while there are a few different seed types (richness of 4), 

they are consistently represented in the assemblage around the floor area of the residential unit. 

Botanical diversity is highest for Hearth 8 (1.524) for the feature sample.  Botanical evenness 

measures are comparatively lowest for the Hearth 5 floor space (0.572) and highest for Hearth 9 

floor space (0.968) with the Hearth 8 floorspace (0.960) and Hearth 7 feature (0.959) having 

comparable high evenness score as well.  This indicates the abundance of each seed type is more 

evenly distributed across taxa for areas around or within Hearths 7, 8, and 9.  When looking at 

the seed types present for select residential units, Hearth 7 is predominantly 

kinnikinnick/bearberries with some chenopods.  Hearth 8 is predominantly chenopods followed 

by kinnikinnick/bearberry and saskatoon berry.  Hearth 9 has very few seeds with chenopods 

most prevalent.  Hearth 11 had no seeds in samples. 

 

Botanical activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 11 and 14) to 0.676 (Hearth 8).  Faunal 

activmass measures range from 0.185 (Hearth 8) to 0.736 (Hearth 6).  Debitage activmass 

measures range from 0.138 (Hearth 8) to 0.750 (Hearth 14).  This may indicate that, as a measure 

of intensity for each type of activity, Hearth 14 was an area that accumulated debitage debris in 
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higher quantities from lithic tool production/maintenance in relation to subsistence practices.  

Hearth 6 was primarily an area that accumulated faunal debris in higher quantities from faunal 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of animals being processed) relative to 

other activities that would leave behind debitage or botanical remains.  Lastly, Hearth 8 was 

primarily an area that accumulated botanical debris so high quantities of botanical 

processing/consumption (or there was a greater number of seeds being processed or the 

preservation of seeds for that area was higher) occurred in that space relative to other activities.   

 

Prestige items are distributed between Blocks B, C and D, with the Hearth 7 space including a 

steatite ornament and steatite bead with an igneous intrusive beadcore nearby associated to 

Hearth 8.  The Hearth 9 feature had a steatite stone bead.  Only Hearths 7 and 13 have prestige 

debitage.  Hearth 7 also included two high-investment tools (groundstone spike and incised tool) 

while Hearth 13 had an incised tool as well.  

 

The highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per residential unit was found in Hearth 14 

(1.0) although only 1 dacite sample was present so this is discontented for analytical comparison.  

The second highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per residential unit was found in 

Hearth 8 (0.71) and the lowest in Hearth 13 (0.45).   

 

The highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per Block was found in Block C (0.23) and 

the lowest in Block A (0.09).  Based on the eight residential units in floor IIe, the proportion of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite and prevalence of nonlocal debitage and nonlocal tools/debitage is 

negatively correlated.  The proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite in a residential unit and 

access to prestige is also negatively correlated.   

 

The gini coefficient for floor IIe for the distribution of nonlocal raw material is 0.520.  The Gini 

coefficient for floor IIe for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.723.  The gini coefficient for 

distribution of high-quality mammal is 0.980.  The gini coefficient for distribution prestige 

material is 0.656.  These indicate a fairly unequal distribution between residential units in access 

to (or preservation of) high-quality subsistence remains and access to prestige.  Across all 

measures, Hearth 7 has the highest percentage between residential units.  

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 7, 8, 9, 11, 

and 13 have enough assemblage material to be comparable in comparing different aspects of 

social networks based on tool/debitage raw material, tool morphologies, Arrowstone Hills 1 

dacite, faunal processing/consumption, botanical processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  

For Hearth 13, the high-investment tool style is not considered to be equivalent to prestige items 

in terms of denoting prestige access but it may have been part of social status signaling related to 

prestige.  As such, for assessing access to prestige, Hearth 13 is not considered to have had 

access to prestige items.  A summary of these data for selected residential units are in Table 127. 
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Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tool 

Raw Material  

Debitage Raw 

Material Richness 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Dacite 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal 

Material of 

total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Social Networks Prestige 

Items/Material 

Access 

Hearth 

7 

Chalcedony Green 

Chert (11) 

0.466 0.57 54% 

Mammal 

45% 

Fish 

High High “high-

quality” 

subsistence 

Shared 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

Yes/Yes 

Hearth 

8 

None Hat Creek 

Jasper, 

Chalcedony 

(9) 

0.133 0.71 36% 

Mammal 

58% 

Fish 

High Medium 

“high-

quality” 

subsistence 

Different 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

Yes/No 

Hearth 

9 

None Jasper, 

Chalcedony 

(11) 

0.066 0.55 38% 

Mammal 

59% 

Fish 

Low Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence  

Different 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

Yes/No 

Hearth 

11 

Chalcedony Chalcedony 

(7) 

.066 0.60 15% 

Mammal 

79% 

Fish 

None Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

shared 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

No/No 

Hearth 

13 

Chalcedony Green 

Chert, 

Chalcedony 

(5) 

0.200 0.45 6% 

Mammal 

93% 

Fish 

No 

Sample 

Medium 

“high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

shared 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

No/Yes 

Table 127. Floor IIe Select Residential Units Raw Material, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

H2: Floor IIh 

Nonlocal raw material was not used for any tools found within residential units.  For the 

purposes of description of tool/debitage raw material, dacite material counts are not included in 

the description since the material is ubiquitous to all residential units. 

 

Hearth 15 in Block A has no tools.  Hearth 16 in Block A has one basalt tool.  Hearth 17 in 

Block A has two basalt tools, one conglomerate tool, one metamorphosed tool, six sandstone 
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tools, and one slate tool.  Hearth 18 in Block A has one igneous intrusive tool and one basalt 

tool.  Hearth 19 in Block C has two basalt tools, one granite/diorite tool, seven igneous intrusive 

tools, seven sandstone tools, and five slate tools.  Hearth 20 in Block C has two basalt tools, one 

pisolite tool, four igneous intrusive tools, two conglomerate tools, one green stone metamorphic 

tool, and three slate tools.  Hearth 21 in Block C has four basalt tools, one chert tool, seven 

igneous intrusive tools, two sandstone tools, and five slate tools. 

 

Tool raw material richness ranges from 1 (Hearth 16) to 8 (Hearths 20).  Excluding residential 

units with only one type of tool raw material present, tool raw material diversity is lowest for 

Hearth 18 (0.735).  The highest tool raw material diversity score is for Hearth 20 (1.77) with 

Hearth 19 (1.624) and Hearth 21 (1.644) comparable in diversity.  Tool raw material equitability 

scores are fairly high for all residential units, with Hearth 21 (0.918) having the highest and 

Hearth 19 (0.906) having the second highest.  This indicates the majority of tool raw material is 

evenly spread between types.  The lowest equitability score is for Hearth 18 (0.669) which only 

has five tool types present with one raw material type (dacite) more prevalent.  The high 

equitability scores for tool raw material may, in part, be due to the consistency in tool types 

across residential units, especially considering the need for specific types of raw material to be 

used for plant processing. 

 

Debitage raw material richness ranges from 3 (Hearth 16 and 17) to 17 (Hearth 19) closely 

followed by Hearth 21 with a richness score of 16.  Debitage raw material diversity is lowest for 

Hearth 18 (0.557) and highest for Hearth 19 (1.708).   Debitage raw material equitability 

measures are lowest for Hearth 18 (0.402) with Hearth 20 (0. 442) and Hearth 21 (0.499) close in 

lower evenness.  The highest equitability score is for Hearth 16 (0.656) while the second highest 

is for Hearth 17 (0.625) both of which only have three categories for raw material to be 

distributed throughout. 

 

The tool morphology index calculates the number of morphologically distinct scrapers and 

knives present per residential unit out of total scraper/knife tool forms present around all 

residential units.  For Hearth 15, there are no tools present.  For Hearth 16, the index is 0.  For 

Hearth 17, the index is 0.111.  For Hearth 18, the index is 0.  For Hearth 19, the index is 0.222.  

For Hearth 20, the index is 0.444.  For Hearth 21, the index is 0.333.  

 

Two residential units had no faunal remains (Hearths 16 and 18).  Faunal richness for the rest 

ranges from 2 (Hearth 15) to 10 (Hearth 21).  Faunal diversity is lowest for Hearth 15 (0.244) 

and very low counts of the material.  The second lowest measure of faunal diversity occurs for 

Hearth 17 (0.559) and the highest value is for Hearth 19 (1.018).  For evenness measures, the 

highest equitability index occurs for Hearth 19 (0.926) which has similar counts of remains as 

Hearth 15 distributed more evenly between three categories (being unidentifiable fish, mammal, 

or unidentifiable fragments).  The next highest equitability score is for Hearth 20 (0.809) while 

the lowest score is for Hearth 15 (0.353).  

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 18.  Botanical richness ranges from 0 (Hearth 

15 and 21 floor space, Hearth 17, 19, 20 feature samples) to 6 (Hearth 19 floor space). Botanical 

diversity is lowest for Hearth 16’s feature and floor area (0.69) where there are only two 

different types of seeds and the count for each is distributed evenly.  Botanical diversity is 
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highest for Hearth 20 (1.13) for the floor area.  Botanical evenness measures are lowest for the 

Hearth 19 floor space (0.60) and highest for Hearth 17 floor and Hearth 21 feature (both 0.96) 

with the Hearth 15 feature (0.921) having a comparably high evenness score as well.  This 

indicates the abundance of each seed type is more evenly distributed across taxa for areas around 

or within Hearths 17, 15, and 21.  When looking at the seed types present for select residential 

units, all three of these more evenly distributed areas (Hearth 15, 17, 21) have very few remains 

that include kinnikinnick/bearberry, chenopods, grass, saskatoon, and wild rose.  Hearth 19 has 

the highest material count of botanicals with chenopods dominating the assemblage. 

 

Botanical activmass measures (of residential units with analyzed botanical samples) range from 

0.054 (Hearth 17) to 0.333 (Hearth 16).  Faunal activmass measures range from 0 (Hearth 18) to 

0.600 (Hearth 15).  Debitage activmass measures range from 0.260 (Hearth 15) to 1.0 (Hearth 

18).  This may indicate that, as a measure of intensity for each type of activity, Hearth 18 was an 

area that accumulated debitage debris in higher quantities from lithic tool 

production/maintenance in relation to subsistence practices.  Hearth 15 was an area that 

accumulated faunal debris in greater proportion to other activities.  Hearth 16 accumulated a 

greater proportional representation of botanical material in the form of seeds, but the overall 

assemblage quantity in the area is very low.  

 

Prestige items are fewer on this floor and distributed between both Blocks, with Hearths 16 and 

17 sharing a conglomerate stone vessel shard in their residential unit area.  Hearth 21 contains a 

sandstone vessel shard.  These are different types of prestige than the beads and ornamentation 

found on the later floors.  Hearth 19 and 20 both have prestige debitage.  High investment tool 

items are more prolific, with Hearth 17 including a sawed metamorphic rock and Hearth 19 

having two incised slate tools in the residential unit area.  Finally, Hearth 20 contained a 

preformed FCR in the hearth feature and a nearby groundstone cube. 

 

The highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per residential unit was found in Hearth 16 

(0.60) although only 5 dacite samples were sourced.  Of the residential units with greater than 10 

dacite samples sourced, highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite was found in Hearth 21 

(0.59) with lower proportions in Hearth 19 and 20 (0.40).   

 

The higher percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per Block was found in Block C (0.36) while 

Block A had only 0.12 sourced to Arrowstone Hills 1.  Based on the seven residential units in 

floor IIh, the proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite and prevalence of nonlocal material was 

uncorrelated.  The proportion of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite in a residential unit and access to 

prestige was positively correlated.   

 

The gini coefficient for floor IIh distribution of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite is 0.442.  The gini 

coefficient for floor IIh distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.806.  The gini coefficient for 

distribution of high-quality mammal is 1.0.  The gini coefficient for distribution prestige material 

is 0.290.  These indicate a fairly unequal distribution between residential units in access to (or 

preservation of) high-quality subsistence remains but greater degrees of equality in access to 

prestige items.  Across measures of identifiable deer and prestige material, Hearth 21 has the 

highest percentage between residential units while Hearth 17 has the highest percentage of 

identifiable high-quality salmon.  Hearth 20 has the highest percentage of nonlocal raw material.  
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Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 19, 20, and 

21 have enough assemblage material to be comparable in comparing different aspects of social 

networks based on tool/debitage raw material, tool morphologies, Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, 

faunal processing/consumption, botanical processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  For 

Hearth 20, the high-investment tools are not considered to be equivalent to prestige items in 

terms of denoting prestige access but they may have been part of social status signaling related to 

prestige.  As such, for assessing access to prestige, Hearth 20 is not considered to have had 

access to prestige items.  A summary of this data for selected residential units is in Table 128.  

 
Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal Tool 

Raw Material  

Debitage Raw 

Material 
Richness 

Tool 

Morphology 
Index 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 
Dacite 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 
Faunal 

Material of 

total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 
Material 

Social 

Networks 

Prestige 

Items/ 
Material 

Access 

Hearth 

19 

None Hat Creek 

Jasper, 

Jasper, 

Chalcedony 

(17) 

0.222 0.40 52% 

Mammal 

22% 

Fish 

High No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

different 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

No/Yes 

Hearth 

20 

None Green 

Chert, 

Chalcedony 

(10) 

0.444 0.40 50% 

Mammal 

43% 

Fish 

Low No “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

different 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

No/Yes 

Hearth 

21 

None Chalcedony 

(16) 

0.333 0.59 29% 

Mammal 

63% 

Fish 

Low Low “high-

quality” 

subsistence, 

shared 

nonlocal 

raw 

material 

Yes/No 

Table 128. Floor IIh Select Residential Units Raw Material, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

   

H2: Floor IIL 

Nonlocal raw material was not used for any tools found within residential units.  For the 

purposes of description of tool/debitage raw material, dacite material counts are not included in 

the description since the material is ubiquitous to all residential units. 

 

Hearth 22 in Block A has one chert tool and one sandstone tool.  Hearth 23 in Block A has one 

slate tool, one chert tool, one granite/diorite tool, one basalt tool, one vesicular basalt tool, and 

one sandstone tool. 

 

Tool raw material richness is 3 for Hearth 22 and 7 for Hearths 23.  Hearth 23 has the higher tool 

raw material diversity score (1.945) while Hearth 22 is slightly lower (1.098).  Both residential 
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units have the same equitability index (1.0) indicated all tool raw material is evenly distributed 

between categories for both locations.   

 

While Hearth 23 has higher tool material richness, Hearth 22 has the higher richness at 4 for 

debitage raw material categories.  Hearth 23 has a debitage raw material richness score of 2.  

Hearth 22 has the higher diversity score (1.236) for debitage raw material while Hearth 23 has a 

diversity score of 0.636.  The debitage raw material equitability index for Hearth 22 is 0.892 

while Hearth 23 has a score of 0.918.  Both have high equitability scores for the distribution of 

debitage raw material, indicating each type (between the four or two categories) are fairly 

consistently represented. 

 

The tool morphology index calculates the number of morphologically distinct scrapers and 

knives present per residential unit out of total scraper/knife tool forms present around all 

residential units.  For floor IIL, only Hearth 23 had scraper or knife tool forms and so the index 

for Hearth 23 is 1.0 

 

Faunal richness for Hearth 22 is 4 and richness for Hearth 23 is 5.  The diversity index for Hearth 

22 is 0.839 while the diversity for Hearth 23 is 0.076.  Since the faunal remains around Hearth 

23 are incredibly dominated by unidentifiable fish fragments, this low diversity score makes 

sense even though there are more specimens.  The equitability score for Hearth 22 is 0.605 and 

for Hearth 23 the equitability score is 0.047. 

 

For botanicals, no sample was analyzed for Hearth 22 while Hearth 23 had very low botanical 

counts.  Botanical richness for Hearth 23 was 2, diversity for floor samples was 0.61 and 

equitability was 0.89.  Looking at seed types, there were 4 kinnikinnick/bearberries and 9 

chenopod seeds while the feature sample yielded no seed remains. 

 

The botanical activmass measure for Hearth 23 was 0.011.  Faunal activmass was higher for 

Hearth 23 (0.983) and lower for Hearth 22 (0.764).  Debitage activmass was higher for Hearth 22 

(0.235) and much lower for Hearth 23 (0.005).  

 

Prestige items are more spatially dispersed on this floor and distributed between both Blocks, 

however, no items were found within the residential unit spaces with the closest prestige item to 

either residential unit being a chert stone bead found to the far south of Block A.  Interestingly, 

an incised slate tool was found nearby Hearth 23 though it did not fall within the residential unit 

buffer for this study. 

 

Hearth 22 had the highest percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per residential unit (0.33) 

although only 9 sourced dacite samples were located in the residential unit area.  Hearth 23 did 

not have any dacite sourced to Arrowstone Hills 1 out of two samples within the residential unit 

zone. 

 

The higher percentage of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite per Block was found in Block C (0.28) while 

Block A had only 0.07 sourced to Arrowstone Hills 1.  Since only two residential units are 

present in floor IIL, discussing the particulars of Arrowstone Hills 1 correlations to other 

material for just floor IIL is not possible.  However, if based on all residential units, Arrowstone 
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Hills 1 dacite as a proportion of total sourced dacite within a residential unit, was uncorrelated to 

either nonlocal raw material or prestige items per residential unit. 

 

The gini coefficient for the floor IIL distribution of Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite is 1.0 although this 

is not a representative sample since so few sourced dacite samples were within either residential 

unit zone.  The Gini coefficient for distribution of high-quality salmon is 0.  The gini coefficient 

for distribution of high-quality mammal is 0.  The gini coefficient for distribution prestige 

material is 0.  No status-related material was found within the residential unit zones.  

 

Based on statistical analysis using correlation coefficients, it is expected that Hearths 23 has 

enough assemblage material to be comparable in comparing different aspects of social networks 

based on tool/debitage raw material, tool morphologies, Arrowstone Hills 1 dacite, faunal 

processing/consumption, botanical processing/consumption, and access to prestige.  A summary 

of this data for selected residential units is in Table 129. 

 
Residential 

Unit 

Nonlocal 

Tool 

Raw 

Material  

Nonlocal 

Debitage 

Raw 

Material 

(overall 

richness) 

Tool 

Morphology 

Index 

Arrowstone 

Hills 1 

Dacite 

Subsistence: 

Identifiable 

Faunal 

Material of 

total Faunal 

Subsistence: 

Botanical 

Material 

Social 

Networks 

Prestige 

Item/ 

Material 

Access 

Hearth 

23 

None None 

(2) 

1.0 0 3% 

Mammal 

99.3% 

Fish 

Low No “high-

quality”  

subsistence 

no nonlocal 

raw 

material 

No/No 

Table 129. Floor IIL Select Residential Units Raw Material, Subsistence, and Prestige Access Summary 

Summary of Hypothesis 2 Results 
Residential unit labor identities based on tool discard locations around hearths for floor IId have 

consistency in Hide-working and Tool production tools.  For floor IIe, all residential unit areas 

have tool production material (e.g., cores, hammerstones).  For floor IIh, all residential unit areas 

share butchering tools, plant processing tools, tool production, and woodworking tools.  For floor 

IIL, only one residential unit is present so it cannot be compared to other locations.   

 

Hearth 4, the residential unit with higher-quality subsistence material on floor IId, has butchering 

tools and notching flakes while Hearth 2 does not.  Both residential units share the same access 

to nonlocal raw material and so both would be considered to have similar social networks.   

 

For floor IIe, the residential unit with higher-quality subsistence material (Hearth 7) is the only 

location that has five different tools related to the labor categories (Tool Production, Butchering, 

Clothing Production, Woodworking, Hide-working) with Hearth 13 most similar and only 

missing hide-working tools.  In terms of nonlocal raw material, Hearth 7 shares access to green 

chert with Hearth 13 while Hearth 8 and Hearth 9 residential units may have different social  

networks based on these locations being the only ones with having Hat Creek jasper (Hearth 8) 

and jasper (Hearth 9).   
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For floor IIh, in terms of food and social networks, Hearth 21 has high-quality food while Hearth 

19 and Hearth 20 have different nonlocal raw material debitage.  Hearth 19 has both Hat Creek 

jasper and jasper while Hearth 20 has access to green chert.  Hearth 21 has less diverse types of 

tool labor than Hearth 20 but similar labor categories as Hearth 19.  All locations share 

butchering, plant processing, and tool production tools.   

 

Since consistent types of labor are not present for any floors, a better assessment of the 

relationship between residential unit labor to social networking may be to see if the residential 

unit that has the most diverse types of labor per floor is also the better-networked location.  In 

this case, Hearth 4 is the better-networked location and has greater labor diversity for floor IId.  

Hearth 7 is the better-networked location and has greater labor diversity for floor IIe.  Hearth 21 

is the better-networked location and has similar labor diversity as Hearth 19 while Hearth 20 has 

the most diversity for floor IIh.  For IIL, we cannot compare the residential unit to any others.  

 

On floor IId, higher prestige quantity aligns with the presence of high-quality subsistence.  Both 

Hearth 2 and 4 residential units on floor IId have similar social networks based on sharing the 

same nonlocal raw materials and both residential units have high percentages of Arrowstone 

Hills 1 dacite as well.  However, the Hearth 4 locations has the highest quality subsistence in 

both deer and salmon and the majority of prestige material. 

 

On floor IIe, Hearth 8 and 9 have restricted types of raw material and access to prestige.  Both 

Hearth 7 and Hearth 13 shares access to green chert and both have prestige material, though 

Hearth 7 has multiple prestige items.  Hearth 8 has the second highest amount of high-quality 

subsistence remains and Hearth 9 has lower amounts of high-quality subsistence remains.  All 

residential units have access to Arrowstone Hills 1 material with Hearth 7 having the highest 

percentage.  

 

On floor IIh, Hearth 19 and 20 have the restricted types of raw material and both have prestige 

material.  Hearth 21 also has prestige material but shares nonlocal raw material access to 

chalcedony with the other two residential units.  All three locations have similar percentages of 

Arrowstone Hills 1 material.   

 

For determining a “better-networked” residential unit, if this relies on the presence of high-

quality subsistence remains per floor, then Hearth 4, Hearth 7, and Hearth 21 have the better 

food sources (or enough remains and processing methods that allow for identifying high-quality 

foods).  Access to high-quality food does not match restricted access to certain nonlocal raw 

material. 

 

Just looking at the selected residential units (Hearths 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, and 23) the 

following patterns of nonlocal raw material, high-quality subsistence, and prestige material are 

found.  For floor IId, both Hearth 2 and 4 share access to the same nonlocal raw material 

(jaspers) but Hearth 4 has prestige material and high-quality subsistence.  For floor IIe, Hearths 8 

and 9 have differential access to nonlocal raw material (Hat Creek jasper and jasper 

respectively), prestige access and medium to low amounts of high-quality subsistence.  For floor 

IIh, Hearth 19 has restricted access to jaspers and Hearth 20 has restricted access to green chert) 

with no evidence for high-quality subsistence while Hearth 19 has prestige access.  For floor IIL, 
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Hearth 23 has no nonlocal material, low quality subsistence, and no prestige material (Table 

130).    

 
 Test Expectations Results per floor Factor Analysis 

Component Loadings 

Residential Unit 

Labor 

Consistent types of labor 

associated around hearths 

except for better-

networked residential unit  

IId – Yes 

IIe – No 

IIh – No 

IIL – N/A 
No significant 

correlations between 

residential unit raw 

material types, 

subsistence, tool forms, 

and prestige 

 

Raw Material 

Variation 

Tool/Debitage raw 

material associated with a 

single residential unit 

IId – tools no, debitage no 

IIe – tools no, debitage yes 

(Hat Creek jasper) 

IIh – tools no, debitage yes 

(Hat Creek jasper, green chert) 

IIL – N/A 

Residential Unit 

Prestige Access 

Correlated with better-

networked residential 

units 

IId – Yes 

IIe – No 

IIh – No 

IIL – N/A 
Table 130. Test Expectations and Results per Floor for Hypothesis 2 

 

Hypothesis 3 
For H3, if there is no singular coherent quality structuring the underlying variation in use of 

space and access to prestige in residential units with comparable amounts of assemblage 

material, then variation between residential units may be due to individualized choices, agency, 

or literal structural constraints such as the overall pithouse layout.  For this hypothesis, multiple 

measures of labor and social network qualities will not align with residential unit variation and 

factor analysis will not show significant component loadings matching aspects of labor or 

aspects of social networks.  If similarities between residential units in labor is due to external 

structuring mechanisms such as light and placement within the pithouse, it would be expected 

that for floors that share higher levels of social continuity (SCI) then areas of consistent hearth 

placement would see similarities in processes around these hearths.   

 

Based on SCI measures, the two floors most likely to share similar spatial structuring 

mechanisms are IId and IIe, particularly in the Block C and D space.  The IId Hearth 2 overlaps 

with the IIe Hearth 7.  The IId Hearth 4 overlaps with the IIe Hearth 13.  All of these residential 

units with spatial overlap between floors (Hearth 2, Hearth 7, Hearth 4, and Hearth 13) had 

similar enough quantities of material to permit further analysis of their associated tools, raw 

material, and subsistence remains.  Tables 131 and 132 highlight a few aspects of each 

residential unit.   
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Block C Labor Nonlocal 

Raw 

Material 

Subsistence 

Quality 

Subsistence 

Types 

Prestige Prestige 

Gini 

Hearth 2 

(IId 

Block C) 

Hide-working, 

Tool 

Production, 

Plant 

Processing 

Hat Creek 

Jasper, 

Jasper, 

Yellow 

Chalcedony 

Medium 

“high-

quality” 

subsistence 

Greater 

percentage 

fish remains 

No 

prestige 

items, 

only 

debitage 

0.65 

Hearth 7 

(IIe 

Block C) 

Tool 

Production, 

Butchering, 

Clothing 

Production, 

Woodworking, 

Hide-working 

Chalcedony 

And Green 

Chert 

High “high-

quality” 

subsistence 

Greater 

percentage 

mammal 

remains 

Prestige 

access 

0.656 

Table 131. Block C residential units hypothesis 3 summary data for floor IId and IIe 

 
Block D Labor Nonlocal 

Raw 

Material 

Subsistence 

Quality 

Subsistence 

Types 

Prestige Prestige 

Gini 

Hearth 4 

(IId 

Block D) 

Hide-working, 

Tool 

Production, 

Butchering, 

Woodworking 

Hat Creek 

Jasper, 

Jasper, 

Yellow 

Chalcedony 

High “high-

quality” 

subsistence 

Greater 

percentage 

fish remains 

Prestige 

access 

0.65 

Hearth 

13 (IIe 

Block D) 

Tool 

Production, 

Butchering, 

Clothing, 

Woodworking 

Chalcedony 

And Green 

Chert 

Medium 

“high-

quality” 

subsistence 

Greater 

percentage 

fish remains 

No 

prestige 

items, 

only 

debitage 

0.656 

Table 132. Block D residential units hypothesis 3 summary data for floor IId and IIe 

Both floors have similar levels of restricted access to prestige between residential units based on 

the prestige gini.  For floor IId, if Hearth 2 and 4 represent the only hearth-based household 

areas, then both locations share access to the same nonlocal raw material (or social networks).  

For floor IIe, if Hearth 7 and 13 represent similar hearth-based household interaction areas, they 

both share the same nonlocal raw material (or social networks).     

 

Between these four residential unit spaces, they all have medium to high amounts of “high-

quality” subsistence material.  Between the Block C residential units, during floor IIe there is a 

greater percentage of mammal remains and access to prestige while during floor IId there is a 

greater percentage of fish remains and no prestige items.  Between the Block D residential units, 

there is a greater percentage of fish remains for both floors but no access to prestige items only 

during the IIe floor residential unit.  While prestige is connected to high-quality subsistence 

material, it appears unrelated to the same social networks based on the same raw material access 

between these floors. 

 

While the Hypothesis 2 factor analysis did not reveal an underlying factor contributing to 

correlations between the proportion of specific nonlocal raw materials per residential unit and the 
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percentage of prestige material associated with that residential unit.  However, a fine-grained 

assessment of types of nonlocal raw material per residential unit and access (so the mere 

presence of prestige material) does reveal interesting findings across all four floors.   

 

For floor IId, both Hearth 2 and 4 residential units share access to the same nonlocal raw 

material, but Hearth 4 has more prestige material and higher-quality subsistence.  Greater 

amounts of prestige and better-quality subsistence material are interrelated.  Both residential 

units have access to jasper and Hat Creek jasper but only one has higher amounts of prestige.  

 

For floor IIe, Hearths 8 and 9 have different social networks than the others (Hat Creek jasper for 

Hearth 8 and jasper for Hearth 9) and both have prestige items.  Hearth 7 shares a nonlocal raw 

material resource (green chert) with a different residential unit (Hearth 13) but Hearth 7 has 

prestige items and material plus high-quality subsistence while Hearth 13 only has prestige 

debitage.   

 

Access to prestige material is unaligned to any nonlocal raw material or their potential associated 

social networks.  Prestige access does not guarantee high-quality subsistence material, but the 

greatest proportion of prestige material does occur with the residential unit that has high-quality 

subsistence.  Only one residential unit with connections related to green chert has access to 

prestige.  Both residential units with access to jasper and Hat Creek jasper have evidence of 

prestige access.  This distribution of prestige items per residential/household interaction zone 

indicates individualized circumstance and achievement was potentially the main mechanism for 

access to prestige items.  Prestige items coincide with high-quality foods while prestige raw 

material is more fluid. 

 

For floor IIh, Hearths 19 has access to Hat Creek jasper and jasper while Hearth 20 has access to 

green chert and both have no evidence for high-quality fish/mammal subsistence.  Hearth 19 and 

20 have only prestige material while Hearth 21 has a prestige item.  While Hearth 21 has some 

identifiable high-quality salmon, Hearth 17 has much greater amounts of high-quality fish.  

High-quality food seems unrelated to social signaling of prestige.  Prestige material is more 

prevalent throughout all locations. 

 

For floor IIL, prestige material does not occur around Hearth 23 and this location has few high-

quality fish remains even though there is evidence of high-intensity fish processing from the 

plethora of fish specimens associated to the residential unit.   

 

Factor analysis using the Hypothesis 1&2 dataset which relied on extrapolated measures for 

types of labor, raw material access, subsistence access, prestige access, and population density 

revealed a possible underlying factor contributing to correlations between the level of prestige 

inequality per floor and the uneven distribution of high-quality salmon/deer, the evenness of 

flake types, the percentage of mammal in a residential unit and the overall proportion of debitage 

in a residential unit.  This appears consistent with the findings that, as prestige items became 

more prevalent and restricted to certain areas of the pithouse (and around certain residential 

units) that high-quality subsistence is part of social status signaling.  This also appears to capture 

aspects of variation in subsistence economies between the four selected floors. 
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Looking at these data in light of previous socio-economic research on the Housepit 54 floors, 

floor IIL falls into a pattern for the BR2 floors of “low intensity salmon and deer economies, low 

populations, shorter winter stays, egalitarian social relations and lower intensity reduction of 

lithic cores and tools” (Prentiss et al. 2020c:9).  The BR3 floors have higher populations, longer 

winter stays, more intensified subsistence economies and more intense use of lithic raw material.  

There are two subtypes of socio-economic organizations within the BR3 floors.  Floor IIh is 

more egalitarian while Floor IIe and IId feature higher inequality, higher salmon density and 

more extra-small debitage flakes (potentially related to more intensive resharpening and tool 

recycling) (Prentiss et al. 2020c). 

 

If the emergence of inequality was a by-product of intense competition for control of subsistence 

resources as populations inside the pithouse increased on floor IIe before being faced with 

resource stress on floor IId, then rights to landscape subsistence resources by household were 

clarified during floor IIe and inherited into floor IId (Prentiss et al. 2020:18).  Subsistence 

resources during floor IIe include peak returns on salmon and fairly high returns on artiodactyls 

before salmon and artiodactyl density drops on IId.  Looking at the residential unit level for floor 

IIe, Hearth 7 (Block C) has the best subsistence returns and if landscape resources were inherited 

by Hearth 2 (Block C) on floor IId, then prestige items and nonlocal raw material types were not 

shared directly around the residential unit although green chert is found in Block C.  Similarly, 

for floor IIe, Hearth 13 (Block D) has medium high-quality subsistence returns but no prestige 

items while Hearth 4 (Block D) has high-quality subsistence returns and prestige items.  

Nonlocal raw material types were not consistent between floors directly around the residential 

unit but Block D does have a piece of green chert debitage.  

 

The process by which households or residential units were able to initially signal higher status 

via display items during floor IIe seems unconnected to particular social identities based on labor 

types or social networks evident through raw material access.  If social status was related to 

access to particular locations on the landscape with better yields of salmon or deer, then the 

inheritance of these landscape rights also seems unrelated to particular nonlocal toolstone 

connections. 

 

There is no singular coherent quality structuring the underlying variation in access to prestige in 

residential units with comparable amounts of assemblage material beyond co-occurrence with 

high-quality resources.  It is possible that variation between residential units may be due to 

individualized subsistence economy decision-making and inheritance of resource rights which 

are unaligned to social networks evident in toolstone material.  A summary of test expectations 

and results per floor are in Table 133 below.   
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 Test Expectations Results per floor Hypothesis 1& 2 

Factor Analysis 

Component Loadings 

Residential Unit 

Labor 

Type of labor randomly 

associated around hearths 

IId – Yes 

IIe – Yes 

IIh – Maybe 

IIL – N/A 

 

Possible correlations 

between: 

Prestige inequality, 

subsistence gini 

deer/salmon, flake 

type evenness, 

%mammal, debitage 

activmass 

 

Raw Material 

Variation 

Nonlocal tool raw material 

unassociated with tool use 

 

IId – Yes 

IIe – Probably 

IIh – N/A 

IIL – N/A 

Raw Material 

Variation 

Nonlocal raw material 

unassociated with access to 

prestige 

IId – Yes 

IIe – Yes 

IIh – Maybe 

IIL – No nonlocal raw 

material 

Residential Unit 

Prestige Access 

Uncorrelated with any 

factors of 

subsistence/social 

networks 

IId – More prestige with high-

quality subsistence 

IIe – More prestige with high-

quality subsistence 

IIh – Unrelated 

IIL – No residential unit 

prestige 
Table 133. Test Expectations and Results per Floor for Hypothesis 3 

 

Data Limitations and Assumptions 
Some limitations and assumptions of this analysis are the contemporaneity of hearth space use as 

each hearth area is assumed to have been in operation at equivalent times rather than 

representing staggered separate uses of the space by individual households.  This assessment of 

labor identity also relies on the assumption that there was an equivalent likelihood that any tools 

used by individuals of the same household were deposited/stored/left within the residential unit 

space representing the household hearth for cooking/consumption.  Similarly, the evenness 

between tool labor types within the residential unit is assumed to represent the likelihood that 

individuals associated with that labor deposited their tools around the residential unit in an 

equivalent way.  If different households left their tools in open spaces or near spaces where the 

tools were utilized, if this happened in a separate space than within the area around the hearth, 

then the tools related to a particular household type of labor would not be found around that 

hearth. 

 

This analysis also assumes that each type of material associated to types of subsistence labor and 

tool production labor (faunal remains, botanical remains, and debitage) are equally likely to be 

preserved around all hearths on a given floor.  While some spaces are impacted by subsequent 

cache pits, thus influencing their proportion of material, by narrowing down the in-depth analysis 

to residential unit areas with the highest amount of related assemblage material hopefully 
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mitigates this factor.  Important to note are the differential depositional and taphonomic 

processes that effect preservation for each type of material (faunal/botanical/debitage).  This 

introduces variation in how likely count/values for each type of material type is to have been 

preserved in the archaeological record. 

 

Chapter 14: Conclusions 
Provided my proxies are sufficient representations of either labor identity or social-networks 

associated to the residential unit space, neither social identity nor networks coherently align with 

access to prestige within selected areas of household-interactions across these four floors.  

Determining which residential units per floor would have access to prestige items is not aligned 

with the prevalence of one type of social identity based on labor nor one type of kinship 

networks as captured by nonlocal raw material.  Instead, as inequality emerged and persisted, 

consistent access to higher-quality subsistence foods is the only well-defined correlate with 

prestige display items while general use of prestige material is less restricted.   

 

Residential unit areas seem to uniformly include resource access to nonlocal dacite from 

Arrowstone Hills 1 and the prominence of two different Arrowstone Hills 1 sources indicates the 

possibility that two overarching lineages are present across multiple floors though the scattering 

of two other dacite sources suggests there could be up to four.  Alternatively, if resource access 

to dacite is not a direct reflection of kinship lineages but rather general landscape connections, 

shared macro-scale kinship or trade connections (such as at the House, village or clan level) 

between residential units, then the distribution of Arrowstone Hills material is more coherent.  

Especially since none of the sources are not restricted to particular areas of the pithouse, with 

Arrowstone Hills 1, Arrowstone Hills 2/Upper/Hat Maiden, the unknown source, and the nearby 

West Pavilion source present across all Blocks to varying degrees.   

 

Of note, as high degrees of plant processing evident around hearth locations decreased, there is 

also the increase in the restricted nature of access to prestige items.  For IIh, there is heavy 

investment in plant processing tools generally and their discard locations are found around 

hearths, a different spatial layout when compared to IIe and IId.  Since IIe and IId have evidence 

for a shared multi-generational plant processing grinding stone located in Block B, this may 

explain why plant processing tools are no longer individualized to hearth locations.  Instead, the 

majority of plant processing occurs in a separate space of the pithouse while 

cooking/consumption of botanicals occurs within and around the hearths.  The proportion of 

botanicals around a residential unit does not appear to be correlated to how restricted access to 

prestige is on a floor, however, when taken in light of other subsistence economy variations for 

floors IIe and IId the results are interesting. 

 

If hunter-gatherer-fisher identities were tied to resource-extraction activities (i.e. hunting 

individuals have identities based around their hunting practices, gathering individuals have 

identities based around their gathering practices) then changes in subsistence practices may cause 

subsequent, measurable shifts in gender identity and differential access to social status.  This 

does not appear to be the case as prestige access is not clearly aligned with a particular social 

identity before or after subsistence shifts from low intensities of salmon/deer to higher intensities 

of salmon processing or spatial re-arrangement of plant processing locations.  If social identities 
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were more influenced by kinship networks and social relationships, then access to higher social 

status may be related to these qualities.  If recreating kinship-networks based solely on access to 

particular nonlocal raw material, the connection to prestige across floors is not present.   

 

If nonlocal raw material access is functionally equivalent for all residential units across floors, 

then it may potentially indicate these resources are related to clan-level membership which is 

consistent and shared for all members of the pithouse across the four floors.  If kin-networks are 

embodied in the ability to obtain high amounts of high-quality subsistence foods at the 

household-level with access to more people, then this is consistent with access to prestige items 

as inequality emerges and persists.   Finally, if social identity is more fluid and negotiable on 

interpersonal levels, then it may be more likely for multiple individuals to attain higher status 

and prestige material during the emergence of inequality.  This seems to be the more likely 

scenario, especially given the heterarchical nature of achieved status through food-sharing, as 

well as status derived from resource management (Teit 1906:255). 

 

Across all floors, better-networked residential units share similar types/distributions of tools by 

labor category although not the exact same types of tools or the exact same distribution.  These 

better-networked residential units are also more likely to include prestige items.  If these 

locations functioned as spatial attractors (O’Brien et al. 2022), then the mingling of multiple 

people within a household in these spaces appears to represent various social identities and 

kinship networks.  No singular type of labor or social network (via nonlocal raw material 

sources) tracks with prestige items.  Within a given floor, areas within all residential units have 

more variable types of labor based on tool discard locations around hearths but much more 

consistency in debitage flake types.  While the type of labor is not randomly associated within 

residential units, it is not consistently structured, representing a degree of variation as 

constrained by external forces such as historical contingency, environmental fluctuations, and 

food resource acquisition.   

 

Among these better-networked residential units, the primary factor indicative of more social 

networks is the ability to procure, store, and (potentially) redistribute high-quality food 

resources, particularly during times of resource stress and increased competition.  The better-

networked residential units are localities of both high-quality food, high-quantities of food, and 

localities of prestige items, while food quality (and quantity) is more variable among other 

residential units.  This aligns with previous studies on food surplus and relationships with the 

emergence of inequality (Kuijt 2008; Testart 1982) whereby surplus, resource restriction, and 

variable redistributive practices are considered a primary factor to the emergence of inequality.   

 

Inequality inherently indicates cultural conceptions of restriction, whereby 

material/knowledge/wealth is restricted to certain individuals or groups based on specific 

culturally-created and understood qualities.  Understanding how qualities that create or allow for 

restriction are structured, whether or not these social qualities (or social distinctions) are ascribed 

or achieved (Teit 1906) is embedded within this research.  Since the majority of labor is variable 

around residential units with prestige items, it would appear that specific labor qualities are not a 

primary structuring quality for access to prestige items.  If labor was ascribed to gender, then 

gendered tools are not spatially discrete or spatially separated among residential units with 

prestige items.  These spaces do not evince one type of labor based on tool presence (e.g., just 
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woodworking or hide-working tools) or consistent prominence of one type of labor.  While the 

residential unit areas may not have been the spaces where these tools were used for their specific 

labor, their shared discard location and association with household labor indicates the residential 

unit as a shared space of variously gendered individuals.      

 

In returning to White (2013) and De Souza (2018) on the emergence of inequality, they posit that 

as inequality emerged at a systemic-level within hunter-gatherer-fisher societies, larger initial 

residential units with more numerous kin-networks would have greater access to prestige and 

status.  It is possible that the residential units on floor IIe and IId with higher levels of prestige 

exhibit these extensive kin-networks through their ability to accumulate surplus and high-quality 

subsistence foods.  It is also possible these localities are more closely linked to the initial 

founding lineage for the pithouse, as evinced through perpetual access to consistent non-local 

raw material (Arrowstone Hills 1, jaspers, green chert).  If social interactions encouraged the 

prevalence of House-based distinctions, then individuals associated to the long-lived House 

group may have had greater access to prestige items through this ascribed connection than newer 

members to the pithouse as population increased during floor IIe.   

 

A House social distinction would help to explain one possible underlying factor not directly 

capturable in material proxies that contributed to only certain residential units having prestige 

items while prestige material was more distributed.  If social status could be either achieved or 

ascribed, residential units with prestige items may be localities of high-achieving food producers, 

House-based ascribed social distinction, or both.  By finding residential unit labor to be 

uncorrelated to proportions of prestige material, this research demonstrates it is probable that 

distinctive household labor was not contributing to these areas where prestige items 

accumulated.  This encourages the interpretation that ascribed social identity qualities 

contributed to access to status as inequality emerged in Housepit 54. 

 

While there is variation in space use across four floors spanning roughly 193 years of 

occupation, there is also a high degree of consistency in terms of activities around features such 

as hearths.  Shared foodways are prominent and shared space among various social identities 

underscores household interactions throughout the life-history of Housepit 54.  Embedded within 

this consistency is the restructuring of sociopolitical realities, whereby instances of prestige 

hierarchies briefly coalesced into variable expressions of interpersonal interactions within and 

between households.  The fact that inequality does not readily map onto specific social identities 

indicates the nuanced interplay between internal and external structuring mechanisms for 

interactions within households.  It is hoped that through this in-depth analysis of areas of activity 

and use of space across floors in Housepit 54, a better picture of how macroscale cultural change 

manifests at the micro-scale level is achieved.   
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Appendix A: List of Tools Per Residential Unit 
Code List: 

Residential Unit: Hearth1-Hearth23; space around hearths used in study 

 

Block: A-D; block location of floor 

 

Unit: numbered 1-16; unit location of floor 

 

Quadrant Of Unit (Quad): NE=northeast; NW=northwest; SE=southeast; SW=southwest  

 

Material type: type of material for tool 

Length/Width/Thickness: measurements of tool in millimeters  

Tool type: tool morphological type 

Labor category: labor category associated to tool morphological type  
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Residential 

Unit 
Block Unit Quad Material Type 

Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 
Tool Type Labor Category 

Hearth 1 A 15 se Slate 31.40 31.40 10.10 Chipped Slate Other Labor 

Hearth 1 A 15 sw Chalcedony 37.70 19.60 8.40 Convergent Scraper Woodworking 

Hearth 2 
c 15 nw Dacite 14.00 7.50 2.20 

Kamloops Side-

Notched Point 

Concave Base 

Other 

Hearth 2 
c 10 ne Dacite 16.30 18.60 6.40 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 2 
c 14 se Dacite 17.10 18.40 5.20 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 2 
c 15 all Dacite 25.50 24.50 11.70 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 2 
c 10/11 e/w Dacite 29.80 21.20 4.60 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 2 
c 14 sw Jasper (Hat Creek) 15.90 16.50 2.90 End Scraper Hide-working 

Hearth 2 
c 15 nw Jasper 12.60 10.20 1.50 Used Flake Other 

Hearth 2 
c 15 sw Dacite 37.70 27.60 17.20 

Multidirectional 

Core 
Tool Production 

Hearth 2 
c 10 nw Metamorphosed 51.00 32.90 12.30 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 2 
c 10/11 e/w Dacite 30.20 16.50 3.40 

Crude Projectile 

Point (Shape Of 

Point Chipped On 

Flake) 

Other 

Hearth 2 
c 10 se Coarse Basalt 41.44 19.64 6.23 

Bipolar Core/Single 

Scraper 

Multitool: Tool 

Production/Woodworking 

Hearth 3 
c 6 sw Chert 18.60 18.80 3.60 

Plateau Corner-

Notched Point 

Concave Base 

Other 
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Hearth 3 
c 2 sw Chert 7.40 2.40 1.50 

Scraper Retouch 

Flake 
Other 

Hearth 3 
c 2 nw Chalcedony 13.20 9.60 4.50 Piece Esquillées Woodworking 

Hearth 3 
c 6 se Dacite 13.60 10.40 4.10 Piece Esquillées Woodworking 

Hearth 3 
c 2 sw Dacite 25.39 18.61 7.29 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 3 
c 6 se Dacite 13.90 13.40 2.40 Convergent Scraper Woodworking 

Hearth 3 
c 2 nw Slate 38.70 23.40 3.70 Slate Scraper Hide-working 

Hearth 3 
c 2 nw Slate 40.20 28.60 4.30 Slate Scraper Hide-working 

Hearth 3 
c 2 sw Slate 70.40 45.80 9.80 Slate Scraper Hide-working 

Hearth 3 
c 6 se Dacite 34.20 24.60 7.10 

Crude Projectile 

Point (Shape Of 

Point Chipped On 

Flake) 

Other 

Hearth 3 
c 2/6 nw/sw Dacite 17.90 14.60 1.90 Dufour Bladelet Other 

Hearth 3 
c 2/6 nw/sw Dacite 23.10 11.10 9.10 Piece Esquillées Woodworking 

Hearth 3 
c 2/6 nw/sw Dacite 15.70 13.30 3.90 Used Flake Other 

Hearth 3 
c 2/6 nw/sw Slate 48.50 27.20 

6.20 

 

Chipped Adze 

 
Woodworking 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw Dacite 7.10 6.20 1.50 Biface Fragment 
Tool Production 

 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw Dacite 11.70 10.10 2.30 

Kamloops Side-

Notched Point 

Concave Base 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw Dacite 15.70 10.80 7.90 Piece Esquillées 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw Dacite 26.40 16.50 7.90 Piece Esquillées Woodworking 
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Hearth 4 d 8 nw Dacite 18.90 11.20 5.60 Bipolar Core 
Tool Production 

 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw Dacite 20.90 17.00 6.90 Bipolar Core 
Tool Production 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw Dacite 15.50 11.90 3.20 Bipolar Core 
Tool Production 

 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw Dacite 10.40 9.10 1.40 Single Scraper 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 4 d 11 se Dacite 21.20 17.20 1.90 Single Scraper 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne Dacite 24.00 12.60 2.90 Notch 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw Jasper (Hat Creek) 9.00 13.70 2.30 Convergent Scraper 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne Dacite 36.50 24.50 5.60 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 11 se Dacite 12.30 5.40 2.60 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw Dacite 25.70 28.50 4.90 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 se Dacite 12.00 9.30 1.50 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw Dacite 20.70 20.00 3.40 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw Dacite 18.40 29.30 3.00 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne Chert 5.00 3.70 2.00 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne Andesite 45.20 40.50 8.50 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw Steatite/Soapstone 8.20 4.20 1.60 
Steatite Tubular 

Pipe 
Prestige Item 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne Dacite 15.30 14.10 1.40 

Crude Projectile 

Point (Shape Of 

Point Chipped On 

Other Labor 
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Flake) 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne Slate 13.50 7.50 3.25 
Slate Scraper 

Retouch Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 4 d 11 se Nephrite 11.10 7.90 1.30 
Polished Nephrite 

Fragment 
Prestige Item 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne Dacite 40.50 22.70 3.90 

Bifacial 

Knife/Steep 

Retouched 

Truncation On A 

Biface 

Multi-tool: Butchering 

 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw Slate 90.40 76.40 25.70 

Slate 

Scraper/Ground 

Slate 

Multi-tool: Hide-

working/ Other Labor 

 
Floor IId Tool Data 

Residential 

Unit 
Block Unit Quad Material Type 

Thermal 

Alteration 

Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 
Tool Type Labor Category 

Hearth 5 
a 6 se Coarse Dacite 

No 
33.70 15.90 7.60 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 5 
a 6 sw Basalt 

No 
52.40 26.70 18.30 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 5 
a 6 sw Slate 

No 
98.90 83.40 2.20 

Slate 

Scraper/Sawed 

Slate/Incised Or 

Pecked Image On 

Ground Surface 

Multi-tool: Hide-

working/Other Labor 

Hearth 6 
a 6 nw Quartzite 

No 
59.20 24.90 19.80 Retouch Spall Tool Hide-working 

Hearth 6 
a 6 nw Dacite 

No 
39.80 29.00 5.20 Small Piercer Clothing Production 

Hearth 7 
c 10 ne Dacite No 15.10 9.40 3.10 Biface Fragment 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 7 
c 10 ne Dacite No 11.10 6.50 2.40 Point Tip 

Other Labor 
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Hearth 7 
c 11 sw Dacite No 16.60 10.50 3.80 

Kamloops Side-

Notched Point 

Straight Base 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 se Dacite No 17.10 9.90 1.90 

Plateau Corner-

Notched Point 

Concave Base 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 ne Dacite No 25.80 28.70 5.00 Bifacial Knife 

Butchering 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 ne Dacite No 10.80 6.60 3.80 Bifacial Perforator 

Clothing Production 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Dacite No 10.60 5.30 2.10 Bifacial Borer/Drill 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 10 se Dacite No 16.30 9.50 4.90 

Scraper Retouch 

Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Slate No 12.00 9.30 2.00 

Scraper Retouch 

Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 nw Dacite No 26.00 23.80 6.00 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 sw Dacite No 34.00 27.30 6.20 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 nw Dacite No 24.10 16.60 3.00 Single Scraper 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Dacite No 28.30 18.30 3.00 Notch 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 7 
c 10 sw Obsidian No 21.90 17.70 6.90 End Scraper 

Hide-working 
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Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Dacite No 20.40 17.70 3.80 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 se Dacite No 23.80 15.30 4.10 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 ne Chalcedony No 17.70 11.20 5.80 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 ne Dacite No 23.00 22.00 5.90 Stage 3 Biface 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 nw Coarse Basalt No 196.50 138.10 74.30 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Steatite/Soapstone No 3.50 3.80 1.10 Stone Bead 

Prestige Item 

Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Steatite/Soapstone No 8.10 7.80 2.70 

Ground Or Sculpted 

Ornament 
Prestige Item 

Hearth 7 
c 11 se Slate No 49.30 61.70 6.90 Slate Scraper 

Hide-working 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 se Slate No 66.80 52.10 8.70 Slate Scraper 

Hide-working 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 nw Dacite No 14.70 13.70 2.10 Groundstone Spike 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 10 nw Dacite No 29.40 13.90 3.20 

Abruptly Retouched 

Truncation On A 

Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 nw Sandstone No 130.60 84.50 49.30 Mano 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 7 
c 10 ne Slate No 12.80 11.00 1.00 Incised Tool 

Other Labor 
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Hearth 7 
c 14 sw Dacite No 17.40 9.70 2.20 

Slate Scraper 

Retouch Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 ne Igneous Intrusive No 0.00 0.00 6.50 Bead Core 

Prestige Item 

Hearth 7 
c 10 ne Dacite No 25.60 19.00 3.90 Slate Drill 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 sw Slate No 67.30 21.70 5.90 Slate Drill 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 11 ne Dacite No 25.60 18.90 3.20 

Knife-Like 

Biface/Used Flake 

Multi-tool: 

Butchering/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 7 
c 15 ne Dacite No 11.10 10.70 1.70 

Unifacial 

Knife/Small Piercer 

Multi-tool: 

Butchering/Clothing 

Production 

 

Hearth 8 
c 16 nw Dacite No 30.50 29.50 7.90 Piece Esquillées Woodworking 

Hearth 8 c 16 se Dacite No 27.80 16.10 4.40 Piece Esquillées Woodworking 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne Dacite No 15.10 12.60 6.70 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne Dacite No 22.70 14.10 5.80 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw Chert Yes 15.30 18.50 5.40 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 8 c 16 se Dacite No 26.30 20.80 5.70 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne Slate No 85.90 65.90 14.00 Slate Scraper 
Hide-working 

 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw Slate No 98.70 61.90 12.00 Slate Scraper 
Hide-working 
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Hearth 9 d 6 se Dacite No 2.2 17.1 3.3 
Scraper Retouch 

Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne Dacite No 17 11.5 5.6 Piece Esquillées 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne Dacite No 15 12.1 1.8 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne Dacite No 24.9 15.6 2.7 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne Chert No 31.8 23.1 3.4 Used Flake 
Other Labor 

 

Hearth 9 d 6 se Dacite No 15.3 8.7 3.5 Stage 2 Biface 
Tool Production 

 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw Conglomerate No 57.2 44.6 25.7 Abrader 
Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne Steatite/Soapstone No 5.5 5.2 1.4 Stone Bead Prestige Item 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne Slate No 36.2 23.3 6.4 Slate Scraper 
Hide-working 

 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne Dacite No 11 15.1 2.5 
Small Triangular 

Point 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 9 

 
d 6 se Dacite No 22.7 13.1 4.9 

Notch / Abruptly 

Retouched 

Truncation On A 

Flake 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

11 
d 8 nw Dacite No 20.8 18.2 3.5 

Used Flake / Used 

Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

11 
d 8 nw Dacite No 15.4 10.3 4.8 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

11 
d 8 nw Chalcedony Yes 13.1 6.3 1.9 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

11 
d 8 nw Dacite No 17.1 10.7 2.6 Stage 2 Biface 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

11 
d 7 ne Dacite No 10 14.4 5.1 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

11 
d 7 ne Dacite No 17.4 23.2 1.6 Bifacial Knife 

Butchering 

 

Hearth d 11 ne Dacite No 8.4 7.1 1.9 Dufour Bladelet Other Labor 
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13  

Hearth 

13 
d 11 se Dacite No 14.8 13.1 2 Kamloops Preform 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 se Dacite No 15.5 13 4.5 Bipolar Core  

Hearth 

13 
d 11 se Dacite No 37.30 17.70 2.50 Unifacial Perforator 

Clothing Production 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 ne Dacite No 21.1 14.3 2.9 Notch 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 sw Chalcedony Yes 31.1 27.9 5.4 Unifacial Knife 

Butchering 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 sw Dacite No 26 21 4.1 Convergent Scraper 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 ne Dacite No 60.8 26.8 15.9 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 sw Dacite No 22.1 11.8 2.7 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 sw Conglomerate No 59.9 47.8 38.1 Hammerstone 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 nw Dacite No 26.9 12.1 4.4 Burin 

Woodworking/ 

Boneworking 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 se Silicified Shale No 64.4 45.5 33.1 Incised Tool 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 nw Dacite No 24.7 18.4 3.9 

Unifacial Knife / 

Used Flake / Used 

Flake 

Multi-tool:: 

Butchering/Other 

 

Hearth 

13 
d 11 ne Dacite No 23.1 18.8 4.9 

Abruptly Retouched 

Truncation On A 

Flake / Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

14 
b 16 nw Igneous Intrusive No 92.30 70.30 51.10 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

14 
b 16 se Slate No 71.00 46.20 32.60 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

14 
b 16 se Silicified Shale No 49.70 28.70 9.00 Used Flake Other Labor 
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Floor IIe Tool Data 

Residential 

Unit 
Block Unit Quad Material Type 

Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 
Tool Type Labor Category 

Hearth 

15 No Tools 

Hearth 

16 
a 15 sw Basalt 23.10 10.70 8.00 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 

16 
a 15 sw Conglomerate 29.10 23.70 11.20 Stone Vessel Shard Prestige Item 

Hearth 

17 a 11 nw Basalt 32.00 27.10 14.20 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 

17 
a 15 sw Basalt 23.10 10.70 8.00 Bipolar Core Tool Production 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 ne Dacite 23.20 14.50 5.60 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 ne Sandstone 52.30 36.70 19.70 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 nw Sandstone 76.30 52.00 23.90 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 nw Sandstone 44.80 26.00 19.10 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 nw Conglomerate 51.90 29.90 25.50 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 se Sandstone 56.50 44.90 31.90 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 

17 
a 15 se Sandstone 89.10 58.90 21.60 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 

17 
a 15 se Sandstone 65.10 66.90 23.90 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 ne Slate 91.20 42.00 12.00 Chipped Slate 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 ne Metomorphosed 51.00 39.30 16.20 

Sawed/Chipped 

Metamorphic Rock 

Other Labor 
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Hearth 

17 
a 15 sw Conglomerate 29.10 23.70 11.20 Stone Vessel Shard Prestige Item 

Hearth 

17 
a 11 ne Dacite 29.80 26.80 5.70 

Single Scraper/Used 

Flake 

Multi-Tool: 

Woodworking/Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 12 ne Dacite 46.10 48.80 13.50 Scraper-Like Biface 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 12 nw Igneous Intrusive 26.30 23.10 24.10 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 16 se Dacite 28.40 12.00 3.80 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 16 se Dacite 24.30 15.00 2.50 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 16 sw Dacite 25.40 16.80 4.30 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 12 ne Dacite 33.10 30.60 5.40 

Piece Esquillées/Used 

Flake 

Multi-Tool: 

Woodworking/Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

18 
a 12/16 ne/se Dacite 18.50 16.20 2.80 Notch Woodworking 

Hearth 

18 
a 12/16 ne/se Basalt 32.70 14.90 5.20 

Plateau Corner-Notched 

Point With Base Missing 
Other Labor 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 se Dacite 32.6 17 6.8 

Shuswap Parallel Stem 

Pronounced Shoulders 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Dacite 19.9 14.2 5.4 Stage 4 Biface 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Dacite 29.4 19.3 8 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 ne Dacite 51.3 46.4 4.6 Unifacial Knife 

Butchering 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 se Dacite 26.2 16.6 5.3 Convergent Scraper 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 se Slate 63.3 34.5 3.6 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Dacite 

not on 

record 

not on 

record 

not on 

record 
Used Flake 

Other Labor 
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Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Dacite 18.4 9 1.8 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Basalt 69.8 45.1 30.3 Hammerstone 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Igneous Intrusive 50.4 33.4 9.3 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 nw Igneous Intrusive 99.9 97 50.2 Mano 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 nw Slate 67.9 29.8 6.6 Incised Tool 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 sw Slate 12 6.6 1.1 Incised Tool 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Slate 51.9 50.6 8.6 Chipped Slate 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Slate 95.8 43.1 17 Chipped Slate 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Igneous Intrusive 50.8 33.2 16.2 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 se Dacite 27 13.3 4.2 

Single Scraper / Used 

Flake 

Multi-Tool: 

Woodworking/Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 nw Igneous Intrusive 72.4 56.8 37.3 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 nw Sandstone 

not on 

record 

not on 

record 

not on 

record 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 nw Sandstone 50.3 38.3 23.2 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 se Igneous Intrusive 83.2 64.7 40.7 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 2 se Sandstone 58.7 51 16.5 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 
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Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Igneous Intrusive 93.4 86.3 42.4 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Sandstone 48.1 28.9 33.1 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Sandstone 43.3 36.7 17.5 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Igneous Intrusive 74.4 45.7 19.5 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Basalt 75.5 40.2 28.6 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 se Granite/Diorite 78.6 34 26.3 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 sw Sandstone 39.4 60.4 41.6 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

19 
c 6 sw Sandstone 55.9 43.3 31.7 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 sw Dacite 22.4 11.4 4.9 Point Tip 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Dacite 14.3 11.9 1.5 Bifacial Knife 

Butchering 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 sw Pisolite 12.1 6.8 6.5 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 sw Dacite 24.1 19.3 6.9 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 sw Dacite 21.1 16 2.3 Unifacial Perforator 

Clothing Production 

 

Hearth c 7 se Dacite 15.3 9.6 2.4 Notch Woodworking 
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20  

Hearth 

20 
c 7 se Dacite 20.3 18.8 4.6 Alternate Scraper 

Hide-

working/Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 ne Dacite 42.7 28.6 7.4 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Slate 47.5 42 11.3 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Dacite 44.9 32.7 9.4 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 se Dacite 25.2 24.3 2.9 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 se Dacite 8.5 11.7 0.7 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Igneous Intrusive 75.6 58.9 30.3 Hammerstone 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Basalt 77.3 57 53 Hammerstone 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 ne Conglomerate 51.1 50.7 13.5 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 ne 

Other Greenstone 

Metamorphic 
57.5 46.5 30 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Conglomerate 57.4 51.2 9.2 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 se Sandstone 25 27.5 11.1 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Slate 70.6 28.4 7.6 Slate Scraper 

Hide-working 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 sw Slate 139 89.9 18.5 Slate Scraper 

Hide-working 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 ne Sandstone 23.2 18.5 16.2 Groundstone Cube 

Other Labor/Prestige Item 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 se Basalt 48 25.9 25.6 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth c 7 nw Igneous Intrusive 64.3 31.6 22.8 Preformed FCR: Core- Plant Processing/Other 
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20 Like Rock / Abrader Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 nw Igneous Intrusive 67.3 57.9 34.4 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 se Sandstone 31.2 21.8 24.4 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

20 
c 7 ne Igneous Intrusive 71.6 63.1 22.8 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Dacite 25.3 13.9 2.6 Bifacial Knife 

Butchering 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 ne Dacite 19.1 17.7 6.2 Bipolar Core 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 sw Chert 31.2 16.5 5.3 Notch 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Dacite 37.9 30.1 7.2 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Dacite 10.9 23.6 4.6 Core Rejuvenation Flake 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 ne Igneous Intrusive 78.8 60.8 41.3 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Igneous Intrusive 66.1 43 24.3 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Basalt 73.9 46.9 36.8 Abrader 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 ne Slate 88.2 61.9 16.2 Slate Scraper 

Hide-working 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 sw Slate 55.2 49 11.8 Slate Scraper 

Hide-working 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 ne Igneous Intrusive 96.1 74.2 65.6 Mano 

Plant Processing 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 12 nw Igneous Intrusive 110.7 75.6 32 Mano 

Plant Processing 

(refit) 

Hearth c 11 se Slate 90.9 84.6 12.8 Chipped Adze Woodworking 
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21  

Hearth 

21 
c 11 sw Slate 80.3 64.3 10.1 Chipped Adze 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Sandstone 35.3 21.3 9.1 Stone Vessel Shard Prestige Item 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 ne Dacite 40.9 13 6.9 

Old Cordilleran Foliate 

Biface/Point 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Dacite 25.1 18.8 4.7 

Bipolar Core / Stage 4 

Biface 

Multi-tool: Tool 

Production 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Igneous Intrusive 68.4 44 41.1 Abrader / Anvil Stone 

Multi-Tool: Plant 

Processing/Tool 

Production 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 ne Basalt 65.5 46.8 39.3 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 nw Basalt 54 57.7 34.4 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 nw Igneous Intrusive 57.5 34.7 15.6 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Basalt 41.3 71.6 42 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Sandstone 78.9 39.2 35.1 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 se Sandstone 38.5 40.1 9.7 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 sw Igneous Intrusive 97.9 65.9 29.6 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 

Hearth c 11 sw Slate 39.4 48.3 22.9 Preformed FCR: Core- Plant Processing/Other 
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21 Like Rock / Abrader Labor 

 

Hearth 

21 
c 11 sw Igneous Intrusive 99.7 57.1 47.1 

Preformed FCR: Core-

Like Rock / Abrader 

Plant Processing/Other 

Labor 

 
Floor IIh Tool Data 

Residential 

Unit 
Block Unit Quad Material Type 

Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 
Tool Type Labor Category 

Hearth 22 
a 10 nw Chert 33.4 20 6.2 Used Flake Other Labor 

Hearth 22 
a 10 nw Sandstone 62.6 44.3 19.3 Abrader Plant Processing 

Hearth 22 
a 10 nw Dacite 57.6 37.2 6.3 

Unifacial 

Perforator/Single 

Scraper 

Multi-Tool: Clothing 

Production/Woodworking 

Hearth 23 
a 15 ne Slate 25.3 12.1 3.3 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 23 
a 15 ne Chert 19.9 9.6 2.7 Used Flake 

Other Labor 

 

Hearth 23 a 15 se 
Granite/ 

Diorite 
66.1 57.2 39.8 Hammerstone 

Tool Production 

 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw Basalt 216.3 211.1 86.8 Multidirectional Core 
Tool Production 

 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw Sandstone 31 28 9 Double Scraper 

Hide-working/ 

Woodworking 

 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw Dacite 40.2 16.8 11.6 Single Scraper 
Woodworking 

 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw Vesicular Basalt 107.6 94.1 39.1 

Preformed FCR: 

Core-Like 

Rock/Abrader 

Plant Processing / Other Labor 

 

Floor IIL Tool Data 
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Appendix B: List of Debitage Per Residential Unit 
Code List: 

Residential Unit: Hearth1-Hearth23; space around hearths used in study 

 

Block: A-D; block location of floor 

 

Unit: numbered 1-16; unit location of floor 

 

Quadrant Of Unit (Quad): NE=northeast; NW=northwest; SE=southeast; SW=southwest  

 

Feature (Feat): Indicates if specimen was found in hearth feature  

 

Count: number of specimens in bag with listed qualities of material type/size/MSRT/flake type/Initiation 

Material type: type of material for debitage 

Size: Extra Small (xsm); Small (sm); Medium (med); Large (lrg) 

Modified Sullivan-Rozen Typology (MSRT): non-orientable (n/o); medial/distal (m/d); proximal flake (p); complete flake (c) 

Flake Type: Early-stage reduction (esr); thinning (tf); R-billet (rbf); tool retouch (rf); core retouch/preparation (cf); notching (nf); core 

rejuvenation (crf); bipolar reduction (bf). 

Initiation: Cone (c); Bend (b): Wedge (w)  
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material 

Type 

Size MSRT Flake 

Type 

Initiation Count 

Hearth 1 a 15 ne  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 1 a 15 ne  Dacite xsm m/d     6 

Hearth 1 a 15 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 ne  Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 ne  Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 nw  Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 nw  Quartz 

Crystal 

sm n/o     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Dacite sm m/d     6 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Dacite xsm m/d     11 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Jasper sm m/d     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Slate sm m/d     4 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Dacite med p tf b 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Dacite sm m/d     5 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Dacite sm n/o     1 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Slate sm m/d     3 

Hearth 1 a 16 se  Dacite xsm m/d     4 

 Total 60 

Hearth 1 Debitage Data (IId) 
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Flake 

Type 

Initiation Count 

Hearth 2 c 10 ne  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 ne  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 10 ne  Dacite sm p rf b 2 

Hearth 2 c 10 ne  Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 nw  Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 nw  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 10 nw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 nw  Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 nw  Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Dacite sm n/o     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Dacite xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Chert xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Dacite sm p cf c 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Slate sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Dacite med m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Dacite xsm m/d     1 
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Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 nw  Dacite med p tf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 nw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 nw  Dacite xsm m/d     3 

Hearth 2 c 14 nw  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Chert xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Dacite med c tf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Dacite xsm m/d     3 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Slate sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Chalcedony 

(Yellow) 

sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Chert xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Quartzite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Dacite xsm m/d     3 
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Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Quartzite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Silicified Shale xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Dacite xsm m/d     3 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Jasper xsm m/d     1 

 Total 87 

Hearth 2 Debitage Data (IId) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Count 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw c2 Chert xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw c2 Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw c2 Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw c2 Slate lrg m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2,6 nw/sw c2 Chalcedony xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 2,6 nw/sw c2 Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2,6 nw/sw c2 Dacite sm m/d     2 
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Hearth 3 c 2,6 nw/sw c2 Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 3 c 2,6 nw/sw c2 Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 2,6 nw/sw c2 Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne   Dacite med c crf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne   Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne   Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne   Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite med c esr c 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite med m/d bf   1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite med m/d     2 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite sm m/d bf w 3 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite sm m/d     7 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite sm p rf   1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite xsm m/d     15 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite xsm p cf c 2 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Dacite xsm p rf b 2 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Jasper (Hat Creek) xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Obsidian sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw   Pisolite med c rbf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 se   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 se   Dacite sm m/d     4 
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Hearth 3 c 2 se   Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 3 c 2 se   Jasper xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 se   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 2 sw   Chert xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 3 c 2 sw   Dacite sm m/d     3 

Hearth 3 c 2 sw   Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     17 

Hearth 3 c 2 sw   Slate xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Chert sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Chert xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Chert (Green) sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite med c rbf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite med m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite sm c rbf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite sm m/d     5 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite sm p bf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite xsm c rf b 2 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite xsm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite xsm m/d     18 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite xsm n/o     1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite xsm p rf b 3 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Dacite xsm s rf b 2 
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Hearth 3 c 6 se   Jasper (Hat Creek) sm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Pisolite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Quartzite xsm n/o     1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se   Slate xsm m/d     1 

 Total 148 

Hearth 3 Debitage Data (IId) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Count 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Basalt xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Basalt xsm n/o   1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Chalcedony (Yellow) xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite sm c cf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite sm n/o   1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite sm p rf b 2 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite sm p rf c 1 
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Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm c rf b 3 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm c rf c 2 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   16 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm n/o   4 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 7 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm p rf c 4 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Igneous Intrusive sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Igneous Intrusive xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Slate xsm m/d   7 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Dacite xsm n/o   1 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Jasper (Hat Creek) xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Basalt xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Chert sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Coarse Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 
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Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite sm m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite sm p rf b 2 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite sm s rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite sm s rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   23 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Quartzite xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Basalt sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Chalcedony (Yellow) sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Chalcedony (Yellow) xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Chert xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Coarse Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite sm m/d   5 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite sm n/o   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite sm p rf b 2 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   47 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 6 
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Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Dacite xsm p rf c 5 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Jasper xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Obsidian xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Pisolite med m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Quartzite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Quartzite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Slate med c cf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Slate sm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Slate xsm m/d   7 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Andesite med n/o   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Chalcedony sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Coarse Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite med m/d bf  1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite sm m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite xsm c rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite xsm m/d   8 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite xsm p rf c 2 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Dacite xsm s rf c 1 
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Hearth 4 d 11 se  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Slate xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite sm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite sm p bf w 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   7 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Slate sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Basalt med m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Basalt sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Basalt xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Chalcedony xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Chert xsm m/d   8 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   5 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Coarse Dacite xsm p nf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite sm m/d bf  1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite sm m/d   10 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite sm n/o   1 
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Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm c nf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm c rf b 9 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm c rf c 6 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm m/d bf  1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   100 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm p nf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm p rf b 26 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm p rf c 4 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm s rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Dacite xsm s rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm m/d   4 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Jasper (Hat Creek) xsm m/d   9 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Metamorphosed med m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Metamorphosed sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Obsidian xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Pisolite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Quartzite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Slate med m/d   1 
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Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Slate sm m/d bf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Slate sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Chert xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Coarse Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite med c tf b 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite med m/d   3 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite med p bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite med p cf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite med p cf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite med p tf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite sm c rf b 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite sm c rf c 3 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite sm m/d   8 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite xsm m/d   10 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite xsm p rf b 4 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Dacite xsm s rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Silicified Shale xsm n/o   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Slate sm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Basalt xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Coarse Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   1 
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Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Coarse Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Coarse Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Coarse Dacite xsm s rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite med p cf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm m/d rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm m/d   12 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm p cf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm p rf b 4 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm c bf w 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm c nf b 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm c rf b 4 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm c rf c 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm m/d bf w 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm m/d bf  1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm m/d   28 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm n/o   2 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm p rf b 4 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm p rf c 2 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm s rf b 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Dacite xsm s rf c 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Slate med m/d   1 

 Total 586 

Hearth 4 Debitage Data (IId) 
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Count 

Hearth 5 a 6 se  Basalt sm m/d     1 

Hearth 5 a 6 se  Dacite med m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 5 a 6 se  Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 5 a 6 se  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 5 a 6 se  Dacite xsm m/d     4 

Hearth 5 a 6 sw  Dacite med c esr c 1 

Hearth 5 a 6 sw  Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 5 a 6 sw  Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 5 a 6 sw  Slate sm m/d     1 

 Total 13 

Hearth 5 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Count 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 6 a 6 nw  Dacite sm m/d     1 

 Total 4 

Hearth 6 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation count 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne c1 Basalt xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne c1 Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 
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Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Chert (green) xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Dacite sm m/d     5 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Dacite xsm n/o     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw c1 Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se c1 Dacite med c esr c 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se c1 Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw c1 Dacite med p esr b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw c1 Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw c1 Dacite xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw c1 Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Basalt sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Dacite xsm m/d     6 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Slate lrg m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1 Slate sm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 10 ne   Chert (green) med m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 7 c 10 ne   Dacite sm m/d     3 

Hearth 7 c 10 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 7 c 10 se   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 10 se   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 10 se   Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 10 se   Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 10 se   Slate sm p rf b 1 
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Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Coarse Basalt sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite med m/d     3 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite sm m/d bf   1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite sm m/d     7 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite sm s rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite xsm m/d bf   1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     14 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite xsm p rf b 2 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne   Slate xsm m/d     3 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 nw   Quartzite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Basalt xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Dacite sm m/d     3 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw   Slate sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne   Chert (green) xsm m/d     1 
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Hearth 7 c 14 ne   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne   Metamorphosed sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se   Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se   Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se   Dacite sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se   Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 14 se   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Chert med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Chert sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Chert xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Dacite med p tf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Dacite sm m/d     5 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Dacite xsm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     4 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw   Slate sm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Basalt xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Coarse Dacite med p tf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Coarse Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     8 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite xsm n/o     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 
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Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Quartzite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Slate sm m/d     3 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne   Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw   Chalcedony lrg m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw   Dacite med p tf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw   Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite med p esr c 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite sm m/d crf   1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite sm n/o     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite xsm m/d     5 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se   Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Dacite sm p esr c 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Obsidian sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Slate lrg unk     1 
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Hearth 7 c 15 sw   Slate sm m/d     1 

 Total 192 

Hearth 7 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation counts 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne c5 Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw c5 Chert sm n/o     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Basalt sm m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Chalcedony sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Dacite med c esr b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Dacite sm p bf w 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Pisolite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Slate sm s rf b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Coarse Dacite xsm p rf  b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Dacite sm m/d bf   1 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Dacite sm m/d     4 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Dacite xsm m/d     4 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Jasper (Hat Creek) xsm m/d     1 
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Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Chalcedony med m/d esr   1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Dacite med m/d     2 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Dacite sm m/d     3 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     8 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Metamorphosed med p esr c 1 

 Total 51 

Hearth 8 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Dacite xsm m/d   7 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Dacite sm m/d   2 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Dacite xsm m/d   23 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Jasper xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Slate sm m/d   4 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Slate xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   7 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne  Slate sm m/d   1 
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Hearth 9 d 2 ne  Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Chalcedony med p rf c 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Chalcedony sm p esr c 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Chalcedony xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Chert xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Chert xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Coarse Dacite med m/d   2 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Conglomerate med m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   13 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite xsm n/o   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 2 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Other Greenstone 

Metamorphic 

sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Pisolite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Pisolite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Sandstone sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Slate sm m/d   3 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne  Slate xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 9 d 6 se  Coarse Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se  Dacite xsm c rf c 1 
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Hearth 9 d 6 se  Dacite xsm m/d   4 

Hearth 9 d 6 se  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Dacite sm m/d   5 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   13 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Igneous Intrusive sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Slate sm s rf b 1 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw  Slate xsm p rf b 1 

 Total 138 

Hearth 9 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Chert sm m/d   2 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Dacite sm m/d   2 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm c bf w 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   28 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Pisolite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Slate med m/d   4 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Slate sm m/d   3 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne  Slate xsm m/d   7 

Hearth 11 d 8 ne  Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 11 d 8 ne  Dacite sm m/d   1 
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Hearth 11 d 8 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Chert sm m/d   1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Chert xsm m/d   5 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Dacite sm m/d   3 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   6 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Pisolite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Quartzite med c rf c 1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Slate sm m/d   2 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw  Slate xsm m/d   5 

Hearth 11 d 12 se  Chert sm m/d   2 

Hearth 11 d 12 se  Chert xsm p bf b 1 

Hearth 11 d 12 se  Dacite sm m/d bf  1 

Hearth 11 d 12 se  Dacite xsm m/d   4 

Hearth 11 d 12 se  Slate xsm m/d   1 

  Total 91 

Hearth 11 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 
Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne d10 Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne d10 Dacite xsm m/d     3 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne d10 Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne d10 Slate xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 13 d 11 floorclean   Coarse Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Dacite lrg p esr b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Dacite xsm c rf b 1 
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Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     11 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Obsidian xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Pisolite xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 nw   Chert med c rf c 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 nw   Coarse Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 nw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Chert xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Chert xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Chert (Green) xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Dacite sm m/d     5 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Dacite xsm m/d     14 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Dacite xsm p rf b 2 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Igneous Intrusive sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Obsidian xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Quartzite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Sandstone lrg p rf b 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Slate xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Chalcedony xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     5 
Hearth 13 Debitage Data (IIe) 
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 14 b 16 ne b12  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 14 b 16 ne b12  Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 se b12  Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 nw   Coarse Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 nw   Dacite xsm m/d     2 

Hearth 14 b 16 nw   Quartzite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 se   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 se   Dacite xsm m/d     3 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Chert sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Dacite xsm c rf b 1 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Slate med m/d     1 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Slate sm m/d     1 

 Total 18 

Hearth 14 Debitage Data (IIe) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 15 a 8 se,sw a6 Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 15 a 8 se,sw a6 Dacite xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 15 a 8 sw a6 Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 15 a 8 sw a6 Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 15 a 8 ne  Coarse dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 15 a 8 ne  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 15 a 8 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 15 a 8 se  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 15 a 8 se  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 15 a 8 se  Dacite sm p rf b 1 
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Hearth 15 a 8 se  Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 15 a 8 se  Quartz Crystal sm p rf b 1 

 Total 13 

Hearth 15 Debitage Data (IIh) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 16 a 15 nw a4 Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 nw,sw a4 Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 nw,sw a4 Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 nw,sw a4 Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 ne   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 ne   Quartzite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 ne   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 sw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 sw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 sw   Dacite sm s cf c 1 

Hearth 16 a 15 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 16 a 15 sw   Quartzite sm m/d     1 

 Total 12 

Hearth 16 Debitage Data (IIh) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 17 a 15 se a11 Basalt med c bf w 1 

Hearth 17 a 15 se a11 Basalt med m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 15 sw a11 Basalt sm m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 15 sw a11 Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 17 a 11 ne   Basalt lrg m/d b   1 

Hearth 17 a 11 ne   Dacite sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 17 a 11 ne   Dacite sm m/d     3 

Hearth 17 a 11 ne   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 11 nw   Dacite sm m/d bf w 1 
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Hearth 17 a 11 nw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 11 sw   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 11 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 15 sw   Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 17 a 15 sw   Dacite sm s cf c 1 

Hearth 17 a 15 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 17 a 15 sw   Quartzite sm m/d     1 

 Total 20 

Hearth 17 Debitage Data (IIh) 

Residential 

Unit 
Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 18 a 12 ne 
 

Chalcedony xsm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 12 ne 
 

Dacite med m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 12 ne 
 

Dacite sm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 12 ne 
 

Dacite xsm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 12 nw 
 

Dacite sm m/d 
  

4 

Hearth 18 a 12 nw 
 

Slate med m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 12 se 
 

Dacite xsm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 ne 
 

Dacite sm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 ne 
 

Dacite xsm m/d 
  

3 

Hearth 18 a 16 se 
 

Dacite med m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 se 
 

Dacite sm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 se 
 

Dacite sm n/o 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 se 
 

Slate med m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 sw 
 

Dacite med m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 sw 
 

Dacite sm m/d 
  

5 

Hearth 18 a 16 sw 
 

Dacite xsm m/d 
  

7 

Hearth 18 a 16 sw 
 

Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 18 a 16 sw 
 

Pisolite sm m/d 
  

1 

Hearth 18 a 16 sw 
 

Slate med m/d 
  

1 
Hearth 18 Debitage Data (IIh) 
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne c11 Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne,se c13 Dacite med p esr b 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se c9 Chalcedony sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se c9 Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se c9 Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw/se c9 Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw/se c9 Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Chalcedony sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Conglomerate med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Dacite sm m/d   5 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Dacite xsm p rf c 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Other Greenstone 

Metamorphic 

sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Pisolite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Silicified Shale med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Slate med m/d   2 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne  Slate sm m/d   3 

Hearth 19 c 2 nw  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 nw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 19 c 2 nw  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Chalcedony sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Chert sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Coarse Basalt sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Coarse Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Dacite med m/d   2 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Dacite sm c rf c 1 
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Hearth 19 c 2 se  Dacite sm m/d   5 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Dacite xsm m/d   4 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Dacite xsm p rf c 2 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Jasper xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Jasper (Hat Creek) sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Quartzite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Sandstone med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se  Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw  Dacite sm m/d   3 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw  Dacite xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw  Slate med p rf b 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Basalt xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Chalcedony med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Chalcedony med p rf b 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Coarse Basalt med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Coarse Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Conglomerate med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Dacite med p tf c 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Dacite xsm m/d   6 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Igneous Intrusive med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Pisolite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Slate med c rf b 2 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se  Steatite/Soapstone sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 sw  Coarse Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 sw  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 sw  Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 19 c 6 sw  Slate sm m/d   1 

 Total 98 
Hearth 19 Debitage Data (IIh) 
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Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne c10 Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Slate med m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Slate med p esr b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Slate med p rbf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se c10 Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Chert (Green) xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Igneous Intrusive med m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne  Slate sm m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw  Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   5 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw  Igneous Intrusive med m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw  Sandstone lrg p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw  Slate xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Conglomerate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite med m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite med n/o   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite xsm m/d   25 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite xsm n/o   3 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Dacite xsm p rf b 2 
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Hearth 20 c 7 se  Obsidian sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Quartz Crystal med m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Slate med m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Slate med p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 se  Slate xsm n/o   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Chalcedony sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite med m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite sm c rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite sm m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite sm p tf b 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Dacite xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Ortho-Quartzite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw  Slate xsm m/d   1 

 Total 96 

Hearth 20 Debitage Data (IIh) 

 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Dacite xsm m/d   5 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Granite/Diorite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Igneous Intrusive sm m/d   1 
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Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Other Greenstone 

Metamorphic 

xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Quartz Crystal med n/o   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Slate sm m/d   3 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se c6 Dacite sm c bf w 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se c6 Dacite xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 21 c 11 se c6 Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se c6 Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Basalt sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Conglomerate med p esr b 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Dacite med p crf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Dacite sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Dacite xsm m/d   4 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Slate lrg s esr b 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne  Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne  Dacite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne  Dacite xsm m/d   3 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne  Slate xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Chalcedony xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Chert sm m/d   2 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Dacite med m/d   2 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Dacite sm m/d   3 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   6 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Ortho-Quartzite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw  Slate sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Basalt xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Chalcedony sm m/d   1 
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Hearth 21 c 11 se  Chalcedony sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Conglomerate sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite med c rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite med m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite med p bf w 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite med p esr c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite med p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite sm m/d   11 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite sm n/o   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Dacite xsm m/d   4 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Igneous Intrusive med n/o   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Pisolite med m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Quartzite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Slate med m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Slate sm m/d   3 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Slate xsm m/d   2 

Hearth 21 c 11 se  Slate xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Coarse Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Coarse Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Conglomerate med m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite med p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite sm m/d   4 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite sm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite xsm c bf w 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite xsm m/d   10 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Dacite xsm p rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Graphite med p esr c 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Ortho-Quartzite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Quartz Crystal sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Quartzite sm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Sandstone lrg s rf b 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Slate med m/d   1 
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Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Slate sm m/d   2 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw  Slate xsm n/o   1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw  Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw  Dacite xsm m/d   1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw  Dacite xsm n/o   1 

 Total 134 
Hearth 21 Debitage Data (IIh) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 22 a 10 nw   Slate sm m/d     1 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Chert sm c rf c 1 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Chert sm m/d     4 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Dacite sm m/d     2 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Dacite sm p rf c 1 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Quartzite xsm m/d     1 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   Slate med m/d     1 

 Total 12 
Hearth 22 Debitage Data (IIL) 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Bag Unit Quad Feature Material Type Size MSRT Type Initiation Counts 

Hearth 23 a 622 15 ne   Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 23 a 622 15 ne   Dacite sm m/d     1 

Hearth 23 a 454 15 nw   Dacite xsm n/o     1 

Hearth 23 a 531 15 sw   Chert sm m/d     1 

Hearth 23 a 523 15 sw   Dacite med m/d     1 

Hearth 23 a 482 15 sw   Dacite xsm m/d     1 

 Total 6 

Hearth 23 Debitage Data (IIL) 
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Appendix C: List of Faunal Remains Per Residential Unit 
Code list 

Residential Unit: Hearth1-Hearth23; space around hearths used in study 

 

Block: A-D; block location of floor 

 

Unit: numbered 1-16; unit location of floor 

 

Quadrant Of Unit (Quad): NE=northeast; NW=northwest; SE=southeast; SW=southwest  

 

Feature (Feat): Indicates if specimen was found in hearth feature  

 

Count: number of specimens in bag with listed qualities of taxon/taxa/burnt/Hmodification/Cmodification 

 

Taxon: Av = Avian; Ma = Mammal; OS = Osteichthyes (Fish); MO = Mollusk; IN = Indeterminate 

 

Taxa: AR = Artiodactyl (hoofed); CA = Canid (canine); CC = Castor canadensis (beaver); CE = Cervid (deer); CF = Canis lupus 

familiaris (dog); OC = Ovis canadensis (Bighorn sheep); OV = Ovis (sheep); OH = Odocoileus hemionus (mule deer); OM = 

Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout); OS = Oncorhynchus (salmon/trout); ON = Oncorhynchus nerka (sockeye salmon); OT = 

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha (Chinook salmon); RO = Rodentia (rodents); IN = Indeterminate   

Burnt: 1/Y = Present; 0/N = Absent 

 

Human Modification (HModification): 1/Y = Present; 0/N = Absent 

 

Canid Modification (CModification): 1/Y = Present; 0/N = Absent 
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Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feat Taxon Taxa Burnt 
Human 

Modification 

Canid 

Modification 
Count 

Hearth 1 a 15 se  Ma In 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 1 a 15 sw  Ma In 0 0 0 4 

 Total 7 
Hearth 1 Faunal Data (Floor IId)  

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feat Taxon Taxa Burnt Human  

Modification 

Canid 

Modification 

Count 

Hearth 2 c 10 ne  Ma In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 se  Ma In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 10 sw  Ma In 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Ma Ar 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Ma In 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Os On 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 ne  Os On 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 2 c 14 nw  Ma In 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 2 c 14 nw  Os On 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Ma In 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Ma In 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Os In 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Os On 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Os On 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 2 c 14 se  Os Ot 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Ma In 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Ma Oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 14 sw  Os On 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Ma In 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Ma In 1 0 0 1 
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Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Ma Ro 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Os Om 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Os Om 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Os On 0 0 0 50 

Hearth 2 c 15 nw  Os On 1 0 0 13 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  In In 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Ma In 0 0 0 16 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Ma In 1 0 0 6 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Ma Oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 2 c 15 sw  Os In 0 0 0 3 

 Total 160 

Hearth 2 Faunal Data (Floor IId)  

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 3 c 2 ne  Ma In 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw c2 Ma In 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw  Ma In 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 3 c 2 nw  Os On 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 3 c 2 se  Ma In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 3 c 2 sw  Ma In 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 3 c 6 se  Ma In 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se  Ma In 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 3 c 6 se  Os In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 se  Os On 0 0 1 2 

Hearth 3 c 6 sw  Ma Cc 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 3 c 6 sw  Ma In 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 3 c 6 sw  Os On 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 3 c 6 sw  Os On 1 0 0 13 
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Hearth 3 c 6 sw  Os On 0 0 0 9 

 Total 65 

Hearth 3 Faunal Data (Floor IId)  

 

Residential 

Unit 

Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification Count 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Av Ph 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Ma In 0 0 0 42 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Ma In 0 0 1 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Ma In 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Os Om 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Os On 0 0 0 159 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Os On 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 7 ne  Os On 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 ne  Ma In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Ma In 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Ma In 0 1 0 3 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Ma In 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Ma Oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Ma Oh 0 1 0 2 

Hearth 4 d 8 nw  Os On 0 0 0 74 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Ma Ca 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Ma In 1 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Ma In 0 0 0 9 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Ma In 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Ma In 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 ne  Os On 0 0 0 60 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  In In 0 0 0 1 
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Hearth 4 d 11 se  Ma In 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Ma In 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Ma Oh 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 11 se  Os On 0 0 0 32 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Ma In 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Ma In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Os On 0 0 0 8 

Hearth 4 d 12 ne  Os On 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Ma In 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Ma Oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Mo In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Os Om 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 nw  Os On 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 4 d 12 s  Ma Oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Ma In 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Ma In 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Ma In 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Os In 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 4 d 12 se  Os On 0 0 0 26 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Ma Ar 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Ma Ca 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Ma In 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Ma In 1 0 0 11 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Os Om 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 4 d 12 sw  Os On 0 0 0 30 

 Total 546 

Hearth 4 Faunal Data (Floor IId)  
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Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 5 a 6 se   Os on 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 5 a 6 se   Ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 5 a 6 se   Os in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 5 a 6 sw   Ma in 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 5 a 6 sw   Os on 0 0 0 1 

 Total 11 

Hearth 5 Faunal Data (Floor IIe)  

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Os on 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Os in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 6 a 6 ne  Os in 0 0 0 11 

Hearth 6 a 6 nw  Ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 6 a 6 nw  Ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 6 a 6 nw  Os on 0 0 0 2 

 Total 21 

Hearth 6 Faunal Data (Floor IIe) Ntotal =  21 specimens 

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne c1 Ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne c1 Os on 0 0 0 13 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne c1 Ma oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne c1 Os on 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw c1 Ma in 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw c1 Ma oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1  Ma cf 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1  Ma in 0 0 0 7 
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Hearth 7 c 15 se c1  Ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 15 se c1  Os on 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 7 c 10 ne  Ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 10 nw  Ma in 0 0 0 101 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne  Ma in 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 7 c 11 ne  Ma oh 0 0 0 13 

Hearth 7 c 11 se  Ma ar 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 se  Ma in 0 0 0 14 

Hearth 7 c 11 se  Ma in 0 1 0 4 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw  Ma ar 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 11 sw  Ma cc 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne  Ma ar 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne  Ma in 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne  Ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 14 ne  Os on 0 0 0 9 

Hearth 7 c 14 nw  Ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 7 c 14 nw  Ma ro 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 nw  Os in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se  Ma ca 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se  Ma cf 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 14 se  Ma in 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 7 c 14 se  Ma ro 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 se  Os on 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Ma cc 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Ma in 0 0 0 11 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Ma in 1 0 0 7 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Ma oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Ma ro 0 0 0 1 
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Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Os in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 14 sw  Os on 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne  Ma ar 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne  Ma in 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne  Ma oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 ne  Os on 0 0 0 49 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw  Ma cf 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw  Ma in 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw  Ma in 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw  Ma in 1 0 0 4 

Hearth 7 c 15 nw  Os on 0 0 0 109 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Ma ar 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Ma cc 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Ma in 0 0 0 24 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Ma in 0 1 0 1 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Ma oh 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 7 c 15 se  Os on 0 0 0 22 

 Total 488 

Hearth 7 Faunal Data (Floor IIe)  

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Ma oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Os om 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Os on 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 8 c 16 ne   Os on 1 0 0 9 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Ma in 0 0 0 3 
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Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Ma oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Os om 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Os on 0 0 0 9 

Hearth 8 c 16 nw   Os on 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 8 c 16 se   Ma ar 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Av in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   In in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Ma in 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Ma in 0 1 0 3 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Ma oh 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Ma oh 0 1 0 2 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Os on 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 8 c 16 sw   Os on 1 0 0 1 

 Total 68 

Hearth 8 Faunal Data (Floor IIe)  

 

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 9 d 2 ne d25 Os in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Ma in 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Ma in 1 0 0 5 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne d25 Os in 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 In in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Ma in 0 0 0 18 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Ma in 0 0 1 4 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se d25 Os in 0 0 0 76 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne   In in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne   Ma in 0 0 0 15 
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Hearth 9 d 6 ne   Ma in 1 0 0 5 

Hearth 9 d 6 ne   Os in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 9 d 6 se   In in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 9 d 6 se   Ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 9 d 6 se   Os in 0 0 0 8 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw   Ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw   Os in 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 9 d 7 nw   Os in 1 0 0 1 

 Total 169 

Hearth 9 Faunal Data (Floor IIe)  

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 11 d 8 ne d1 Ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Av in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   In in 0 0 0 10 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Ma in 0 0 0 29 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Os in 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Os On 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Os On 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 11 d 7 ne   Os os 0 0 0 188 

Hearth 11 d 8 ne   In in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 11 d 8 ne   Ma in 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw   Ma Oh 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 11 d 8 nw   Os in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 11 d 12 se   Ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 11 d 12 se   Os on 0 0 0 1 

 Total 262 

Hearth 11 Faunal Data (Floor IIe) 
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Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 13 d 11 ne   Ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   In In 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Ma ar 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Os in 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Os On 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Os On 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 13 d 11 se   Os os 0 0 0 64 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Os On 0 0 0 13 

Hearth 13 d 11 sw   Os On 1 0 0 13 

 Total 115 

Hearth 13 Hearth 11 Faunal Data (Floor IIe)  

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 14 b 16 ne   Ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 14 b 16 nw   Ma in 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 14 b 16 sw   Ma in 0 0 0 1 

 Total 6 

Hearth 14 Faunal Data (Floor IIe)  

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 15 a 8 sw a6 ma in 0 0 0 18 

Hearth 15 a 8 ne   ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 15 a 8 ne   os on 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 15 a 8 se   ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 15 a 8 se   ma in 1 0 0 5 

 Total 30 

Hearth 15 Faunal Data (Floor IIh) 
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Hearth 16 = no faunal remains 

 
Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 17 a 11 nw   ma ca 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 17 a 11 nw   ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 17 a 11 se   os on 0 0 0 19 

 Total 23 

Hearth 17 Faunal Data (Floor IIh)  

Hearth 18 = no faunal remains 
 

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw c9 ma in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne   in in 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne   ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne   ma in 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 19 c 2 ne   os in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 nw   ma in 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 19 c 2 nw   os in 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 19 c 2 se   in in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 se   ma in 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw   ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 2 sw   os in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 se   in in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 sw   ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 19 c 6 sw   os in 0 0 0 1 

 Total 36 

Hearth 19 Faunal Data (Floor IIh)  
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Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne   in in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 20 c 7 ne   in in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw   ma in 0 0 0 20 

Hearth 20 c 7 nw   ma in 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 20 c 7 se   ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 20 c 7 se   ma in 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 20 c 7 se   os in 0 0 0 16 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw   in in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw   ma in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 20 c 7 sw   os in 0 0 0 10 

 Total 60 

Hearth 20 Faunal Data (Floor IIh) 

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 av in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 in in 0 0 0 9 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 in in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 ma ca 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 ma in 0 0 0 12 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 ma in 1 0 0 4 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 ma ro 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne c6 os in 0 0 0 14 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 in in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 ma in 0 0 0 6 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 ma in 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 ma oh 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw c6 os in 0 0 0 9 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw c6  ma in 0 0 0 1 
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Hearth 21 c 11 nw c6  os in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne   in in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne   ma in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 21 c 11 ne   os in 0 0 0 7 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw   ma in 0 0 0 19 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw   ma in 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw   ma ro 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw   os in 0 0 0 21 

Hearth 21 c 11 nw   os on 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   in in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   ma cc 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   ma ce 1 0 0 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   ma in 0 0 0 17 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   ma in 0 0 1 1 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   ma in 1 0 0 6 

Hearth 21 c 11 se   os in 0 0 0 58 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw   in in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw   ma in 0 0 0 8 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw   ma in 1 0 0 3 

Hearth 21 c 11 sw   os in 0 0 0 87 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw   in in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw   in in 1 0 0 2 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw   ma in 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 21 c 12 nw   os in 0 0 0 13 

 Total 330 

Hearth 21 Faunal Data (Floor IIh) 
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Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 22 a 10 nw   in in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 22 a 10 nw   ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 22 a 10 nw   os in 0 0 0 8 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   in in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   ma in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   os in 0 0 0 21 

Hearth 22 a 10 sw   os om 1 0 0 2 

 Total 39 

Hearth 22 Faunal Data (Floor IIh)  

Residential Unit Block Unit Quad Feature Taxon Taxa Burnt HModification Cmodification CountN 

Hearth 23 a 15 ne   ma in 0 0 0 4 

Hearth 23 a 15 ne   os in 0 0 0 30 

Hearth 23 a 15 ne   os om 0 0 0 5 

Hearth 23 a 15 nw   av in 0 0 0 1 

Hearth 23 a 15 nw   on in 0 0 0 2 

Hearth 23 a 15 nw   os in 0 0 0 37 

Hearth 23 a 15 se   os in 0 0 0 345 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw   in in 0 0 0 3 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw   os in 0 0 0 713 

Hearth 23 a 15 sw   os in 1 0 0 13 

 Total 1153 

Hearth 23 Faunal Data (Floor IIL)
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